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Preface:

Professors Wallace:Nichols, Murphy
and the Illinois Tradition

ROGER E. NEBERGALL AND JOSEPH W. WENZEL

_

KA L WALLACE was born in Hubbardsville, New York, on November 10,
1905 lledied at Amherst, Massachusetts,.on October 16, 1973.1-le received a
B A, in 1927, an M.A. in.1931, and a Ph.D, in 1933, all at Cornell University.
!lc taught at Iowa State College from 1933-to 1936, and at Washing*
University (St..Louis) from 1936 to 1937. At the University of Virginia he
was Chairman of the School of Speech from 1937 to 1944 and of the School
of Speech and Drama from 1944 to 1947. He was Head of the Department,of
Speech and, Theatre at the University of Illinois from 1947 until his retire-
mcnt in 1968 After his retirement, he taught -at the University; of Massachu-
setts until his death.

r_

MARIE HOCIIMUTH NICHOLS was born on Jucy 13, 1908, at Dunbar,
- Pennsylvania. She received an A.B. degree in 1931, an M.A. in )936 from the

University of Pittsburgh, and a Ph.D. in 1945 from the University of Wis-
consin. She also studied at the University of Illinois. She aught atilt. Mercy
College from 1935 to 1939. She has taught at the University of Illinois since'
1939. She has been a visiting professor at the University of Hawaii and the
Universityp6f Southern California.

- .
RIFIIARD MURPHY was born in Marienville, Pcnnsylvanta, on September
12, 1903. !le received a B.A. in 1927, an M.A. in 1928, and 4,Ph.D. ip 1938,
all at the University of Pittsburgh. !lc also studied at Cornell University. the
State University of Iowa, and the University of Edinburgh, Scotland. He
taught at the University of Pittsburgh from 1927 to 1935, at Cornell Univer-
sity Crain 1935 to 1936, and at the University of Colorado from 1936 to,.
1945' lac titiOt at the University of Illinois from 1945 until his retirement in
1971.

7
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This volume of essay as been prepared as a tribute to three distinguished
4 professors who le c study of rhetoric and public address at the University

of Illinois dur a period of twenty years. Kart R. Wallace, Marie Uochmuth
r Nichols, Richard Murphy, by example a's well as precept, inspired their,-

' study with a! spirit of.,scholarship that we have here ed "the'
T ition " A "ti;clition," w,e suppbse, must be cor ounded ofa body Of

nowledgc and experience, a mptivating spiri nd a certain gstoneal-con-
unuity . On these grounds it seems entice appropriate tO spetk of an Illinois
tradition. This volume is an effoi y students and friends to recall that
tradition, to thank those who re so much responsible for it, and to express
through these essays their ntinuing indebtedness.

lthet. c and Communication

The spirit of the linois tradition cannot really be captured in a few
paragraphs. Prob y each student touched by it would express the feeling
differently s e would speaVof dedication to original research, others of
thc_trOpor rice of teaching skill in Puh,lic utterance, some would stress the

1

acivanc ent of rhetorical theory, some the uses9f rhetorical criticism, and
still thers the study of the history of rhetbncal practice. The program. of
s dy that Wallace, Nichols, Murphy, and their colleagues created at Illinois
was a rich and rounded One. Its central tenets were these. that rhetoric in its
most useful sense embraces the whole rationale of influential discourse, that
rhetoric is an es4entlal dimension of human social action, and that the study
of rhetorical Eheory, practice, and criticism has an important place in liberal
education. Thus groundin e study of rhetoric in the tradition of Western
humanism, Wallace, N' ols, and Murphy maintained in their teaching a clear
vision of the larg vial purposes of rhetorical studies.

As is true of any such historical phenomenon, one cannot point precisely.
,I,

to 4 u e a place where the Illinois tradition may be said to have begun.
PerPerh as good a tie as any would be the year 1947 when Karl Wallace

e to ,the Un.j..uetcity of Illinois from the University of Virginia, where he
had been Chairman of the School of Speech and Dr4ma, to serve as the first
head of the newly formed Department of Speech. Prior to that time, work in
speech ,had been offered in a separate division of the Department of English,
under the supervision of Wayland Maxfield Parrish.,

Already at Illinois and ready to move from° the Division of Speech to the
Niti%new department were Marie HochMuth and Richard hy. flochmuth' had

joined the faculty in 1939, coming from Mt. Mercy Col gt. Murphy had
arrived in 1945, from the University of Colorado. For more than twenty
years, these three scholars were at the center of teaching and r6searchntrhetoric and public address.

They were joined by many others, of course, Some of these were in
theatre and in speech and hearing science, and their labors brought those
areas to full development and eventual department status. Others made their
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contribution along with Wallace, Niclabls, and Murphy in rhetoric and public
address. Otto Dieter, whose service at Illinois dated from 1938, was an active

'force in,the tradition until his death in 1968. So was Ray Nadeau who came
to II Jim:As in 1950, taught here for fourteen years until he left to become
dePartment, head at Purdue, and returned on a //part -time basis to ,teach
seminars from 1968 to 1970.' Other, colleaguEs included Lee Hultzen,
Kenneth Burns, Halbett Gulley, Kirtg Broadrick, Henry Mueller, as well as

/many others, some of whom have contributed to this volume. But the three
scholars to whom this volume is 'dedicated were central to the Illinois
tradition. Moreover, they were the pre-eminent menibtrs of the faculty in
their field. Throughbut the fifties, when one thought of the Department of
Speech at Illinois, one immediately thought of Wallace, Nichols, and Murphy.
They were, in varying degrees, gear the peaks of their c and their

'careers exemplified the highest type of service by acade c persons. All three
were leaders rg professional ,associations, all were holars who helped to
shape a discipline, and all were teachers dedicate to creating a climate of
learning in which new scholarship could emerge and mature.

Professors Wallace, Nichols, and Murphy were among the most active
members of the 'Speech Association of America, later to become the Speech
Communication Association. Both Wallace and Nichols served as president of
the association and Murphy was a member of its administrative council. Each
Of the three served a term ,as editor of the Quarterly Journal of Speech. In
addition to service on numerous committees and boards, each of the three
was called upon for special tasks. Karl Wallace edited the SAA-sponsored_
History of Speech h.E.fucation in America and Marie Nichols edited volume III
of A History and Criticism of American Public Address, both of which re-
niain Ccquired reading for serious scholars in rhetoric and public addrets,
Richard Murphy servAd as editor of "Shop Talk," when everyone began
his reading of the Quarterly journal of Speech at the back. Without actually
checking old programs, one suspects that there were few conventions of the
}issociation- in the fifties and sixties without at least two of the three on a--
program Because th.%; believed in their professional association as a com-
munity of scholars, they were often called upon to speak "for the good of the
order," and we are all in their debt for much good speaking.

Wallace, Nichols, and Murphy were humanist-scholars, too, they were
among the group of serious scholars who helped the speech communication
profession, in-its formative }ears, to grow from a collection of teachers of ,
public speaking into a substantial discipline concerned with the full range of
scientific aol philosophical inquiry into speech communicatiorl. In their
several edifo'ships and in their teaching they helped to shape tilt discipline.
Perhaps t eir own work'S were an even greater influence, for they stand as-
models of rigorous scholarship. One cannot read their best works without
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, ;,

. being moved by their enthusiasm or learning and by their humane approach
to rhetoric as a means to better nderstanding of the human condition.

4'
Karl Wallace will proba y be remembered best for two strands of hts4

work. The first is his se 'es of writings on Fra!ncis Bacon which ,reveals the
depth and subtlet), of philosophical mindgrappling with human communi-
cation and human n tail Had Wallace lived longer wj would probablrhave

. , been blessed with a third book on Bacon to add to that impressive body of
. .

work. , . .. ,
, Of,

......
The secon strand of Wallace's work continues to influence teachers and

scholars fr primary grades through graduate schools, it is his concern for
undersea ing,And managing practical discourse in public affairs. In his essay
on 'It toric, Politics, and E Education of the Ready.Man," Wallace wrote vt
of p itics as'ehe indisp sable art.of human cooperation and of rhetoric as
thy indispensable ha aiden.Charactenstically, his closely, reasoned analysis

p ed withirra broad icurnanistic perspective:

f rhetoric teaches nothing else, she requires that her stellient make up
his mind, that he take decision only after search and full inqUiry, that
he speak from his convictions with all the skill he can acquire. The
student of rhetoric learns, atso, that he has no monopoly on ability,
privilege, and skill.'When opinion, encounters opinion, each ably pre-
sented and strongly high-lighted, he learns that agreement amid differ-
ence is found in a shadowland where the light is more or less strong,
and its illuminating signs marked ,"probably" and "possibly" rather
than "cettainly" and "exclusively," a territory in whicth persons can
meet for common action and still preserve their dignity and worth. a

'Gradually he learns ,that in a commonwealth of mutual deference,
integrity.; and self-respect are shared)

Through a lifellong series of essays, such as "Rhetoric and Advising"2 and
"The Spbstan,oc of Rhetoric Good Reasony,"3 Wallace continued to clarify ;

the functie'fi's of rhetoric as it serves the political person in commons social
relation/s. ThroUgliout, he was motivated by the bolief, expressed in his last

. book, "that to establish control over speech and language behavior ,is to
better the human condition in all of its essential, aspects." 4

The central focus of Marie Ilochmuth Nichols's work as boen in applying
the methods of rhetorical analysis and criticism to the body of public
utterance that Illuminates social and political history. To that end she has
contributed to the enlargement of rhetorical theory and Criticik for ex-

.;
ample, in. introducing the works of Kenneth Burke and I. A. Richards, to a
wider readership thtough the mei of the Quarterly Journal of Speech. Her
critical study of Lincoln's First Inaugural is often cited as a model of
rheroncal criticism. In.a series of lectures at the Annual Conference on
Speech Education aLouisiana State tinffersity in 1959, Mrs. Nichols ex:
plairied the rationale that has motivated her work: "I find considerable

1'

-1t
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Preface xi

humanizing. Ohlue in the, examples'ok men in their moments of decisirm,
exercising judgment, moral, rational, imaginative, and in the finest tradition
of the human spirit. The study of rhetorical discrirse yields scores of
examples of men in their most manly occupation, that *of,,inaking decisions
which ennoble them, and, ingeneral, me insight into dui owitlis

Richard Mutpliy also pursued anintercst in the role of rheto'fic in Wines,
especially in tire methods of discourse that. facilitate deliberarion, ecision-
making, and ploblem-solving. A central problem for the political per
Murpfiy expressed it, is "to strengthen methodologus's which ncourageJaar
a -thoroligh iriVestigation, tree hearings, and just effigient decision or
solution."6 As a taller of ,argumentation, discussio and parhamentarv,
Procedure, he sought to instill in his students arespecc fo rye speech and the
ingtkunons that Safegdard it. That-concein found expresgion in widely read
essays on "The Forensic Oind,"7 "The Ethics of Debating Bosh Sides,"'1 and
"Preface roan Echicof Rhetoric."9 ,

These, of course, are tAe public im es of three leaders in their profron.
Their students and colleagues h6 ha a been a part pf the Illinois tradition
have fond memories of a more private ind as well:lin the more intense and
personal contact on the Urbana ham aign campus, Wallace, Nichols, and
Murphy 4,1e'Oloped the climate of learning that illinvisgraduates-.recall
affectionately. Eachwas a scholar, but each was a person,Lmegiorable in a
unique way, Everygraduatt student at Illinois during ths years7t7heir t4re
biought away a vivid.memory of each, .4an image unique to the individdal but
at the same tirnc-made common by shared experiences and recollections.

From graduate' school days the present authors remember Wallace as, the
teacherwho could demand, a.A get, more and better work from a' student

et

than the studeru ever imagined was possible. For a 'generation of Illinois
graduates "Aistotle papers" had a special meaning, describing what was for
many a first introduction into the world of meticulous' and demanding ..
schorarship. Wallace taught by example that rigor and humane understanding
could complement each other to the advant&ge of bottl. Probably none of us,
before taking the seminar on,Aristotle, had ever spent three consecutive- hours
in such incense intellectual encounter. The routine was fairly regular: sortie
volunteer would begin to read that_wecles_ paper.,,with fiequent hopeful
glanecs,a.,,Wallace. If the paper was pretty good, he would be rewarqd with
an occasional smile or a "yup, yup" with a sharp nod. But usually there came
th'e triompit when some difficult 'point was not quite mastered. Wallace
would just perceptibly shift in his seat, square his shoulders, and look off at
that near the ceiling where we were convipced he could sec tiTe whole
Aristote ianicorpus in large type. With cvery-o-'6e alert for one re' his prec
and probing questions, he would launch a discussion hat gripped our en-.

`iion fo; t'w9 or three hours4 ,

''00 .
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xii Rhetoric and COmmunication.

".
Vre remember Karl Wallace many roe that revealed his versatile and

vibrant. humanity. Oge of the present writers recalls,the day (when he was
barely past thirty) thtt he succumbed in three vigorous games of handball to
Wallace (then nearing sixty ), and then dragged himself to the 'showers while

the great man -went out to run a mile, just to round off his exercise! One
recalls Wallace dancing expertly with a liew faculty wife.ind putting her
completely at ease at the president's reception. One recalls Karl and Dorothy*/
of one of their splendid parties, where the newest graduate student was made.
to feel wetcomein a department led by wart and caring pelpple. In every
human way, as in every acader?nic way, Karl Wallace was a rare person.

Whe,n former students return to the department's corner or Lincolh Hall,
they find much that has changed. One familiar sight will please them,_
however. as always, the door stands' open at Marie IlothniuthAlichols's
office. More than Any other faculty, member, Mrs. Nichols came to be loved .

for giving of herself to students. SIve is always available to talk to a student or
a colleague, most often, about that person's ciancerns, bu"t sometimes too

lebout her own Lurrent work: As graduate students we'all learned that if one
wanted a break from routine or a stimulating half-hour of conversation, one

. /co countd always, cnt on Marie Nichols to be caught up with some new idea and
arri us to to about it. No one can say hOw much/the morale of a
generation of radium students came to depend on those occasions when we
could entice her to leave the office apd join a group for coffee and' talk. to
doubt we all came to 'appreciate, and feel some twinge of conscience

!about,the magnitude of her gift of those hours. Forwe saw be lights burning in her,
office every evening and nearly every weekend; as e did the work that had
been put aside for 'us during the day.

Mrs. Nichols's classes. wete as stimulyny as her conversation. She has read
so much, explored so many interconhettions, that her students find new
avenues to ideas constantly suggested to tkin. Probably dozens of disserta-
tions sprang from hints dropped casually in tier ,asse.s.i American public
address and in modern rhetorical theory. Nor41

clher

contribution end there,
for she directed those dissertation. s with patience, skill; and an amazing
willingness to accommudate student-needs. Even today one is not surprised to
see on her busy deskainidAk manuscripts of her own vynislig, the parts of,
dissertations, the scholajly books and Aurnalsa paper from-some former
student who seeks her criticism. Regardless of the press of other business,

*Mrs. Nichols will read it with care and return it with encouragement.
Richard Murphy remains a part of the Lincoln Hall scene although he has.

retired frOm active teaching. On his visits, to the office we may still look
forward to a lively discussion okhe latest public issitc-,-especially'if it touches
on civil liberties or freedom of speech. Murphy had a way of putting students
and colleagues in touch with public affairs, and of relating our professional,

A'
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tonceens to the current issues. Long before col became fashionable,
Murphy's offer of a group subscription to tonsumt" Repots was an annual
event. He had in impact on the world beyond the campus, for he was
frequently asked to teach short courses for businessmen and union leaders,
especially,on discussion and parliamentary procedure. The high point of his
public service came in 1970 when he served as parliamentarian to the
Gonstitutional Convention of the State of Illinois. ` f

Thinking of Murphy reminds graduates in the Illinois tradition of his
brilliant,brilliant, pungent wit, which in a seminar could lay bare an inanity 06 expose

conpradiction whilq still leaving its .source alive and functioning. Murphy
4, was tkc supreme debar and the graduate.student was assumed to be his

,' % equal in `the managenFnt of ideas. fhe genuine gift, of course, was in making
:le appear ar least that the student could manage that. But also, the graduate
student rftembers books. Books filling bookcaies, piled on the desk, on the
floor, on' every chair, and on every surface that could hold them. But they

4 .. wore used,' neither decoration nor discard, and the*student, marveled at
' Murphy's ability to locate quickly the exact book the student wanted, '
' complete with comment on its publishing history, errata, and availability and

___Y'r3price on the used book market. -
The Illinois tradition is thus a compound of private memories entwined.

with' the public `images of Wallace, Nichols,' and Irphy. We kn6w the:T,.as
, dedicated professionals and disciplined sehipars, but we have been touced by -44

them most deeply as teachers and friends. I he essays which compris'e this
vplume, one,will find students of the three iffering in'specific ways with ,
positionstthat

-Wallace, Nichols, and Murph have taken. Doubtless some of
those differences are due to developments 1 the field, but more are attribut-
able to the quality of education `that the three provided. Wayne Brocknede
'commented on that circumstance in a recent letter: -, ....

.. to be 'true to the liberalizing education we received we had no
choice but to pursue ideas where they led us, to make judgments as
.good as 'we could make, and to make them 'after the most rigorous
research, thinking, and arguing we could muster. The legacy they leave
us is'not the positionethey have taken in the` course of their own
productive careers, but rather the tradition of taking scholarship seri-

Jously, of grappling with ideas rigorously, of giving as much of self to
`'students as they could, and of all the other aspects of the teacher-

scholar that connote a humane but hardheaded way of dealing with
'f people and with ideas.

....

By-the substance of Wallace, Nichols, awl Murphy's teaching we have not
invariably been persuaded, by ihespirit of their teaching we have been
enrichi:d and inspired. With this volume, we honor the Illinois tradition

. established by Karl Wallace, Marie Nichols, and Richard Murphy. Those of us

3 r '
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xiv Rhetoric and Gommunication

who were schooled in it, and who have the privilege of remaining a part of
it, strive to build in a manner worthy of their foundations)

1 Donild C Bryant, Ed, The Rhetorical Idiom flthai.a, N.Y Cornell University
Press, 1958),pp. 91-92.

2 Karl Wallace, "Rhetoric and Advising," Southern Speech Journal, 29 (Summer,
1964), ?79-287!"

3, KtO Wallace, "The Substance of Rhetoric: Good Reasons," Quarterly Journal of
Speech, 49 (October, 1963), 239-249.

4.'Karl Wallace, Understanding D'6ouro.(13aton. Rouge. Louisiana State University
Press, 1970), p. vi.

5 Marie Hochmuth Nichols, Rhetoric and Criticism (Baton
University Press, 1963), p. 10.

6. Richard Murphy, "The Forensit Mind," Studies in Speech
Alexander M. Drummond (Ithaca, N Y University Press,

7. Ibid.
8. Richard Murphy, "The Ethics of Debating Both Sides,"

(January, 1957), 1-9.
9. Richard Murphy, "'reface to an Ethic of Rhetcalc," ip

Idiom, pp. 125-1

Rouge. Louis

arid Drama :n Honor of
1944), p. 469.

The Speech Teat

Bryant, The Rhetorical
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The Fourth Stasis in Greek Rhetoric

RAY D. DEARIN
N

r
Near the end of definitive Work on 'the Attic Orators, R.
comments on the growth of rhetorical theory in the Heliepiitic period

vfollowling Aristotle`. After explaining theNkelopment: of two schools of
. rhetorical,thought, the "practical" apd the "plii osophical," Jebb identifies

succinctly the place of Herrnagoras in the history of toric:

enormous.
These three points, if kept any in mind, shed light on a problem that

has perplexed many students of L. 'n rhetoric. Briefly stated, the problem is
this in Hcrmagoras' system of rhetori 1 invention, as it can be reconstructed
from quotations by other writers, the. were four stases, or "issues," on
which a dispute turned aroxaoutic (Latin, inectura),'Opoc (Latin, definitiva
or proprietas), rcctra, aupael3roc cic or rroLdrric ( tin, generals orgualitas), and
perciXrpPtc (LatinLtranslativa or translatio).2 Th quadripartite division was
retained by many Latin rhetoricians following H magoras, but, for some

Hermagoras now worked up the treatises both of th ractical and of
the Philosophical Rhetoric into a new system,. His objec as practical;
but fie followed tfic philosophers in giving his chief care to t province
of InventiOn._ Erring on the side of too mueli subt4ety, he fo ded a
Rhetoric which, -as- distingilished from the Practical and the Philo a hi-
cal, may be called the Scholastic.,For Greek oratory this could do lit
directly. But for Roman oratory Hermagoras and'his followers did very
much what the school of Isokrates had done for Athens.'

This sage has three insights that are central to, a proper understanding of
rhetorical developments in the transitional period from I --Aristotle to Cicero
and the auctor ad Herennium. First, Hermagorean rhet ric was developed in a
Hellenistic environment, following in the wake of the g eat flowering of Attic
oratory in the d fourth centuries B.C., and was nfluenced both by the
sophistical and by t hilosophical traditions. Seco d, Herrnagoras was to
have his greatest influen on the Romans. Third, hts impact on them was
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reason, other writ= dropped ihe 'fourth stasis in favor of a. tripartite
scheme.3 To discoverWhy this occurred is the "purpose oftnis essay.

Hopefully, this effort to chspet.Sorne of tb'e confusion surrounding the
'fourth stasis, the translatwe issue as a came be 1- aped in Roman rhetoric,
will lead to a heighten4d awareness that rheto:\tcal theory is inevitably
conditioned by, culture and society. More is involved in this attempt than a.,
mere inspection and notation of trwial classificatoDi schemes. My thesis is.
that Hermagorean rhetoncconceived as it was in the Hellenistic Milieu of the
second century Bk., drew the four stases from earlier Greek thought and
codified the practices of the Attic orators, but was modified when applied to
Roman rhetorical needs. Specifically, this paper wid suggest that the fourth
stasis, which, in certain Latin treatises, was regarded as an extra-satiortal
attempt to avoid trial on procedural grounds, had been in Greek oratorical
practice an integral part of the rational inventive process.

This essa} will first show how the stasis theory was treated in various Latin
rhetorics. It will next explore the origins of ti,e theory in earlier Greek
philosophy and in oratorical praCtice. Finally, it wall as:-.:-.ent some observa-
tions based' On these findings which should'clanbi many Latin writers
omitted the fourth stasis or relegated it to a subordinate role.

in the first cetury B.C. the opposing views about The number of stases had
already form' ed. They are appar6ht in two world otherwise remarkably

Cicero's De! Invent:one and the.non)mows W1torrcaad Herennitim.
Although the mature Cicero 9[0rator 'IS', De Orcbre, II. xxiv. 26] later
declared in favor of a three-fold system, the y oung Cicero, after discussing the
conjecturl, definitional,-and qualitative stases, wrote in De Invent:one. .

But when the case depends on the circumstance that appears that the
right person does not bring the suit, or that he brings it against the
wrong person, or before the wrong tribunal, or at a wrong time, under
the wrong statute, or the wrongq,charge, or with a wrong penalty, the
issue is called translative because the action seems t., require a transfer
to another court or alteration in .the form of pleading. There will always
be one of these issues applicable to every kind of fur where none
pplies, there can be no controversy. Ther, ore it isnot fitting to regard

as a c4se at al1.4 :
j.

The author of the ad Herenmum objected to the fourth- category a

distinct type of issue. Following his teacher in rr.og,i:.ing only the conjec-
tural, legal, and juridical issues,c he.made transf.rence(trans/atso) one of the
sax subtypes of the legal issue (hiS term for the definitional issue) .6 Cicerd
credits Hermagoras with being the inventor of the fourth .issue, "not that

ry
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orators did not use it before his day many did use it frequently but because
earlier writers of text-bo did not notice it nor include it with the issues."'
And bernay have the teacher iSf tJ,ie auctor in mind, along witllothers, when
he says "Since -Hlerrnagorasi invention, of the term many have found fault
with It, not misled by ignorance, ,I think,- for the case is perfectly pla4, so
much as they have been kept from adopting it by a spirit of envy and a desire
to disparage a rival. "8 We need not take'seriously Cicero's 'reasoning as to
'why some theorists did not adopt the tia.nslative issue. Indeed, in later years
he accepted a three-part system in his OINtor and De Oratore. The significant
point is That other writers were aware of Hermagoras' four-part scheme. Soine
fnerely chose to omit the fourth stasis, or to treat it as a subsidiary element in
their systems.

In the sixth chapter of the third book of his Institutio Oratoria, written
near the end of the first Christian century, Quintilian summarizes the views of

-earlier thinkers concerning stases. After mentioning the categones used by
Archedemus, Pamphilus, Apollodorus, Theodorus, Posidonius, Cornelius Cel-

Cicero, Patrocies, Marcus Antonius, Verginius, Athenaetis, Caecilius,
-:fheon. and Aristotle, Quintilian states. "Hermagoras is alone in thinking that
there are four, namely conjecture, particularity, competence, and quality."9
Here the fourth issue is called, m Butler's translation, competnce. One sees
what has become of this stasis in Quintilian's system as he explams:."I used
to follow the majority of authorities in adhering to three rational bases, the
conjectural, qualuative and definitive, and .to one legat basis.These were my
general bases. The legal basis I divided into five species, dealing with the letter
of the Liu and intention, contradictory laws, the villogzsm, ambiguity and
competence."") Thus, Quintihan, like the writer to Herennius, makes
pererie,tc.a subcategory of the "legal"' issue. 41 he goes even further to
separate it entirely from the rational stases (bases): `ri

It is now clear to me that the fourth, of the general bases may, be .

removed, since theonginal division which I made into rational and 401
I. bases is sufficient. The fourth therefore will not be a basis, but a Rit0

of quecnon; if it were not, it would form one of the rational bases.
%Further I have removed competence from those which I called species.

For I often asserted ... that the basis concerned, with competence
hardly ever occurs in any dispute under such. circumstances thatit
cannot more correctly be given some Other name, and that conse-
quently some rhetoricians exclude t from their list of bases.11

/laving made a clear division between the staseand legal questions,
Quintilian then explains that questalas of "competence" are often resolved
by teference to one of the gthet "issues." Suppose, for ekample, this
assertion should be made "You ought to demand the return of a depo 't-not
before the praetor but before the consuls, as the sum is to ge to come

5
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../under the praetor's jurisdiction." "The question then arises," says Quintilian,
",whether the sum is too large, and the disV pute is one of fact."" The
conjectural issue arises here.

Legal interpretations also come into play in questions of competence. In
such cases the dispute no longer turns on the original question at issue, bil't on
one that is, so to speak, "one step removed." Thus, "in cases of competionce
it Is not the question concerning which the advocate argues that is involVed,
but the question on account of which he argues."13 Quintilian exemplifies
this point: " 'You have killed a man.' I did not kill him.' The question is
whether he has killed him, the basis is the conjectural. But the following case
is very different. 'I have the right to bring this action.' You have not the

too A
right.' The question is whether he has the right, and it is from this that we
derive the basis."" The Roman rhetotician thus explains at length why "It
is . to kinds of causes, not to bases that the term competence ap-
plies.... "" In so doing, he makes translat:o inj a technical matter.of
proper legal procedure rather than one of the 'main stases on which a
controversy turns.

Although the auctor ad Herenniurn, the mature Cicero, and Quintilian
favored a -tripartite division of stases, many later writers followed Hermagoras
in adhenng to the quadripartite system. Among them were Hermogenes,i6
Aurelius Augustine, Julius Victor, Cassiodorus, Alcuin, and Clodianus. One of
the _best surviving source! of pure Hermagorean rhetoric is the little tractate
of'Aurelius Augustine, De Fibetorica, a product of the fourth or fifth century
A.D. Concerning tIte division of stases, Augustine states. "Rational or logical
questions ... are made in four ways. In them these things' are asked: (1)
Whether or not something is? (an sit), (2) What it is? (quid sit), (3) Of what
quality it is (quale sit), and (4) Whether or not it should be brought to trial?
(an induct do iudic:um debeat)."17 After noting the contention that sur-
rounded' the fourth issue, Augustine invokes the authority of Hermagoras.
"But the authority of Hemiagoras far srpasses all others and he.,holds that it
is a type of question,and an especially nessary type, and one which is often
resorted to in public matters. 1. ."I8 That the anthonty of Hermagoras over
four hundred years .after his death was sufficient to justify the writer's
inclusion of the fourth stasis testifies to his great influence. Nevertheless,
Augustine feels obliged to comment further on this stasis:

. . . I recognize that nothing is of more interest to those threatened with
a trial than to avoid a trial, furthermore, that the avoidance of a trial
has some semblanEe of a trial. For if ilegal matter were dandled in this
way that whenever anyone did not wish his case to be tried, this would
be'within his power, there would be n6 investigation, at the present
time, however, since those always arise who would prevent a trial, that
contention itself in which one party demands a hearing and the other
makes an objection against it, constitutes a question, this type of

At.
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-n.
controversy Hermagoras calls metaleps:s (transference). A few of our
men-have called it reprehensio, many have termed it translatio, both for
good reasons. Those wbo have called it reprehensio did -so obviously
because ¶at the very moment when the case is brought into cotirtjt is
laid hold of again and, so to speak, pulled back; thOse w ave called
it translatto did so because the defendant does n preclude court '
actin altogether but, in order to free himself from the present condi-
tions of the action, he transfers the trial to another kind of court, either
now in sessiog or to be convened in the future.°

These comments reveal that Augustine does not differ strenuously with
Quinn lian over the meaning of4the fourth stasis. Both understand it to refer
to procedural questions of correct judicial action: Even though Augustine
accepts the authority of Hermagoras and lists it among the rational states, e

clearly views it differently from the other three. For him, it appears ttj
way of avoiding trial while seeming to melt the primary acciksatio the
prosecutor head on. 1

From this cursory treatment of how various Latin writers dealt with the
fouith stasis, one point is clear. whether they accepted or rejected it, the
influence of Hermagoras compelled them to take it into account. As RI .6Th

i
Collin wlod has said, "An intense polemic against a certain doctrine is an
-inf le sign that the doctrine in question figures largely in the writer's
environment and even has a strong attraction for himself."20 The influence
of Hermagorasocems to explain why sor,ne theorists retained translatio. Why,
others rejected it can perhaps best be understood after a study of the

?I\ rypreI lermaglirean origins of e theory of<stasis.

.

II

Modern scholars have contributed greatly to our understanding of th eory ,-----.

of stasis. In particular, American scholars such as Otto*A. e ter and Ray ---
Nadeau, relying heavily upon certain German 'sch rs, especially Georg ,,., --

Thiele and Dieter Matthes, have labored diligent' ' to uncover thiimeaning
and origins of stasis72I In a 1950 article Dieter observes, "In pre-Aristotelian
Greek thought, in Aristotle's physical philosophy and iii e metaphysical

f Post Aristotelian Penpatencs of the.Thirci_Ccritury before Christ,
-- --A ._.---,-----------..(stags) was the rest.; pause, halt, ore,seanding still, !eh inevitably occu .

between opposite .as well as between c nti3D-......ttn otions."22 The-
four Hermagorein stases, Dieter e aids., corre o5 to .risre6ts
four categories of physical changes. Being, Quantity,- ualit , and Piga 23

Explaining how the tram system functions in r oncal invention, Diete
writes: \,

In Stasis 1,---unqualified Being, or the subject's. tuarexiste e, is
challenged, controverted, and rejected, there is no agreemen -Whatever

. ,-
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betwg the speakers on the subject and the area of dispute is consider-
able. In Stasis II, the subject's actuality. or actual Being is admitted, or
waived, but its quantification, or Being-in-Quantity, is checked, "re-
torted" and denied and the area of disagreement is more limited. In
Stasis III, the subject's Being and Quantity are admitted, or waived, but
its qualitative Being; i.e., Being -in- Quality, is "arrested, re-directed, and
repelled" and the xtent of the dispute is correspondingly restricted. In
,Stasis IV, the sill) ect's Being, Quantity, and Quality are admitted, or
waived; its teing- n-Place only, is "not allowed to pass," but "re-
turned" and "hurle back."44

To exemplify how a c arge may be stasiated and rebuffed by an answer in the
fourth category, Dieter cites this response. "It is not in Place for you to take
this action, or to bring this charge at this time, or in this court,`Or in this
nianuer-,- etc."25 Here it is obvious that the fourth category, Place, is re-
stricted in no literal sense to the idea of location (for xample, the proper

..
court), though the underlying tenor of the idea m t have originally been
physical.26 Rather, the term refers to the appropriateness of the action that.
is being taken. Its appropriateness may be questioned on any one of a number
of grounds (wrong prosecutor, improper court, incorrect legal procedure, and

,so forth).
%.

Nine yeals after the publication of'Dietets"s article, Nadeau suggested that
the four rhetorical stases developed from te four steps used by the Peripa-
tetics and the Stoics in studying matter, an from the,Aristotelian system set
forth in the Topics for stating propo ons.27 It is significant that both
,peter and Nadeau' find the origins of the stasis theory in sonic four- fold, '-N,
system of classification. Cicero's staterInent (De Inventione, I. xi. 16)* that

liermagoras was thought to be theoriginator of the fourth stasis, then, simply
---1,- indicates that he was the first to employ it in a system of rhetorical stases.-

Although Hermagoras was probably the first to offer a full-blown quadri-
partite s stem of stases, the roosts of such a system are certainly in earlier.y....

Greek, theo . In the Rhetoric. Aristotle asserted that rhetorical proofs should
i bear directly u on the "question in dispute," which will fall under one of

four heads ^( ) If you maintain that the act was not committed, your main
task in court is prove this. (2) If you maintain that the aFt did no harm,
prove this. If you maintain that (3) the act was less than is alleged, Or (4)
justified, prove these facts, just as you would prove the act not to have been
committed if you were maintaining thdt."28 But, again, Hermagoras seems to
have been the first to present the four-part stasis system as a method of

', rhetorical invntion. .

The concern, of modern scholars with the meaning of stasis and with its
origins in earlier cteek thought has tended to draw attention to the philologi-
cal aspects of the concept rlther than to its usage in oratorical practice. To be- 1, .
sure, ivriters on stasis sometimes employ brief illustrations from the early
*

.1
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Attic orators Thus, Kennedy parenthetically cites this example of the fourth
stasis as an instance Where the competence of the prosecutor is denied:
"(perhaps, as Aeschines all ed of Timarchus, the prosecutor has lost his civil
rights)."29 Concerning the ur staset, Kennedy also says, "All can be found
in the Attic orators, alid their possibilities were hardly unappreciated, by
logographers."36 And Nadeau comments that "Various forms of stasis can
certainly be seen in pre-Hermagorean practicefor exainple, in the spe%hes
of Lysias, Demosthenes, Aeschines, and others."31 Because instruction in the
art of rhetoric followed in the wake of practice2 a mote thorough consider:
ation of, oratorical practice in Greece may Shed additional light on rtases in
general and on the fourth stasis in particular.

A khowledge of the administration of justice in ancient Greece is necessary
to the .unddstanding -of the fourth stasis. The great influerice of, the Attic
orators and speechwriters on later rhetorical practice, and of the Atheniqn
court system upon the judiciaries of the other Hellenistic city-states, makes-a
knowledge of'Athenian justice particularly important.

-
Aecording to Bonner and 5fitith, *'there was general codification of the

laws la-Greece in the coury."Of the seventh ceritury."33 Generally. speaking,
t Athenian judiciary 1 eveloped from the Homeric aggra into the.Solonian
beltaea, a popular peals courfsls latter court developed into the highly

Y
organized fourtfi century dicastenes. In the,fifth and fourth centuries B.C.
distinctions etween civil and criminal law had not been finely drawn.
Moreover, n the courts there! as much latitude open to pleaders in bringing
suits and in crinssing matters oftrikdict ion. In no area of Athenian law was
the complexity of legal procedure _more tfronounced than in the hOmicide
laws xml_iLi the jurisdictional responsibilities of the various courts. Bonnet

escribes.the functions of the various homicide courts:

In early times the distinctionbet-wkel_i different kinds of hojnicide were.
not drawri:The Areopagus, which was_irputed to be the most ancient
lionntide court.in Greece, tried all cases.

But in Draco's ode r621 B.C.' appears the cla9sifitatiori of-homi-
cide as voluntary, in luntary, and justifiaible*: . : . In addition to, the
Areopagus there were four minor' homicide co,,i1rts. The court of the
Palladium tried cases f involuntary Ito 'cide, while the court of the .

--- Delphinium tried cases of justifia le onicide. These courts, in all .
probability, were instituttdt try homicides who took refuge in
shrines, claiming .justificatiorl. It was inconvenient to assemble the

'7L---- e Areopagus, sq a committee, or commission. of_fiftyone Areopa-
gites, was sen .u -tnjtry such cases.... A court at Phreatto ... held
sessions on,the shore. It heard the plea of a man accused of anothet
homicide 'f,,,hire-in exittfor homicide. The accused made his plea from ,

-
, ..

boat moored off-Shore in -order that fie might not pollute the So
Attica. The fifth court, the Prytaneum, wavg purely ceremonial ourt
for the 4isposal of animals and objects that had caused the death Of.
human beings.34"

4
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An understanding of the Grecit laws and legal procedur leads to the
/ realization that, for all practical purposes, the issues fai d irt. court were

often hopelessly intertwined with the judicial prace es' iltemselves. The
interpretation of the central questions in easel of ccidental homicide, for
example, determined which court had juxisdictio over the matter. Moreover,
the assignnieht of the case to a certain cour
defendant. To illustrate, Antiphon's Seco
a boy accidentally killed by a javelin
father brings charges agakst the th
cal homicide, and the case cbm
to this case is the Greek n
view of the cleath'as a
must be answerable
which would.el
different by
as the

ad vital implications for the
Tetralogy concerns the death of

gymnasium. When the dead youlh's
wer of the javelin, the charge is acciMn-

before the court of the Pallidium. Central
ion of accidenta,1 homicide, which is a religious

ution. As _lel* points out; "Some person, or thing,
or that Pollution, and must be banished from the State;

remain defiled.P35 In the case of the javelin-slaying, three
theses about the cause of the impurity were possible. PerhaK,

user alleges, the defendant is,to blame, or the victim himself may
have been negligerikand thus have caused his own death. Finally, the javelin
could be considered the agent causing the pollution. If the latter interpreta-
tion prevailei, the case would have come under The jurisdiction bf the
Prytaneum, which was charged with the disposal of inanimate objects that
had-taused_human.deaths. One sees, ther re,that the issues raised iruGreek:
,forensic sp times insepara le from legal questionsregIrding
proper judwlal form and procedure.

A goon example of how the fourth.stasis was used by the Greek oratorsry
appears in Antiphon's speech written foi the defendant lidos, On the Mnpfer
of Herodes The dispute turns on the case of Ileitis' companion lierozcWi, who
was missing and presumed murdered during a sea yoyag'e. The,relatives of
Ileiodes accuse lidos of the crime, but do not follow,thr,usuafprocedure in
laying the case before the Areopagus as a murder indictmcnt, Instead, tly
bring him before an ordinary jury court and indict him as a "malefacj,cfr" a
term usually reserved for thieves, h`OusetreaKers, 3,t1 lesser critnals. The
methq chosen by the"relatives was disovanta'geous-ror the accused for
several reasons (1) Mal before the Areopagups'afforded theprioner an option
of withdrawing ,into exile benne sentencc,36" (2) witnefses in trials before
ordinary jury courts were not 'required o take a solemn oath, as
in the Areopagus,31 and (3) if acquitted by the dinary court, he might still
be indicted forinurder before the Areopagus.3 . .

In the speech Antiphon's client raisey several procedural questions that
turn on what later rhetoricians were « tall the stasis of objtction,peraritinc.
Early in the speech, he attack), the uncommon legal:Via* neuvcrs of his
prosecutors.

4
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Se what they have done: first, they have caused this trial to take place
n the ry surrounding from which° men accused of murder are

exclu ed by public proclamationin the market-place. Second, they
have suggested a money-compensation, whereas the law decrees that a
murderer shall give life for life.... Third, as you all know, all the
law-courts-judge murder-cases in the open air, with the sok object of
safeguarding the jury from entern into the same building as the man
whose hands are unclean, and of preventing the prosecutor from being
under the same roof as the murderer." 41,

/Ray D. Dural 11

During the course of the oration, the d efendant insists that the law against
malefactors does not apply to him," that the prosecutors are asking the jury
to set their own "illegal invention" above the laws themselves,'" at he
is placed in double jeopardy, since, if he is acquitted on this charge, he is still
liable to face the Areopagus on L murder indictment.42 He turns this last , .

point into an argument for his acquittal. In his epilogue,he says, "If yOb
acquit my now, you can, do with me as yew wish on.the, funrre occasion; but
if you condemn ms, you will lose your power of even deliberating any further

.on my case. "43

Antiphon's decision to stasiate .ht; clierit's case largely on procedural
grounds reveals two facts about forensic rhetoric in Athens at that time (419.

First, questions of 'etal form, the competence,of the prosecutor, court
jurisdictions, and so forth, were not simply delaying tactics.or efforts to avoid
a trial. On the contrary; such issues were substantive matters which involved
the nature of the crime, degr4 of guilt, and the possibilities open to the
defense in refutation of"( e charges themselves. Second, as a consequence,
these questions were aspects of the rational inventive process of the rhetori-
cian, and were closely bound up with the other stases of fact, definition, and
quality. 4 ,

Historians of rhetoric e ally assume that at least some logogiaphers
examined the law and .:Ivised on the conduct of the case, in addisioncy
performing the litera functiod of composing the speech. certaiiily, Isaeus
furnished legal advice on the intricacies of the heredity laws.44 Antf Ken-
riedy, belying on the authority of Thucydides, says that "Antiphon was the
man most able to help anyone who consulted him about a casein the courts
or the assembly, he was a complete legal advisor, not just asittcgch writer."4s
The nature of the Athenian judiciary illustrates why nice distinctions could
not be drawn between the functions of the speechwriter as rhetorician and
legal counselor.

In the forensic oratory of ancient Greece, therefore, the fourth stasis
certainly involved substantive questions. Perhaps, as Jebb says, Aeschines was

- quibbling when he insisted in his oration, Against Ctesiphon, that "the
proclamation should be made in the ekklcsia, and could not lawfully be made

4,
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in the theatre."46 But, as ave seen; defendants who resorted to similar
arguments in the law 'rts were not always trifling with technicalities. Often
the 4nswers to t fundamental questions constituted the rhetorical stance
to beaken denial of thi5 charge.

4

7

III
On.the basis of this ).tud!,. of translatio in the Latin rhetorics, and of its

.origins and development in pre-ilermagorean rhetorical theory and oratorical
practice, one should be able. to speculate with some assurance about the
,reasons why the fourth stasis seemed to liermagoras and his followers to be.

roordinate with the other three, while some Roman theorist) omitted' it,
others subordinated it to another stasis, and still others re)egated it to a
category of nonrational legal questions. The foregoing aggount of Athenian
judicial procedure should., first a ell, show that the fourth stasis was-tietter
adapted to Greek than to Roman forensic pleadings. Although Cicero accept,
the translcatvc issue in De Invent:one,. he explains that it is seldom died in
Rome:

i
are

...,
In legal proceibre af Rome ere are man reasons why 'speeches
involving transfers rarely arc, axle. .I.'or many Salons are excluil y
the exceptiones (countc eas) granted by the praetor, and the provi-
sions of our civil la f such that one wk does not bring his action in
the proper for his suit. Therefore such questions genelially are
disposed_ofan uir (before the praetor). For it is there thaE exceptions
are requested d the right of action is granted, an the compItte

,..-
formula for c guidance of the t i 'private (or . civil) actions is
drawn up leas for transfer y come up in th actual trial and if
they d they are of su a nature that they Nave little force in
the 'Ives, but are su 6 . ortcd by the aid of some other issue... .47

An the writer to erennius states that " s erencc ".his subtype of the
I al stasis, is ed by the C.,reeks it c actual proceedings before the judges,

Romans handle such matter's before the magistrate's tribunal 48
se questions were usually settled before the beginning of the trial

ins why some Roman theoristsslighted the fourth stasis in their treat-
cnt of invention. The pervasive influence of Hermagoras explains why

others retained it.
Another reason why the fourth issue,was less esteemed in Rome than in

Greece may he in the growth of deLlamatio as a rhetoric of display. Ke'nnedy
suggests that, by puttinethe fourth stasis last,ilermagoras had "regardc
a last resort and a kind of petty legalism."49 Because it can b cry strong

issue in actual practice, Kennedy concludes that Ilerm as "shows that he
has rhetorical exercises rather than actual oilatory in mind, for in declamati rt
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It is not, an effective base of argurnent."5° If Hermagoras in the second
century B.G already had an eye4toward scholastic exercises, Roman writers
after the development of the controversure and suasoriae could also be
expected to tailor-thtir systems to suit iihaginary speech occasions. Clearly,44. r

with the circumstances and setting o4, a fictitious courtroom speech already
laid dowii, there was little need to rely upon translatio as a status or
constitutto;

Perhaps the key, to undertanding the evolution (or devolution) of ;he
fourth' stasis can be found in,this idea' the stasis theory derived from, and was
originally applied to, forensic discourse. Efforts to apply the system to
deliberative and epideictic oratory have usually been less than successful.
Moreover, when such success has come, it has almost always come at the
expense of the fourth stasis.

"Ordinary deliberative and epideictic do not exhibit stasis in the strict
sense, ince/they'do knot necessarily imply an oppolynt,"51 writes Ken
In most deliberative or ceremonial specchq, more than two possibtlitte arc
open to the speaker in urging a course* of action or in praising a man. It is
instructive to remember this when readingCicero or Quintihan. Lee Matzen
points out that "Cicero and Quintilian wrote in a situation in which forensic
pleading was the principal field of the activity of the orator."52 [loth,
however, attempted to apply the system to deliberative and epideictic"Or'atory
as well. Although Cicer6 does not illustrate how each issue appltes,to all three
kinds of discourse, he says in Book II of De Inventione. "Every speech

--"whether epideletic, deliberative or forensic 'must turn on oist or more of the
'issues' described in the first ,book.V53 M th.-Topica, where he does not
commit himself tz.a, fodr-part system of stases, he explains:

NThe same issues (status) come up in deliberative andienComiastie
`speeches. For when some one has given his opinion that certain tihings
rvill happen, the opptnents deny that this is true, basing their argument
on the statement that these things cannot be -dome at all, or only with

,the greatest difficulty. And in this argument the. conjectural issue arises.
( Or when there is some discussion about advantage, honour, or equity

and their, opposites, we have the issue of justification and definition.
And tic{ same holds true of encomiastic speeches. For one can deny
that the deed which is being praised was done at all; or that it is at all
praiseworthy, because it was immoral or illegal to do it.54

Here there is no mention of how translatio is to be applied to these other
genres of discourse. In his Institutes_ Quintilianwrites: '%Some, it is true, have
thought that (the issues! were peculiai merely tolifiorensic themes, but their
ignorance will stand revealed whip I have treafed of, all three kin- of
oratory "55 Again, however, it is significant that Quintilian accepts on the
issues of fact, definition, and quality. He is relieved of the bhrden of trying to

.0
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,

fit the fourth issue,into his schette of analysisThe fourth stasis should be a
remin4er that the stasis theory was originally conceived with the rhetoric of
the law costs i,n mind,"

' Finally1It should be clear that the fourth stasis was, to the Romans (and,*
perhaps, to Herrnagoras), a purely procedural matter. Nadeau says teat in

Ilermagoras' day, "it was the typical and specific relatio-nal action to which'
speakers resorted in objections, of-all kiiidsfor directly *concerned with the

itself."51,.1jultzen endorses Quintihan's distinction between the first
tfiree stases as ,rational and the fourthis a legal qudtiWon-the basis that
dealing with procedure is different from making Judgments about the lethal

ease," AsChotild be 'clear by now, however, such distinctions between the
T., other three stases and the 'fourth could nocobe made in the law courts of

ancient Greece. Indeed, questions concerning appropriate judicial action,
CQU rt., jurisdiction, and similar mattors were nfregrally related to. the facts
about the alleged act, to its nature and quality, said to its,dagree ol.'severity.
J;urthetmore, investigations into the origins and development of the stasis"
.thory in Aristotelian physics,'and in Peripatetic and Stoic philosophy, give
support to the assumption that the theory_ originated in a quadripartite rathCr.

than a tripartite system of classification. The,,conclusion seems sound, there-
_ forc, that gee fourth stasis w4s in pre-iiermagorcan thought and practice a
4' co

b
ordwate member of the system of rational stases, but that the differences

in the judicial procedures of Greece and yome, together with the growth of
tectamatio, lied Mail)/ subsequent rhetorician's to omit it from their analyses,

- itosubordinatC it to oneof,the first three stages, 9r to assign it to a category
/ .-, of nonrational legal questions. .. iti ..

. :. ' . ,
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On Eloquince, Part 1st:
"The Literary Essays"

of Dr. David Skene and
the Scottish Rhetoric ofAgtyle

VINCENT M. BEVILACQUA

While it is now clear that students of eighteenth-century British rhetorical
theory can accept with assurance that the ,observations on wit, humor, and
ridicule which comprise the discourse "On Eloquence, Part 1st" contained in
the "Literary Essays, [of) Dr. David Skene" (MS 475, University ,Library,
King's College, Aberdeen) are not, as had previously been 'thought, the
belletristic views of the physician Skene himself, neither must It be aslumedOi
that the brief discourse is the work of Dr. John Gregory,'who, accorgini to
the recorded minutes of the Aberdeen Philosophical Society, responded on
May 8, 1764, to the question "What are the distinguishing' characteristics of

our?" previously proposed by Gregory himself for consideration
by the society. as a line by line collation of the so-called "Skene"
discourse "On Eloquence George Campbell's The Philosophy of Rheto-
ric (1776) demonstrates, the "Skene" essay is in fact a verbatum,account
(abstract) of Book I, Chapter 14, of The Pl,iilosophy of Rhetoric, "Of Wit,
1-Itutioui, and Ridicule," an essay written some fourteen years earlier in 1750,
delivered before the Philosophical Society in 1758, and subsequently pub-
lished-In essentially unaltered form in 1776.

Thus although the recently discovered "Skene" essay docs not,'as might
balk been anticip lend additional insight into either the intellectual
origins of Campbell's own stylistic vie oric or into the broader
philos4hical an literary climate of opinion which gave that widely
accepted belletristic view, inclusion in the .collection of what appears a
portion Of 'Campbell's earlier Aberdeen discourse on "The Nature of EIO-
qu'Ence,its various species and their Respective ends" (proposed January 24,
1758,-and delitiere'd-and recorded in the sprecified "Book.of iscourse-on

44'
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4

,March 8, 1758) does suggot that the Skene manuscript may indeed be of out.
considerable value to modern students of eighteenth-century rhetorical
thought insofar as it includes similar philosophical discourses presented by
still other members of the society and recorded in the now lost "Book of
Discourses," designated' in the minutes of the society as one of three books to
be kept as a substantive record of its proceedings anctpliilosophical.specula-

-...tions,2
4 .

Yet in the cast of arripbell. on Fhetar ic jn particular, and with respect to
the widely pervasive Scottish concern for b5th the psychological" origins and
belletristic effects of wit, humor, and ridicule in general, the precise hature of
the philosophical observations of the society regarding this distinctive "spe-
cies of eloquence" must still remain largely unresolved. Hence, the histori-
cally perplexing question of the degree to which Campbell's Philosophy of
Rhetoric Was in effect a result of the common thought of his philosophical
and acadenfic peers at Aberdeen must likeWisilleinain but tentatively resolved
in favor ,of Caippbell's originality. But more important still perbape than
either .revealing the precise authorship of the several bellemstic discourses
elivered before the Society, or even.of demonstrating the philoiophical

nctiveness of Campbell's own 'rhetorical views, is the role of the Skene
On Eloquence as a yet further illustration Of the popularly held,

mid eighteenth- century Scottish understanding of rhetoric as stylistic adorn-
ment of discourse. For the Skene essay. provides still broader indication of
that typically eighteenth- century view of the belles lettres in ;which rhetofic_
was taken to. be the ''art of eloquence" that is, as 2 "grand art Of communi- 4
canon" chttinguishsd by its concernt for.grice, elegant', and force of expres-
siori.3 T.

Accordingly, it is the aim of this paper to suggest in' what respect the Rik
acottAh raetorics of Smith, Blair, Campbell, Gerard, and Beattie were in tact
ifietorics of style or "eloquence" (icothy broad, eighteenth-centhry meaning

, of the term), and Thereby stlbsequently to explain Ailam'Smith's chkracteris-
tically__Zhteenth-centuryconviction that stylistic embellishrhent and affeci-
titre adornment of thought are the principal concerns of rhetoric and were
historically so received byrie best ancient and modern rhetoricians. ,

t.

41.

Tiiat GcOrge Campbell should in fact Inaugurate both his early discourses on
rhetoric hefore the Aberdeen Philosophical Society and his later "Philosophy
of Rhetoric with an examination of wit, humor, and ridicule as exemplary of
rhetorical "eloquence in its largest acceptation" (rather than proceeding from
an _Initial consideration of rhetorical "invention" and "disposition" in the
traditional manner)%reflects tht popular Scottish, conviction that a stylistic or

cS
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ornamental function of rhetoric constitutes its distinguishing and proper

Various prevailing, though not necessarily rhetorical, presuppositions com-
mon to the eighteenth-century intellectual milieu account in part for this
conviction. Not the least of such presuppositions, it appears, was Shaftes-
bury'ci widely popular espousal in The Cbaracteristrss (1711) that the free use
of "wit and humour" comPtises a legitimate philbsophical.means by which to
determine whether a "particular doctrine" (frequently a religious one) war-
rants a sober hearing, a measure which Bishop Berkeley later carried from
Shaftesbury's tentative mere "test of gravity" to a fully warranted abspluie
'rest f*tcuth.:4 rlodecd, as was, generally acknbwledged by eighteenth-
century literators,,and as Shaftesbury had Prornitintlrobserved. to his_.own...
philosophical purpose, from, the thearical works of Ans e and Gorgias
" 'humour was the only test of gravity, and gravity of humour. subject
which would not bear raillery was suspicious, and 'a jest Which would not
a serious examination was certainly false 'wit.' "s

Yet wit, humor, and ndiCule were likewise widely received as legitimate
c ,iruf rhetoric as well, largely by reason. of their being both eloquent
and ornamenta des of affective verbal expression"the eloquence of
conversation" as ampbell termed it. In this view, wit, humor, and ridicule
were taken to be eloquent forms of thought and expression through which
discourse could be adapted to the ends of moving the passions, enlightening
the understanding, or influencing the will. That they often served the art of
conversation, tither than more traditional modes of public address, did not
render them unfit for consideration as species of rhetoric, since their ends,
like the ultimate end of rhetoric, were to enhance that verbal and conceptual
eloquence which affords affective stylistic expression and ultimately leads to
persuasion.

Nor was such an ornamental and affective view of the rhetorical effect of
wit, humor, and 'ridicule out of keeping with Thomas Reid's understanding
that the proper province of rhetoric is "grace, elegance, and force in thought
and in expression", with James Beattie's belief that rhetoric concerns "words'
as they- may be employed for [the pirpose of] ornament", with Robert
Watson'i view that rhetoric is that "art which delivers rules for the elcellence
and beauty of discourse", or with Hugh Blair's conviction that 'rhetoric
serves.to add the polish" to those substantive materials of discourse which are
furnished by "knowledge and science."6 For all such views reflect in common
the widely accepted Scottish presuppositionprominently expressed by
Adam Smiththat even among the ancients style, embellishment, and "the
ornaments of language and expression" were the principal concerns of rheto-
ric; that traditional rhetorical invention wasin the classical world of Cicero
and' Quintilian and hence in the ncb-classical world of Smith and,Blair"a
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slight matter" nv clearly not an "earnest" concern of ,either rhetoric or
theorists.

Such a sty listicsunderstanding of rhetoric was, of course, not wholly out of
keeping with the rhetorical tradition to which the mideighteenth-century
Scottish rhetoricians were heir. Hence Campbell's inclusion of wit, humor,
and ridicule as '_:rhetorical" modes of eloquent expression ornamental to

' thought is likewise not unexceptional. Indeed, that Campbell should charac-
tenze such ,traditional rhetorical devices of thought and expression as II

"eloquent"and almost without exception employ the term "eloquence"
synonymously with,"rhetonc"further suggests that wit, humor, and ridicule
(like metaphor, simile, and metony y) were taken by him to be artistic
means of affective expression thtou h which the psy chological force of verbal
discourse may be heightened beyond its common, merely grammatical or
literal effect toe ,more

eloquent ornamental or figurative effect. In short, for
Campbell -as foi^ierriPO' :11q, professor of logic and rhetoric at the
University of Glasgow from 1774 to 1824the uliimite end of rhetoricomas -
"eloquence," or grace and efficacy of expression, and all these devices of
thought and language which lend such eloquence to verbal expression were
taken thereby to be rhetorical.?

Little wonder then that despite the widely professed, distrust of stylistic
ornamentation historically expressed by rhetorical writers from Aristotle to v
Blair, the ornamental or st-v listic capacity of rhetoric was frequently taken to \. , -

be its distinguishing characteristic and primary concern. And little wonder
that Campbell's close friend, James Beattie, believed The Philosophy of
Rbetori, to be a work on sty le and criticism rather than one concerning the

;3traditional art of persuasion.8 Yet in mid eighteenth- century rhetorical
thought, several additional literary and philosophical presuppositions distiric--
tive of the Scottish intellectual milieu account for the prevailing stylistic view
of rhetoric and explain in part the distinctly "ornamental" orientation of the

,rhetorical works of Smith, Karnes, Blair, Beattie, Gerard, and Priestley, while
further explaining Campbell's inclusion of wit, humor, and ridicule as rheton-,
cal forms of expression,

, 1' ...,

II

Doubtless such an ornamental view, of rhetoric derived in large measure from
the prevailing eighteenth-century presupposition that rhetoric is most prop-
erly to be considered as the communicative part,of logic, that is, as the fourth
of the four mental opdrations of 'mention, Judgment, Memory, and com- /
munication which then comprised logic. Jame cattle, for example, professor
of logic and moral philosophy at Marisch ollege, Aberdeen, floM 1760 to °

1797, held that "Logic consists of 4 Parts. viz 1. Th/1n of Inventing, 2. of .
Judging, 3. of Retaining, land) 4. Rhetoric, or the art of communicating."9

*AA
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too, Alexander 'Gerard proposed that "the Fourth part of Logic is
RHETORIC, taken in a more extensive sense indeed than it usually is. Its
Business is to consider every thing that is related to the nature & use of those
Signs by which we communicate our Sentiments to one another."' Yet
what is more, for Beattie, rhetoric itself properly concerned "the art of
conveying our thoughts to others by word and writing", namely "words as
they may be employed for ornament as well as for nee gaol use, and
those things [devices of style] thatynstitute Elega of Language.""

Traditionally, of course, Scottish universitysiudents were "drilled in logic
and rhetoric by analysis of Latin and Greek authors, and by handling simple
fnd compound themes."12 Yet in keeping with his own particular view, John
Stevenson, professor of logic and belles !ewes at the University of Edinburgh
from 1730 to 1775, had long "endeavoured, by prelections omithe most
esteemed classics, ancient and modern, to instil into the minds of hi pupils, a
relish for works of taste, and a love of elegant composition"; most par,ticu-
larly by study of the rhetorical and poetical works of Aristotle and Longinus,
and the critical discourses of Dryden, Addison, Bosst, Dacier, and Pope
whic he appended tohis class on logic.'3 Likewise their own academic
ectuies af"Nlifilischal Colltge _both Gerard wig his student and successor
Beattie devoted a portion of their lettures on moral. philSoilfi rto rhetono, a .
subject which in their view embraced both universal grammar and composi-
tion, especially historical, poetical, philosophical, and rhetortcil composition,
the 'latter being taken co include the sermon, the popular essay, and the

rikation So, too, Campbell devoted nearly three - quarters of his Philosophy of
Rhetoric to those historically stylistic "essential" and "discriminating" prop-
erties which distinguish eloquence. perspicuity and vivacity, .!`qualities of
Style strictly rhetorical" as he noted.';

Indeed, despite icians of the ancient
wend' especially Cicero and Quintilian with 'whom, as Beattie notes,
"every scholar ought to be intimately acquainted"'s the rhetoricians of the
late eighteenth century did not view rhetoric in a traditional or Ciceronian
vein as a broad art of communication made up of five subordinate arts
including invention, arrangement, style, memory, and delivery. They took
rhetoric, rather, largely to concern language, style, and what embellishment;
in short to concern elocutio or "eloquence," the third canon of rhetoric, and
the only one, as Adam Smith noted, about which the ancients were especially
"in earnest." Accordingly, even where other traditional officesorliktori

re considered, as in the works of Smith and Blair, the examinatiori was
m re to satisfy an historical expectation of the reader and to dercionstrate the
au ors orthodox knowledge of traditional rhetoric than to develop a mod-
ern theory of "rhetoric" or eloquence as such; in sect to "serve as an
apology" to academic-tradition for not treating the subject as the ancients
did .16 +!

,11
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True invention, it was held, was the proper concern of empirical science;
memory, the concern of pneumatology (psychology), and disposition, a
"methodological goricern of the fourth part of logic, as in the vein of Isaac
Watts's Logick (1725) and William Duncan's The Elements of Logick (1748).
Hence among the Scottish rhetoricians, the ancient five-part system of rheto-

ric, while still providing many established insights into the grand art of
persuasion, was exainined in its historical form largely as an academic exer-

cise, rather much "w gratify curiosity with respect to an artificial method,"

as Adam Smith observed regarding his own consideration of traditiOnal,

Glasgow when Smith assumed the professorship of logic in 17 /charac,-
logic." Little wonder then, that in :retrospect James Wodrow-librazia

terized Smith's lectures on rhetoric as "a set of able lectur on

language ([delivered by Smith) not as a grammarian but as a the cian) on

the different kinds or characteristics of style," thus su:' nom a) s than

distinctly five-part orientation to Smith's rhetorical t try-.18 Indeed, of all -

the major rhetoricians writing between 1748 al : 783 only Jerph Ptiestley ,

devoted particular philosophical attentiou-xo the _matte-Fs of rhetorical inven-

tion and disposition, and he was as much to dirafe the universality of the
liartician doctrine of "the association o ideas" as to.espouse the heuristic
value of the ancient system of rhetorieg invention. , ,

So, too, Adam Smith's apparently "tia-clftional consideration of the topical
slikem of jUdicial rhetoric was intended largely to "gratify cutioSity" ith
respect to an artificial riciethod of investigation. For surely was not

"at
especially enthusiastiC about such.a system dr mverrtion,.as ggested jil,y his

slighting observation that "the rhetoricians divide all se topics (of judicial 6"
rhetoric) into manly orders and classes. (These be founcrin Quintilian by,

those who incline to read them.+For m rt I'll be at no further, trouliie
about them at present.)"1 Indeed r Smith "the invention of arguments,
or topics, and the compositi. sr arrangement of them" were in r etoric
"very slight matters and no great difficulty"-a view which he elicit o

:---tf:
be warranted by ong-standing Opinion, of both Cicero and 9umtman.

20

Stylistic dir ons concerning the ornaments of eloquence a expression, he

pro.. i were- fact the only "earnest" concern of t ancient Thetoncians. Z
.,-

Among the Scottish ihet5tmans
tin ctly stylistic viewpf fhrric was in turn likew
widely accepted Division of Logic into -the Arts of Drs
udgi7o-- claming, and of Transmitting", and his Subsequent div8

of le 'Art' 6 sion" into the "Organ of Discourse_ jpfri o-
sophical grammar), the_ "Bet f Discourse" (arrangement), and the

hteenth century' such a dis-
ted by Bacon's

of
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. "Illustration_ of Discoairse" (verbal "Adornment"), "that which is called
Rhetoric." That the Scottish rhetoricians of "the eighteenth century
were enthusiastic Baconians, is without question. Stevenson,.we know, long
(aught the logic of Locke and Bacon ill place of that of Aristbtle 'and
Ramus.22 And in 1752 "by Order of the faculty" Alexander Gerard reorg;-.
nixed the philosophy curriculum at Marischal College in keeping with the
substantive changes in moral philosophy necessitated by the adoption of
taconian inductive logic in place of the scholastic logic previously taught.22

'B %more important still, in such a distthetly- Baconian milieu true invention
5. taken to bis the proper concern of empirical science. Thus although a

parallel mode of rhetorical "invention"received as recollection of prevtoiitly
gathered subject matterWas proposed by Bacon himself, there was nonethe-
les1 a widelyYR-ented distinction in mideighteenth-century
thought between the scientific "discovery of Arts" by inductive examination
and the rhetorical "discovery of Arguments" by topical recollection, very
much as there was a parallel distinction between the largely investigative
capacity of B nian logic (the "Art of Inquiry or Invention") and the largely
eX e capacity of Baconian 'rhetoric (the "Doctrine of Ornament in
Speech") In short, despite the respectability afforded rhetoricaL"invention"
by Bacon himself having regarded it as a figurative mode of "discovery," true ,invention andisiovery i e most literal sense was:3for the eighteenth
century empirican set tific, not rhetorical and recollective. Hence, even
with respect to the scovery" of "what to say" in a speech or an essay,
empirical knowled: and direct examjnation of the subject itself (not a
topical scheme of recollective invention). Constituted the true source of the
subject matter of verbal dis6ours`ez,-a view suggested by Blair's own endorse-
mentteglenowledge and seignce" as the "body and substance of any valuable.
composition," and by Smith's rhetorical demand fot dirt ratIvEN tharf-
conjectural proofs.

Yet what is more, in such a Baconian frame of reference, while true,
invention was the extra-rhetorical concern of direct "scientific" inquiry, the
"Art of Transmitting"Bacon's theorycirffictoriCgstrchcOnceined largely

. the means of "producing and expressing to others those things which have
been (previously] invented, judged, and laid up in the memory" and thus but
await recollection or "rhetorical" invention and tranission.23 Note, for
example, that' in this belief Gerard, like Beattie, divide the resulting forms of
literary composition (Vie philosophical, historical',- poetical, and rhetoric-arT.
after Bacon's own pYrtition of knowledp into philosophy, history, and
poetry, while further in the manner of Bacpn distinguishing each of the.
specks of rhetorical composition according to its particular appeal to tho
intellectual faculties if reason, memory, or imagination.24

Thus, although like -6is Scottish contemporaries Gerard understood rheto-
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ric historically to)ne uIe four of the five Ciceronian offices of rhetoric ("the
. Rules of Rhet6nc explain ... the means by which persuasion may be ob-
tained &,.,t-lit whether they relate to "he Subject, to the Disposition,-or the
Expression including Elocution, Pronunciation & Action" ),2S in his own

/conception of rhetoric and treatment of "eloquence" he proposes an essen-
tially Baconian or stylistic view of the affective art of discourse. Note, for
instance, Ggrard's distinctly Baconian conviction that "Eloquence addresses
itself immectately to the Passions & to the Will ", and note as well his further
belief that invention is of two kinds, "the Invention of Arguments & that of
Sciences. the former is not so properly Invention, as the recollecting [of]
what was formerly known."26

In short, while Gerard's language often echoes the classical rhetorical
tradition of the ancients, the theory of rbetoric resulting from his philosophi-
cal frame of reference was in which the true "invention" or literal
"discovery" of subject ma er was regarded as extra-rhetorical, while the
corresponding art of rhetoric (those rhetorical concerns truly distinctive of
the theory of discourse) was taken to be the transmission and stylistic
embellishment of previously discovered subject matter, a view which in effect'
ruled out all "topical" methods of "rhetorical" invention, including Bacon's
own recollective scheme..

It is not without reason then that, in an intellectual climate of opinion in
which the actual discovery 'of knowledge was taken philosophically to be the
proper concern of empirical observation, the Baconian "Art of Transmitting"
and its attendant regard for "Adornment of Discourse" was popularly taken
to be the companion theory of rhetoric most suited to thee new philosophidal
ideal of the Scottish Enlightenment the Baconian "mode of discovery by
Induction and Experiment," as Alexander Fraser Tytler characterized it."
Nor is it surprising that Scottish rhetoricians of the mid-eighteenth century
should 'attend primarily, to the transmission and affective expression of
previously discovered subject matter according to established principles of
style and human, nat re rather than to traditional systems of rhetorical
invention.

Affective transmission was in the only view of rhetoric philosophically '
suited to the new Baconian mode of investigation, since the inventional
systems of Traditional rhetoric were widely regarded as inconsonant with the
new expenmental ideal '£knowledge of the ,nature of a Subject ... is a
much surer Guide for the mind L$ acquire-proper- Arguments than any
Artificial Topics can 'be")28 and the artificial figures and tropes of Renais-
sance and Ramian rhetoric were rejected as sources of false ornament. Thus
while Bacon's view of transmission as "lively representation ... by ornament
of words.s' did not comprise the whole of the Scottish understanding of his
rhetoric, the view did suggest:that affective imagery and stylistic ornamenta-
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tion were distinguishing concerns of Baconian rhetoric, oras Peter Shaw
translated Bacon's notion of rhetorical transmissionthe "Doctrine of Orna-
ment in Speech "219. Indeed, although the Scottish. rhetoricians of the eigh-
teenth century may, like Shaw, have taken a broader and more orthodox view
of rhetorical "ornament" than Bacon himself intended, it was in just such a
largely stylistic fashion that Bacon's "Illustration of Discotiir was received
by Campbell and his contemporaries.

IV

Yet in addition to the influence of Baconian premises, the path for an
eighteenth-century. stylistic view of rhetoric was also laid by Peter Ramus.
For in effect' the prevailing attenuation of the inventive capacity of rhetoric,
as well as the parallel aggrandizement of the ornamental functionpf the art of
transmission, was but a modeM reiteration and further application of
Ramus's long-established distinction between the'properly investigatory func-
tion of scholastic logic and the largely ornamental capacity of Renaissance
rhetoric Doubtless the Ramian distinction was widely received in eighteenth-
century Scotland. Thomas Ruddiman, for example, notes that even as late as
Blair's day the "regular course" at the High School of Edinburgh required in
the fifth year study of the "whole Rhetoric of Tulaeus [Talacus] ", and so,
too, at the University of Edinburgh students were instructed in the traditional
"tropes and figoUres" of rhetoric through study of the Rbetorica of Talcus,
having previously mastered 'the Dialectica of Ramus." This, of course, is not
to say that the Scottish rhetoricians of the eighteenth cent derived their
stylistic notion of rhetoric either 4irectly or entirely f pm a conscious
acceptance of the Ramian stylistic tradition. It is, rather, Only to suggest the
lingering influence in the eighteenth century of a long-established rhetorical
tradition in Scottish academic thought, which, together with Baconian in-

-11u,erices and a stylistic interpretation of Cicero and Quintilian, could well
haveled the Scottish Augustans to the presupposition that historically the

,distinctive concern of rhetoric had in fact been that of style and embellish-
ment.

Wrouch the same matte the Scottish of rhetoric as a verbal
manifestation of the "various mental operatio -LfWst.11ey are expressed by tbe,..
several modifications of speech and wriung".as well as the companion vicur
that rhetoric comprises "the best method of explaining and illustrating the
vavious powers of the human mind"3I also contributed in part toJhe
establishment in the eighteenth century of a broad rhetoric of style. That is,
since (according to Beattie) "Style may be defined, [as] That particular way
in wh\ch a man chooses, or is accustomed to express his thoughts, by speech
or writing,"32

and further since a belletristic analysis of human, nature was a

8
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distinguishing characteristic of eighteenth-century investigation in the vein of
the Philosophical Society of Aberdeen, style or eloquence pf expression was
taken to be the one office of traditional rhetoric of greatest artistic and
psychological latitude, and thereby -a-iey tp the most subtle operations of

. "-the sensitive branch of hum a ure-a-s-th-q-se operations are reflected in
hum.= expression. ,j

Such a method of psychological, analysis by stylistic an ysis wad in fact
the. rhetorical mode of inquiry into human hature esp)tused by Smith and
pursued, after him by Blair For Smith assumed that/While recent discoveries/ -----
in human nature explain various established precypts of rhetoric, so too the !_____/ ...---7 --
very principles of rhetoric-especially as tey_ rega0 sty,le or manner of
expression-provide 'reciprocal insight into human nature as well. Indeed,

t Smith saw in the metaphor "lust of fame," for example, an imagined but
natural transposition of the literal meaning of "lust" from a corporeal passion
to a resembling, yet figurative, mental passion equally gross and indelicate, a
figurative transpbsition which in his view revealed the psychological effect on
human expression of man's native sense of resemblance, while demonstrating
in turn the ultimate origin of rhetorical chic!' uence in human nature. Likewise,
Smith observes that "when we say the slings and arrows of adverse fortune"
there is suggested a natural resemblance "betwixt the crosses pf bad fortune
and the slings and arrows of an enemy" which reveal/a natural inclination of

., the, mind to perceive analogical relationships among things not generally
s connected, for Smith a native perceptive capacity of the mind which explains

both the origin and efficacy of metaphor, simile, allegory, and like rhetorical '
expression.33 i .

It was in fact in Just such a belief that Campbell as well proposed that the
"lights [Insights into human nature] which the Poet and the Orator so amply
furnish" would in turn all "both weight and evidence to all precedent
[rhetorical) discoveries and rules."34 So, too, it was by means of an essen-
tially rhetorical view of human nature, ttat Smith accounted, for Addison's

) -. frequent but appropriate use of figurative language in terms of the "flowery
modesty" of Addison's style and character. And in the psychological-
rhetorical vein of Smith and Blair, Robert Burrowes presented an essay to the
Royal Irish Academy in 1793 "On STYLE in WRITING, considered with
respect to Thoughts and Sentiments as well Words, and indicating the
Writer's peculiar and characteristic Disposition: Habits rind Powers of ,

3,,. . Mind."35 ,

But( more important still, Camttell=lie Smith, KamespBlair, GetarciN.,.4-
Beatti , and Burrowes recognized that the psychological insightsinto human
nature provided by stylistic analysis of rhetorical expressii2 (rbal "experi-
ments of the mind") comprised the most intelligible and valuable "scientific:'

-......_ . _ _.,

knowledge of human nature yet available to man,,It was therefore owing in
e
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part to a prevailing belief in the psychological value of the study of rhetoric
that there arose among 6cottish rhetoricians of the periqd a corresponding-
conviction that historical matters of style constitute the one office oftradi-
tionarrhetoric which reveals with greatest efficacy such subtle "operations of
the imagination" as "increase our acquaintance with some of,themost refined
feelings which belong ro our frame."?6 .

Indeed, it was owing to just such a belief in the psycholdglial value of the
-I. :.

study of rhetorical style that Campbell began his Philosophy of Rhetoric with
an examination of the affective manner in which wit, humor, and ridicule..oN

enhance rhetorical expression and thereby provide insight into human nature;
and it was further the reason4that-Blair pursued Smith'syein of psychological
(character) analysis in his bwn examination of the style of Ipseph Addison. 37
It was, in short, by examining philosophically (empirically, introspectively)
those accepted principles of style and human nature commonly 'held both to

4 ensure eloquence of expression and to provide insight into the affective'
nature of man that the Scottish rhetoricians of the eighteenth century further
encouraged that almost exclusively stylistic concern for rhetoric broadly
characteristic of the period Of the inajorThetoricians of the day only Joseph
Priestley devoted consIderable philosophical analysis to the psychological
bacs. of rhetorical invention and arrangement, although hd, too, devotes
nearly two-thirds of the Lectures

/-
on Oratory and Criticism (1777) to the

psychological origins of rhetorical style in the association of ideas andthe
jeciprocal illustration of tha Hartician doctrine in rhetorical eloquence.

V

So, too, the pervasive eightaenth-century concern for style as the distinguish-
ing characteristic of the art of rhetOrie arose from the prevailing conviction
implicit in both Smith and Blair th)t style is in fact the common well-i.prkm
of the several belles lettres, that poetry, eloquence, history, and philosopl?icaV
writing are-not disparate) forms of verbal discourse but related modes of
expression commonly rooted in style. Note, for example, that in the belief
that ornamental expression properly extends to "all species of rriting in the

III sciences and in literature," Jean Ilenri Formey observed in his Elementhry
Principles of the B9C limes (1766) that "the Belles-Lettres may comprize
human knowledge without exception, so far as the several branches of this
knowledge are susceptible of being presented in an agreeable manner [style] ,
and embellished with sianrovinents, as respectively suit them."38 And for
Smith, as well, style of ex ression--.taken to be a verbal manifestation of both
the thnug rt g charm of its-authcfr,is the standard of judgment under-
lying his cr t ism of narrative, didact'ic:, and rhetorical discourse, as well as
forensic, pid tette, and deliberative ubic address. Little wonder then that

c
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6

Rxiberf Waiso , Smith's successor at Edinburgh in 1752should view rhetoric
stylisticallj, a that "'art which delivers rules for the excellence and beauty of
discourse."39, And Tittle wonder that it was an essentially, stylistic view of
rhetoric and !the belle's 'ewes which commonly engagedliterators like 'Games,

iSmith, Cam bell, and tlair, and which further underlies their stylistic under-
standing of he traditional art of discourse.

Yet it was from the rhetorica' 1 wOrkiof---the most bloquent ancients
f'therilseltoesCleero, Qtintilian, Demetrius, Dionyscus----, and Longinusthat

eighteenth-century literators like Adam Smith derived .their belletrisqc "inter-
pretatton" of style as the primary concern of the ancient rhetoricians. Smith,

', as we km*, held the literary works o?"Aristotle, Apthonius, Cicero. (three,f,-T
editions of the Opera), Demetrius, Demosthenes, Dionysius, Hermagekes,
Isacus, ,IsoFTIFs, Longinps, Lysias, and Quintilian (two editions) in his own
personal library, and spent nearly all of his undergraduate years at Balliot
College, Oxford (1740-46), in the systeinStic and thorough study of ancient
langUage-and literature.40 It was inded owing to Smiths close acquain-
tance with the literary works of the ancientbroadly reflected in his
lectures On belles lettresthat Lord Karnes encouraged Smith tttleliver a
course of lectures on "rhetoric" at the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh, to
the cosilli4era le edification of such Scottish literators as Blair, Alexande;°
Wedderburn { oundcr of.th,e first Edinburgh Review), and Karnes himself.
Thns, while to present-day readers the rhetorical works pf Cicero and Quin-
Lilian may suggest a "traditional" (five part) rhetoric rather than a belletristic
one, given the prevailing stylistic milieu' suggested in this paper it is not

,entirely with`out explanation that Smith should believe that "Cicero, Quin-
tilian, and all t e, best authors who treat of Rhetorical Composition, treat of

, io. a
. the invention of guments, or topics, and the composition or arrangement of

thenr, a,,, very slag t matte's and of po great difficulty, and n4er seem to be
in earnest unless-when they 'give v5 directions concerning the ornaments of

--0'' language and expression.i41 '
, Nor Was Smith's distinctly stylistic intgIpretation,of the rhetorical concern

of the ancient authors, wiflrui evidence frorg the, very ancients themselves.
For althougb Smitlevvould find -in C4cero's yo'uthful de Ipventione the

.conclusidh that invention ;'is the most important of all the divisibns",of
.'. rhetoric, Smith would likewise find in the widely popular Orator the tnor4

a grtifiure conclusiojs that rhetorical invention and disposition "arc, not size:e.

...r ,4 *: cially maxku'd catt 4for the highest praise, butkmratber fundamental fneces-
c 0

saryl , anti. apart friktn that are ared in common'with many other pursuits.,
[are not'clistin'ctKe of ihetonc al'ancl '14:that rhetorical invention and :),.rrange* ..

.-o Ni....!- men -Ali iho'Nveighty") . "require less' art and labour" thin the "all,.
..

tomportan nestioli of the manner [style' of presentation", and that the
, "whole ess ce" of rhetoric ikthe. embellishment of ideas.42 ft .

v
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So, too, Smith could note ln de. Orator that "a style that is dignified and
graceful" is the "essential concern' of the orator" add that it is indeed with
regard to matters of style and eloquence (not content or arrangement) that'
"science and philosophy must come to oratory."43 Such a view of the
stylistic importance of rhetoric to related studies was of course also 'r4ld by
'Giro lamo Fracastoro, an' Italian humanist of the sixteenth century, and
derived by him from the ancients. For, as Fracastoro himself proposed,. it was
in fact from the Ciceroman, rhetorical "master of eloquence" and from his
"certain general art of eloquence" that." the other sciences and arts receive the
particular kind of 'eloquence which t112y need."44 ,And in, Quintilian as well
Smith would find the conclusion that "-as \, ll orators agree" it is the cultiva-
tion of an eloquent style which constitutes th the "chief,object" and the
"greatest difficulty" in the study of rhetoric, as, ell as the further conviction
of Quintilian that the cultivation of such 4Cloqps.n e of expression was the
chief rhetorical concern of Cicero. that for Cicero; ,'while invention and

\,arrangement are within the reach of any man of g dsense, eloquence
belongs to the orator alone, and consequently it was on ttke ,k=ults,,for the

s.cultivation of eloquence that he expended the.greatest care. --.:,\
--, Little wonder then-especially in light ofQuintilian's own viekof Cicero's "\ .----primary rhetorical concern;-that Smith should' believe himself to kin the

,- -historical dition of Cicero andNQuiniilian in his regard for style alrov II,of
,the he other offices oric, or that he should believe such a capital esteem

for style to t,e, the cozcern of the ancients as well as the primary,.,
concern of- r 't7elf".".',A- uti Ferrce_it is not ithout reason that Smith ,,,\
should-likewise co lude ..: di-ce d Quin., an that

`4,

among modern , N
%,..-. .

rhetoricians ,the inven on an-a-dispo . on of "wh''.*X.... .y" was in fact a
."verysliatmatter" and at it was with "hobek t

.., ... \ a.'7".- ' at the best
4-11eren t fici n rhetoric' 's wereltosttarnestly concer d ....____ ,

....--

VI"
N

. .----.. ---.------...Doubtless, bf co,----se,---Sclift- -gh--Thetoncians of th 1 is .: teenth ctaury,....' were aware histoncall ,the traditiofial five par etoric prop --0. . by tile
..

ancierits and reiterated in t ownclay in such .,"classical" wprks as fm.-.
Ward's Sptem of Oratory'(1759). etas has been suggested v hiloz,,,,c,
s phical presuppositions common to the Mid,- hteentherilu infektua -,-,.._,
milieu resulted in 'air emphasis on style or rhetorical e <primary ._-,..__ --

,.. and most distinctive characteristic of the modern art of discouts\ t such / ,
.'' an emphasis is Central to the major rhet-w,.@1,works of the period isdent. - ,

And that such coticern for style should drsiingu is h the rhetorical thry of
-......._

eo N oe.
the days is neither wifhoult explanation, nor, as has been suggested', without' , .

-.., ,precedent. Accordingly, if is not especially remarkable that Smith should read.
-...., ". -.....,_

-,..., ...I-,
. ,.....,..,4
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Cicero and Quintilian as rhetorical stylists, that Campbell should consider wit,
ndicule, and humor as legitimate "rhetorical' concerns of the affectivet art
of eloquence, or that Alexander Skene's manuscript abstract of Campbell's
rhetorical views of wit, humor, and ridicule should long have been taken- .as
Skene's very own. For it was an almost universal conviction among the'
rhetoricians of -the mideighteenth century: one prompted by the ancients,
and corroborated by Ramus, Bacon, and the distinctly psychological view'of
the belle lettres characteristic of Scottish literary thoughtcthat the distin-

\ guishing concern of rhetoric was in fact style, embellishment, and elegance of
e4ression. in short rhetorical "eloquence" in its largest an hist,prical accep-

tation. \ i;\ '
4 <-"-

1. "Ong,itaI Minutes Of-the Philosophical Society of Aberdeen, 1758- 1771," Aber-
deen University Library MS. 54-,, Question 70. 4

David Skene vioa a founding member of the 'society as well as an esfeeme en

\ physician.'
II

.

\ According to the m utes of the society, members in attendance on the night of
egory4-Discourse on Wit iRclued ".Dr. tregory, President, Dr. Gerard, Dr. Campbell,'

Mr arquhar, lir. George Sk`t e, Mr Gordon." "Original Miniltes of the Philosophical
Societ f Aberdeen," May 8,1 . . .,

, . -' -''--
Rule of the society specific that "the Pres' . a propose4some Question__

which he tin ics proper for the Consideration of the Society, and if,cine ihird of the ------"'
meeting Lonsen t shall be entered into akook in order to be disc sled at some Ipture
Meeting." ,Rule 1 adds that "The sitbjec of the discourses and qtrestions, Wall' be
philosophical.... An T.hilosophical matters are understood to comprehend every prin-
ciple of science which rmay be deduced by just and lawful induction from the phenom-'ena either of the human mind or of the material worl II observations and experimentsciv

that may furnish materials for, such induction,*the e minationeof false 4chei3ies of
philosophy and false methods otphilosophizing, the sutTerviency of philosophy to arts,
the principles they borrow from it, ind.the means of carrying them to their perfection "
"Original Minutes of the Philosophical Society of Aberdeen," Rules.

2. The nature and content of the Skenc paper`s held 'in the Aberdeen University
Library has been most fully reported by Professor Bernhard Fabian of the Englischcs
Seminar, Munster University ("David Skenc and the Aberdeen Philosophical Society,"
The Biblioteck, 5 ( 19681, 81-99), to whom 1 am in-considerable debt..

Compare the following 0A the nature of wit front Campbell N'vith a parallel' passage

a ' from tbe recently reported Skenc essays. To consider the matter more hearty, it.is the
. design of wit to excite,in the mind an agreeable surprise, and that arising, not from any

thing marvellous in the subject, but solely from the^ imagery shc, employs, or the strange

,, assemblage of related ideas preggnted to the mind" (The Philosophy of Rhetoric, ed
leloyd F. Bitzer [Carbondale Southern Illinois University Press, 191631, p la, "But to
consider the Matter more nearly Tis the design of Wit to excite in the Mind an agreeable
Surprise, & that arising not from any thing marvellous in the Subjects;but solely irithe
Imagery she employs or the strange' assemblage of similate Ideas presented to the Mindl
("On Moquence, Parts 1st," Aberdeen University Library MS. 475, p. 25).

Rule 16 of the society stipulates that "the Society shall hive three ObOks, one to
Record the Discourses, wherein every Discourse shall be recorded unless fpr Special

d

'

o
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Reasons the Author desire the Contrary and every Member shall record or
recorded his own Discourses Another Book shall be kept for the Questions and a third
for the Rules and Minutes of the Society and the Annual Accounts of the Society's
Money " "Original Minutes of the Philosophical Society of Aberdeen," Rules.According
'to present knoyedge, only the "third" book designated for rules and minutes is now
extant.

Present on the night of Campbell's discourse 0.n hloquence were "Dr. Skene,
President and all the Members except Mr. Trail." !`Original Minutes of the Philosophical

- Society'of Aberdeen," March 8, 1758.
3. Campbell, Philosophy of Rhetoric,p. xlix. ,"'N Regarding Shaftesbury on "raillery" as a "test" Of gravity and a means off1",,

expre on, see Alfred 0. Lovejoy, "Shaftesbury and the Test of Truth," PMLA, 60
(March, 1945), 129-156 Among. the Scots, Karnes, for example ,shell the truly grave to
be immune m ridicule, thereby espousing an essentially Shaftesbvan position in the
controversy Ca ell cautiously maintains that ridicule is "fitter for refuting error than
for supporting truth, -and is properly leveled at the "absurd" (that which is contrary to
common sense) rather thin at the false Campbell, Philosophy of Rhetoric, pp. 20-21,
and "On Eloquence, Part 1st,"

5 Anthony Ashley Cooper, Lord Shaftesbury, "Sensus Communes. An Essay on the
''"------.._Freeddm of Wit and Humour," (1709), in Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opintans,

Times (London John Darby, 1711), Treatise II, Sec. V.
ASIMin--Brown has suggested in his Essays on the Characterrstrcs (London: C. Davis,

1752, 3rd ed i. 9 ), Shaftesbury extended to his own puipose the clearly more restricted
passage he cites from the Rhetoric of Aristotle in which Gorgias is noted as proposing
that "we must ruin our opponent's earnestness with otir jocularity, and his jocularity
with our earnestness" (The Rhetoric of Aristotle, trans. Lane Wiper (New York.
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19321, 1419b).

6.4 Thonias Reid, "Of the Improvement of Logic," in Ifenry Home, l Kam es,
e History of Man disthusgh W. Creech, 1778, 1st ed., 1774),r Ill, 44,&

James'Beattie, Elements of Moral Science (Philadelphia, Fa.: Mathew Carey, 1792 -94,
1st Brit. ed., 179043'), II, 226, Robert Watson, "Introduction to Logic & Rhetoric

78 ," St. Andrews UniversitrLibrary MS. Bc 6. N12, Pt.11, p. 1; )'ugh Blair, Lectures
on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres (London: Charles Daly, 1838, 1st ed. 1783S, p. 3.

7. George Jardine, Outlines of Philosophical Education, Illustra d by the Method of
Teachm the Logic Class in the University of Clasgoiv (Glasgow: Glasgow University
Press, 182 , 239.

4. Beattie observes in a letter Co Sir William Forbes, September 10, 1776, that on
"certain topics of criticism" Campbell's Rhetoric is the "most ingenious performance"
he has seen. William Forbes, An Account of the Life and Writings. of James Beattie,
LLD. (London: E. Roper, 1824), 1, 404.

9 James Beattie, "Observations on Logic. by Several Professors,"Edirdiurgh Univer-
sity Library MS. Dk. 3. 2, p. 201.

.10. "Lectures of Alexander Gerard. Written by Robert Morgan at Marischal ColJege,
Aberdeen, 1758-59;" Edinburgh University Library MS. Dc. . 61, p. 625.

,t 11. Beattie, Elements of Moral Science, II, 22,5, 226. Likewise, George Jardine took
rhetoric to be one of the four "iKellectual habits. of thifilring, judging, reasoning, and
communicating' nattral to man " J.41ric, Outline of Philosophical 4ducatien, p. V. A/
the concern of "rhetOric" Beattie considers "tropes and figures,,' the composition of
sentences, style, prose style (including historical, philosophical, and rhetorical composi-
tion), and poetry. Beattie', Elements of Moral Science, II, 226, passim.'

. .
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12. James Coutts, A History of the University of Glasgow (Glasgow. James
Maclehose, 1909), p. 109: e

13. lAndrew Dalzell , "Account of tilt late Duke Gordon, M.A., inclilding Anecdotes
of the University of Edinburgh," Scots Aragazine, 64 (January,'1802), 21-22. See also
Scots Magazine, 65.(Febtuaryk. 1803), 76. Hugh Blair, of course, was a student in
Stevenson's logic class In 1733 to 1734, and was highly regarded by Sienson for an
essay "On the Beautiful" 'which he composed as a class exercise and read'Vublicly at
Stevenson's request. John Hill, An Account of the Life and Writings of Hugh Blair
(Philadelphia, Pa. Humphreys, 1808), pp-16-17.

14. Campbell, Philosophy of Rhetoric, p. 214.
15: James Beattie, "A Compendious System of Pneumatology Comprehending, Psy-

chology, Moral Philosophy, & Logic. Taken at the Lectures of Mr. Js. Beattie P P. at the
Marischal College & University of Abdn, By J. Rennie. Anno. 1767," Glasgow University
Library MS., p. 544. Beattie obserVes thaein the "eighth and ninth books of Quintilian"

'may be found an account .of all the traditional figures ad tropes of rhetoric and hence
he iicieg not intend to elaborate on them. Beattie, Elements of Moral Science, II, 243. ,

16, Beattie, Elements of Moral Science, Ii, 320. Beattie refers here to his lectures on
logic but holds the same view regarding the historical art of rhetoric.

17. Adam Smith. Essays on Philosophical Subjects, eds. Joseph Black and James
Hutton (London. T. Cadell, Jr., and W. Davies, 1795), p.

18. William Robert Scott, Adam Smith as Student and Professor (Glasgow: Jail,
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Development of the Concept of Analogy
ss in Rhetorical Theofy

JAMES'S. MEASELL

,

The term "analogy" is used frequently in both scholarly works and daily.
discourse. The manifold meanings found in common usage contribute to
confusion when they arse used in scholarly works. Often, the prpblem is
compounded because scholars employ the term without a clear definition and
focus. Modern rhetoricians, for example, label as "analogy" figures of speech
likened to simile and metaphor. They also identify analogy as a form of
argument, usually inherently weak, which is founded upon resemblance or
comparison.' In other disciplines, different significations of the term are

6.jund: The linguist sees analogy as a principle of consistency which dictates
grammatical fbre.2 The chemist and the biologist, respectively, use the term
"analogous" to refer to compounds which exhibit structural identity and to
refer to organs which exhibit functional similarity.3 The modern social
scientist regards "analogy" as a tentative relationship, which, when viewed in
the context of a model, may be Manipulated to generate hypotheses which

6are subjected to testing before reinsertion into the model.4

The purpose of this essay is to pinpoint the origins of, and subsequent
developments in, the major meanings of the term "analogy," with particular
attention to those contributions which are of interest to the rhetorician. Such
an inquiry should make clear both the various meanings of the term and the o

assumptions underlying them. The modern rhetorician may then better un-
derstand the place of analogy .in rhetorical theory. Further, the modern
rhetorician may formulate hypotheses about the process of proof itself.

Etymologically, the word "analogy" is derived from the Greek avrao7ta.
This term denoted geometric proportion in mathemdtics, which was ex-
pressed by the formula a.b.. c.d..This meaning-, which first appeared in the
now-lost treatises of Thanes and Pythagoras, is known to us from the extant
mathematical works of Euclid, Nicomachus, lamblichus, and Proclus.s The
four-part form for an avaXcryia in mathematics, denoting a strict equivalence
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of ratios, was appropriated by writers such as Plato and Aristotle, who
utilized the same four-part form to posit resemblances of ratios.

Plato used avaXayta both to` explain his cosmological theories and as an
epistemological tool."In the Timaeus, Plato 'suggested that the Empedoclean
elementsearth, air, fire, and waterwere brought into harmony by God.
This God "bestowed upon them as far as possiblea_like ratio ones toward
anotherair being to.water as fire-ltiair [air water.:fire:aill , and water
tieing to earth as air, to water livateriearth.:air.wateri ."6 Plato's assump--
tion that .proportional structures are basic to reality influenced later
writers who comprise that schobl of thought today known as Neoplatonism
Philo, Plotinus, and Proclus.7 Plato also used avceXcryta as an epistemological
tool.A.In Book VI of the Republic, he argued that "the sun," a phenomenon in
the visible world, was analogous to "the good," an entity of the intelligible
world [sun.visible world . good intelligible world] .8 The relations between
the visible and the intelligible worlds were detaked further in the famous
"Simile of the Divided Line" This is, in fact, a glitlihic representation of the
analogical relations between the visible and the intelligible spheres. Behind
these relation is an epistemological premise, namely, that one may come to
know the intelligible world by cognizance of the visible world. This premise is
of historical impdYt, f441- Scholastic notions of the analogous knowledge of
God were rooted in this Platonic conviction.9

Aristotle preserved the four-part form of ctuaXoyip. and used7the term in
virtually all of his works. In his biological worth, Aristotle posited numerous
"analogies of function" in which various organs in animals were compared to
corresponding organs.in man.' Of interest to the rhetorician is Aristotle's use
of avaXcryta in the Poetics and in the Rhetoric. The notion of "proportional
metaphor" developed there is the foundation of the so-called figurative f.

analogy. After defining metaphor as "giving a thing a name which belongs to
something else," Aristotle indicated the four Species of metaphor, following
brief descriptions cif the first three, the proportional metaphor was explained
as follows.

That from analogy [avacryta] is possible whenever there arc four
terms so related that the second (B) is to the first (A), as the fourth (D)
is to the third (C), for one may metaphorically put D in lieu of B and B
in lieu of D.... Thus a cup (B) is in. relation to Dionysius (A) what a
shield (D) is to Ares (C). The cup accordingly will be metaphorically
described as the "Shield of Dionysitis" (D+A),' and the shield as the
"Cup of Ares.'.it

Although the primary function of a proportional metaphor is stylistic, it may
also have value as proof. Aristotle noted that the mind of the hearer grasps
the /elation suggested in the metaphor and "seems to say, 'Yes, to be sure, I
never thought of that.""2
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While the foundation of our notion of figurative analogy is in the Greek
notion ,of avaXcryta, the basis of the literal analogy is in the Greek concept of
rrapaberypa. ...Paradigms" were discussedlobriefly by Plato, who explained
example as the comparing togetherin the mind of two things, one which is
clear and one which is not. The comparison resulted in the less clear thing.
king ?bade easier to apprehend because of its relation to the principles
associated with the clearer thing.I3 Aristotle's analysis of "paradigms" dealt
with both the psychological process and the logical construct. The psycho-
logical process involves sense perception, memory, and expefiencel "So out
of sense perception comes to be what we call memory (retention in the soul)
and out of frequently repeated memories of the same thing develops experi-
ence...."14 ExperienCe enables one to produce in the mind principles of
universal application. Such principles arise "when fro.rn many notions gained
by experience one universal judgment about a class of objects is pro-
duced."15

The logical construct of the rhetorical induction or "exampre" was de-
tailed by Aristotle in the Prior Analytics:

We have an "example" when the major term is proved to belong to the
middle by means of a term which resembles the third. It ought to be
known both that the middle belongs to the third term, and that the
first belongs to that which resembles the third. For example, letA be
evil, B making war against neighbours, C Athenians against Thebans, D
Thebans against Phocians. If then we wish to prove that to fight with
the Thebans is an evil, we must assume that to fight against neighbours
is an evil. Evidence of this is obtained from similar cases, e.g., that the
war against the Phocians was an evil to the Thebans. Since then to fight
against neighbours is an evil, and td fight against the Thebans is to fight
against neighbours, it is clear that to fight agaiNist the Thebans is an
evil.16

Of the three types of examples in rhetoric outlined by Anstotlethe mention
of actual past facts, the illustrative parallel, and the fablethe first, actual
past facts or precedent cases, most closely corresponds to the modern notion
of literal analogy."

The Romans, Seneca the Younger and Quintilial, used prior experience to
predict the unknown and called the process analog:a. view is
reminiscent of Plato's treatment of rrapabetva. "But, in all these cases, we
have need of a critical judgment, especially as regards analogy. ... The
essence of analogy is the testing of all subjects of doubt by the application of
some standards of comparison about which there is no question, the proof'
that is to say of the uncertain by reference to the certain."I8

In short, ancient contributions to the development of the* concept of
analogy in rhetoric are threefold. First, the mathematical notion of rwaXcryta,
equivalence between ratios, was broadened to include resemblances of ratios,
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which Aristotle deemed useful in both style and proof. Second, the concept
of directiresemblance was given clearly articulated logical construct which
served as the basis for -subsequetit theories of induction in both logic and
rhetoric. Third, Roman works assimilated the Greek impaLeryi.ta under the
label analogia. Thus, later writers were able to refer to both resemblances of
ratios and direct resemblance as "analogy.':f

During the Middle Ages,- Neoplatonist philosophers continued to use t1 e
four-part form of the Greek avaXoyta in explain their cosmological
theories.° Likewise, the concept continued to be an epistemological tool,
especially for the Christian Neoplatonists, St. Augustine and Pseudo-
Dionysius. They argued that God could be known via Creation. For example,
"goodness" found in the world of man could be used to infer, by analogy,
some knowledge about the ultimate goodness of God." The Scholastic
theologians, St. Anselm, St. Bonaventura, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Cardinal.
Cajetan, developed the theory of the analogous knowledge of God to its
fullest extent."

Grammarians and theorists of poetic and rhetoric in the Middle A'es
seldom wrote of analogy. The grammarians mentioned the ancient dispute
between the Analogists and the Anomalists, in which'Quintilian had taken
part.22 Nowhere in ',the early rhetorics of style does one find a form of
analogia used to refer to a figure or word or sentence.23 Since the ancient
works which influenced medieval writers on rhetoric and pcietic contained
few references to analogia, perhaps this is not surprising.24

During the English Renaissance, analogy was discussed by writers in
philosophy, logic, and rhetoric. In rhetorical works, the term analogia was
used only by two writers, both of the stylistic schoo1,25 Sherry and Putten-,
ham.26 In their works, "analogy" was not a kind of figure or trope, but was a
quality of style best termed "appropriateness." Sherry, for instance, equated
analogia with proportio and argued that style should be "in due proportion"
to the office of the 'speaker or writer.27 Other writers discussed figures and
tropes such as .tomparatio, similitudo, and parabole.28 These discussions
-tended toward illustration rather than definition, and the frequent "borrow-
ing" among authbrs contributed to the confounding of terms. Angel Day, for
instance, used the same illustrative example in his discussion of comparatio
that Richard Sherry had used four decades earlier in his treatment of
sinnlitudo.29 The Neo-Ciceroman writer Thomas Wilson treated simaitudo
under the canon of style in his Arte of Rbetorique,"bin he cut his discussion
short, "because I have spoke of similitudes heretofore in the boke of Lo-
gigue. .. .73° Perhaps Wilson recognized the dual role of resemblances in
style and in proof. When Aristotle's Rhetoric became influential, theorists
such as John Iloskins discussed, under the heading "similitude" that which
Aristotle had termed "proportional metaphor."31 Neither the formulary nor
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the Ramistic rhetorics contained syste matic treatments of analog:a, con:-
paratio, similitudo, or parabole. The Ramists included none of the terms in

k their lists of tropes and figures. Renaissance rhetoricians, in short,s-
working toward delineations of kinds of arguments and devices of style that
were to be more cogently stated in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century works.

In the logical and philosophical treatises of the Renaissance, notions of
comparatio and similltudo.' were_ fitft --railed "analogy." Ramus's term con,-
parata, which denoted qualitative comparisons,32 became synonymous with
the term similitudo in the works of his successors.33 Both terms eventually
became allied with analogia in the works of later Ramists such as Thomas
Granger and Franco Burgersdijck, who abandoned Ramus's rigid separation of
disciplines and strict definitions of terms.34 The Aristotelian notions of
induction and example received considerable attention fr6m the more "tradi-,
nonal" logicians, Thomas WilsOn,3-6 Thomas Blunderville,36 Edward Brere-

:wood," and Robert Sanderson.38 Although none of these writers used the
term "analogy" to refer to example, their discussions preserved the precepts
of induction and example as Aristotle had viewed them. .

Induction was also -4---inte-rest to the philosophers Rene Descartes and
lis Francis Bacon. The farmer's Discourse on ,I4etbod, which was the foundation

of the Port-Royal Logic, both preserved the classical view of induction and
postulated a "new logic" of scientific induction.39 The writings of Francis
Bacon, however, served to establish a philosqphical basis for this scientific
empiricism. In short, Bacon rejected the Aristotelian notion of induction
wherein observations led directly to generalizations. He postulated a system
in which the observations of the senses were tested and re-tested before a
generalization was posited.° At the beginning of this process of scientific
induction were the various "Prerogativet Instances," one of which was "In-
stances Conformable, or of Analogy." Bacon defined "analogy" broadly and
he used it to refer to resemblances in general. He argued that one should seek

et ct the analogies and resemblances among things, for-tile apprehension
of was the start of scientific discovery. "Men's labour therefore should
be turned to the investigation and observation of the resemblances, and
analogies of things, as well in-wholes as in parts. For these it is that detect the
unity of nature and lay a foundatif for the constitution of science."4i

At the close of the Renaissance, then, one finds the term "analogy" to
have a multitude of significations, ranging from the narrow characterizations
of the stylistic rhetoricians to the broader views of logicians and philosophers
of science.42 In the works of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century writers on
rhetoric and logic the use of "analogy" to refer to resemblances in general ,,

became firmly established.
These rhetorical and logical theorists were strongly influenced by philo-

sophical and theological works. Locke's essay Concerning Human Under-
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standing viewed "analogy" as an epistemological tool arid established the
value of analogy in obtaining probable knowledge when direct evidence was
unobtainable.43 Bishop Butler's Analogy of Religion, which received wide
dissination, was the touchstone of the so-called "Argument from Design,"
wherein the observable presence of an orderly world was held to imply the
existence of an "orderer," God." In his Enquiiy Concerning Human Under-
standing, Hume saw analogy as likeness in general, and_he argued that "all our
reasonings concerning matters of fact are founded on a species of Analogy,
which leads us to expect from any cause the same events [effects] , which w
have observed to result from similar causes."45 The Dialogues ruing
Natural Religion contained his attack on the logical-validity o analogy. His
doubts sprang from the notion at "exactly similar" causes were impos-
sible .46 'Despite the efforts o id and Stewart,'" this distrust of the'valtie
bf analogy took firm hold in the works of later logicians and rhetoricians.

Although the stylistic and classical rhetOrics of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries did not discuss analogy, the belletristic and the ps-icho-
logical-epistemological rhetorics dealt with analogy at length."' The belletris-
tic rhetorics of Lord Kames and Hugh Blair mentioned analogy, and both
viewed it as an intrinsic mental activity of man, based upon the association of
ideas. Kames argued that analogy cSuld be a sound form of iesfiofitifg, and he
may also have had analogy' in mind when he wrote of a figure "which, among'
related objects, extends the properties of one to another."'" Blair explicitly
viewed analogy-or resemblance as basic to both figures of thought and figures
of words.5° Both George Campbell and Joseph Priestley argued against the
worth of analogy in eviiing proof, though they admitted the value of
analogy as probable eVidence and in refutation." Their regard for analogy as
a device of refutation probably grew from their admiration for Butler's
Analogy of Religion .52 The lone rhetorical theorist of the times who gave
wholehearted support to analogy as a kind of argument was Archbishop
Whately, who defined analogy as resemblance of ratios, the Aristotelian
signification. Indeed, Whately differentiated sharply between direct resem-
blance and resemblance of relation and urged that the label "analogy" be
applidd only to the latter.53 Unlike Campbell and Priestley, Whately was
willing to regard analogy as a kind of argument.° Except for Whately's
narrow definition, "analogy" in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century rhetorical
theory meant resemblance in general, and most theorists considered analogy
to be a form of inductive proof.

Logicians of this era generally regarded analogy as a useful kind of indirect
evidence on questions of probability. The logical theories ofReid, Bentham,
condillac, Beattie, and St ?wart all held this general view.ss Aristotelian
logical works usually discussed analogy or induction as a syllogistic process
much like Aristotle's notion of example.56
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Mill's monumental System of Logic" systematizes these logical theories.
Although he seemed to favor tlic philosophical, inductive logical theories
ranged freely over earlier logical theories in arriving at hisdefrictions and
precepts. His treatment of analogy is noteworthy because he brought the
diverse directions of earlier thought together. After taking note of the
confusion which had surrounded the term "analogy," Mill argued that, anal.-
ogy ought to be considered as a kind of inductivment. He posited a
general definition which included both direct resemblance and resemblance of
relations. "Analogical_tcasorti*7.. may be reduced to the following for-
mida. Two things resemble each other in one or more respects, a certain
proposition is true of the one; therefore it is true of the other.L,58 Like
Bacon, Mill,prize41 analogy as a helpful instrument in scientific investigation,
butunlike "m'Ost eighteenth- and nineteenth- century writers on logic and
rhetoric, Mill did not question the value of analogy as evidence. Indeed, he
noted-that analogy, like any kind of argument or evidence, depends upon the
material circumstances of the case or cases in question. "The circumstance, in
which the two cases resemble may be capable AA being shown to be the
material circumstance... ."59 Certainly, MVI's System of Logic must be
regarded as a watershed in the -development of the concept of analogy both
for its systematization of earlier positions and its general definition of
analogy.

In recent years, the confusion Mill had hoped to correct has tbeied
instead. Twentieth-century writers on rhetoric discuss the so-callCd lit arand
figurativ'e modes of, analogy. Jhe former ls,characterized as a weak form of
inductive proot used Chiefly' for' clarific4iori and Alustrion and the latter is*
regarded as., a stylistic device. teroni time to time; theorists have argued that

!_both liteval and figurative analogies ought to be admitted to the citadel of
logical prOof,6d bu't', judging from recent speech textbooks, the pleas have
been largely ignored.°

Of more significance to the rhetorician may be the role that analogy,
broadly viewed, hold's in thebries of concept formation and change, for itps
within these constructs that the question of rhetorical proof may be ap-
proached with some exactitude. Wallace had this in mind when he suggested

yin his pioneer essay that "two properties of analogy, the familiarity of the
Model and the possibility of its extension, hold out much for rhetorical
proof."62 In The New Rhetoric of Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, the
authors suggest that analogies may effect transfers of value between their
constituent elements, the theme and the phoros. In a four-part analogy

\ // A.B:.C.D, A.B is the theme, or lesser known element, and C.D is the phoros
or better known element.63 The interaction between theme and phoros
enables the unobservable or the unknown to become familiar via the observ-
able and the known. The effect is more than mere "Understanding," however,

-
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for transfers of value entail judgment on t e part of the auditor and thus the
establishment of belief. The transfer of vaiie is made, argue th,lt authors of
The New Rhetoric, because the familiar"ity of the phoros of the analogy
Bows the recipient to view the theme in the cdnteXt of the familiar setting

o he phoros.64

Recent investigations by experimental psychologists in the areas of con-.
cept formation and concept utilization have yielded conclusions which sup-
port theoretical constructs similar to those noted above.65 Conceptual be-
havior is related to perception, leamingobility, and.problem-solving ability,
but the single most impbrtant factor in the acquisition of eonciPtS seems to
be verbal ability 66

What, then, is the place of analogy in modern rhetorical theory) Certainly,
scholars must endeavor to use precise terminology when dealibg with analogy.
In light of Mill's definition of analogy, the liteealffigliative dichotomy is no
longer viable. The labels siggested by Ehninger and Brockriedeparallel case,
collection of parallel cases, and analogyare valuable since they refer to
different species of the concept.° Further, speculative debate on the probaL

' tive force of analogy ought to take second place to quantitative considera-
tions of the role of analogy in concept formation and change. The existing
literature on verbal concept formation seems to suggest that the selection of
an analogy for rhetorical discour,se quite probably belies both the epist6mo-
logical assumptions and the cognitive structure of the rhetor. Thus, Scott's
observation that rhettorre is epistemic68 becomes more meaningful to the
critic of discourse who investigates the efficacy of analogical inferences.

Although few studies have focused upon analogy and attitude change,69
there seems to be evidence that various kinds of analogies do evince proof and
'act as corroborative support for other forms of proof. MeCroskey and Combs
'found that messages which contained 'in analogy produced greater attitude
change than thok which did not In discussing this result, they suggested that
analogies produce sets of associations and that analpgies "decrease 4seleer
tivity' as an alteinative to attitude change."1° Thus, the probAve 'farce of
analogical argument is predicdted upon the conceptual .behavior d the re-

,..
cei r. Both suggestions merit further inquiry, especially regarding the "sets

associations" and their subsequent role in attitude change. If, indeed,
rhetoric deals with the "opinions of men," a deeperconsideration of analOgy
on both practical and theoretical levels should pro.vide the modern rhetOrician
with atreater understanding of the ways opinions are shaped and changed. .

I. See, for example, George P. Baker and Henry B. Huntington, The Principles of
Argumentation (Boston Ginn, 1905), pp. 105-106, William Trufant Foster, Argumenta-
non and Debating (2nd ed., Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1936), p. 14-6, and A. Craig
Baird, Rbetonc A PbdosoptoicatInquoy (New York: Ronald Press, 1965), pp. 64-66.
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Language, Symbolism, and Criticism:
r

Paul Tillich's "Existentialist" Analysis
J

CAROLYN CASTLEBERRY DEILE

"The fact that there-is so much discussion about the meaning of symbols
going on in this country as well as in Europe," observes Paul'Tillich, "is a
symptom of something deeper. . . . It is a symptom of the fact that we are in
a confusion of language in theology and philosophy and related subjects
which has hardly been surpassed at any time in'history."I Although Tillich-
never deals srtematically with the theory of language and symbolism, he
deals indirectly with it throughout his ,writings in relation to other major
topics. It is the thesis of this study, that a theory a language,symbolism, and
criticism can be constructed fro'm Tiltich's writings, which have important
implications fol contethporary rhetorical theory and criticism. "--------1

A philosopher-theologian whom John Herman Randall, Jr., considers to be
"by far the most persuasive 'exponent of the philosophy of existentialism,"2
and whom Charlet Hartshorne views as "one of the most creative contributors
to metaphysical theory who have written during tht pait half century,"3 Paul
Tillich deserves to be related to rhetorical theory and criticism. In recent
years, scholars have become increasingly interested in the potential contribu-
tions of the existentialist philosophers to the,study of thetoric.4

My purpose is to clarify Tillich's ideas regarding language, symbolism, and
Criticism, to organize them into a meaningful theoretical framework, and to
suggest their relevance for rhetoric. I propose to begin with an examination of
Tillich's theory of language and the philosophical assumptions upon which it
is based, then to examine his theory of symboliim, and finally to determine
his critical principles for evaluating symbols.

I

For Tillich, language is the defining feature of human existence: "Man is man

through the power of the word." His analysis of language parallels his
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tripartite dialectical analysis of the nature of man, in terms of essential being,
existential being, and teleological being. Thus, it will behelpful to begin the
analysis of his theory of languige with an examination of the philosophical
issumptions upon which it is based.

Essential being, -the first stage in the analysis of man, is for Tillich an
"image." It is not an actual stage qf human development; it is present in all
stages of man'?; development, but* in existential distortion. Essential being
"has potentiality, not actuality. It has no place, it isou topos (utopia). It has-
np time, it precedes temporality."6 But essentialism is the necessary starting
point in the analysis of man, for structural analysis is possible only in the
realm of essences. He explains this element of philosophical idealism in his
thought. "I am epistemologically an idealist, if idealism means the assertion
of the identity of thought and being as the princiPle of truth."7 In other
words, a correlation exists between the rational structure of the mind (Geist)
and the rational structure of reality and, through language, the mind has the
potential to grasp the rational structure of reality. But the correlation remains
an image against which man's existential being stands in perpetual tension.

Existential being, the second element in the analysis, is the original fact of
human existence. For the actualization of potentiality produces existential
estrangement, and estrangement is the basic characteristic of the human
condition, that is, estrangement from one's self, fro,m other persons, from
one'S,esserfce, and from /truth. 'views existentialism (including depth
psychology) as the analysis of the human predicament. Existentialism formu-
lates the universally asked question of existence, and gives an analysis of what
it means to ,exist. But it cannot provide answers. Whenever existentialists
becon4 constructive and glue answers pointing. to the possibility of tran-
scendence, they are no longer functioning as existentialists, but rather as
theologians. Hence, there is no "theistic" or "atheistic" existentialism or
depth psychology: 4'

[Existentialisnil develops the question implied in existence, but it does
not try to give the answer, either in atheistic or in theistic terms.
Whenever existentialists give answers, they do so in terms of religious or
quasi-religious traditions which 'are not derived from their existentialist
analysis. Pascal derives his answers from the tAugustinian tradition,
Kierkegaard from the Lutheran, Marcel from the Thomist, Dostoevski
from the Greek Orthodox. Or the answers are derived from humanistic
traditions, as with Marx, ,Sartre, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Jaspers.
None of these men was able to develop answers out of.his questions.
The answers of the humanists come from hidden religious sources. They
are matters of ultimate concern or faith, although garbed in a secular
gown. Hence the distinction between atheistic and theistic existen-
tialism fails. Exittentialism is an analysis of the human +predicament.
And the answers to the questions imOliid in man's predicament are
religious, whether open or hidden.8

Co
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Because all 'existentialists do in fact provide answers they are theologians. For
example, there is a religious dimension in Freud, for despite his existential
view of man as infinite libido which can never be satisfied and which
therefore produces the death instinct, he was convinced of the possibility of
healing and of the fragmentary transcendence of existential distortion. In
short, "if you speak of man's existential predicament as opposite to his
essential nature, you must in ,some way presuppose an idea of his essential
nature. uSI

The possibility of healing is the third aspect of Tillich's analysis. Healing
means self-transcendence from existential distortion, or "salvationLin_the---
sense of " 'healed' or 'whole,' as opposed to disruptiveness."I° The consider-
ation of "man's essential and existential nature points to his &geological
nature."" Healing or transcendence always remains partial and fragmentary,
for human existence.remains a contradiction of essence, knowledge is always
fragmentary, and truth is ambiguous.

Tillich's analysis of language parallels his tripartite analysis of man. Ap-
proaching language from the essentialist perspective, he defines "meaning" as
a "correspondence between reality and the human spirit,"12 and "language"
as "the bearer of meaning."I3 The fundamental feature of human, language is
that it provides man with the potential "power of universals," or power of
ideation. "Language, as the power of universals, is the basic expression
of man's transcending his environment, of having a world The ego-
self is that self Which can speak and which by speaking trespasses the
boundaries of any given situation." The universal structures, forms, and
laws inherent in language give man a "world," in the sense of "a structured
whole of innumerable parts" or "a unity in infinite manifoldness," as in the
Greek tiosmos and the Latin universum IS And it is that structured whole
ratheir than: his natural environment to which he responds and upon which he
acts. For this reason, language serves as the foundation for human freedom.
giving man the power to question, to deliberate and decide, to build theo-
retical and artistic structures, and to form interpersonal relationships and
social organizations. Considered environmentally and in actuality, man par-

..
iticipates n a very limited portion of reality, for his language system is a filter

through which only certain features of reality penetrate. But_considtred
potentially, "the universals make man universal, language proves that he is
microcosmos," and "this is the ontological basis for the assertionAat knowl-
edge is union'and that it is rooted in the Bros which reunites elements which
essentially 'belong to each other." 16

For confirmation of his view that man cannot be properly understood
without both 'the' essentialist and the existentialist interpretatitons of human

. nature, Tillich 'turns to the very nature of language. "In using universals,
language is by its very nature essentialist, and cannot escape it. ... Therefore,

or
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.there is an essentialist framework in his mind. Existentialism is possible only
as an element in a vision of the structure of being in its created goodnes4 and
then as a description Of man's existence within that framework. The conflicts
between his essential goodness and his existential estrangement cannot be
seen at all without keeping essentialism and existentialism together."" He
argues further that the attempt of many modern existentialists and positivists
to avoid any essentialist element is a logically impossible position, for "if thcy
were to succeed in avoiding it completely, they must remain mute, they could,
no .longer 'speak. Since every-word expresses a universal, the radical existen-
tialist is an illusion.""

From the existentialist perspective, language is viewed as the basis for the
universal estrangement of man. While language is the foundation of human
freedom, it is also the basis for his loss of freedom, for his freedom inevitably.
means the power to surrender his freedom and contradict his essential nature.
Furthermore, language accounts for the subject-object split which man ex-
periences in relation to his world, for "in transforming reality into meaning it
separates mind and reality."I9 Four types of linguistic ambiguity result from
the subject- object cleavage (1) the ambiguity of poverty and abundance, that
is, "the poverty in the midst of richness that falsifies that which is grasped
through neglect of innumerable other possibilities" ,2° (2) the limitation on
universality inherenrn every particular language system, (3) the unavoidable
indefiniteness of language "because of the infinite distance between the
language-forming subject (collective or individual) and the inexhaustible ob-
ject (every object) it tries to grasp," causing language-to betray the mind 2i
and (4) the anticommdnicative possibilities of languageArch as empty talk
and the flight into silenct, propaganda, contradiction, intoxication, and
polemicsthat arise from conscious -and unconscious, personal and social
sources. "'Singe language cannot penetrate to the very center of the other self,
it is always a mixture of revealing and concealing.."22 And while these four
distortions are based upon the subject-object split, the split is ambiguous, for
"no language- is possible without the.subject-object cleavage" although "Ian-,
guage is continuously brOught to self-defeat by this very cleavage."23

But language has a third possibility, a possibility of healing. When ordinary
language is transformed into symbolic language., it is "fragmentarily liberated,
from the bondage_ to the su bject-objecf scheme," thereby "expressing the
union of him who speaks with that oftwhich he speaks in an act of linguistic
self-transcendence."24 When the word becomes a symbol (a Word) it frag-
mentarily overcomes, linguistic distortion. Symbolic language is "beyond
poverty and abundanFe, A few words become gre.at words!"25 It "transcends
the particular encounter which ii expresses in the direction of that which is
universal, the Logos, the criterion of_evely- particular logos."26 The ambi-
guity of indefiniteness is overcome. "[Id dots not try to 'grasp an ever

Ti
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escaping object byt expresses a union between the inexhaustible subject and
the inexhaustible object in a symbol which is by its yery nature indefinite and
definite_ at the same time. It leaves the potentialities of both sides of the
symbol-creating encounter openand in this sense it is indefinitebut it
excludes other symbols (and any arbitrariness of symbolism) because of the
unique character ,of the encounter."27 Finally, the anticommunicative pos-
sibilities of language are transcended, for the symbol "reaches the center of
the other one but not in !sans of definitions or circumscnptions of finite
objects or finite subjecinity (for example, emotions), it reaches the center of
the other one by uniting the centers of the speakej and the listener in the

- transcendent unity."28 When the ordinary language of signs is transformed
into symbolic langliage, language becomes a form of healing. It becomes the
medium for genuine dialogue.

Tumuli from the relation between language and man to the relation
between' language and culture, we find language viewed as the substfucture of
culture. First of all, the functions of culture are prefigured in the functions of
language. The three functions of languagedenotation, expression, and corn-

. municationdan be distinguished but not separated, for all three are present
to some extent in all meaningful discourse. The denotative or cognitive
function is "its ability to gtsp and communicate general meanings" and the
expressive or aesthetic function is "its ability to disclose and to communicate
personal states."29 The basic unit of denotation is the concept, while the

*basic unit'of expression is the image. The'communicative function of Ian-
' guage is operative even when nonverbal forms are substitutedted for language.

Nonverbal forms serve a linguistic function because "they have meaning only
in reference to words, to the spoken language."39 There is no meaning apart-
from language, and anything which conveys meshing be it a protest march, a
tree, a painting, or a mathematical formulais dependent' upon linguage.
Language is both a prerequisite of and, a-constituent feature in all other form. s
of communication. Communication, then, is the prOcess by which signs and
symbols, through their cognitive and expressive power, influence attitudes,
values, beliefs, and action.

Language is the basic cultural creation. In sharp contrast with philosophers
like Bergson and Whitehead who view language as art , extension of the
tool-making function of the intelligence which has developed according to the
principles of evolutionary naturalism, Tillich sees even the use and production
of "aols as dependent upon language. "Man produces tools as tools, and for
this the conception of universals is presupposed, i.e., the power of language..
The power of tools is dependent on the power of language. Logos precedes .
everything. If man is called born° faker, he is implicitly called anthropos
logikos, 1,e., man who is determined by the logos and who is able to use the
meaningful word."3I On the other hand, he insists that in actuality language
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(and technology must be viewed as the duaiketndation of culture. Language
and. technology, providing the powers of of and action, are the
foundation for the general duality in all cultural creativity: "Beings 'receive
each othar' and, by doing so, change each other. They receive and react. In

e realm of the organic, this is called stimulus and respOnse; under the
dirnension-61Selkwareit is called perception and reaction, under the
dimension of spirit, I suggest calling it theoria and praxis. The original Greek
forms of the words 'theory' and 'practice' are used because the modern fo
have lost the meaning and power of the ancient words."32 In its denotative
and expressive functions, language is the basic expression of theorza.. The
communicative function of language together with the tool-rtking function
constitute the basic expression of praxis. Put in terms of a hypothetical
conversation with Kenneth Burke, Tillich might respond to Burke's analysis
this way: "Language is not only, symbolic action' (praxis)it is also symbolic
reception (tbeoria). Mr. Burke, you have left out half of life!"

Theoria is "the act of looking at the encountered world in- order to take
something of it into the centered self as a meaningful, structured whole."33
The aesthetic image and the cognitive concept are the o modes by which
wo apprehend reality. They represent poles of a ontinuum, rather than
separate and distinct types. The terms ,!'imag an) "concept" are very
broad "image" as tir essence of all aestheX creations ind the expressive

,dimension of language, "concept" as the essence of all cognitive cteations and ./..,/ ,/
-the denotative dimension of language. The inner aim (telos) of the cognitive,
act is "truth," the bridging of the gap between sub t and object, driving
toward the concept which embraces all concepts. W e t e aesthetic act
shares this end, its primary aim is "beauty" (in the sense o ity of the
good and the -beautiful, kalon Cragathon), driving toward mage h
encompasses all images. The cognitive at aims toward unity ith the aes-

4,,,,,..the-tic act. Thus, the highest form of discourse represents a unity o dialectical ,-..?....
.---.validity and expressive adequacy.

Praxis includes "the whole of cultural acts of centered personalities who as
-members of`social groups act upon each other and themselves."34 Cominunica-
tion, as the basic form of praxis, is action which in the interpersonal realm is
aimed at the actualization of human potentialities, and which in the communal
realm is aimed at "justice," the social good. Personal growth demands
interpersonal encounter: "Man actualizes himself as a person. in the encounter
with other persons within a community."35 And such an encounter neces-
sitates two-way communication: "A person-to-person relationship is actual
through the word. One is related to a person in speaking to him, and one \
remains in relation to him only if he answers."36 Dialogue, then, is merely
another name for the moral act, for "the moral imperative is the command to
become what one potentially is, a person within a community of persons. "37

a
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While Tillich's analysis of dialogue closely parallels that of Martin Buber in
many respects, there is one decisive distinction. Unlike Buber, Tillich views
community 1Gemeinsbafr) as necessarily implying an organizational and
power structure. Therefore, dialogue must also be viewed as the aim of

4 persuasion directed toward the transformatioNof the political structure.
In its cognitive and aesthetic, personal and communal forms, culture is the

structure for the dynamic actualization of reason. Ontological reason (logos,

Vernunfr) is "the structure of the mind which enables the mind to grasp and
to transform reality. "39 It is both subjective and objective, theoretical and
practical, cognitive and aesthetic, detached and passionate. Ontological reason'

is sharply distinguished from technical reason, the capacity for "reasoning,"
or what Aristotle meant by "deliberative reason." Deliberative reason is

concerned only with the discovery of means for given ends. It can provide the
basis for nothing more than a rhetoric of expediency. "While reason in the
sense of Logos determines the ends,and only in the second place the means,

reason in. the technical sense determines theincans while accepting the ends
from 'somewhere else.' "4° Ontological reason unites the polarities,of subjec-
tivity and objectivity: of theory and practice, of image and concept, of
passion and detachment, of structure and depth. But as actualized under the
conditions of existence, the polarities become separated and thereby dis-
torted. Existentially distorted reason can only be fragmentarily transcended
through the apprehension of transcencAnt'meaning embodied in symbolic
forms.

The concept of transcendent meaning is the foundation for theory of
symbolism. Three structural components are involved in every actualization
of meaning. subject matter or content, form, and substance or import.
"Substance or import is grasped by means of a form and giyeii expression in a.

content. Content is accidental, substance essential, and form is the mediating
element."41 The subitance of meaningijannot become real and effective
unless embodied in symTholic form. the function of symbolism is "the
intuition of the forms of meaning filled with a living import, northe intuition
of any sort of independent metaphysic0 essences."42 Formand substance
cannot be separated without the distortion of both elements.

The apprehension of transcendemeaning encompasses two elements: the
intuitive or existential element, and- the critical or ethical element. The
intuitive element is experienced as the presence of unconditioned meaning
here and now, while the critical element appears as the judging and trans-
forming power of -unconditioned meaning. In every actualization of tran-
scendent meaning both elements are present, both the experience of meaning
as being and as what ought °to be. For "what is and what ought to be are

united in the ground of all being."43 When the intuitive element alone is
operative, there results "a world-defying, static mysticism, without ethical
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dynamics and without a world-transforming will and power."44 When the
active element is operative in isolation, it results in "a world-controlling
technical activism, without a spiritual substance and a world-transcending wilt,
and power."45 The elements are interdependent, and the absence of one
implies the distortion of the other.

Corresponding to these two elements in the experience of meaning are the
two basic forms f symbolic expressionmyth and cult. Symbols do not
appear in *solation; a particular symbol is a part of a mythic or cultic nexus,
and it mukt_be_iinderstood in that contex.. The functions of.reason, which
separate a d become distorted under the conditions of existence, are ,frag-
mentarily eunited in myth and cultic expression. "The union of the cognitive
and aestt is functions is fully expressed in mythology, the womb out.9(
which bot of them were born,,,and came to independence and to which they
tend to r urn."46 And likewise, the union of personal and "comma I
funciions fully expressed in the cult community which is the mother f
both of th m and to which they try to return."'" And finally, the sepa non
of the intu tive and active elements is overcome: "Irthcrelation of th and
cult no sep ration is even imaginable. Cult includes the myth on the basis of
which its a s out the divine-human drama, and myth includes the cult of
which is is the imaginary expression. It is, therefore, understandable that
there is \it .contintious struggle for the reunion, of theory and practice."48
Myth and cult are the forms through which transcendent meaning is appre-
hended, and ontological reason actualized in culture. Myth and cult are i
necessary forms of expression "because existe resists conceptaiiation.
Only the realm of essences admit+ of stru ral analysis."49 They are "forms
of the human consciousness which are always present. One can replace one
myth by another, but one cannot remove the myth from man's spiritual
life."s° They may be couched in philosophical, scientific, artistic, political,
economic, or ethical language, but they cannot be removed. Symbols, the
building blocks of myth and cult, should be approached from this perspec-
tive.

Tillich maintains that the concept of the symbol has been lost in twentieth-
centbrY thought, and argues that the source of the problem is the disap-
pearance'of the distinction between sign and symbol, brought about with the
help of medieval nominhlism and contemporary analytic philosophy. Using
the distinction of Martin HeiBegger, his colleague at the University of Mar-
burg, Tillich posits the distinction between sign and symbol: -111,anguase
grasps the encountered rea)ity in terms of '13cing,at handyin the literal sense
of being as an object for 'handling' or managing in order to reach ends

(
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(which may become means for other ends). This is what Heidegger has called
Zuhandensein (being at disposal) in contrast to Vorbanirein (being In
existence), the first form deAtes a technical, the second a cognitive, relation-
ship to reality."5L The language of signs is the language of the ordinary,
technical encounter with reality, which encompasses all empirical facts and
events and in which language used as an object for manipulating or
managing in ogler to reach desired ends. The symbolic-mythological language
of spiritual experience uses- the objects of ordinary experience and their
linguistic expressions, but it uses them as symbols, that is, transcending the
subject-object cleavage, rather than as signs, bound to the subject-object.
scheme. In prescientific modes of thought the sign-symbol confusion rests in
using symbolic-mythological language to refer to the phenomena of ordingily
encountered reality. This category of linguistic misuse includes (1) sorcery,
where language is used as a physical cause; (2) magic, where language is used
as a psychic cause,, and (3) suggestion, where language is used as an emotional
cause. "These uses of the word are possible, but they eliminate the essence of
the word, its quality as the bearer of meaning."52 (in the other hand, the
sign-symbol , confusion, in contemporary, thought j-nore frequently rests in
interpreting symbolic ldnguage as if it had the same type of referent as the
language of ordinary technical experience. In identifying reality with empiri-
cal reality, Positivists have given the term "symbolic" a connotation of rxe'
non-real and have obscured the distinction between sign and symbol.

Tillich repeatedly emphasizes that when a person uses the phrase "only a
symbol," he has completely misunderstood the meaning cif symbol, confusing
it with sign.53 Symbols and signs have only one feature in common: thcy
both "point beyond themselves to something' efse."54 Although signs a
symbols have this one point of identity they are substihtively-diffcro The ,
basis for the difference in the two concepts resides in their differing relation
ships to that to which they point. Convention is the basis for the relationship
between signs and their referents. For that reason, "the sign can be changed
arbitrarily according to the demands of expediency."ss Convention and
expediency, as we shall see: are not part of the relationship of symbols with
that to which they point.

It should be emphasized that symbolism is not bound to language, al-
though language is both a prerequisite of and a constituent featdre in all other
media of symbolization4,. 'Verburn is more than oratio.... (It] can be ,in
everything in 'which the spirit ekpresses itself, even in the silent syMbols of
art, even in the works of the community and law."56 Anything within the
realm of human experience is a potential medium for symbolization. It
should be emphasized that; for Tillich, the term 4symbol" is not an entitative
term. To raise.. the question, "'What sort of entity is a 'symbol?" is to
misconstrue the problem.

. . 6
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The first characteristic of the symbol decisively differentiates symbol from
sign symbols participate in the meaning and power of the reality to Which
they point. ''The difference between symbol and sign is the participation in
the symbolized reality which characterizes the symbol, and the non-
participation in the 'pointed-to' reality which characterizes the sign."' The
letters of the alphabet do not participate in the sounds which we may utter
upon seeing the lettersbeing signs, the relationship is one of mere conven-
tion. On the other hand, a flag participates in the meaning_and power-ofzthe-
group it represents, thus, persons who acknowledge it as a symbol view an
attack upon the flag as an attack upon the very meaning of the group.

The seond feature of the symbol is that it opens up dimensions of reality
which are otherwise closed and which cannot be apprehended in any other
way. A painting, for example, mediates a, meaning,/Which can be apprehended
only through the experience of that par' ticulari painting. When a word be-
comes a symbol, it functions in the same way it acquires imagery associated
only with that particular word.

The third characterise of the symbol, t e counterpart of the second, is...z*.
that it opens up " i sions and elem is of our soul (Geist] which'
correspond to the dimensions and element of 4ality"58 dimensions within
us of which we cannot becente aware exc pt through symbols. Hence, every
symbol has fa two-sided or double-edged functionopening up "reality in-
deeper levels and the human soul in special levels:"" Stated another way,
symbolic language has "ari expressive power which points through the ordi-
nary expressive possibilities` of language to the iinexpressible and its relation
to us."" Apprehension of symbolic meaning is an act in which the whole
existence of the person is'involved, including hisemporal, spatial, historical,
psychological, sociological, and biological c4ditions.

Corresponding to the second and third characteristics of the symbol is the
primary function of the symbol. the apprehension of transcendent meaning
through symbolic forms produces "f xistential knowledge, not knowledge in
the sense of information, episteme, or scientia, but' knowledge in the sense of.
"wisdom," "insight," sapientia, or gnosis. "It is the level of Being and truth as
such before they split into subject and object, and, therefore, it has the
character of a mystery."6' Elsewhere, Tillich terms this dual function the
"perceptibility" of the symbol. "this implies that something which is intrin:,
sically invisible, ideal, or transcendent is made -perceptible in the symbol and
is in this way' Olen objectivity<h" ThiS does not imply that the symbol
produces objective knowledge; for by definition, transcendence implies
knowledge of that which transcends the subject-object cleavage, and "a real

'symbol points to an object which can never become an object."63 The
perceptible element of the symbol js the imagery it evokes from the total
personality Through the expressive power of imagery, concepts become mo

68
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than stract, empty, iiiverles's forms. They become a unity cif universality
4.,,, 4 ,.. ,

..t'ind ,co Eeteness..They become symbols wag transforming and healing
power.. .power...

,: ./
,,, '-..- The image Of the symbol is subject to contirio5us charrge. For "every

,e4/..,...."A A A

I . - . . period of hu n)ustory expresses" its encounter between the infinite in
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.
ourselves and in e whole universe in afferent irpages.164 Furthermore, the
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everuniqueness of ever persbn, guarantees a manifold of images yerceive,d in
-. .....

very symbol. An,i e.c li-aXtiak cofnpopents,ihe actual fact and the
reception of that fict, an the riff l'"belongS both on the side of fact and on

,,.

, r the, side of reception.' -atnoun,,t.,.,of critical or' historical study can s

sepirate
.
the two. Vie scholi,i',canAt I'clikiitle the image and say, 'This aspect

is reccjition of the; fact, white -this other aspect is aqual fact,' for they cannot
be separated They belong together."" This does not mean that image and.

--,,
, .feality are incompatible teinismage is the way in which, in history, reality .

4 .

. ",. ekhresses ,itself and is handed dawn from one generation to the other.':67
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Fittthermoe, fOr symbolic or ,mythical analysis, the image or impression
created f?yythe hiStoricatevent or p son is the decisiv,element. For example,4 is

....-
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.14 talliing;abont Lincolk as a symboMor the American people, Tillich states
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'1,1..:.
that while "a living person stands-belAnd" the symbol, the decisive thing is

. h4ow he impressed himselr-oh the Arneilcan pebple so That he,could become a_ .-

-'?: 'Voitiol,"66: .:
.,Vigturth' characteristic of symbols that they cannot be invented,

. 4,replaced, or produced intentionally. Th grow out of the indiiridual or
,

rilemitk uneonsciousnd cannot fuhction ithout being accepted by the
. uoWcious giniensia of our beine69 For t is reason,:a symbbl cannot bp, .,

. , replaeq'd by 'anoxher sPrnfird.."EVOLtsymbol ha a special, function Which is
just it and 'cannii be replaced by more or les 2dequate,symbols.... A: .

:,symbobc word, such as the,word 'God,' cannot be eplaccd. No syliThol can -.
be ?1,131.1t'ed,when used in its`specialfiinction."' 'it ti for this reason 'ttat he ''
emphAtZeS that the way to achieve dialogue among :world religion is and w
politiCarSy stems 15 not to relinquish one's religious and laical synxbols for

. the ,`sake of
s

a universal concept which would benothing by concept "7'.,,A .
A. ,* ,

,, oniversali concept cansbe created,' but a universal symbol can t, and'only a !
symbol h#, the healing arid mansforming power, to overcome rangement.
I fence, the' way to dialogue. is ''to penCtrate into the dtpshr o ,one's own, ,

v \',religious and political symbols. For in the depth of the sylibol, e-e is a
..,

point at which the symbol itself !sites importake,' and "that to 'eh it , 1
. 0- ., ... .
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.,

with it to a vision OK the spiritual presence in otlieiC aliressions of the
,, . -/

ultiMate meaning .of ;la's eXiStence."72 Universal meaning can only be
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The fifth and final characteristic common to all "symbols follows as a
consequence of the fourth. Like living beings, symVoll-are born; they grow,
and They dieas distinct from signs which miy be consciously' invented and
removed. Symliols,are born within a group when thA, historical situation of

, 'the group is. ready for them "Out of the woMliAfi-Cli is usually called today
the `group unconscious' or 'collective unconscious,' or whatever you want to
call itLout of a group which acknowledges, in this thing, this Word, this flag,
or whatever it May be, its own being. It is not invented, interftionally; and
even if somebody would try to invent a symbol, assornetimes happens, then
it becomes a symbol only if the unconscious of a group says yes to it."73 A
speaker, for example, may coin a phrase, but it does not become -a symbol,
until it 'Evokes a symbolic ,ieSpobse. The speaker does not create the symbol;
the speaker-audierice tran'saction creates-,the symbol. Likewise, sym ols can-

- 'not be d6Stroyed or removed by human intent. They die when tle "inrier
situation of the human, group to a symbol ceas,55,-trrexist."14 Historical
movements can be viewed in terms of the life cycle of the myth -which.
propels ,them. A movement comes into existence with the birth of a new
.myth, it grows as more people respond to it, and it dies when'ii I ses the
-powerto produce response in the group.

The life.of- the s"snibol is accompanied by two tragically unaVoidable,
tendenciesprofanitation and demonizationwhich perve,the trans.cenden.

, character, of symbolic meaning. "Profane" means "the resistance against
self4anScendence under all dimensions of life: ""75 Under the impact of
iyotanizaiun, tifinexhaustible'sUbsiatice of nreanirig disappears, leaving 0e0
symbolic* forn; empty. the symbol beconies an object. And despite: it?
emptiness .dt'isotenaciouq` maintained.,Theet*tihess created by the profani-
zition of symbols is all the .more dangerous beeadse tt invites7demonic
invasions to fill the vaCuumas in the caseof the emergence of Nazi Germany.

asmonization is the second-way in which the transcendent,character of
symbolic meaning becomes perverted. Unliie-the profane, the demonic does
not resist self-trailicendence, but rather it identifies itself witl;the Kanscen-ia
dent. Tht demoniC is the mythical expression for "the structural, and &ere-%

fore inescapable, power of evil." 7 6 TillictiekplainS. 41When'sve srak of the
demo ic' Mean Filo' re than failure and distaion, more-than intentional
evil. e demonic is a negative absolUte. It is the elevation of something,
relative and ambiguous (something in which the;negative and the positive are
united) to absoluteness. The ambigUous, in which positive and neeativ,
creative and destructive elewents are mingled is considered racred in itself, is
deified."" A religioui creed identified with the absolute, a political ideology ,-
identified with -justice itself, a- philosophical systeirn identified with truth
itself, an artistic style identified with beauty itselfall are examples, of the
demonization If symbolic forms. Transcendent meaning can only become
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actual through symbolic forms. l ut when the forms themselves are held to be
transcendent, they become demonic. Because of the inevitable distortion of
symbblic meaning through demonization and profanization, criticism remains
a permanent necessity.

'HI

Signs and symbols cannot be.understood or evaluated with the same critical
tools. In this section we, shall explicate the critical principles for evaluating
symbols implicit in Tillich's writings. Throughout the discussion to follow it
should be remembered that a symbol ,cannot bejudged on a true-false
continuum. Rather, it must be judged (1) on an authentic-inauthentic con-
tinuum with respect to its meaning, and (2) on an adequate-inadequate
continuum with respect to its expressive_and communicative power.

The literalistic interpretation of the symbol is profane becausi it attempts
_to objectify what cannot be objectified, reducing the symbol to an, object;
and it is demonic because it tries to raise the distorted objectification to the
level of ultimacy. Hence, the first principle of criticism is the principle of

deliteralization, that is, "the nocessity 'of recognizing,a symbol as a symbol
and a mYth as a myth."" The need for deliteralization is continuous, for the
tendency to literalize is inherent in the subjett-pbject .cleavage of language,

,Symbolic language is necessary for the preservation of meaning, but it must
be continually transcended and negated. To demonstrate Tillich's meaning let
us use his example of the, symbolic term "God." On the one hand, "God is no
object for us as subjects. He is always that which precedes this division."" In
other words, "God is a symbol for GOd."8.6 But on the other hand, when we
use the term we cannot avoid the subject-Object split because "everything

' trluch becomes real to us enters the,,subject-object correfation,"" and the
Subject-object .separation is necessary for both knowing and acting. For this
reason, "atheism the correct response to the 'objectively' existing God of
literalistic thought,"82 and "genuine religion withOut an element of atheism
cannot be irnagined."" For Tillich, there is no possible "atheism" in the
popular conception of the term, and ienuine atheism is prophetic criticism
against,literalistic distortkons. -

The literalistic distortion of symbols is manifested in all attempts to pre t
the "existence" of symbols and in the method of argiling to a conclusion.
Appreiren'sion of a syinbol has the character of self-evidence or "existential
truth," ;hat is, "a truth which lives in the immediate

act,

an

experiehee."74 Apprehension of a symbol is "not an act, of cognitive 'affirma-
tion_within the sub1ect- object structure of reality. Therefore, it is not subject
to verification by experiment or trained experience."84 If judged by the
criteria of logic and adequacy of evidence, symbols can never be justified and
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ar -reduced to the absurd. Ta\ke, for example, all so-called arguments for the
-"existence of God" "Such a statement as 'a being, called God, does exist' is
not an assertion otofaith but a cognitive proposition without sufficient
evidence.Thc affirmation and the negation of such statements are equally
absurd. This judgment refers to all attempts that would give divine authority
to statements of fact in history, mind, and nature."" Furthermore, he
states. "God does not exist. He is being-itself beyond essence and existence.
Therefore, to argue that God exists is to deny him."" Appiehension of a
symbol is a matter of understanding4erified by existential participation. And
understanding and participation are interdependent. "There is_no under-
standing , without }participation, but without understanding the participa-
tion becomes mechanical arld compulsory."" The first principle of criticism,
then, is_the protcsi against the literalistic perversiorr of >wile symbols.

The second principle of criticism is based upon the inevitable demoniza-,
non of genuine symbols. This is the principle of prophetic protest "against
every power which clairq divine character for itself."" The critic must fight
all claims to ultimacy "no individual and no human group can claim vdiyine
'dignity for its moral achievements, for its sacramental poWer, for its sanctity,
or for its doctrin<7:. It implies that there cannot be a sacred system,
ecclesiastical or polillea, that there' cannot be a sacred hierarchy with
absolute authority, and that there cannot be a truth in humai minds which is
divine truth in itself. Consequently, the prophetic spirit must always criticize,
attack, and condemn doctrines, and morals."" The prin-
ciple of protest points to a self-critical element involved in every genuine act
of symbolic apprehension. In every authentic symbol "there is an element
that judges the symbol and those who use it."91,Every gentline symbj must
include an clement of self-negation "That symbol is most adequatC'wItch
expresses not only the ultimate but alsO its own lack of ultimacy."92
Apprehension of symbolic meaning means intuiting in one's own symbols
"the No of the Unconditional against every' symbol."93 The principle of
protest does not accept any truth "as ultimate except the one that no maw-
possesses it "" Any person, group, or idea which claims ultimacy for itseir*
lacking a principle of self-criticism, is self-destructive, destructive to others,
anil destructive to the pursuit of truth. It is the job of the critic to fight such
claims to ultimacy in ,th, me of the selfiranscending and -Alf-negating
clement of the authentic sy

The principle of protest in udes the dialectic of radition and reforma-
tion. Taken, separately, each c I ent becomes dis tcd. "the danger of
tradition is demonic Fibers, the ger of reformation is emptying
eisni:"95 Hence, genthne crIticisni "do not come from outside but frOm the
center of the tradition itself, fighting it istortions in the name,of its true
meaning There is no reformation without adition."96 Thus, the critic of
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the symbol must be, a part of the tradition, he must apprehend the genuine
moaning of the symbol. He must perceive reformation as the permanent
necessity against the demonization and profanization of genuine symbols. But
the critic cannot depend upon any objdcnve standards to guide him in a

movement of reformation. It is always a 4tatter of daring and risk., "it has no
safe standards, no spiritual guaranties. It pushes forward, and it may find that
it has merely forged ahead into the void and has missed its mark. And yet it
cannot do other than venture and risk.... It denies the security of sacramen-
tal systems with inviolalfle forms, sacred laws, eternal structures. It questions
every claim of absoluteness. it remains dynamic even if it tries to become
conservative."" 'The risk of reformation may involve the disintegration of
particular ifistitutions and groups. But the risk involves the certainty that the
dynamic essence of Meaning "cannot be'clestroy'ed."98 And it is the respon-
sibility of the critic to take that,risk.

The pnnciple of prophetic protest cannot stand alone without becoming
:11,distorted and destructive. It is dependent upon the principle of form-

creation. Meaning must have concrete embodiment in symbolic, forms in
order to retain its power. However, it is "not dependent on the special
symbols in which it is expressed. It has the power to be free from every form
in which it appears."" The relative truth of any genuine symbol in whatever
form it may appear must be affirmed. The "no" of the principle of protest
must be coupled with the "yes" of the principle of form-creation. Nels Ferre
describes Tillich's critical dialectic. "Becatie his writings showed two faces,
Tillich could state in his Systematic Theology both that incarnation ... is
indispensable to the Christian faith and also that incarnation, historically and
factually speaking*, is blasphemy and nonsense, or even, as he blandly told the
Japanese Buddhists, that it was a matter of indifference to him as a Christian
theologian whether Jesus ever lived. From within the concrete circle of faith
the-formes_statements, are true and necessary, but all such statements are

___

symbblic,-latimacy. They are only analytically indispensable.to the
Christian faith, not historically or in reality."100 Unless one recognizes the
relativity of the symbols of his group, dialogue with other groups not sharing
those symbols is impossible. ,

,

A symbol cannot fought effectively on the basis of scientific or
practical criticism. Myth and cult, of which a particular symbol is a part, are
necessary forms of human consciousness and, therefore, necessary forms of
expression: "An existential protest against myth and cult is possible only in
the power of myth and cUlt."10I To negate a symbol means to affirm
another symbol. The principles of affirmation and negation must be kept
together in the method of the critic:

It is a general axiom concerning all being that the negative can manifest
\ itself only in connection with something positive (as the lie can exist

'.......
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only through the element of truth in it). According to this axiom, we
must' say that protest cannot exist without a "Gestalt" to which it
belongs. The Gestalt embraces itself and thc.protest against itself; it
comprises form and the negation of form. 'There is no "absolute"
negation and there is no "absolute" protestabsolute in the literary
sense of "absolved from any involvement." Negation, if it lives, is
invJlved in affirmation, and protest, if it lives, is involved in form....
Its "No" would fall into nothingness without the creativity of its"Yes." 102i

The union of protest and creation implies that "the symbol is not simply
rejected- but criticized and by this criticism it is changed." 1°3 And_ the
transformation of the symb6M9ilies a transformation of the social group
which affirms it. "A successful stnygle for therorrification of the symbols
transforms them and creates a chadged social group." 104 Even if the group
rejects the judgment of the critic, it "does not remain the same as it was
before It may be weakened or it may be hardened in its demonic and profane
traits, in either case it is transformed."1°5 The eritic's task is the preservation
of the substance of meaning. Fulfilling that goal may necessitate the dis-
covery of new symbolic forins. The twentieth-century movements of Naziism,
and Communism; for example, "transformed ordinary concepts, events, and
persons into myths,and ordinarylerformances into rituals, therefore they
had to be fought with other myths and rituals."106 In short, effective
criticism involves either the restoration of the genuine meaning of the
symbol, or the discovery and communication of counter- sfmbols.

Authentic form-c'teation stands under the polar demand orform-
affirmation arid' form-transcendence: When and to the extent that the prin-
ciples are considered separately they are perwted: The principle of form-
affirmation means that the structural.demands of cultur;I forms must not be
violated For symbols emerge through cilltural.forms, not.outside of-them.
Logical principles must beadhered to in the cognitive act, aesthetic rules in
the artistic act. A symbolic document may emerge from a parlittnentary
debate, but the rules of parliamentary law must not be violated in the.
process But at the same time the symbol transcends its form. The principle
of form-transcendence means that the cultural form expresses transccndcnt'
meaning only "if there is an ecstatic, form-transcending quality in them,"
only if transcendent meaning "breaks into the finite forms and drives them
beyond themselves" 10' When the principle of form-affirmation is effective
apart from form-transcendence, symbols become empty, profane forms, as in
legalism, conventionalism, aestheticism, and intellectualism. "A forth which is
too rigid to be transcended becomes by degrees more and niore,meaningless
though ndtwrong. It is first felt as a protection from transcendent inter-
ference, then as the embodiment of formal correctness, and last' as empty
formalism."1°°. When, on the othei? hand, the principle of - fora.
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transcendence is alone effective, the symbol becomes demonic, and its adher-
ents become fanatical and destructive. "[They are) driven to repress in
everyone and every group that conscience of form which demands honest
submission to the structural necessities of cultural creation. For example,
they violate artistic integrity in the name of a sacred (or politically expedient)
style, or they undercut the scientific honesty which leads to radical questions
about nature, man, and history, or they destroy personal humanity in the.
name of a demonically distorted fanatical faith."I09 The critic must under-
stand the structural demands of the particular cultural form if he is to even
recognize the repressive effects of demonized symbols.

A fourth critical principle of symb lic forms is the principle of contempo-
raneity. Based upon the assumption f the inseparable unity of knowledge
and situation, the principle of cont mporaneity affirms that in every symbolic
form "the, eternal element' must be expressed in relation to a 'present
situation.' " II° The "situation`' of the present does not refer to a person's

, psychological state or a group's sociological condition. "Situation" refers "to
. the scientific and artistic, the economic,,political, and ethical forms in which

they express their in terpretation of existence." Ill Meaningful syMbolic
forms-must use the conceptual tools of the present situation, otherwise they
hate no power for transforming the present. The symbol once embodied in
the term "sin," for example, has lost its genuine mearai g and become
moralistically distorted. To be effective today the sy mbol t be embodied
in the terms of our own self-interpretation, terms such as 'estrangement,"
"alienation," and "existential anxiety " The inseparable unity of knowledge
and situation cannot be broken without destroying both flowledge and
situation. i , ...-..

It should be notcd at this point that contemporaneity does ot refer to the
popular cbmmunication of symbols, but re o the adequ cy of symbols
themselves. Put in Platonic terms, dialectic is no hetoric,iand rhetorical
effectiveness does not prove dialectical validity. Dialectical terms are them-
selve§ symbolic forms, a unity of concrete situation and transcendent mean-
ing, of conceptual authenticity and expressive adequacy, and they can only
be discovery and interpreted through existential partitipation in the situa-
tion.

discovered

The principle of contemporaneity encompasses the polar elements of
verity and adaptation. If taken separately, verity becomes demonic absolut-
ism and adaptation becomes emptying relativization. Affirmation of verity
alone is a demonic perversion, for it destroys the dynamic element of truth
and distorts the static element by raising the static element to the position of
absolute validity. Affirmation of verity without adaptation "destroys the
humble honesty of the search for truth, it splits the consaiene
thoughtful adherents, and it makes them fanatical because they are forced to

N
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suppress elements of truth of which they are dimly aware."112 The element
of adaptation, taken axone, produces an empty relativization and creates a
vacuum to be filled by new demonic distortions. Adaptation without verity
leaves the content "in continual danger of being surrendered for the sake of
accommodation."113 Without the corrective of criticism, the symbol "would
lose itself in the relativities of the 'situation', it would become a 'situation'
itselffOr instance, the religious nationalism of the so-called German Chris-
tians" during the Nazi era. 114 The critic must strive to preserve dynamic
tension of the polarity of verity and adaptation.

Although the process of adaptation to the present situation may be
consciously and intentionally denied, it is never possible to completely escape
the adaptive process. This necessity is rooted in the adaptive dynamics of
language "since language is the basic and all-pervasive expression of every
situation."'" Hence, no historical movement that has fought "for verity as
against accommodation" has "escaped the necessity of adaptation" .

A careful analysis of the Ianguage'of such a movement 4:1I reveal that is has
indeed adapted to its cultural= istorical The ip.1 problem of the
claim to verity alone is the absence of its adaptation being a conscious and
intentional process. Only when adaptation becomes a conscious process can it
be subjected to rational criteria.

A final criterion in tion of symbolS is the principle of expressive
adequacy. Symbo ust be ciLitisys_d_on7141;asis of their power to express
what they are supposed to 'express." 112. "'Adequacy' of expression means
the power of expressing an ultimate concern in such a way that it creates
reply, action, communication." 118 Symbols capable of expressin
scendent meaning so as to create reply, action, and communication are
which not only express'conscious beliefs, values, and attitudes, but which also
express unconscious drives and images. If the ultimate concern of someone
"expresses itself in symbols which are adequate to his unconscious strivings-,----
these strivings cease to be chaotic. They do not need repression, because they
have received 'sublimation' and are united with .the conscious activities of the
person." 119 Expressive adequacy is possible only if the symbol is born out of
the present cultural situation. From the point of view of the artist, expressive
adequacy implies expressive honesty. An artistic style, f example, is dis-
honest if it is an imitation of I stylistic tradition. "An arti is style is honest
only if it expresses the real situation of the artist and'the Rural perio o
which he belongs." 120 The real situation is the existent I dc. of the
present, which can only be grasped through participation. e.depth, the
dynamic structure of a historical situation, cann rstoed by a
clftached description pf as many facts as possi t must be 7( pc ri e n

lift and action. The depth of every .r is its power to trans the past
into a future." 121 For th4s-reasr5n, the expression of the present si

rbr
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matter of risk and decision, which becomes symbolic only when it creates
action, response, and communication. ;

The importance of expressive adequacy, both'as a criterion for critical
judgments and as a requirement for effective criticism, deserves emphasis.
Adequate expression transforms what it expresses. "Expression gives life to
what is expressedit gives power to stabilize and power to transform." 122

ct Expressive forms which are not able to transform are inauthentic, whereas
authentic expression has "critical and revolutionary" power. 123 Here lies the
distinction between authentic art and propaganda Authentic art" revelation
and dishonest art is propaganda.124 It is the task of_the-.Q itteto distinguish
between the two, for he is part of the "vanguard" "precedes a great
change in the-Spiritual and social-psychological situation."I2s

The method of the critic is dialectical. Tillich's dynamic dialectic is based
on polarities, not antitheses, within one structure, each of which is necessary
for the existence of the other and for the whole. The tension within polarities
is a permanent, structural tension in life and history. The tension remains
creative as long as the contrasting poles are kept together, but becomes
destructive when they break apart. The task of the critic, then, is to maintain
the unity of the dialectical polarities of the symbolthe polarities of expres-
sive adequacy and conceptual validity, of form and meaning, of verity and
adaptation, of tradition and reformation. But there can be no real synthesis
of dialectical polarities, for "an absolute stage as the end of the dialectical
process is a wntradiction of the dialectical principle." 126 All synthesis
remains sy mbolic, subject to the judgment of both Yes and-No. The symbolic
synthesis, fragmentary and transitory as it may be, is necessary for effective
criticism, For a demonic or profane symbol can be fought effectively only on
the basis of another symbol.

There are no objective or universal standards to guide the critic in this
endeavor. The critic must bg driven bey and all droreticsal formulations, for it
Is "impossible to form useful universal concepts of cultural ideas" because
abstraction destroys what is essential,127 and "the standpoint of the system-
atic think& belongs to the heart of the matter itself." 128 Interpretation
cannot be performed in detachment. It demands a creative participation in
the situation and an openness to the critical principles which emerge. And
beyond this TIllic'h would remind us that criticism is an attitude of humility,

\ an acceptance of ambiguity, and an act of courage.

---P uI Tillich, Theology of -Culture, ed. Robec.t C. Kimball (New York Oxford
University 1959), p. 53.

2 John Herman dall, Jr., "The Ontology of Paul 'Flinch, The Theology of Paul
itch, eds. Charles W. Ke -and Robert. W. Bretall (New. York Macmillan, 1952), p.

161.
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Persistent Problems
in Rhetorical Criticism

MALCOLM 0. SILLARS

er lectures at Louisiana Siate University in 1959 Marie Hochmuth Nichols
ecognized that there was a need to find "an orderly methodology for the

sis of discourse."' Despite some notable efforts, inc'uding th se ofr
ofessor Nichols herself, that need has not been Tet. The're is, h ever, a

substantial body of comment on the nature of rhetorical cr. cism from
writers n.the field of speech communication. In these stateme is a variety of
critical a roaches may be identified and differentiated b the issues which
SC rat them.

temporary statements which define the appr ches are usually con-
red to have begun in 1925i. "In our own times, t least by 1925," Nichols

otes, "rhetorical critics began to find their wa Herbert N,Jaelns"Literary
Criticism of Oratory' in that year undoubted has had something to do with
giving impetus to a more systematic appro ch, to criticism and to what might
be considered something of a critical mo mer# among rhetoricians."2

Wichelns &fined the essential-natu e of the rhetorical act and designated
the elements and relationships 'whiA he believed explained rhetorical criti-
cism. Although his study has be h questionect oria,numher,---ol'points which
forty-five years of experie with"The Literary Criticism of Oratory"
should have revealed, it n did the first modern statement of some critical
precepts which each later heorist could.qUestio'n and refine in the search for
an approach to rhetoric cticism./'

Although some a ention/ras Olen the next twd decades to defining
approaches to the orical criticism, the major thrust developed after World
War,II,3 and can be dated roughly from 1948 with the appearance of Speech ,
Crilicism by Lest Thorissen and A. Craig-Bailier, in
compiling the first two volumes of A History_ and Criticism of American
Public Address, William Norwpod Brigance did not include a statement on the
nature of rhetorical criticism. Yet in 1954, Marie Hochmuth Nichols intro-
dined volume three with an essay on "The Criticism of.Rhetoric."5
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.t-A Alt eful starting point for one who wishes to develop an approach to ''
-.. .. *

rhe9rical criticism isAthe exartunakion of the arncles.and 'books published
sire Wiekins's essay, and _particularly ,since the publications of Sp'eech',,,

k
. Criticism. Frew writers claitnv nit provide a .4omplete. understanding of the I

practice of rheioncil criticism but their writings provide'e basis for under- ,,...,,

..Standing the variety of crilital ap"favchesnd inflicate that rhettirical criti-
cism in the field of speech:communication is diverse in its piacticet.

KoweVer,. there dries seem to be a relatively 'Abed number of problems .
which havc&maerned these Writers. The an sWers pr8videcl td them help

t define the approaches, to dieto?icil criti-cism. The purpthse of thig essay is io
. I 4 # 4 #

:clarify these_ problems and answdr,r4kIthough the essay, reveals some of my.,.
-. bia ;es, it does not argue for a particular (Joint otview. Rather, it' clanfies

'''. some of the options 4 rhetorical trite ha's in defining his-approath. This essay
dials with eight questions, theEanswe to which will provide a fiir outline of

. ,

. ., each critic's approach. lu.genekal, theSe questions investigate the brpadar ,

4 4
- issues of how one tlefines,the rhetorical Act, unArstands.the inter) efationt" . among its constituents, and identifies the, basesii`or judging it. -
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. #4(

' The firtt.three:questions ask* a basic definition of rhetoneal criticism, ..
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: the nature of the- objed. examind, .and the
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Vithat is tb4 relative importv ice of the material the critic seas, to
examine, and the metho$i -he chboses? Walter Fisher speaks clearly for a / .

. ,
number of. waters who arguf that material, not method, IS' the central ..
defininrchartcteristic of-rhetorical cnticisin.'"The.niost critical question in

.rhetoricilicrittcism is nor, in my judgmeilt, what method is most 4,\ 0 .

..- and usesfuj in the analysit inctevaluation.of peeehes-, but v.tia't is our conaept
of speech 4,4 an (Abject of critjeism."* grelateckpositiim is taken by Llorl F,
Bitter but.lutnotion of mitpriac contains an interesting difference. For him

d
/*the_ subject nutter of rhetoric is a "rhetoricil.cliscourse" or a "rftttOrical

vI.)rk." "ithetorical and .non-rhetorical discpuise" can be differentaed. But ,

"rhetorical discourse` is for ,Bitzer broader than m'ess'age. It is 'Ilae sair n .
which generates it!' which gives'rhetOrical discoutse .. . its chars r-as-

rhetoIcal."7 In Bitter's view; somt. messages are noilrhetoncal and
1, .

situan,ons which, produce .no4nessages are r
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hetorical.
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, ..
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;n tic's inifujry" rather than :`the materials studied."8 .
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. .
situation and thoti,who emphaze method is not as cleatcut as. I have thus ./,

far peirtra'yecliir. 'A hilir();er of theorists make no clear distinction between
imaterial and method. Cereainly Ilerbirt WicheIns and Lesier Thonssen and A.

Craig Baird, while primarily c(interntd with outlin% a' method of rhetorical
, .

criticism, limit thd notion of rhetorieil*Materials. For them, a "rhetorical act"
is 'as'sociated wiat a '.'speaking pe'rformarice,'. Wichelns cOnsiters written .. .,.-farms Of persuasion such as editorials and pam' phkts suitable for critical
eXamination but bi'ses ,his nitro* to criticism on,the unique characteristics
of the subject natter "oratory.' Onald'C. 'Bryant notes that "rhetoric is. ,

method not subject," but also ,limil ,seltiject. to "fundamental rhetorical
.-. situations." "What makes a situation rlk 6rical," he says, 't;is:the focus upon d,....

accpmplishing something predetermined direCtiohal with an audienie.
,Thus one approaCh to rhetorical c;iticititr eCepgs any'cnticisin'Of 1;1..,_eyf&- +.whiCh is defined broadly or narrowly

..
as rhea iidili anotherinsiits upon a "----7-'--- '---.--particular method',Of Frincism which can kit ap ied to any event. The first.

might accept as rhpiorical criticism:a discussion...13i% erta-esign of the ehairs'at 'a ngtioN, `political convention while the secorld nuiht aseept the examm 4'-
. tion of a football "ame in rhetoricalr'terms

as rhetorical criticisrb.,Along the
spairum a wide %,ariety of approaches may be stingUished. Some believe t.that 'there, are different kinds of rhetorical ac s, ac} of which requires a
different rhetorical method. Tht; bylieve, jaW ne Brockfiedwortls, that
method must 4'be adjusted to meet the dynamics of rhetorical 'pra-ctices."".
That point of vipl.v will be discussed later in this essay wider the quektion of

e

pluralism<versus'monism. , ri0- ti

Coordinated with the questiOn posed hereto what extent an approach ta-,,,- rhetorical criticism should be defined in terms of material or methodis the
.'"., question of which materials are most appropriate. .

...., 2. What materials does the critic find appropriate for rhetorical criticism?;Because rhetoric' began in ancient tiriibs as the rationale of oratory and'
profession .because' our profession in modern 'times arose from an interest in public

aspeaking there is a strong tendency to. think.of speeches (even more narrowly, I)format public 'addresses) ?s synonyinous with rhetoric. Wichelns titled his
article "The Literary Criticism of Ora'tor,y", ' Thori§srtil and Baird's Speech
Criticism refl,cts tht pubb.c-sp-eaking orientation of much rhetorical criticism.

iFor example, Albert Crofts says that the rhetorical critic. 's "primary limita--.
titan is that he must focus on public speaking;per ge." I 2

'Many writers broaden the appropriate subject matter 'to include written as
well ak spoken messages," neluding even liOnverbal,ccithmunication.'4 The

-. report of the ',.'Committed onthe' Advancerpehf and Refinement of Rhetorical
1 1 e ,

.0 t.Criticism" of the National Coneei'nenon Rheto'ricasserts:

... rhetorical, criticism may be applied to any hurnan-te-frprocess,
produt3, or artifact which, in the critic's view,emay formtilate, sustain,

rfi'

r
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or modify atteMtion,,perceptions, attitudes, or behavior. ... The rhetor-
ical cntic has the freedom to pursue his study Of subjects with suasory s

tevial or persua.sive effect's in whatever setting he may find them,
ranging from rock. music and_put-ons, to architecture and public,
rums, tethallet Ind in ternitionarpolitics." .

Even is broad sts.t' ement .of appropriate materials limits rhetorical criti-,
cis to " -subs s with suasory potentill or persuisive effects." Virtually

>,.,
every ter iniposes.some limitations, if not on the basis t:if materials, then

t .

on some u r ground. -Some, limitation would seem essential since the cri
.

cannot say eve thing abmit evrything. And 'rhetorical criticism, if accepte
,to be any comment about any thing, would lose, any distinctive eharac-;

.

tenstics. Rhetonca
more important limitations

ism per,se would then have no significance. Perhaps
ft those on.the nature of thel,naTerial studied

limit placed on rhetorical cr.iticism,by emphasizing. f o r study certainare

vanables

13.- Which

rhetorical act. I"
s in the rhetorical act are nzost important in defining the

critic's approqcb vat the propagators of the most completely methoa-
oriented'icritiql appro hes acknowledge that rhetorical criticism deals with a

communication situate for which grOss variables can be identified: As a
minimum, t L rce, message, environment, critic) identified in
Lawrence Rosenfield's "An tomy of Criticial Discourse"16 should be accept-

e. Rosenfield makes message the essential_vanable Ile asserts that "the
ical critic not only fastens his observation to M [message] , he does so'

nvicoon,that the message is fund mental to an appreciation of the

t. "," The emphasis orm.'"sessiig.e hrnits,the critic's alternatives; It

rice, a critic's ludgmcnt about the general character of the
about the relationship between the source and the

h note that people voted for Eisenhower because
man do not qualify as rhetorical criticism under

N

entire
rules out, fo
source or his
environment., Co
they knew he was

ents w

Rosenfield's restrictioh.
From this insisience hat message is the essential vans 1 Rosenfid-

aconstructs six rbeto foci: (SM) Source-Message, (ME)

ent, (MC) Message-Critic, (SME) Source-Mesiage-Environm
(SM ource-Message-Cntic, and (M EC) Message-Environment-Critic.Thus it

is the inte ion of message with one or more of the other variables which

defines each focu Aosenfield has reviewed the foci rather carefully I
wilLdeal with them in ih-e---ne.xt few paragraphsiinly generally in terms of
their source, environment, and ciitiC--viphaseS.

.

There arc some 'who assert that source is as central messag% to the

criticism of the rhetorical act. It is not surprising that a etincern-with
ghostwriting should Jeeid'Ernegt Bormann to write. "Indeed, so common is
the pr,actice [of ghostwriting] today, that the first question' a critic 'of

#
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vontempurary public address ought to ask himself when he contemplates a
researclproject is ... 'I wonder who wrote it for him?' For the rhetorical ;
critic thisuestion is not an expression of idle curiosity but an important
criterion for ,valuating the difficulty And worth of his project."' Awareness
of ghostwriting is clearly related to a sourc-messageoriented criticism and
the emphasis maX.a. it _floes in Bormann's case, make such critics seem
significantly less concerned abOU t environment.1°

.
Qtlicrs, while not speeifically interested in ghostwriting, also find that rile, e ,

source of themessage , is one of the central factors in their critical ap-
proaches.20 Brocknede provides an interesting comparison between classical
and contemporary rhetorical acts. In part he says that the latter are more

.complex and consequently "The contemporary student mho wants to develop
. .
an Anstutelian apptoach to rhetoric ... must concern himself with the inter-
action orspeaker and audience as well as with the discourse itself. He must
dcsipribc how speakers -relate to then.' various audiences in status'. Sucli
'observations, and other's: when systelikauzect in h meiningful way, fray
explain how iddas are adjUsted, to peoples and people to'.i.cleas.".21` Quite
clearly,.. his. reexamination of the rhetorical act he attributes to the sourc....._e

-___.... . ..
even,,-7,-, --an_o_port45celquil to environment arid even message. . .

_ ___,_

To othet writers source is -relatively 'utiimporiant. For them infoltnation
about the nature and purpose of the source is, perhaps, interesting burndt
central to understanding a rhetorical act. They prefer a messaenvironment
focti's.22 They are by far the largest group of writers from the field of speech
communication, an understandable situation in view of the effects orientation
which has bairi pervasive since Wkehelns.

On the other hand,.,themessage-critic 'focus23 is practiced less among
ethics frorii speec'h communication. It is, of course, a quite respectable
position in literary criticism. In such a focus the critic acts as the rece. er
and responds to the message as a sensitive and perceptive observer: There\i
less concern wish an attempt to secure detachment from the object under
exam-ration tifivn ''An the case of some Source- and environment-oriented
pproaches. The niessne-critic focus is nlirt the only one, however, where the

.47 .1., .

fiacritic admits to active ihvolvement. Rosenfield's M-E-C focus clearly inditates

., that )thr critic is either unable oiyun_willing to function with corrk le ---

detachment. Such a_ critic lookifor the relatibnship be essage and

"Ienvironment, as he sees it, and ci::osno's t-try-zric eve the complete.ohjec-
.

tivity the M-E cringattemptS: ,...-

No matter how introspective a M-C, a M-E-C, or a S -M -E-C critic may be,
he does focus on a message and his relation to it. Such a position is quite

vitcLlistict
from the claim that any comment.kut an?aspect of the iittlition- is .

orthwhtle rhetorical criticism.24 There is an increasing number of writers, _-----
howeverovho desire a broader base of criticism even within a messagefocus. '

- .
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They acknowledge that one cannot say everything, that time, space, and
hasis impose limitations- on the criticism. But they argue for pluralism

wherein emphasis may shift depending upon the nature of the rhetorical.act
or the klination of the critic. "khe,question o'fpluralism will be examinedlater.

us,:far we have addriscd three- questions which help to- define the-:riature of a critical appro h:i.the,toleybf meth and material in defining
rhetorical criticism; .the nr-ure of the subjects of rhetorical criticism, and the
vlative.importance of potential variables in ihe critical act. The next fot..kr
questions deal with problems whidh define the critic's haks-of judgment.

4. What tignificrnce and definition does the.critic give to effect in his
amroacb2 'Rhetorical criticism, says Wi4helns, not concerned withper-
manence, tier yet with beauty. It is concerned with effect. It regards a sp
as a commririication to allexcific audienceand holds its business to be he_

lysis and appreciation,of the orator's tneth-q of imparting Itis ideas to hisheart "25 Thistategent-has been the focus o hat well may be the most
importa offern controversy in rhetorical criticism.

n is complicated by the confusion between ffect and intent.
ile Wicheins's tatement is about effect, his concern for "the orator'smet of- ;mpartin his ideas" implies that knowing the speAker intent isessential understanding the effect of the message. Much confusiCuktias

reselted beca writers who of to so judging a message have frequently
assumed that inten was the natural handmaiden of effect. Says Robert Scott,'"lf (we take the. critene. of effect in its extreme, the perfect criticism might
result from discovering, p his diary, the speaker's statement of hisintent and then unearthing di t evidence, perhaps a nitre shikof-opinton
ballot, of the audience's response. e supreme judgment of the speech could
be made without reading the speech." Effect and intent need not be linkedve--asshall see below in,section five.

Evere do not confuse effect with intent, the problem is a major
one. Many since %chaps have argued for',27 and others have reacted against,
effect as a standard of judgment.28 The arguments against judging by effecthave been cogent and are not ea.* brushed aside. Numerous attempts have
been made to justify criteria for judging the effect,of a message on receivers.

Everyont seems-agreed that.judging a message by its effect does not mean
that the most effective person'rhetorically as the one who won. Richard

Nixon was not necessarijy a more effective communicator than Hubert. Elumphiley or GeOrge McGovern
in the_ presidential elections of 1968 and

1972 because he got more..vo es. Human decisions are not bawd on'1-hetoric
lone. Rhetoric is often over adowed by events the communicator cannotcontrol, such as the sudden British-French move against Egypt in the last

moments of the 1956 presidential campaign. Similarly, other messages may
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be as influential or more influential than those under examination. Political
oratory, for instance, may not be as important in election results as stories
spread by word of mouth, endorsements, written propaganda, or newspaper

, editorials.

Some writers have taken the position that the effects of communication
need not be immediate. It may very"well be thatAtte real effectsoccur later as
new facts come to light making persuasive what was not so before. John Lee
Jellicorse argues that "emphasis on immediate audiences is an accidental
product of persuasion's long association with oral discourse." He claims that
"while concern for results is inherent m rhetorical criticism, concern for
sm. mediate audience is not inherent."29

Thomas R. Nilsen also extends effect to include the influence.of a message
beyond the immediate occasion; "The evaluation of effect," he says, "should
be a judgment about the contribution the speech makes to, or the influInce it
exerts in furthering, 'the purpoSes of the society upon. which it as its

. imPact."30 In a later statement he sees effect including "what the speech
'indirectly implies, for man and the society in which he lives."3' Thus, any
assessment of effect for Nilsen includes all judgments which deal with the

_ social Consequences of the rhetorical act no matter how far removed from the
rmmediAt proposal. It would not be a long step from Nilsen's position to the
poirtt:of viewing long-range aesthetic criteria which can never be completely

.divorced from social action as standards -for effect.',
In any event, is clear that ritach of the energy spent attacking the

application of the effect of messagesas a criterion for rhetorical criticism has
been misspent because no theorist since Wichelni has insisted that the
'rhetorical value of a message js determined only,by its immediate effecCon
immediate receiver's. "Effect'. can be immediate or long range, physical or
philosop,hical, tentative or ccnplete-

I The current need is not to question Wichcfns's original 'ithmetriate effect'
standard. ,That has been thorodghly dOne.'The central problem is a Satisfac-
tory limitation of its scope If effect is a, critetion, it must be clea`rly-1
differentiated from Other standar& of evaltiation2To,,,say.that #e scope of
effect criteria ranges from immediateaudience responses 'to a. critic's long-

-»range aesthetic respdnses is.to say precibus.littic;su0 a broad use of the term
,has little meaning. , ,

Another alternative tq' careful definition is to question effect altogether.
What may a rhetoncalsgritic say about the effectiveric,ss of a message which

A by the effect standard seems a failure, but which some critics find out-
standing?-Abraham'Lincoin's "Gettysburg Address" has been identified as a
speech which cannot be explained by efftct criteria.32 EtlAelca's discus-

, sion of ,the Coatesville address is surely more obvious case'. John Jay4 Chapman went to Coatesville to speak against a lynching he 'had read aboUf a.
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year earlier, hired a hall, and delivered Ispeech to three peoplea friend, an
old black woman, and a local spy. The speech was found "strange and
moving" by Edmund Wilson in 1938, twenty-sjc years after it was de-
livered.33 . . ..... .

One could say. that the Coatesville address had an effect on the friend, the
old black ;woman, and the spy, but few would count that as a significant
effect. One could also look for long-range social effects but, at least from the
evidence Black gives, there probably are none. One could also say it had no
immediate or long-range effect of any social consequence arid that, although
it is interesting, it ha,no rhetorical significance. Effects criteria, however, '
cannot comfortably be stretched to the point where one says that the
Coatesville address was effective because it had an effect on Edmund Wilson.
Such a view merely supports Message-Critic criticism. To call it effect makes
effect a meaningless term with unlimited scope. One would be better off
either to declare such materials not rhetorically significant or to drop effect
criteria. . -,

c

In sum, effec ness as a standard fpr a critical approach remains a central

44,

concept in the ature,of speech communication. It cannot be dismissed
" it

lightly but if it is to be useful its weaknesses must be examined and its scope
defined carefully. If it is to Ix dropped its replacement must be carefully
thought out.' With of without effect criteria, the role of the intent of the
sotirce must be considered. 0

5. What significance does the critic give to intent in his approach2 Intent
as 4 standard for literary criticism has been seriously questioned under the
rubric of the "intentional fallacy."34 For scholars from the field of speech
communication. the most influential literary critic is, of course, Kenneth
Burke, who questioned intent as a standard of rhetorical craticisrd with the
statement that "the key term for the 'old' rhepric was 'persuasipn' and its
stress was upon, deliberate design. The key terrp for the 'new' ilietoriC would
be 'identification' which can include a partiaf4 unconscious factor in ap-
peal."'s Ndse'n's statement is stronger. "Certainly, die effects a speech has
are more important to society than the effect. it Was or is ;vended tol'

.,,,hate.436 Such a position is clearly compatjble with critics who emphasie the
ceranunslcip of message aud environment. ,For 'them,. knowledge of the

SI
source:s'intept, or even who the source is, is an interesting, perhaps useful,
but not essential piece rog informatidn. r:

4.
44 But much critical theory is Qtienteld to intent." Why is it questioned?

Because, -its detractors say, of the diffultiespf knowing the speaker's intent '-(

and because messages may have unintended effects the critic finds worthy*
note. -.

V.-

t ..,,
-11

1 . .
- There are cast.* wherein a person has clearly specified is intent for a given

message,. made decisions consciously to fulfill it, and leftsvidente about kik
the intent and the method of fprfillment. It is Imiays possible, Of course, tha.t.

..-

4
4.

.:. , -,,,.,

S.

SPo
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such statements are in error or even deliberately misleading. Then the source-
oriented critic must examine the available evidence with great care to develop
some assurance that the person's statements about his intent were accurate or
that his friends recorded.him'correctly. The critic rarely can be sure. He deals
in probabilities and makes the best, argument he can for his judgment. Nis
problem in dealing with intent is perhaps no more difficult than evaluating
effects, beauty, form, social value, or any other criteria of evaluation.

But the problem of arguing a person's intent is even more complex than
that of ferreting out possibly inaccurate statements of intent. Many message
senders, perhaps most, leave little direct evidence of their intent.The critic Is
frequently forced to judge intent not from external evidence but from
Internal analysis as when the critic observes that the forIn which Shakespeare ,
gave to Mark Antony's speech for Caesar clearly indicates that Shakespeare's
Antony intended to foment rebellion.

There is Another and perhaps more serious difficulty with intent. What do
we say., of the message with a significant effect unintended by the source?
\Vann Jennings Bryan intended his "definition of a business man,"_!_to-be-Ins-,
most important argu rent in his speech to the hie-a-O.convention, but it
received little immediate att 38

s..9mited-that-he dicl not realize
until after the speech' h as used the crown of thorns and cross of gold
metaphors.39 Bryan's ious explanations are confusing, but for our pur-
poses, they make it clear that to judge by the intent leads. to the judgment

'that the speech was less e fecnve than most critics believe..
Despite difficulties intent ka significant question. It is particularly impor-

. tant'inr the critic who rega' rds the source of the,,message to be central to his
critical system. It would seem, howevZr, that one ought to be able to sepaiate
intent and effect. What the source of the message intended to say could- be

'corriparedqo What he actUally said' without concern for the effect of the'
message on receiveti", just as its effect an be studied without concern for
inter' However, ijb writer that I have examined concerns himseiP with this
relationship.

.
6. To -what oclts'ottdoes the critic make moral judgittents of the rbet rical

4 ' at2 Aitandard notion about rhetorical' critIcism is that the rhetorical critic
-must do more than analyze the rhetorical act; he must jUdgC. 'he 'moral
position has strong adherents who .in one way or another ague that morals
judgments are not only acaptable but necessary. Some are as tesitive 'as,
lfroaricde's comment thaei`one's theory of rhetoric Must be comprehensive
enough to permit the praCtitioner and critic various,moral points.a view
as Professor Bryant poir out, attemf9 to define rbezone lead; most at4.once into questions of morals and...vines.' " Others are as,,shatiand dramatTc
as Richard Murphy's assertion that "thee is no great speech,on the values of
holding fellmtv humans as slaves."40____- -

Other theorists specifically rule out moral judgment as a function of,

o a.

a
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rhetorical criticism. Richard Rieke and James Golden, recognizing the widely ,
used pejorative sense of the term "rhetoric," note that "one man's realit) is of

another man's rhetoric."' Jellicorse says that the critic may make a moral
judgment but that in so doing he is not functioning as'a rhetorical critic. 42''
Grube, in discussing ancient criticism, identified the "moral fallacy" for which
"the rhetunciarivere not to blame." That fallacy, he says, is "the insistence
that a good poerin ismorally 'good, that the artist is responsible for the moral
effect of his work."43

If the attic's judgment is,to be moral as well as techn cal, what standards
of Morality shall obtain? Those of the society the of.(the message? The
social standard of the critic's day ?Ilie critic's erso al moral standard? Shall
tge critic judge the morality of what the Comm i, ator intended to do? 0f,,

'effe
' what reSulted?.Of What the message implied apart from either intent-.

ct? _ --
...----

Some writers who see 'the rhetorical critic as A moral-agent expect him to
define. his standards by those of the society. While not specifically oriented to
the critic, thcmost important'work in this regard is Karl R. Wallace's "T
Substance of Rhetoric. Good Reasons." "Good reasons" form ntent of.
any message, are sta,tements "offered in support of an ought proposition or a,
value-judgment,". and provide for "a plan of typos in the lariguageof ethics, N

and morals." They arc "to some extent fixed by human nature and tp`a, very,
large extent by generally accepted principles did practices which make'social
life, as we understand it, possible."44 (Cis-clear that such tandard, while. ,

rooted in the society, would not be quick14- or light changed. Once dis-
covered, "good rtisons" would be expected to stand as a society's,ethical
foundation for some time. No writer 'I know evaluates the morality of a
message ur its author on the tempoprry value standards of the society. Such a
position walk! Ile no more thin judging by immediate effectiveness.

4.

The acknowledgment that there is a substance to rhetoric in the values, or
"good reasons," of the society and that these are fundamentally moral
statements does not necessarily lead to moral judgment in ihetoncal criticism.
Edward Stelae, Tor instanc, makes societal values the center of his rhetorical
system but he takes an anioral point of view. For him, "rhetorical analyis
,

becomes, indeed, a social science technique, discovering the new, verifying
the uncertain, affirming the established."45

,

, The confl ict between moral and amoral cnticism has beerilharp. Parke r

,e-,Burgess
.has observed that the amoral view has been" caused by "the stdfied

.
fear. that moralistic crinciSmpr theory would virtually bury the strat

*
. function of rhetoric from critMal sight."' Burgess calls for' a "metam oral"

criticism. la c Wallace, he gees moral choice as an essential part of the .
strategic cho es to be. made by the communicator. Siii.14 criti sm. would
concern itself. with 4a hinctional unity two distinct but interacting

v

I 4 .
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dimensions . .. the strategic and the moral," and thus avoids both "superficial
and bland': strategic analysis and "moralistic outbursts."46

The, argument for and against amoral criticism is not an exclusively
modem concern. It relates to ancient thought as well. Everett. Lee Hunt
points out that Aristotle's rhetoric :system was "largely detached from ...
morality."J. Robert Olian, on contrary, argues that Aristotle,meant to

postulate an ethica) system. Although thaesystem was concerned with the.
cans ° being effective with an audience, he says, it was directed at an

aristocratic auchinee which knew the standard values bf the society. Thus, to
is speaker Would.need to acconghodate the ethical system of

47 . '

qu stion whi . been with fas.smee antiquity is not likely to be ___...----'.7),-- -----
r ...7

olvedsoon. Butthecritic dee' ide_wbether he will or,41_ra ot-rrrake a-.;.- ,-7
moral Judgment of a rhetorie-al .acs, d to his decision will be other /A 4 _
question not soon tobe sobied: the role of ration ity..

7. What 'Si cance does the critic give to ratiodatityn his approcith?
<lea t rsatiotlity is superior to irrationality, that reasoninfi is some -

per i ernotiosa, is an accepted value in our society..lt is vi ly
i possible to find a er or writer who says that he is trrat al. Thus, in
our society a9,almost irsheren ral (or value) judgment be made about
any com (nication would seem to one about e extent to which it
succee or fails to meet some standard of ration

aditionally, rationality has been co
orical evaluation and

on. 48

ards o
refurbished that c
unsophisticated notion th
separated from receiv
lace, for instansg,
indicates that c process of proof is a,,

suchftradition al forms of reasoning.as deduction and induction, the syllogism,
geneririation, analogy, causation, and correlation." Ile also claims that in a

distinctions that

ered one of the essen al stan-
any recent writers have estated and

ut these and other authors have avoided the
ality is'some fort of logicaideinonsiration

and om source credibility. Wal-value and m
hues that "the word n fin the term "good reason "]

ational one and can be used to cover

h torical theory with "good yasons" as its base, "
modern rhetoric Mai!' be t ng to maintainebetwEen logical, ethical, and

otional modes of proo would ,immediately become4unreal and useless,
"except,for purposes of storical critici,sm."49 Thus, one cah be as wedded to
ratio 16 as Wallac without the routine application of -classical forms, and
c die- 41s.

Black attack a large scgme t of contemporary criticism for its excessive
concern wit he rationa of tae meSsage argues that there,arvircum-
Aances w erein a umc iationality is to misconpue t -c'eSsennatijahrW

.the sr tart
" Interestingly, Mills and Petrie, whose scholarship

aplikery-Tbe more 'tlosay identified witli.argumentation than any of

.1
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the writers mentioned here, are at least as severe as Black when they say,
"while defending logical argumentation as one of the means of persuasion and
as one of the legitimate tools for the analysis of rhetorical argumentation, we
feel no obligation to assume that man is only, or even essentially, rational."51

A standard of rationality has, perhaps, been confused with a standard of
formal logical salidity. The literature of rhetorical theory and sraicism is
thorough in denying that to be rhetorically rational a message must be
formally logical by some standard ocWgi,cal demonstration. Most modern
theorists who maintain the defense/rationality in rhetoric look for move-
ment from value system to concirion. Whether one sees this traditionally
thrdugh enthymeme and exam&, or by the use of Stephen Toultnin's model,
or by other models, it is co siderably broader than narrowly defined logical
validity." There is a nonality behind black militancy or white student
revolt, a rational! riented critic might argue, even though it may escape a
middle-aged, ddle-class American critic. The danger, says Black, is that in
some- situations the rational sy-stem will be stretched to the point where it is
no longer useful.

If we posit that the state of moral anarchy and spiritual dispossession
that has erupted at periods in modern histOry, and will erupt again,
itself is material for enthymematic premisAs, then we can redeem the
enthymeme as a true and adequate account. But.this redemption will
have been gained at considerable expense to the precision of the
enthymcmatic system.... We can, of course, augment the list of po-
tential enthyjnematic premises to include states of mind, but in sb
doing we would render the system of enthymemanc analysis less
precise, more remote from the world of linguistic action, and less
useful, therefore, as a critical instrument."

But what is the substitute for rationality as a standard of evaluation? If
even the more liberal designations of rationality, such as Wallace's, are, as
Black argues, unable to account adequately for some rhetorical acts, what will
replace them? fp call for a nonrational standard of critical judgment is so
fundamentally achtagonistic to our valur-sySTC:M that most critics would find It
incomprehensible. Such a standard, if accepted as part of a.cntical approach,
would surely make most of what has been discussed in this essay useless.
There is 'an underlying"' assumption of rationality in the concept of a carefully
thought out approach to rhetorical criticism.

There may be implications for the critic in Robert Scott's statement that
"rhetoric may be viewed not as a matter of giving effectiveness to truth but
of creating truth."' If rhetoric is epistemic, as Scott states and others imply,
then a new point of view may be developed for rhetorical criticism. A Critical
system developed from such a point of view would care not for judgments
nude' about rational and irrational rhotoric or moral, immoral, and amoral
rhetoric. It would concern itself, I imagine, withicletermining how certain
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strategic' decisions of the sender of the/message (whether intended or not)
influenced the creation of ideas which were unique to that situation or that
class of situations. All the questions raised in this essay Would need to be
reexamined in this new light and critical judgment would be less oriented
toward "good and bad'- and more oriented toward "why?"

While Scott's 'point is provocative, it is not yet operational for critics. It
nay 'be worthwhile examine and test such a basic, view but for the time
being it is littl ore than an interesting thought. There are, however, some
major la day attempts to liberalize rhetorical criticism in the movement
.to pluralism in method.'

8. To what extent does the rhetorical critic use different
different forms, periods, and'circumstances of rhetorical ac
Wichelns, in an effort to differentiate liteiary, cri
rhetorical criticism, could define a single se
since 1925 have followed hi i

much of the wn

m for
Herbert

his idea of
or criticism, few

approach.ss Indeed
or by implication, argues

pbell sees "the third stage of
c selects or creates a system of
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ion of a critical approach." Edwin Black
mporary criticism which he sees as following

a limited number of rhetorical situations and
t a limited number of critical approaches might be
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ations of discourse along a continuum based upon intensity
suggests a diherent standard for each category of discourse.

s exhortative andIargumentative discourses aS having basic differ-
their "latent power to affect humansbeings." 59 In the last paragraph

is book, Black calls for no standard of criticism "in our. resent state of
nowledge," but only for. "an orientation, together with taste and intelli-

gence "60 But,the pages which precede this statement leave little doubt tha
Black believes that a limited number of types of discourse will be found, each

'of which.may bedealt with by its own apprOach.
Black fOoks most carefully at the "genre of argumentation" and notes that

by examining in various contexts we can learn'tnore about it. A genre, then,
is not only freed of immediate receiver effectiveness, the study of it will:
provide insight across time and presumably-across societies:

Rather than attempt to gauge the effect of a single discourse on its
imniediate audience ... we have instead sought to disc'ern the effectspf

rocess of argument:a:kW-we have inconsequence seen these
effects as seqi-fati,a1.--clifferent at different stages-of tlie argumentative
process. )y have assumZaqtse-siaagkdiscourse to be part of a hiStonc
process o argument, one that; in the; ca me subjects, has never
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realty ended, but has instead passed into new phases. In viowing
specimens of argument, out account has only arrested this process at
given moments in its development 6i

An'environment-oriented critic might well deyelop pluralistic approaches
based upon the social and economic factors in a rhetorical act. Several of the
current writers on black rhetoric claim that there are special problems of
dealing with. it critically and.thus illustrate One facet of this point of view 62

Robert T. Oliver's argument that we must develop a different "rhetoric" for
each of the foreign cultures we study is'another.63

Sectional differences within the United States which some claim differen-
tiate rhetorical acisinight also imply different approaches. Waldo Braden,
basing,his case on his examination of Southern speakers, argues for care

er-e-e-fining regional differences in rhetorick Anthony Hillbruner, on the
other hand, finds a distinctive character in Western public address." For
him, American public address is in reality a study in regional public ad-
dress " Each region,, Hillbruner says, requires its own critical approach.67

Herbert Simons argues that "the standard tools of rhetorical criticism are
ill-suited for unravelling the complexity of chsourse in social movements or
for capturing its grand flow" and argues for a separate critical approach for
dealing with movements as opposed to the examination of "particular
speeches.""

Leland Griffin has called on critics to "judge the discourse in terms of the
'theories of rhetoric and public opinion indigenous to the times."69 Black
complains that while "for many purposes there can be no quarrel with
Griffin's historically relative frame of critical reference" such a practice
would'make it ifficult to see patterns in rhetorical movements over periods
of time if one h d to adapt -different concepts of "pattern" or "form" in
different period ° A fundamental point of disagreement between Black and
driffili can be easily understood. One argues for the similarity of genre over
time The other argues for a difference between one period of time and
another, a difference requiring that judgments be based on the standards of
the society at the time of a given rhetorical act. The important contribution
of both Black and Griffin is that each attempts to clarify a basis for
diffskences in critical approach. rather than merely exhorting pluralism.

Earlier we examined various foci of criticism and noted that the critical
emphasis would differ depending -upon the focus chosen. A source-oriented
criticism concerned with detcyminnig and evaluating authorship in ghost-
writink would not seem applicable in other foci. Psychoanalytic methods and
standards of evaluation are more useful for source than for environment-
oriented criticism.

Differences ,of time, place, and circumstance are also very real There may
also bc differences of genre. But whether such differences require different

,Or t

9
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critical approaches to examine them, or how flexible a single approach must
be to deal with them, is an open question worthy of serious consideration.

In this essay I have examined aesubstantial number of statements on'the
nature of rhetorical criticism. These statements, directly oc by implication,
attack a number of problems which are important' to the development of an
Approach to rhetorical criticism. The eight problems discussed here appear to
be the most persistent ones and various positions have been identified within
each of them. .

Much of the writing on rhetorical crititism has been responsive, that is, it
has been in opposition to some practice with which the writer disagreed.
For this reason and others, much of the writing hassalso been fragmentary.
There is little which has attempted full explication, of an approach to
rhetorical criticism.

The field is Feady for some more comprehensive statements of approach.
While the eight problems discussed here should .not be examined Mechani-
cally, nor do they constitute a complete list of the questions and responses
necessary, I advance them as a startingtpl'ace. Hopefully, they will provide the
critic with some means for examining his own thought and explaining his
approach to others.

1 Marie llochmuth Nichols, Rhetoric and criticism (Baton Rouge. Louisiana State
University Press, 1963), p. 106.

2.1hici., p. 66. Herbert WicheIns, ''The Literary Criticism of Oratory," in The
Rhetorical Idiom, dd. Donald C. Bryant (Ithaca, N.Y.. Cornell University Press, 1958),
pp. 5-42, also in Studies in Rhetoric and Public Speaking in Honor of James Albert
Winans (New York: Century, 1925), pp. 181 -216. In addition to Professor Nichols
many others have expressed a preference for a systematic approach to criticism. Cf.
Samuel L. Becker, ''Rhetorical Studies for the Contemporary World," the Prospect of
Rhetonc, Eds. Lloyd F. Bitzer and Edwin Black (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. Prentice-Hall,
1p71), A) 22, Edwin Black, Rhetorical Criticism A Study. in Method (New York.
Ma illan, 1965), p 2. Wayne F. Brockne'de, -Toward a Contemporary Aristotelian

eory of Rhetoric," Qsorterly Journal of Speech, 52 (1966), 33-40. Wayne Brock-
nede, "Trends in the Study of Rhetoric: Toward si Blending of Criticism arid Science,"
l'he'Prospect of Rhetoric, pp. 123t13 9. Jarnes L. Golden and Richard 0/ Rieke, The
Rhetoric of Black Amencans (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1971), p. 35,
Lawrence W. Rosenfield. "The Anatomy of Critical Discourse," Verb Monographs, 35
(1968), 50-69.

3 There arc %hell over ten macs as many articles on the theory of criticism in national
and regional journals of speech communication from *1946 to the preserix than there
were from the founding of the Quarterly Journal of Public Spegking in 191 5 until 1946.
There have been at least_ a dozer /speech communication books published since X950
which theorize about 2etorioil efineism.

4 Lester Thonssen and jA Craig Baird, Speech Cnticism (New York. Ronald Press,
1948). All citations art from the first edition The second edition ky Thonssen, Baird,
and Waldo W. Braden maintains the approach of the first.

5. Williarrr N J Brigance, ed., A History and Criticism of American Public Address,
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volUmes1 and 11 (New York. McGraw Hill, 1943Y; and volume Ill, ed. Marie Hochmuth
(Nichols,) (New York: Longmans, Green, 1955), pp. 1-23.

6 Walter Fisher, "Method in Rhetorical Crfticism," Southern Speech Journal, 35
(1969), 104-105. Cf. John Waite Bowers and Donovan J. Ochs, The' Rhetoric of
Agitation and Control (Reading, Mass : Addison-Wesley, 1971), p. 2, karlyn Kohrs -

Campbell, Critiques,of Contemporary Rbetonc (Belmont, Calif.. Wadsworth, 1p72), p.
`21 Anthony Hillbruner, "Creativity and Contemporary Criticism," eestern Speech, 24
(19,80), 5-11; Mark layn, "Toward a Pluralistic Rhetorical Cniceism,'; in Essays do
Rhetorical Criticism, ed. Thomas R. Nilsen (New York. Random House, 1968), pp.,
147 -151, Marie Hochmuth (Nichols), "The Criticism of 'Rhetoric," A History and
Criticism of American Public Address, III, 5, Otis M. Walter, "On. the, Varieties of
Rhetorical Criticism," in Essays on Rhetorical Cnticism. p. 161.

7. Lloyd F. Bitter, "The Rhetorical Situation," Philosophy and Rhetoric, 1 (1968),
3.

8. the Prospect of Rhetoric, eds., Bitzer and Black, p. 220. Cf. Barnet Baskerville,
"The Critical Method in Speech," Central States Speech Journal, 4 (1953), Wayne
13rockriede, "Toward a Contemporary Aristotelian Theory of Rhetoric:: p. 38, Donatld ,

C Bryant, "Rhetonc Its Function and Scope," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 39 (.1953),
406, Albert Crofts, "The Functions of Rhetorical Criticism: Quantify Journal or-
Speech, 42 (1956), 287, John Lee Jellicorse, review of Rhetorical Criticism A Study in
,Slethod, by Edwin Black, Quarterly Journal of Speech, 51 (1965), 340.

9 Thonssen and Baird, ,qleech Criticism, p. 5. Wichelns, "lateriry Criticism," pp,
40-41.

10 Bryant, "Rhetoric: Its Function and Scope," pp. 406, 411.
11 Brocknede, "Toward a Contemporary Aristotelian Theory of Rhetoric," p. 38.
12 Crofts, "Functions of Rhetorical Criticism," p. 283. Cf. Ernest G. Bormann,

Theory and Research in the Communicative Arts (New York Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1965), p. 226, Martin Maloney, "Some New DifeCtions in Rhetorical Criti-
cisrn,". Central States Speech Journal, 4 (1953), 1, Loren Reid, "The Perils of Rhetorical
Criticism," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 30 (1944), 417, Phillip K. Tompkins, "Rhetor-
ical Criticism Wrong Medium?," Central States Speech Journal, 13 (1962), 9, Walter,
"Varieties of Rhetorical Criticism," p. 159, Ernest Wrage, "The Ideal Critic,;' Central
States Speech Journal, 8 (1957), 211)-.21. Worthy of note here is Carroll Arnold's position
that while rhetoric is not limited to the oral there is a significant distinctiveness to tge
condition of "orality " "OraLl Rhetoric, Rhetoric and Literature," -Philosophyiand
Rbetbric, 1 (1968), 191-210. Such distinctiveness might very well imply a different
method for looking at spoken rhetoric than at other forms.

13 Brocknede, "Toward a Contemporary Aristotelian Theory of Rhetoric," p. 315,
Brocknede, "Dimensions of the Concept of Rhetoric," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 54
(1968), 1, Bryant, "Rhetoric Its Function and Scope," p. 407; Campbell, Cm 4, p.
2, Dennis Day, "Persuasion and the Concept of Identificatioh," Quar Journal of
Speech, 46 (1960), 271, Fisher, "Method in Rhetorical 9tticism," p. 105, Leland
Griffin, "The Rhetoric bf Historical Movements," Quarterly Journal of Spee,ch, 38
(1952), 187, Hoyt H. Hudson, "The Field of RfictotiV," in Historical Studies of Rhetoric .
and Rhetbricians, ed. R2ymond F. Howes (filiaca, N.Y.. Cornell University Press,) 961), 4

p 13, Jellicorse, review of Black'sliCetorical yulcism, p. 340, Richard Murphy, "The
Speech as a Literary Genre," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 44 (1958), 123, Hochmuth
Nichols) , 'The Criticism of Rhetoric," p. 8, and Rhetoric and Criticism, p. 69, Arthur
L. Smith, 'the Rhetoric of Black Revolutidn (Boston. Allyn and Bacon, 1969), pp. 1-2,
Donald L. Torrance, "A Philosophy of Rhetoric from, Bertrand Rus*II," Quarterly
Journal of Speech, 45 (1959), 1 53
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14' Bowers 2nd Ochs, etant of Agitation and Control, p. 6, Robert L. Scott and

Wayne Brockriede,' The Rhet c of Black Pou4r (New York. Harper and Row. 1969),
pp. 2-3, Robert L Scott and Barnard L. Brobk, Metbods of Rhetorical Criticism (New
YorkHarper and Row, 1972), p. 7. Bryant ("Rhetpric. Its Function and Scope," p.
405), accepts nonverbal signs only "when they are c?.rganized in a matrix of verbal

'discourse. . " Baskerville makes an argument similar to Bryant's: Barnet Baskerville,
"Rhetorical Criticism, 1971. Retrospect, Prospect, Introspect," Southern Speech Com-l.- munication Journal, 37 (1971), 116.

15. Bitzer acrd Black; Prospect of Rbetonc, pp. 220-221.
16 Rosenfield, "Anatomy of Critical Discourse," pp. 50-69. I &c.ientally, Professor

Rosenfield's terminology Tells us something of the status of rhetorical criticism as a-.. .

v:ra`science. It is now at the anatomy stage. It is, in effect, where medicine until the late
nineteenth century. It is defining bone, cartilage, and muscle with origins a insertions.
There is no point to arguments that rhetorical criticism can or cannot be a science like, ..
physics. That cannoi be known because the field is nowhere near that stage of scientific"
development.' There is promising evidence, however, that a reasonable number ot
theorists have recently ceased to use leeches. ..-

17. Ibid., p. 58. ...
.. , .

18 Ernest Bormann,"Ghostwriting and the Rhetorical critic," Quarterly Journal of eSpeech, 46 (1960)1284-285. Cf. Robert Ray,,!:Ghostwriting in Presidential Campaigns,"
Today's Speech, 4 (1956), 1 3. i,,,

19. Pormann, "Ghostwriting," pp. 286-287.
20. Campbell, Critiques, p. 11. Hoclurtiith (Nichols) , "The Criticism of Rhetoric," p.

9: Walter, "Varieties of Rhetorical Criticism," p. 164; Wicheins, "Literary Criticismig
Oratory," p. 36. . - '

21 Brockrie.de,''Towara a Contemporary Aristotelian Theory of Rhetoric," p. 37.
'22 Crofts, "Punctipris of Rhet9rical criticism,' ft 286, Charles Lomas, 7,be Agitator

in American Society* (Elig1 6wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 19681, p. 22; Stacie Hock-
mutb (Nichols) , "Kenneth Burke Ind the 'New Rhetoric,' " Quarterly Journal of Speech,1

' 38 (1952), 138; Thomas\ kt. 'Nilsen, "Criticism and 'Social Consequences," Quarterly
Journal of Speech, 42 (1,956), 1 75, W. Charles Redding, ''Extrinsic and Intrinsic
Criticiati," in Essays.. on Rhetorical Criticism, ed. Thomas R. Nilsen (New York.
Rariddri House, 1968), p. 1 18, Malcolm Sillars, "Rhetoric as Act," Quarterly Journal of
Speech', 50 (1964), 284, Craig R. 'Smith, "Actuality and Potentiality": The Essence of
Criticism," Pbllosepb). and Rhetoric, 3 (f970), 136, Edward Steele, "Social Values, the
Enthymeme and Speech Criticism," Western Speech, 26 11962), 74; Ernest Wrage,
"Public Address: A Study in Social and Intellectual ,History," Quarterly Journal of -

Speech, 33 (194 7)0454.

23. Linrica Ratcliff, "Rhettirical Criticism: An Alternate Perspective,." Southern
Spied, Communication Journal, t;71), 134-135.

24. Jerry Hendrix, "An Intro c ry Prognosis," in "Rhetorical Ciiticism. Prognoses
for the Seventies-A Symposium,' Southern Speed? Journal, 36 (1970), 103.

25. Wichelns, "Literary Criticisdi of Oratory," p. 35. . . v.

26. Robert L. Scott, review of Rhetorical Cnt'tcism, A Study in Method, by Edwin
Black, Quarterly Journal cif Speech, 51 (1965), 336, italics added..

27. Waldo W. Braden, "A Prognosis," in "Rhetorical Criticism: Proposes for the
Seventies-A Symposituri:" Southern Speech Journal, 36 (1970), 106, Bryant, "Rheto-
ric: Its Function and Scope,'; p. 415, Robert S. Cathcart, Post Commitnication (New
,Yolki 5Bobbs-Merrill, 1966), p. 1; Fisher, "Method in Rhetorical Criticism," p. 107;
Jellicorse, review a Black's Rhetorical Crq,km, pp., 340-341; Lav'aence H. Mouat, "An
Approach to Rhetorical Criticism," The Rhetlrical Idiom, ed. Ddiiald C. Bryant (lthaca;
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N.Y. Cornea University Press; 1958), p. 165, Hochmuth 1Niehold , ;Kenneth Burke
and the 'New Rhetoric,' " p. 134, Nilsen. "CritiLism and Social Consequences," p. 1.75,
Sillars, "Rhetoric as Act," pp. 277.c...-2,13.4, Wayne. Thompson, "Contemporary Public
Address, a Problem to Criticism," Quarterly Jonnial oRSpeech, 40 (1954), 26, Thonssen.
and Baird, Speech Criticism, p. 9, Tompkins, "Rhetorical Criticism. Wrorig Medium ?," p..
90.

28: Black, Rbetorical Criticisr. p 44, Campbell, Critiques, pp. 22-23, George Dell,
"Philosophic Judgments in Contemporary Rhetoncal Criticism," {intern Speecb. 30
(1966), 22. Lomas, The Agitator, p. 21, Richard MurphyrSpeech as a Literary Genre,"
p., 122, Hochmutb (Nichols), 'The Criticism of Rhetoric," p. 13, and Rbetoric and
Criticism, p. 78, Wayland Maxfield Parrish, 'The Study of Speeches," American
Speeches.. eds. Wayland Maxfield Partial 'and Marie Hochmuth (Nichols) (Neyvy_orkf
Longmans, Green, 1054), p. 7.

29. Jellicorse, review of Black's Rbetoncal Cinicism, pp. 340-341. Cf. Cathcart, Post
Communication, p. 1, Thonssen and BaC4c1,Speecb'Cnticism, pp. 458-459.

30. Nilsen, "Criticism and Social Consequences," p. 176.
31. Nilsen, Essays on Rhetorical Cntwism, p. 87.
'32. Walter, "Varieties of Rhetorical Criticism," pp. 164-165.
33. Black, RhetoricarCruicurn, pp. 78-90.
34..W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., and Monroe K. Beardsley, "The Intentional Fallacy," The

Verbal Icon (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1954), pp. 3 -18.
. 35. Kenneth. Burke, "RhetoricOld and Nev.," Journal of General Education, 5
(1951), 203.=

36. Nilsen, "Criticism and Social ConscLitiences," p. 175. Cf. Nilsen, Essays on
Rbetoryal Criticism, p. 87, Walter Fisher, "A .1otive View of Communication," Quar-
terly Journal of Speech, 56 (1970), 139.

37 Baskerville, "The Critical 'Method in Speech," p. 4, Braden, "A Prognosis," p.
106. Campbell, Critigiles, p. 2, Cathcart, Post Co!nmumcation, pp. 9-11),, Griffin,
"Rhetoric," p. 187, frellkorse, review of Black's Rhetorical Criticism, p. 341, Hochmuth
(Nichols), "T.he Criticism of Rhetoric,".p. 9, Craig.R. Smith, "Actpality and Poten-

tiality," p. 137, WicheIns, "Literary Criticism of Oratory, :' p. 39, Donald E. Williams,'
"The Rhetorical Critic. His Ralson D'I.tre" Southern 5peech Journal; 36,(1970), 113.

38. William Jennings Bryan and Mary .Baird Bryan, The Memoirs of INtlliam Jennings
Bryan (Chicago: John C. Winston, 1925), p. 104.

39. William Jennings Bryan,The First Battle (Chicago. vr.y. Conkey, 1896), p. 4
40. Brockiiede, "Toward a Contemporary Aristoteliin Theorzaf Rhetoric," p. 38,

Murphy, "The Speech as a Citerary Genre," p. 120. Cf. A. Craig !rid, "Speech and the
'New' Ehilosophies," Centrgl States Speech Jourvq, 13 (1962), 245, Baskerville, "The
Critical Method in. Speech," p, 3, Bryant, "Rhetoric. Its Function and cope," p. 403,
Campbell, Critiques, p. 22, Crofts, c f Rhetorical Criticism," p. 290, Richard
Johannesen, "Richard,"Weaver's Vie of Rhetoric and Criticism," Southern Speech
Journal. 32 (1966), 137, Hoshinuth Nichols, Rhrtoric and Cntutsrit, pp. 70-72,
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41. Rieke and Golden, Rhetoric of Slack Americans, pp. 34-35.
42. Tell icorse, review of Black's Rhetorical Criticism, p. 341.
43. G..M. A. Groin, "Rhetoric and Literary Criticism," Quarterly Journal of Spiech,
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45. Steele, "Social Values," p. 418.
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Communication' and Human Respons0,:

A ;Heuristic VieW

DAYTb B: STROTHR

In ;be dialogue one aiscbvers how different are the ways that lead to the
light of faith, and how it'is possible to make them converge on the .same
goal. Even if these ways are divergent, they can become complementary by
forcing our reasoning process ont,of, die worn pathstand by opEging it to
deepen its research, to find fresh exp scions.

1 Popc1Paul VI

S.

. --.....__-

From ancient times to the present day, the study of man has been the.study -
of talk. Human society is described by Kenneth Boulding as.an ",edifice spun , ,

out of the tenuous webs ofconversation,"1 creating what George Gordon
call-&% ,an "awesome but elementary self-truth. little that man does as a social
. . 1creature is pot Tommunicition.' , Whativer prpwesS Homo sapiens have
achieved, tfien, ip fohmilating and building a societal structure may be
attributable tp their ability to communi te with one.another. Convetsety,'o,

the imperfections which remain may wel occupy the attention of some
forty-three disciplines devoted to the'sstudy communication3 which seek in
their own ways tei interpret human behavior, and to facilitate that interpreta-
tion by strengthening, where' possible, societal structure.

.
The disciplines often work at cross purposes because they either-cannot

comnui9icap with each other or do not desire ,to, communicate. Human
society, of course, is the momentary loser if scholars from one discipline take
it upon them.s.elveg to repair a particular societal deficiencyf ?Oen scholars
from other disciplines with 'thorn they do not communicate ate in a position
to rencler\yaluable assistance. ... ..

sytFortunaielyvthdre are indications of.a growing a7rene
----.-
t while many*

of thcse disciplines are artificially divided by subject-matter kic es, they share ,

° common concertiScholars in speech, for example, increasingly appropriate
. i-
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;
knowledge froi'n experimental and clinicalpsychologists, historians; political
kienusts, and classicists. Hopefully, scholars from other'areas find material of

*appropriative vaiqe in speech literature, as well.

A,v,ery 'real disciOnary chasm occurs,thowever, not in the artificiality of
subict-rnattcr concerns, but In the methodologies employed to discover
knOwledge These methodologies are of two forms. The'first is phenomeno-
logical, experiential, or' that "free7t4heeling speculative tradition" which,
according to 4natol Rapoport, "has dominated the thinking of social philoso-
phers from Plato and Aristotle to our owl, day-."4 It sired Darwin, Hrle)f,
and Keynes, and a reasonable case 416rtay;be made for its claim on Winans,
WicbeIns, 'and Woolberts Its premises and concld§ions may appear less
reliable, and y et they (entail) remarlOble plausibiltty because they fall Within
the sense experiences of others. The second may be called experimental or
quantitative Where conclusions may appear more reliable because the expert--
tie-titer has carefully accounted for and placed controls on the variables.
Abraham Maslow simply them two great philosophic orientations, the,
hum-atiistle a eghani3tic:6

In approac ing dr6 "third revolution" of theoretical development in
/ communications; that i's, the view of human communication as dialogue,1 it

will beastly Increasingly necessary to close the chasm dividing the two
methodologies so that one day, in the words of Harold Larrabee, "Man the
meditative knower and man the zealous doer can bdcome man the intelligent
artist in living, by a fle;able balance of, thought by action, and of action by
thpught."8

Matson and Moniagil describe tbek"seciand communications revolutinn"9
as A "triumph of scientific //wry anct human engineering" wtitl-h, "with its--r
intricately elaborate logical theory of information and commumcItAhas
come to 'be deoply and disturbingly felt in nearly every department:of the
social sciences- and hutnanities."10 The traditional manner of apioaching
teaching and research in rhetoric became no less immune to its influence than .

were other disciplines. The rhetonciar4began to re-examine remnants of the
"first revolution," .the view of human communication as a monologous act of-
a speaker addressing an audience, and decided that greater insights wvuld be

,

gained by placing human communication within a _mathematical formtil'a..1
propose, then to examine the apumptions.of the "second_revolutiun" to
observe how they, might be honed to prepailre "thq groundwork for the
challenges of the "third,"

While some
.

consider Norbert Wiener and Ernest Dichter as heroes of the
"sc nd revolution," a reasonable case could be built fo including with
them the names of Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver. he, Shaman
model12 was extended to include- implications for the stu y of> human
behavior by Warren Weaver" to produce an impact of staggering propor-. tt,
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1
tioriS. Known variously as the information theory Mddel, the "telephone

oth-4 models*. Ronlrld . Smith, in fact, diagrams a lineal descent of specific
i\i,-company" model, o simply the 'communication model, it sired. numerous

. ,

models from the ShannOn and iyeavefEaradigm.14 Alfred G. Smith, in his ./
popular volume vf readings on Communs,tatron and Culture, indicates that all/
of the, selections included in the book were "directly or indirectly informed
by it." Is The construct is simple and the terminology catching. !icon is of
a sourceagencoeder , a message, a claanpei, a decoder, and a ?weer:, . Almost
Imrifediaiely, Norbert Wiener appended the idea of.feedback.'6,41though the
physical scientist and engineer have produced some very useful innovations in

electronic communication, its impact pn the behavi rat sciences may have
now outlived its usefulness.," .

Asnumerous texts in speech will confer 'a great strengt of the meciva-c
mstic approach is the tividrress"of detsail,t6d in describing hu an commune-
cation. Consider a typical occurrense4wo persons involved in a conversation.

- By employing P re-ieinformation tforymodel, the explanation would probably
come out something like is the sender watts to affect the behavior of the
receiver in some way, and he therefore encodes messages designed to consum-
mate th'e desired behavior change. The receiver decodes and reacts to the
messages by accepting the sendr's ideas, rejecting them, or withholding
judgmept To Signify his reactioi, the receiver encodes feedvbatk messages,
verbal and nonverhal,,and directs the toward the sender Who has now
assumed a receiver role Depyielinehpurconditions in the room, the linguis-
tic abilities of the receivpri, their preconceived values, attitudes, and knowl--

edge, the messages either get through or they are linpeded by noise, problems
in coding; or differences in attitudes.

Such`a,n approach to the analysis of communication is clear, concise, and
plausiblt. If one wishes to speak in those terms, so be it, aithuugh)t lacks the

' innovativeness many attribute to it. David K. Berlo viewed it as simlr to the
Aristotelian model of speech, speaker, and audience.!1 If one chooses to
reject Aristotle's paradigm for he information theory paradigm, he doek so
for terminological reasons. If h rejects Aristotle because his -works arc not
useful lot= contemporary quantitative research, then' he must also retect
information thezry because, of its similarity with the,Ans't telian and sophis-
tic models which, according to Matson and nt gu, arc "in eltly mono-
log:cal and directive." 18

Not only should the information theory model be reconsidered because of
0

its simplicity, more important, it 'should be re-examined because it, treats
human communication'behavior in a mechanistic way, assembling and
sembliniii as if it were an inanimate machine. Three problems emerge.

First, in its terms of analysis such a model contains the suggestion that a
participant may he purposive to an unrealistic degree in, the process of
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communication. The suffix "er" in sender, receiver,and encoder, decoder is a 4
tacit indication that purposiv6ness or goal-direction may be assumed in the
model. Communication behavior is goal-directed, but sending, eceiving, en-

- coding, add decoding are not specifications of a communicator's goal, nor
should the& be objectives instrtilmental to hisgoals (so far as the communica-

p tor is aware). In real life, it appears likely that speakers are more aware of the
proces' when they are preparing to give a speech than when they actually
present it, and further, parties to an informal conversation almost never think
in terms of process. Instead a participant islisually unaware of any of these '

' activities. As West, Ansberry, and Carr observe, "Normally, the purpose to
expresS an idea or want finds automatic fulfillmentgrammatical or ungram-
matical, logical or illogicalwithout conscious selection of specific neuro-
muscular patterns of response."I9 To often, research scholars or teachers
reveal their purposiveness or goals by designating explilitliptr, implicitly the
function of the participants, thus producing within them a consciousness
which probably causes communication to deviate to an "unnatural" course.
To the experimentalist -whose concern is with "messages, their'antecedents,
and their, consequences,"" the conclusions from bis experimental observa-
tions would appear to contain biases which are seldom, if ever, explained.21

A second misleading feature of the mechanistic approach is the implicit
assumption that communication situations are time-bound to beginnings and
endings! It implies that the sender assumes a dominant role, and, as such,
initiates communication at a consciously observable point in time. This
dominance presumably manifests itself until at a given point, in time he
chooses to close discourse. Even the circular process during communication,
which'is stressed by most theorists, is analyzed not only withinjhe confines
of an event with a beginning and an end, but also in terms of a time order

%sequence with certain elements bound to follow certain others. For. example,
scholars who have adopted the inforibation theory approach discuss feedback
only as a receiver's response to a source's message. The source, in turn, adapts
the message to modify feedback.22 Thus, in a typical paradigm, antecedents
and conseqbences may be isolated as fixed points in time. Once isolated, they
can be obsenfea and their effects measured. Unfortunately, they are fixed by
the observer to enable him to measure the things he wants to measure using
the instruments he wants to use, and frequently attaining the results he'wants
to attai.. n. .

The third objection follows from the first two. In mechanistic models, the
place of behAlor modification is not clear. Some theorists maintain that
fOthers

believe that behavior modification takes place after the process of
iil4dbac includes whatever changes in behavior occur from ,communicatOn.

communication has run its course. Still others contend that sending, re-
ceiving, encoding, and decoding all involve behavior modification in some
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way. None of these explanations appears entirely congruent with reality. The .

"feeling" of having participated in a conversation involves modification of
behavior. As Lee Thayer has noted, "People- react (even reliably and predict-
ably-) to far more than words Of symbols as such, And they react in far more
than purely' cognitive Ways. A general 'feeling of uneasiness about someone or
'sornu! sinfation is often a major determinant of our behavior in those. situa;
tions."23 All responses to social stimuli- are instance's of behavior ,modifica-

1
tion, and the terms, of analysis in a mechanistic model are inadequate Tor..,

categorizing realisik communicative bekavior.
Although these prOblems have been ,illustrate'd within the context of an

informaticiA theory explanation of human communiLation;it Shiould be clear'
that any model which treats communication as a mechanistic process or event
is liable to the same difficulties. Further, with whatever paradigm expenmen-

7
lists adopt, it should be clear Mat the paradigm will largely, sdetermine their

onclusions hat scientists have divided up communication ande;iamincci its
parts has created an inability to see much of anything else. As Darnell has
remarked: "Such self-induced blindness is the more clSngerous because it
seems to lead first to denial of.sign' ificance and then to the denial of the .
existence of things not seen."'24

At this. point, were a typical information theory paradigm placed into the
context of person-to-person communication, it would emerge something like .

this. A source encodes a message to a receiver who decodes it, tihe receiver
encodes feedba'ck to the source who . decodes, it, but the source actually
becomes 'a receiver while the receiver becomes the source. The source ac-
knowledges the feedback by encoding feed-forward, winch is actually t
message, But since ?he source is actually a receiver, he encodes feeAlb ck

, rather than feed-forward. The complexity and absurdity of such descrip ion
i necessitates that components be isolated. For purposes of explanation, thisii

may be feasible, but for experimental purposes such isolation can disastrously!
*distort. if one seeks to conduct an experiment on source credibility, for
example, he must assume a monologous stancethat the senderender is somehow
predominant because of the spice he occupies, or because he his been
accorded the right to relay messages, verbally while others have not, they
become receivers whose nonverbal messages are 'cliscoanted for purposes of
the expesiment, For purposes of contw!, the experimenter designates an

arbitrary beginning and endinPletting randomness account for what might
have preceded or followe!!!th'e actual experiment. If he conducts the experi-
ment at different times, he assumes that his stance, wardrobe, location, and
instructions' will have no influence on the outcome. Although the experi-
menter knowbthar commUincation'is an on -going process, he has no choice
'but to observe only U segment of it and the way people really
behave.

0
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At this juncture, it would be an act of cowardice td demure in proposing
some salient features of the "third communications revOlutio'n." Those fea-
tures must not be limited to instances in which one intends to affect another
in some way, they must not be Viewed as isolated events in time, and they
must take into account tits fact that human communication encompasses
much more than ideas and thoughts. I1eople communicate with each other
because they innately desire to integrate themselves socially through mutual
understanding. Meerloo articulates its challenge tattng that "mutual
understanding is the result of Maximal cbm unication hrough mutual em-
pathy. It can approximately be reached throu h Means of manifold tools of
communitaticio, Of which semantic language is o one."2s Its occasion nay
be likened. to conversation, and its medium the me age bet, herein defined as

the sum total of verbal and nonverbal cues In the presence of another person,
"all that I am and all that1 do affects iiiiutual understanding." Stated another
way, behavioral cues, whether verbal or nonverbal, constitute the communica-
tive br,dialogical act which has as its rritimate objective understanding,
behaviorai changes are frequent and inseparable.

In the "third commu 'cations 'revolution" there are only individuals re1
sponding to each other, caving threads of mutual understanding so intimate
that the feelings and thoughts of one readily become the feelings and, thoughts
of/allvoid of specific method, technique, or formai. Although physical o
social conditions will modify the manner in which "message bits" are sha 'd
by respondents, there are no assigned roles and "dialogue." Thus, the " bile
speaker" who has a social obligation to rely largely on verbal ,cues d the

j,"audience member" who is obligated to use nonverbal cues are cons ously or
unconsciously role-playing in a situatiOn necessitated by social

'ephysicalexpediency. Neither is sender or receiver, both are responae / seeking to
engage in "dialogue" in spite of the situational const ints. T emergence of
mutual understanding, however, is contingent upon the egree to which
behaviors tend to meld with one another wlAen the re w /dents emit utii-
ally pleasing behavioral cues.

The diagram on p. 95 represents symbolically what y happen I. iected
phases of dialogue. At the points where the three circl s, represe ng respon-
denq,Intersect, there is behavioral congruity or mu al u 1.4 anding:Only
within the context of the `message bit" can co gru or incongruity be
observed, however. ..

It should be obvious from the diagram that the "phase" determines the
degree to hich congruous behavior maiufests itself. In cdnversation, mutual
understan seems more likely to occur than in either the lecture or
polemic phases. It should be equally obvious that the fewer congruous
behavioral cues, as in the polemic phase, the less likely the chances of mutual
understanding among all parties 'to a dispute, Behayioral cues may also be
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with each other'

,
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POLEMIC PHASE
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two respondents dominate the events other
respondent relatively uninvolved

L

?

,

4 DIAGRAM 1

ei
judged by their intensity or degiee of overtness. A respondent may emit few
behavioral cues, but they are of such intensity that other re4ondents can
feed upon them, and reciprocate in a similar fashion; conversely, the behav-
ioral cues may not only be few in number but df such low intensity as to
prohibit mutual understanding. When such a phem3menon occurs, communi-
cation may be said td have been disrupted. Disruption, though,iway be a
positive force causing respondents to repair their "message bits" so they May
interact to a grtatei`degree toward mutual understanding. It becomes negative-..
or even pathological when a respondent discharges behavioral cues which are
consistently antagonistic and lack the adhesiveness necessary for behavioral
congruiry with .another respondent. Antagonism 'may be both the cause and'
the symptom of social alienation resulting in sustained i airment of com-
munication.26

Such a conceptualization' has numerous philosophical and practical ramifi-
cations..lt declarCs that there is an rnnate desire-in people to want to get/.
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i
aldng with each other through the "sharing Qf meaning" to achieve mutual

) understaddirig, although it does na,rule out occasions'when people inten-
' tionally emit antagonistibelii,,viors to undermine mutual understanding: It i..

implicitly, suggests that 'consistently antagonistic behaviors should be observed
tAdetermine what the motives are which cause one to, want .to produce

als

short-circuits' in thecortimunicante aq.,.lt'kuggegts that posiigle behavioral
** ,

collgiuence may also, spat* cognit.ivc,underkichdingthat similar actions lend .

44a1systems by society have led 1?.rnl,und to "cdrecitly conclude that it is
tek similar thoughts. It suggests that the emphasis and frequency given to the'.

..*:.
"tempting to- believe,iterba) sighs are the only meats, or at least the p*

rincipal
Ones, by which \men express their ideas and ceeling",21 'tat nonverbal cues
should shorefire be cockled, systemati4ecl, ands' iptegrated into courses of
stucl;, since ,they arc 'partof.the " message bit." It am goes so far as to

...."sugIrSt that institutions in society which rely mainly upon, v'erb'al portions of
,

a "message bit" may be Assuming too little responsibility. for advancing the
cause of mutual understanding. Oaths, contracts, statutes, proclamations, and
depositions may 'appear to be necessary for socialzwontrol, but would they
not, by the terms Of this Conceptualization, bF communicationless? It asks foL.,-.71
mare theories or predictive sgeneralizations, such as those advanced by -

It aymond A. Ba`uer,28 provide oaider underpinning; It pleads for theunderpinning;
..

`humanist to 'Pgbite the vital spark ,eff ongittlity --that '"capac,i ty td explore
imaginatively new and undreamed -of ossibilities in search-of ideas 'not yet
wordable,' and fuse old elements ininovelnovel comliinations."29 It urges the
scientist to refine his methodologies so they may account mdre responsibly

ofoit process'in human corrimunicationi, Thayer appears convinced that "Scien-
tifically, we know much less about hiiman communication than we do about
animal husbandry {his in spite of he fact that our lives are infinitejy more

' ,affecte6 by communiCation than, by genetics of a particular breed of hogs.
Yet we do have conceptually superior ways of understanding and pra'cticing
hhuman cbmmunicanon.4 i"Finaly, it exhorts scholars of bothzinethodologi-
cal disciplines to view h/litian society,as the consequence of fie individual's
attempt to communicate. , / .i

The uniqueness of this conceiptuallkanot is not in its originality, but in the
lack Of it. Berld, fot example, tapped the fringes of "dialogue" with his
discussion Of "process's and "interaction" in communication.31 Methodologir
ally, however, they have yet to be cast into imold of sufficient sturdiness to

1
yield mutual understanding aniAng the disciplines. What is the challenge of the

* "third communications revolutipli," and it there is redeeming value to this... 1 ,

essay itiS summarized hY Itaporlrt who declares that "The social scientist
..

needs Olen more imagin,ation..11e shoold be familiar with the creativd prod-
ucts of humanity, and' he flaw be sensitized to values, his own and those.of
the others. Ile cannot build 'Ocientific theories from concepts generated by

* imagination and empathy, brit imagination g.nci empathy will help him in his
1 1
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( groping, for concepts and variables,.foundations on which significant and
1$ cumulative social theory can be built while such groping goes on."32

The author is indebted to Professor Edwarci,McGlone of Wayne State thlversity who
collaborated with him on earlier drafts of this essay, and whose contributions are still
much in evidence.
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Dialogue and Rhetoric-

, ROBERT L. SCOTT

Manipulation, tower relationships, sup,erordination, subordination, con-
trol, and domination are'Itiiolent-odas with the l-thotrmystique7

Kenneth-Kenision

James Rsstoeg column of April 20, 1969, "An Irreverent Dialogue on
Relevancy,"2 is an excellent comment on the powerful sway of cOntempo-
fity, social jargon. Tile comment lies in the ironiederiionstration of the degree

the word "dialogue' to arouse positive responses from a multitude of people
seems to have grown precisely in proportion to its being scrubbed clean of

to which the terms have been robbed of any substantialmeaning:Perhaps the
main thrust of the irony lies in the apparent fact that the popular power of

content. Interestingly a church in Minneapolis (like many others in many
other. places, I am sure) began k.veral years ago to feature in its order of
service a "dialogue'' immediately following the sermon Ciat.hich became "the
contemporary Word"): All this f ature means is that the congregation is
invited ro ask questions of the mi ister or to make comments for a very few
mirittes. Recently somcie sense that the label for that section of the
service needed a verbal push, and it as become dialogue-feedbackdiscussion.

In spite of all its comic Manifest tioris, we sense that peihaps something
fresh is in the atmosphere of our corkimunicatio Something as pervasive as
that suggested by the occasional paps published b' the Center for the Study
of Democratic Institutions, "The Civili ation of theDialogue."3

Part of the attraction of "dialogue' , for those professionallylinterested in
communication may grow'out of a weariness, phapcs tinctured with fear,,..,.,

-, with the push-pull click-click engineering models of human symbolic inter-

\''''''- ction. The assumptions of much contemporary study of comm4ication,
N whi up well with those of old rhetoric, lead us to an uncitieal

cceptanc ,okefficiency as a value orientation. Energy out should co A as
4
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cl6se as possible to equaling energy in. We may talk of fhe process, but
productivity per se is-taken as a sufficientmeasure of the efficacy Of the
process. -. `- -,

All of this, however, simplies controlanher pc--)werful term of engif
neering. But as with thepower, to control .ur physical environmerl, we are
beginning to suspect that sh&r productivity maftgt be a sufficient measure

.
in

A*of human good. Whgt may be producnve n one sense is p011uting in another.
Just as it is now easy to imagine a highly productive electrical energy plant
polluting rivers and aa, it is possible to imtinea highly productive communi-
cation system, one perhaps with the barriers reduced closgo the zero point, .
polluting hurilations. Given the uncritical assumption of productmity as
a criterion, Whicla-4eems to me nearly the same as saying given a high degree
of control. :,rain- washing appears to . as laudable an instance of good
communication as it is poisible io cite. i

In'hig challenging book, The Identity of Man, J. Bronowski centers on the
question- what, if anything, makes man different from the machine? His
answer seems to come down to this.*the.tes.- of the efficient machie is that
part of its product can be fed bac:. into the system astinstmctions for the
functioning of the system. To do so its product 'must be made perfectly
regular. Man's experiences can never be fully coded to place on a punched
card or magnetic tape to be fed back:in as instructions which Will infallibly

. - make a product. In short, the system which is maxis not Ur); fortnal.4 .

The point at issue here is dose to the one that Henry W. Johnstone+ Jr.,
maces when he argues that man is not simply a communicating animal but is

.

a persuading animals By communicating, he seems to mean simply the giving .,

'of instructions. If one assumes that another simply needs to be and can be
instructed, one assumes, first, that he is i-i control of the situation, second,
that the circumstances are such that thF,informandn to be communicated is
clear and need not be questioned; and third, that the other is' not only
capable of responding to the clear instructions but, has no choice but to
receive them and carry them out. Another's failure on the latter score Would
indicate hiS inferiority, which is to say, that the machine has a defective part.
communication, in the limited sense that Johnstone seems/10 be using the .

word, is machine-like. One might say that communication as informatiofi-,.
giving is a situation in which tte roles, goal's, and instruments are clearly

4
recoquzed and accepted -1,5call parties. But to say that rri.. is a persuading
and persuaded animal, to use Johnstonc's language further is to recognize

. that the roles, goals, and even instruments, are not clearly,re&gnized and ac-
-,

cepted. It is to relinquish control of the situation, or rather, it is to treat the
situation of interpersonal relatibns.as in some important sense undefinedipd
seek definition in symtolic interaction. U. ' - /
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If' there is a preva lent fee- of control such as might be labeled "the
engineering .of consent," tere is a countervailing fell of chaos. Evin ,the
spectbr of 0110cm:whether efivitonmentior human, may be seen from one
angle as a lack of control. rt is symbolic disintegration that Jurgen Ruesch
fears and brilliantly argues in his-essay, "The Social Control of Symbolic
Systems."6 What we often feel as the blight of the mass.media may be
s)7mptornatfc of the loss of control of ourselves that we sense in our inability.
to respond as individuals with individuals. We seem to be confronted on every
side with groups of otli6s, sensing most vigorously the gaps between tliem
and us; which be simply t'o say that the symbols that seem 4o unite them
tare puzzling and unattagiable to us. From our painful aWarenesses of apart-
ness, threatening in' themselves as well as in what may lie behind them, arises
the incantation:--e'cipimunicate! Our motivation in such situations is not likely
to be 'simply an impulse to control the behavior,of others, for we feel that we

'have lost control of .ourSelves.

The human dilemma in which we find ourselves entangled lies with the
attraction-peril of community or. regimentation on one side and the attrac-

-tion-peril. of individuality or anarchy on the other. The constant problem of
maintaining 441,ance that will allow individuality within community without
tumbling eithef into regimentation or anarchy seems especially intense today.
The intensit-j, of this human prObrenr-acconntS for the almost hysterical
energy we have directed to the elaboration of certain social symbOls. The
major thrust of this effort might be captured in such a sentence as, -"We must
commit ourselves to an involvement in relevant dialogue."

The impulse and the vocabulary are easily lampooned. Perhaps I have at
least' flirted with mocking thz notion of "dialogue." he temptation, often
yielded to and the resilience of the concept' in the ce of ridicule both
testify to a palpable value-more and more widely shared.

Although I kid the value suggested by "dialogue" will worth taking
seriously,. it see s to me impossible to stipulate a very %edge meaning for
the procedure suggested. by the word. There is, however, something in the
concept of dialogue that'stands as a challenge to the old idea of rhetoric. Old
rhetoric sugge'sts a unidirectional control that threatens to become the sort of
manipulation rejected as tending toward regimentation rather than com-
munity. Our impulse in the face of thtt threat any; be to say in effect, "Let
there be, no rhetoric! Let there be dialogue instead!" Whavwe are ,probably
saying is, "Let us relinquish one way of attempting to. control through the use
of symbols for another way." Since I would' define rhetoric as symbolic
efforts to shape human' means-ends 'relations, I would draw the tentative
conclusion that the value inherent in the contemporary demand ior dialogue
is a, thrust toward enlarging the concept' of rhetoric to come closer to
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encompaising the verbal interactions engendered by the human dilemma. The
point i not so much to relinquish the old rhetoric as to see its limitations
and, especially, to see the potentialities of different rhetorical thrusts.

The rhetoric suggested by Aristotle's famous definition/ and by his treat-
ment of the topoi is a moderate rhetoric. It is one that presupposere society
in which 911 es are well 'shared and social rolesuaable."Cooperation, the
ultimate end ail rhetoric, is defined in' the fram,r4f moderate rhetoric as
moving others toward intepitediate goals which ,are consistent with tic
generally accepted societal ends.

In seeking to induce others to cooperate, the moderate rhetoncian assumes
that some values held by 'zithers are consistent with the goals he reccitnmendsr
On'the other hand, those he seeks Jo persuade will exhibit some tclief and
behavioral tendencies which he wishes to repress, if the did "notot; effort to
persuade would be necessary. The rhetorician assumes thtt ssiideorthe viralues
of others will be inconsistent with these tendeillies Byrdentifying himself.with the interests of those he wishes to persuad5,4g tore moderate rheic's%
will ek to demonstrate the consistency of.,ht(goals with shared values arid
the inconsistency of contrary beliefs ot..hefi'aviors with these or other values.'

1 Clearly in this descnption of mode-rate rhetoric, which I take to by quite
ordinawy, the features thaimp.k.6 It highly rational are apparent.9.

There is an implicVo In moderate rhetoric t t may not be apparent,
that is,%that the ptrsuad is superior to the one ersuaded. His superior
position4allows..hith to idenn the consistencies and i consistencies of shared
values and to'lecommend belief and action on the basis of these. Hitk, choose§
the goalfrifiat mediate between the poitious in which both the persuader and
persuidee find themselves and the co on societal goals that both accept.
"The superiority implicit in the fundamental relationship implied iemoder-, ate rhetoric need not ke that of oppressive authoritarianism, although that is
the direction in which its abute tends., The superiority may lie in a commonly
recognized institution for which, the rhefotician gives voice'. Or it may be
attached to a role which is instrumental id established social ends. In short,.it

. ,may be the sort of superiority ,fonsistent with democratic ideals.
In describing moderate rbv.aric, I have tried to use a set of terms hich

will be helpful in constructing a model of three contrasting rheto cs. the
moderate, the militant, and the agonistic-transcendent. Etch has its arac-
teristic voice, and each works Through the seeking out of consistencies and
inco sistencies in the valuestructures.of those who interact. But each works
differently and, although the ultimate goal of all rhetoric is cooperation, the
cooperation toward which each wo s is of a differenrsort.

The g7at \difficulty with a neat c rt, of course, is that it suggests.sorrie
sort of a natural structure with starting p ng step by step through
some sort of chronological 'or special order. No one ought to strain his
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A definition of rbetort4:/X/ t 'Smbolic efforts to shape.hurriiii cans -ends relations

Ideal types

I
siioice

.

cans .

Value stets res " Fundimental proceis

Ends
4.

m41oderate superior to
infer)or

con .. cies and identifies
i. onsistencies..

oye the other

militant /
r

inferior .

superior
consistencies and confronts
inconsistencies--- -

polarize self
and others .. _

..- .

agonistic-
transcendent

. ..

%quails consistencies and identifies and
inconsistencies confronts------4

-revalue 7. ues ..
self and o
..

Two sensesbOf "means- ends" are involved. First, the overarching social structure of
general goals, more or less well agreed upon, and ways of reaching- dupe goals, which

) tend to be set as'values Of coUrse, values become ends or goals alSoftkityt-this means -ends
reversal is commonly recognized in using the terms. Second, the g of rhetoric.
Within the overarchipg social structure, i.e., the instruments (meark-,Ad.aims (sorts of f
cooperation sought). The ambiguity is made necessary by the reciprocity of the two

''...senses Rhetoric will affect the structure and the structure itself-becomes instrumental in
the rhetoric.

. Meaar-Ends Moderate Within the. confines of accepted relationships adjustment is
./ sought. One who initiates moderate rhetorif assumes a superior

I ./
_a of these relationships which suggest that he move the

4other.
-Means-.-Ends Militant Reiection-Of previously accepted relatidnshipstOne who initiates/ ''\, - assumes an unfair exploitation which makes him, and those ,

with whomiie identifies, inferior. Since reversal is his aim, he
\

,i - seeks to polarize himself and the other.
Means2Ends Agonistic Transcendent An open attempt to revalue fundamental relation- ,

ships. Since both a test and a leap are necessary,, equality of
participation is necessary also.

s

,../(credulity for a moment in atteriiptineta See such order in the relationships
among these ideal types of rhetoric. tirem. ;ideal types to stress the
arbitrariness of the 'abstract categolies. Surely the rptoriFal ,propensities
which I see coale§cing around these points of focus may shade into a great
variety of forms.

- Fundamentally, hoWe7er, all rhetoric assumes that humans responding in a
--saciaf context have value orientations, that these value' orientations do-

not form perfectly consistent structures for any individual! and that each
individual constantly revises his value orientations, although seldom dras-
tically. These orientations provide the mans of rhetoric.

I
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With Donald K. Smith, I have attempted to describe the basic impulses of
militant rhetoric, concentrating on' the elispositiocrof the militanVpeaker o
writer to confront.'° To say that the loice characterizing militant rheto is. ,,that of the inferior to the ,superior is not to make some sort of = .

.1 dgment. The relationship is in terms ofethe, dominant values the ro)
, s tinging therefrom. The militant is apt to forge the signssJ is established

erioritl' into fresh; defiant symbols. If he can shift erceptions of the
,

situation, these may ecome symbols of superiority e last shall be fi
cried grantz Fanon ith shrewd Insigte and sh istorical irony." nd in
Amenca his voice, at °rice mocking and c ent, is echoed i cores of

;

sy mbols 'ileveloped-by blacks, for blacks, r cols which leave ite liberals
writhing in guilt and envy. '

Thoroughly militant rhetoric as s that adherent new beliefs.and/
movements will come. Gaining a adherents is sec. dart', AM even deriva-
tive, to a more fuhdamenta 9 of cooperatio :ought the response from

C others that will pola-nze e .iilitant nd thos most clofely identified with
the established order. pola ation i 'ecessary if the, voice that seeks

,'' reversal is to soun entie !though authenucally militant may be a
prime ai9i, suc aim does hot s gent that the militant is merely self,
serving, insin h whatner his

-
terpreEtation of the situation may bc. He,

, will filiplig me alleged inc sistency in values_held 'by himself and the
A th ers,-4 , a en more likely e will claim that some well agreed upon value is

held f. 41 by the otb 2' But whereas the moderate rhetorician with a
simil r i terpretatipn ill seek to reduce the distance between himself and

( others, the m will seek to fix the gulf or even to widen it. The moderate ,,

assumes that f dame what-is is good. Needed changos are subordinate
and flomina values are consisten se. The militant assumes. that
fithdarne ally what-is is bad.. Values consistent with established social rela-
anshi are worthless..

51' ere is a rhetoric which is much like the militant
si anon in which people seik order and advantage
ooperation sought by agonstic- transcendent

oking upon others as equal is radical !

because it is rare and difficult. Agonisei
others, but if the others are truly

o addressing others address hin
see others as equal, and
he identifies, is th
seeks is no
co

amg up the
t the voice of and

tone is quite, different.
surprising way. It is radical

ranscendent rhetoric is addressed to
en as equal, then the rhetorician may in

f. Further, the disposition that leads him to
seek himself in the responses of others wit? whom

of uncertainty. lie seeks something new,but what he
me tangible goal as much as the means to goals. He may

himself' with many of the same goals that moderate or militant
hetoncians seek in various circujnstances, but, aware of the consistencies and

insksistencies of the value orientations je shares with ers, he strives to
°

e
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test the relevant values. Inconsistency in the structure of values is only
momentarily important the moderate or the militant. Ideally, either is
Confident of his goals. en the goals themselves seem unsatisfactory, a
thinker may turn to the structure of values which has sent him seeking.

-* Speaking to an end then becomes secondary to understanding, if possible, the
flaw in the structure ofaivalues which may account for some deep dissatisfac-
tion.

I call this sort of rhetoric agonistic because it is, ag the Greek root suggests,
a contest. It is a contest that, involves,a-grave risk; the risk of the self that
resides in a value structure. I call this sort of rhetoric transceyent since if it
locates fresh values, it is apt to do go by a leap, which is to say that the
person so involved will face some contradiction in values which cannot be
resolved logically. Some part of the structure must be abandoned, not simply
repressed momentarily, and the void filled by willing an emphatic embracing
of some ?ther value,

Although a person might quite ordinarily be moderate or even militint
and well aware of his stance, few probably take on the agonistic-transcendent
tas ith--a- high degree of consciousness. Although it may be an ideal
category standing separate from otter sorts of rhetoric in the abstract, in.
actuality it s* better viewed as ever potential in seeking to address others. In
short, a person may sense an uneasiness in his tasks as a moderate or militant

.

rhetorician which may be accounted for by the potentiality of agonistic:
transcendent rhetoric, in *the circumstances. Perhaps the agonistic.-
transcendent act may prepare the way for clearer militant or tiloderate'verbal
actions.

All of this is not to,sa-y that the_agonis-transcendent is subordinate to
the other ideal types. For Just as the alOrigtic-transcenderepara-
tory, clearly an individual who has been thoroughlycommitted to aModerate
or a militant stance may abandon his stance. Further, a successeul militant is
faced with bqco*g moderate if he is to adapt to the shifting value orienta
tions of thoge- lit' has affected and with whorn, In will probably ,sy,'sh to
continue to interact. Questions of sequence Of,th e ideal types or21bOrdina:
tion of any to others cannot be answered wait froni specific tes; and evtn
then the answers will'probahly bein signif'ican't p/rt arbitrary.

Nonetheless, the' agonistic-transcendent, because, of its function of teating,
tempts us to see it peculiarly as a'starting point. Although such- rhetoric may `r

be a test and a starting point for individuals, it is not merely the sors of '.
private, prior decision-making which we often characterize as preceding
moderate ibetorik, or militant, for that matter. This it not to say thit splitary
thinking may n indeed precede speaking, or. that agonistictrangcenrlent
rhetoric is a sort of passionate, thoughtles;.13ursting fOith of aptech. An
impr mptu eloquence may flow from a militant or even,a moderate stance.

, .

1I 0
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The testing characteristieoffaionistic-trkscendent rhetoric comes in' the
shift from using consistencies and inconsistencies in sharecy value structures to
resolving those inconsistencies. Although 1 specific resolution may 'seem

-highly logical, if it is to have value content, it cannot be completely, so. Part
of the rholution lies in the commitment and recommendation of an individ-

al who says in effect, "I resolve to live by this value," and, further, since he
must live wit so should you." Thus the conflict ?nut

40. be resolved,' at leaSt in part, rhetorically. Iii human affairs, the willinghess of
others aifiriti s-the value of what we will.

. .
Quite often. humans behave as if the willingne ss of others is -not at all

germane. Some religiously oriented,say they accept the Truk of God which
has,nothing. to do with human will for iv efficacy. Again, s&ie scientifica
oriented say that they accept the Truth derived by Objective Methbd ich
has nothing to do with Truman will for its efficacy. 'But allow e two
observations. (1) Neither of these positions are ui what they s m at first
glance. Both are most apt to assirt the' independe from the ill of others
precisely when it is the resistance of others which brings the question toissue.
(2) Both the religiahly and scientifically oriented tend strongly to seek
adherents. Inntivatoin both propose reformations. What is to be-refor-
highly value laden in thlt men and woisen tive' by what is being reformed. and

A .

cannot putt asittc'lightll? ,4 ,- '

. As an illustratiCM, th betorit of 4eslEs as recorded inIthe New Testament
la 0..seems. consistently to be a militant rhetoric in a moderate guiseMilitant,

beCauste' it continually confrontsinferior -to superior, polarizing, seeking
reversal. Paul's Words characterize themovemtent from the beginning: "My

x brothers, think What'sort of people you are', whom God has called. Few of
h',.4 you are men of wisdom, by any human, sraTid-Ilithlowx2spowerful or highly

-at4,,, born. Yet to shame the wise, God has chosen what'the world counts folly,
and to shame what is strong, God has ottosCli what the world courns
weakness. He has chosen things low and contemptible, mere nothings, to...
overthrow the existing order" (I Cor. 116-28).14 Jesus' rhetoric seems1., -
moderate, because it continually identifies with well-established values. From

'the beginning to the end of-his ministry, Jesus appealed to the Law and to the
prophets. When-confronted by those who would test hirii, as Mark puts it
several times, Jesus asked questions such as, "Do not the Scripturescsay?" and
"What did poses command you ? " -In his first great sermon he said, "Do not
suppose that 1 ha\e come to abolish she Law and the prophets, I did not
come to kabolish, but to complete" (Matthew (5.17-18). But of course, that
which needs completingis in some vital way insufficiedIP

.. A strong and continuing thread in his rhetoric is Jesus: effort 'to revalue
. values. Perhaps the great instance of agonistic-transcendent rhetoric would be

in the diallogue of Jesus and Satan in the wilderness. But th`e*New Testament

-A
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account of this confrontation is scant. The Sermon on the Mount, on the
otlier hand, gives us ample material for analysis and thought.

The centuries that have intervened with their histories between us and the
event make the words of the sermon echo dogmatically. But we must
remember that then, as Matthew concludes his account, the people were
astounded by the note of authority (7.28-29). The teaching and voice were
fles11-for them.

Much of the teaching can be paraphrased, 'The letter of the Law is not
enough-..." For us this is a cliche. And that fact may testify to the constant
need to revalue values. Anyone reading the Gospels, reverentlysairmust
be convinced that xheiteaching was relevant to the times. The, repeated
identifying and confrOnting characteristic of the Sermon on the Mount shows
the way to new values through old, for example: "You have learned that-our
forefathers were told, `Do not commit murder; anyone wh&commits murder
must be brought to judgement,' But what I tell you 'is this: Anyone
nurses anger against his brother must be brought to judgement. If he abuses
his brother he must answer for it to the court; if he sneers at him he will have
to answer for it in the fires of hell" (Matthew 5:20.-:22). The tension
throughout is that of the spiritual against the material, The ay is pictured as
the remote and difficult as against the immediat c . What is of stake is
not simply the goal but the way to the...g . Of co se one alone could
the way, but then should he not im--ply travyl n silence? Rev g values is
a dOlable veluation.,It alwa as a an a ledge ch reminds
Buber's 1-Thou. To-be pled, it must b eciprocal.

Through the pledge, the spea r binds himself as well as se s to bind
others. Probably the most difficult part of the ermon on the Mount is the
passage that demands that the old concept of justice be revalued:

s You have_,learne that they were told, "An eye for an eye and atooth for tooth.' But what I tell you is this:. Do not set yourself'
against e man o wrongs..you. If someone slaps you on the rightthe turn and offer him your left. If a man wants to sue you for your
shit, let him have your coat as well. If a mph in authority makes you

'go one mile, with him two. Give when you are asked to give;.an rdo
not turn your back on a man who wants to borrow.

You have _learned that they were told, "Love your neighbor, hate
your enemy:': But what I tell you is this; Love your enemies and pray
for your persecutors; only so can you be children of your heavenly
Father, who makes his sun rise on, good and bad alike, and sends the
rain on the honest and dishonest. If you love only those who love. you,what revtard can you expect? Surely the taxgatherers do as much asthat. And if you greet only your brothers, what is there extragrdinary
about that? Even the heathen do as much. You must therefore be all
goodness, just as your heavenly Father is all good (Matthew 5:38-48).

Lt 0
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Thedearrying out of the pledge made in the beginning'of his ministry is seen in

* the Passion of its end/. The value of forbearance is demonstrated as binding on
the one who spoke itybinding in the garden, before Pilate, and on the cross.

No

But a pledge cannot bey fulfilled by one party..The agony of Jesus was notti), simply' in his relationship to 4od. As such, it would be purely private and the
crmon on the Mount, and s teachings generally, would remain emptyl.

.. Jesus claimed fulfillmant of the Law, and the prophe fulfillment that
necessitated beliefOn the part of others. Without this belief, encompaving '

-- , 'both understanding of and faith in the message, the pledge and saciifice
would amount to absurdity. The doubt to be transcended was not simply that
of the speaker in-some truth considered objectively, but doubt in the value of

c,

communicating, of risking his pledge with others.
With moderate rhetoric, we are well acquainted. We are becoming better

acquainted with militant rhetoric. It is time for rhetoricians to cease:assuming
that the 'agonistic-transcendent impulses obviously\f/rednt in human com-
municationmust be poetic, Or dramatic, dr philosophic, or purely ritualistic.'
Ali of these labels may be appropriate, but the rhetorical label is appi,kriate
also, if I an right in seeing rhetoric as symbolic effortt to? ...sape human
means,ends relations, and. if, indeed, the ideal types-ate shifting aspects of one
thing. ,

There is a shifting sense of dialogue permeating each of the ideal types,
lending to each its legitimacy in human affairs. 4

Moderate rhetoric idealizes whatever system of agreed upon means and
ends 'happens to b8,in forCe; Recognizing the potentialities of identifying the
interests of various individuals, it values interchange as a nieans of adjust-
ment, that is, of adjusting individuals to the.'system and of monitoring the
system to maximize its efficient functioning. Since constant adjuStment is
assumed necessary, change is possible through a gradual evolution of values.

Militant rhetoric maximizes whatever' contradictidns are present in the
system of agreed upon means and ends. Recognizing potentialities in,reversikg

.." existing orders, it values interchange as a means of conirasting the interests of
various individuals or groups. Confrontation is necessary to demonstrate the
unbridgeable gulf that things-as-they-arc fixes between those !..vho ought to be
part of a corporate whole. If one believes that the gulf is indeed unbridgeable
under established conditions,' then change is possible through a revolutionary
reversal of value priorities.

Agonistic-transcendent rhetoric both idealizes existing values and maxi-
mizes their contradictions. Recognizing the potentialities of identification
and yet 'accepting the necessity of confrontation, neither adjustment nor
reversal is adequate to a change of values. Only a leap will suffice. Such a leap
is possible only on,the foundation of accepted values and is meaningful only
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if it becomes a bridge for others. to provide both the'foundation to begin
and the participation to complete the action, open interchange is mandatory.

There arc, of course, moderate, militant, and agodeistic-transcendentim-
pulses whiCli'arC not legitifhized by dialogue. Theniethe moderate voice
becomes simply the Koclamation If rigid authority; the militant voice cabs
only for the violent annihilation of that authority; and the agonistic-
transcendent voice chants merely private incantation' These are the limits of
rhetoric.

1
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Communication Theory and Theater:
An Exercise in Relationship

MARTIN COBIN

resent concern, as a theater theorist, is with communication theory.
Theal* olars who have been attracted to communication theory, as well
as those wkos ve been repulsed by it, have often confused communication
theory with'bel` ral methods. This confusion among theater scholars is a
'consequence ofstwo tutors: the emphasis placed on behavioral methods by
most of the communication theorists with whom theater,scholars come into
contact, and therfailute\of may who identify themselves as communication

NIscholars to differentiate th ry and methods.
I want to probe the way eater theorists have reacted to both communi-

cation theory and behavioral Methods to see how such scholars do relate and
could better relate to Communication theory. I want also to account for the
seeming indifference of communication scholars to artistic communication in
egeneral'ancl, theatrical communication in particular. The apparent indifference
reflects diverse backgrounds of academic training and lack of clarity (at

. times) as to the distinction between theory and methods; the result is that
' `comma cation thesq and theater art areiewed as altogether separate fields

Of study. My intention hi this essay is (1) to encourage the theater sebolarto.:,.
qvie invo ve .. c neticiary and as contributor) in communication schol-

a , and (2) to encourage the communication scholar to recognke the need
for a ocus orl artistic communication (with theater art providing, perhaps,

.
the easi 't an4mostsewarding place totegin).

1 .
In the 970s, theater scholarship (possibly comparable to Jiterary scholar-,

. ship at the me point of time, and to rhetorical. scholarship at mid - century)
is simultaneou accepting and rejecting concepts of communication theory

-and behavioral s ifi-tbe academic the er community Vary
greatly. The Con on Theatre Research, eitentially three-part series
held in 1965 and-1 said attention to behavioral \science i relativ to the

,
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114 Rhetoric and Communication

possibilities for expeii esearch in the theater.} In the course of paying
attention to th ters, the suggestion given to behavioral scientists by one
me this scholarly gathering was that they "keep their bloody hands
o f the theatre," althOugit the proceedings indicate a divergence of learned
opinion' on the matter? The editor of the major scholarly journal of what is
now the American Theatre Associanon (then called the American Educa-
tional Theatre Association, or AETA) saw fit to reflect the interest in
behavioral research by Including an article on the subject in the May, 1965,
issue.3 That this truly reflected a professional interest within the field is
documented by the existence within AETA, then as now, of the experimental
research project. Significant, horver, is the dearth of articles reporting on
either communication theory or experimental research within ,he Educa-
tionl Theatre Journal between the illuminating article of 1965 .and, the

4
present, also significant is the fact that the "illuminator" is not a "theater"
schsoola,

Some insight may also be obtained from the apparent contradiction
be een the desire of many theater schola'rs to shy away from the "communi-
cation label and the consistent use pf "The Theatre as a Means of Communi-
cation" 'to designate one pf 'the major classifications in the annual Educa-
tional Theatre Journal report on "Doctoral Projects in Progress in Theatre
Arts." What may be particularly releliant here is the inclusion within this
category of such subclassifications as directing, acting, visual arts, music,
dance, architecture, administration, playwriting, translations, production, and*

t reader's theater, and the separate designation of such other major classifica-
tions, as "The Drama," "The Theatre in Its Social Ftinction," and such
"Related Means of Communication" as motion pictures and the broadcast
media. Apparently.scholars withii theater often differ from one another as
well as fiorn scholars in Other fields in their perceptions of communication.

The lack of relationship between theater and communication is also
evident in the perceptions of many (certainly not ally whose scholarly focus is
On communication. AT theateNholar desiring to benefit from the work of ,

communication scholars will deiiv Title encouragement, for example, if he
begins with Methods _t4 Research in mmunicatton.#. Here he will find an
eirlx, statement 'of three objectives: "to he p. J dents acsitire the knowledge
and skills to design amckonduct experimental research . to acquaint Poten-
tial researchers with the .vat'ious methods 'and instruments available ... to
suggest ntw, areas of research..!'s He will be forced to prolzeliong Ind
carefully,-. however, before he finds' the =Ole reference to an actual vestiga-
tiori dealing with the theater in what is, even here, a shared and rather
billing 1,"Some r t research has' involved changing the seaung arrangement
of mernkrs'in an udience to see if it makei them react differently to
speakers and theatrical productions."6 The signific'ance' of this book to the
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theater scholar is not only its lack of attention to theater .ut also its total
identification of communication research with experimental t chuiques.

This all!absorbing concern with communication from the Point of view of
the behavioral scientist does not always produee an exclusive focus on
experimental research, but because of the degree to which thisiocus per-
meates the field of communication theory an artificial sense of division has -
been created between the communication scholar and the theater scholar. For
theater sch'olars there have been tivo unfortunate consequences. Many have
equated communication with behavioral research, noted their own involve'!"
ment in a,virile field of 'activity with a long traditiot, of productive scholar-
ship using nonbehavioral methods, and concluded that communication and
theater arc unrelated. Many others have been sensitive to their 'own lack of
enthusiasm for behavioral methods, recognized the communicative dimen-
sions of theatrical activity, and concluded that communication and theater
were related in ways that could be comprehended independent Of what was
taking place in the field of communication scholifship. The first c nsequencc
is probably 'reflected in the "keep your bloody- hands off" a etude; the
second in the willingness to suggest that "communication" uld more
closely relate to "A New Design for an Outdoor Theatre," "An Ev uation of
Actor Training Programs in Selected Universities andColleges in th U.S.," or
"The Management of Sara Bernhardt's American Tours," than at w uld. relate
to "Violence in Contemporary British Drama as a Projection of hilosophic
Rebellion," "Polish Drama Interplay between Politics and Mama, ' os "Play-
wrights and Playwriting of Modern Chinese Communist Drama."'

Many communication scholars have concentrated their activi on areas
they considered relatively more open to behavioral research me hods. The
potentiakif these methods has been perceived, often, as much on e basis of
the investigator's backgroOnd as in response to the unique limi tions and
capabilities of the investigative methods. in any case, the concen ation may
,well be self-defeating in its impact if it is allowed to continue to Jong. For
example, despite the inclusion of materials of considerable in Crest to a
theater scholar-in the-re Fent Sereno and Mortensen collection o readings,8
even a glance at the table of content of this work clearly indic es:no overt
concern with theater orl-which is far woewitt any other art Om. Theo-
rists can focus on and subdivision within their discipline the choose, of
amuse (althQugh s ch Airnitatiqns may reasona ly be expected t' reflected
in the 'titles of t it publications), but I moved to conside fFie imi7;li'ea-
dons of this rtictilar omission in it. relation to he avo ed objectives
de the editors in their introductory chaptar, "A t ramework for

ornmunication Theory."

The readings in this book are designed to provide 'a cores foundational
concepts and a* theoretical framework .for studying t nature and
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prpcess of human communication. The topics are broadly based and' t4
comprehensive in scope. The readings focus on the inner workings of
communication, the common denominators which underlie all modes
of Human interaction. Gaining an understanding of the dynamics in-
volved in human-interaction requires some insight into what happens
when people communicate, a recognition of the forces which Intel-act
to produce complex cognmunicame events, and an understanding of
what is known about the effects-of major variables as they influence
specified communicative outcomes. The topics, in other words, do not
deal with particular modes of interaction such as rumor, conversation,
markings on a wall, speeches and the like. The focus is rather upon the
nature and function of the major deterininants of communicative acts

admit that lights on a stage or the scripts of plays are no more appropriate
subjeCis for inv es gation than are markings on a wall or speeches, but how

arc scholar ocus "upon the nature and function of the major termi- .
nants of cogununicative aCts" and on "'the common denominators which

underlie all mpdes of human interaction" without "some insight into what
happen's when people communicate" artistically, without "a recognition of
the forces which interact to produce' complex 'communicative events" of an

artistic nature, and without "as understanding of what is known abdut the
effects of major variables as they influence Specified. communicative Out-

comes" in the theater or other arts? In brief, how can scholars build a
meaningful ,ommunicationtheory on data so restigicted n't scope as to ref7cct
nu major cot ern with investigations of artistic commlnration?,fidtil can

they seek,,common denominators underlying "all modes of human interac--
(ion" vt henthelhays no denominators d'erivedfem artistic interaction;

If theater and communication scholars alike can accept the actqality and

the vtlue' of the communication researcher's emphasis do behavioral scienc$

without identifying communicatio'h theorytheory exclusively with behavioral"

science, they may see voth'grektpr slarity two elements sometimes partially

obscured, First, cpmmurtication scholarship can ,be &fined in rolation to its
focuon an area of knowledge rather than on its manipulation of specific
-research techniques (the techniques having value only as they contribute to
the knowledge). Setoff d; theater-scholatship is not apt to benefit richly from
the fruits of communication scholarship unless theater scholars are involved

in the appliqatiqns. Regarding the application of behavioral research methods

to one instance of theater scholarship, Clevenger has pointed out that "only

* the (Callnique.comes from behavioral science. The variables and the hypothesis

are uniquely theatrical."'° n ...Ilion, s us, "Lcmg experience has

taught ,the tlehavic(rit that . ods at factory' answers only to

questions which carr be translated I behavioral terms. His methods are
`uselessirideed, they''' are perniciouswhen misapplied to other types of
que'ittons." 'Over 'scholars, particularly,.need to realize more fully that

(1) some questions about artistic conimumiation can be translated into
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behavioral terms and (2) tliose that cannot be so translated may, nevertheless,',...,. .....
be examinedquite meaningfully and helpfutly from the standpoint oft-com-
munication theoiy:Surprisirigly, perhaps, more evidence seems available to
support the former ertion12 than the latter.

A comment by Bec r is particularly relevant at this point. "I believe that
' we err if we simply,ca§t our fishing line about in the ponds of other

disciplines to discover what research techniques we might snag that we can
somehow apply tt) our field. We ought to start by asking precisely what it is
we want to know or to understand and then devise or borrow tools that help

`us to find answers to our questions and achieve understanding of our
concepts ''Y The relevance of this statement to the present discussion de rues
from the ability cA a theater scholar to so define what icis hewants to now
or understand and to so formulate his questions and his concepts to lead
him to the awareness shat as a theater scholar he is'concerned with mum-
cation theory. Given this awirenessi theater scholarship can p eed by
relating a variety of 'theoretical theater constructs to communication theory
constructs not normally associated with the theater. ,The utility of such a
process for-the heater scholar can be tested by determining what it stimu-
lates in the w intuitive insights, ways of looking at specific practices or
periods, hypothetical statements of relationship, and enlarged fields of inves-
tigation.

T
For some, however, even the possibility of such. a 'process may require

demonstration. What follows, then, is a simple exercise in applying commqni-
cation theory constructs not normally associate h the theater to a
specific, problem of peculiar interest to theater stude ts. Admittedly the

associated

exercise may appear rather arbitrary and artificial both in conception and
restrictiveness. It should serve, bowever, ak an appropriate test and dsmon-

A,stration; the exercise will be carried out, therefore, no further than If
necessary to provide such a test and demonstration. ,

The specific problem selected as being clearly of interest to students of the
theater is that of developing a theoretical framework for increasing our
understanding and appreciation of the traditional Asian theater. The com-
munication theory construct utilized will he taken .from a widely known
work in tlic field of organizational communication by Lee Thayer.° A
meaningful rationale lies behind this combination of selections. 'Fhbse of us in

' the Occident can approach Oriental theater with a greater'degree of objec:
tivity than is apt to be the case in our approach to any theater problem
within our own traditiOn. Additionally, if our search for understanding
requires us to bridge from one culture tc2014.4w4nay find it particularly
useful to look upon the, art form we examine as part of a complex communi-

- cation system (such as ail organizatiOn) rather than as a specific communica-
tive act. If the problem is of theatrical interest (regardless of hov:, interesting

.
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.
to any specific persOn) and if the constructs are taken from atheoretical
workk communication (regardless of how representative or expert in, the
judgment of ally specific individual), the requirements are'rnet for an exercise
that will providethe desired test and demonstration.

One final word of caution may be in order. This exercise of applying
constructs necessarily involves the fre4uent use of communication terms as
substitutes for theater terms or at least for terms with which theater scholar
are more familiar. CoMmunication scholars should not infer from thrs that
theater icholars have no means of dealing with these concepts, indeed,
communication scholars must be sensitive to possible distortions created in
the attempt to match one set of terms with another set of concepts. Theater
scholars, on the other hand,should not jump to the conclusion that familiar
ideas are simply being expresgd in novel (and often awkward) ways, the need
rather is to remain open to any iiii't es in which novel ideas about familiar
elements are stimulated by the diffe nrco ions that accompany (and in
other contexts give nse to) t esfunfami liar terms.

For present pu es I shall confine my considtra,tion III al

"Asian the to the theaters of those countries that have expiPlenced t e
fulle t theatrical development. India, China, and Japan.'s Since these the-

Waters differ from one country to another and there are differences within each
country. the label "Asian theater" must be accepted as dealing with cots

t- monalities '6 I will also consider "traditional" theater as one handed on
through time by a society striving to preserve values and procedures from the
past. Such a view is consistent with anthropological" and

and
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fallacy we'cannot afford when dealing.with traditional theater forms t t are

usage d guards against fallaciously equating the traditional with the p ta

I in large measure contemporaneous. .

The Occidental seeking to appreciate and enjoy Oriental traditional theater
finds himself beset by many difficulties beyond the linguistic one. The
American who has become capable of responding enthusiastically to operas
presented in lang4ages he does not understand (a capallility not shared by
most Americans even when the language is English) is freqlently disthrbed in
seeking a comparable enthusiasm for Oriental theatcarby what he perceives to
be ear-rending s sragniiiiiiigfy slow movemend, boring repetitiveness,
in ter e interruptions in the story, and incomprehensible situations or
militivations. Yet he is told by some American theater scholars that this is an
exciting, dynamic, sophisticated thc4tcr'° and that traditional forms still
command a significant following.20 Help is needed to bridge the gap between
where the Occidental theatergoer finds himself as a consequence of his own
it damn and experiences an here he would like to be when he seeks toslorectatc.

Asian tljratcr..This, `help may be provided by considering such
concepts as assthenc meaning, social function, and theatrical interisity.21 "" "j

)i
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Use of the term aesthetic meaning, simply implies that the pleasurable
response involved in an art experience can be described, for the memberof a
theater audience in this case, as a response to the symbolic behavior of the
artists The behavior is symbolic bec se its impact derives not'merely from
itself but from its referents. The hand esture of the Indian dancer, the color
patterns of a Peking Opera "painted-face" make-up, the position and move-
ment of the Kabuki actor's fan, a symbols or "event- data" offered on the
assumption that the audience me rs will achieve the necessary "trans-

,
rrnatron of event-data into information. "22 But to the extent that "com-

munication always occurs in the receiver,"23 the transformation, the per-:
cerved meaning, the response, will vary from one audience member to
another. In short, the aesthetic meaning will difrik from one ludience
Member to another not because of any deficiencies of the amp but as a
simple consequence of the nature of the communicative process. The artist

/aesthetic

himself, thefefore, seeking not so much to project a meaning Sr an
taesthenc impact inherent in his material or himself but rather to limit the

range of response variations among those he strivegb\stimulate. The audience
member desiring stimulation, ir...ttim., seeks not so much to 4chieve an
awareness of the artist's "true and Sin e." message as tit maximize his own
capacity to be responsive within airly narrow range to the implications of
the artistic symbolism. `_ , i

What is of special importance here is that such implications are derived in
large measure from the-U.14v contexts or worlds within.which artist and
audience live. If "the world 'and our conceptions of it co-determine etch
other,"24 the range of responses will become narrowed to the degree that the

'various audience members live in similar worlds, and the range will seem
satisfactory to the artist(s) or critic(s)-to the degree that thesetvorlds are
siziJorto the world(s) of the artist(s) or critic(s). Left to-their own devices,
human beings confronting the variety of experiences and circumstances of a
normal lifetime would seem doomed to fail in any attempt to shape similar
worlds for themselves. To get a similarity of worlds close enoughthat is, a
range of responses sufficiently limited to satisfy the artist and criiicwould
seem like an impossibility. As Thayer suggests, ' he purpose of a humap

crrkorganization is to accomplish ends which are oth Ise impossible," 25 how-
sever, and the human organization we designate as a culture or a socreoi.does,
/in fact, tend to shape and limit 'Elie circumstances of human life soXas to
create a certain similarity in the worlds of its mem ers.'

This shaping and limiting is intensified when t e society is traditionalnot
only because 'it takes place and works its effects over a longer period of time
and through a greater number of generations b t also because of the rein-
corcement it provides to the desirability of pe tuating familiar patterns.
ikny studenLof theater can readily assert his clear ognttion (shared by his

.1 4-A
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predecessors for centuries) that a theater art must be understood in relation
to its cultural context. ,In actuality, however, the assertion is far more evident
than is the recognition. Many students of theater read (and re encouraged to
read) nothing but theater books. A surprising numb of theater people
understand English history only as it has come to them in the works of
Shakespeare: Of those who would learn about Asian theater far too many are

,content with a glossary of names, dates, and technical terms (particularly if
well illustrated)exhibiting a point of view akin to those who might accept
the memorization of a dictionary as pruvidmoufficient mastery of a foreign

guage. In practical production activities numerous directors and actorsI

rhaps a majority) will ascribe lack of the proper aesthetic impact--as they
e defiried itto the inadequacies of the audience, many trims will clarify

the "meaning" the audience failed to appreciate, and designers often assume
their on sensitivity to color, line, and mass as being either similar to the
sensitivities of most other people (an assumption not usually based on real
eidence) or else similar to those members of the audience possessing good
taste ("good" meaning comparable to their omit and implying no studied
concern for the tastes of those not so blessed).

Before proceeding further I would pause to reflect on how the discussion
has just progressed from a shift in terminology to reconceptualizations and
possibr: insights- The theater scholar undoubtedly strained at the translation
of "symbolic gestures, make-up, and movement" into "transformation of
event-data into information".and the communication scholar should recog:,
nize that something was lost in the translation. What was gained, however,
was a casting of the theatrical active into the communication framework

, and, as a consequence, a view of the vi in communicative dimensions.
This resulted in a focus on individual response differences as a natural and
unavoidable part of the interaction process in the theater. Such a focus may
seem "common sense" when identified but it is not common in the theater
where the normal emphasis is on stimulus rather than response and where
even ambiguity is conceived generally as the consequence of a deliberate
decision on the part of the artist (playwright, director, designer, actor) to
project multiple meanings. With this focus on response differences, the
possibility was suggested of viewing audience behavior as variations within a
conditioned range of responses and the cultural or social context was seen as
a a: nditioning mechanism-with ir tional cultures or societies recognized as

conditioning impact. This line of thoughting particularly, strong in the
has led to a perception- of the importance of social context quite different
from that of most theater scholars and practitioners who feel more at home
in the "allied" ields of art, literature, and philosophy than in the "more
remote" fields of story, social psychology, and sociology.

If clarity feg ding aesthetic meaning is not merely the result oNsserting

-.41
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the significance of cultural context ut reflecfs spore profound theoretical
acceptance of the concept that co unicanon occurs in a receiver who
responds within the communication si ation on the basis of his conceptions
of the world in which lives, what at'e the implications for the Occidental
student of Asian theater? Since the theater production strives to narrow the
range of variation in the aesthetic responses, it should be useful to inquire
into the methods by Muth this narrowing occurs in traditional Asian theater.
Three factors come to mind. One already. suggested is the rigid structuring of
*society rhatylimits the experiences and shapes the knowledge and attitudes
of its members. This is a factor a theater cannot control but can exploit.
Those who would understand such exploitation must determine the nature of
the experiences, knowledge, and attitudes fostered by a particukar_suciety.
Those who would share the responses of the audience in such a theater must
achieve a capacity to play the role of being limited by just such experiences,
knowledge, and attitudes. A study of the theater itself will provide a valuable
key to these elements but it is not sufficient. The assumptions made within
the theater will be often incomprehensible, at best vague, and at times
misleading to one who comes merely as an outsider.26 For example, nothing
within the play itself indicates why separated lovers of a Bunraku or Kabuki
play coriffrnt--suiude rathor than simply defy their parents or go off to set up
housekeeping in another village. Lacking this understanding, the plot seems
contrived and the characters unsympatheticperceptions obviously not
shared by the deeply mbved Japanese audience.

A second factor is conditioning through social reinforcementwhich the
theater can do in its own right. The, traditional theater of Asia repeats not
only plays but production techniques. The newcomer in the audience is

conditioned by the response behavior of those around him, is reinforced by
the frequent experience of very similar responses, and in turn repeats these
response as part of later audiences conditioning other newcomers. The
Kabuki scene that will be interrupted by the "nick-of-time" appearance of
the death-defy ing hetorows in emotional cxutement only partly because of
its own internal conflicts, the t:t nsions within the audience grow in intensity
out of all proportion to what is happening on ,the stage' because everyone
knows,thG inierruption that will come. The awesome hush as thousands wait,
the riveted attention on the area where the bridge from the stage out into the
audience disappears from view (behind the curtain at the back of the
auditorium or out of,sight under.a projecting balcony), the sense of excite-
ment that fills the theater when the rattle of rings on rod indicates the
whipping aside of the- curtain, the sighs and shouts of satisfaction from the
audience when the voice pf strong, courageous manhood calls out, "Wait a

.moments" arc all products`jr co'nchtioning." line again intellectual compre-
hension is not sufficient. The serious student of Asian thater has no Alterna-

3
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122 Rhetoric an Communication

nye abut to participate an the, conditioning process to the poidt of being,
.2 himself, conditioned.

A third factor meriting consideration is the bypassing of distracting sym-
bolism. This dominates a great deal of Oriental art and is obviously a
significant part of Western art, although not common to the theater, in Asian
theater it is widespread and particularly apparent in the dance. The bypassing
process 'consists simply (in the description of it) of dealing directly with an
artist's response rather than with the object or situation that triggered the
response. The artist's response of serenity or terror to a landscape or seascape,
for example, does not lead him to stimulate comparable responses of serenity
or terror by bringing (as a person) the viewer to the scene or (as an ayeist) the
scene to the viewer. In either case, with communication a function of the
receiver, the artist has relatively little control over the response. The artist has
more ebntrol over the response if (through his art) he brings the viewer the
serenity or terror itselfborrowing from his own perce "'Ong of the reality
only such elements as he considers useful in symbolize not the scene but his
response to the scene. This process is greatly facili red by the evolution of
conventions` that provide clarity. Such conventions, of course, run counter to
the concern far realism that has parked th development of the Western
theater tradition through most of its hist . The same concern for (or at
least interest in) realism is apparent in Asi theater28 but the traditionalforms
have vigorously maintained the artis validity of the nonrealistiC21and
there has never been any reluctance tglrifix.the realistic and the nonrealistic. For
the Western student of Asian theater/this creates a clear necessity to learn the
conventions and to exercise ara'imaginatiVe flexibility for which his past
theatrical experiences may not have prepared him.

The social function of theater...is manifold and will be considered here only
in part. The sense of "togetherness" deri,d from tie interaction between
audience and artists and among membersvof an audielnce gives to the theater
participant a greater consciousn of community, perhaps, than he can
achieve frotn any other art. . ne people, indeed, derive from the theater
more than from any other aspect of their lives a feeling of relatedness, of
kinship, of group identity. Most students of theater would express. this as
involving shared emotions, of having a good (pr sad) time together. On a
sophisticated level the theater student can explore audeasefacilitation and
intensification. Another approach (perhaps provocative because It leads to
less familiar areas) is avai ble through a consideration of "into ion."
Certain pssages off, i114yer are parueularly relevant here. A r indicating
the hu n need to stabilize the relationship betweek the self-concept and the

concept, he suggests three levels at which this relationship is sought. At
the intrapersonal level the_individual achieves "the integrate

psyChological system", as a consequence of_co. g "established
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(or desired) state relationships" with what he can perceive of his environ
menu: At the interpersonal level individuals establish relationships and main-
tain them to the degree that the behavior facilitated by these relationshqI is
,perceived "in some mutually acceptable way." At the organizational level the
"integrative functions are provided in part by bureaucratization, procedural'.
zation, institutionalization, etc." and "the necessary integrative mechanisms
become imbedded in" the "literature, art, folklore ... and institutional prac-
tices."

Particularly pertinent to the theater is the concept that "whatever it is that
the members of large social systems separately partake of ip corronon is a
potential vehicle for the integrative functions of communication which in
turn link then together culturally."3° In this sense the theater serves as the
housing for an "integrative mechanism" providing, especially if the theater is
traditional, the necessary "proceduralization" and "instttutionalization." The
traditional Asian theater, then, may open up more readily to the student who
approaches it with an awareness of its identity as a social institution with a

'social function. This particular social institution, because of? formal organ- -
intion and its overt commitment to procedures, may be expected to carry
out vigorously the task any social institution must undertake as a simple
consequence of its identitythe perpcatron of the value system of the
society that creates and nourishes it. The implications of this view of theater'
for the general theater student re obvious. Among them is the theoretical
assertion ( readily open to vestigation and testing) that zthe ,theater is
essentially conservative, that "theaters of revolt" Cannot really,exist, and that
what theater historians and critics often describe by such "activist" terms arc
the social institutions of sublcultures, committed to perpetuating value
system of the subculture, and so overwhelm gly narrow in their appeal
(communicatively involving almost no "outsi e people") as to be not so

' much attitude-changing as reinforcing and ell n ritualistic. Another-implica-
tion of _this view of the particularly Institut' al nature of theater is that the
student of traditional Asian theater shou not be overly concerned about
what may seem at first to be so sort of "social deficiency", the theater
student rather than the traditiona artist may have mispercerd the theater's
potential for social protest.31_

Another conce o be tou ed upon with profit is that of tbeatrwal
ioenstty. Theatrical artist 11 traditions strive not only fora communica- .
nye relationship with an audience but for the involvement of the audience in
this relationship to a maximum degree. A common way to refer to this is to
speak of seeking an impact at as high a level of intensity as possible. Asian
traditional theater may be distinguished by, or better understood through a
consideration of, the extremely high priority It gives to the achievement of
intensityas evidenced by the price it pays and the methods it employs. In

or
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this regard, thinking of communication in d'!game" sense may be profitable.
"Intercommunication is a universal, pervasive game, in which statements
arbitrarily representing states of our separate ences, are offered and
accepted (or not). Our willingness to accept- the cOnventional meanings of
words is our entry fe into tb game. If each participant follows the rules of
the game, we say they 'communicate with' each Other."32 Thayer's observa-
tion is particularly Applicable if (1),we include in our.undertanding of the
term "words" any element in the rich vocabulary of the theater. gesture,
posture, music, light, color, and the like, and (2) we recognize "statements"
as being any manifestation of the" ates" of.our existences and not merely
those that are verbal, linguistic tterances."

To the extent that the vocabulary employed to achieve the manifestation
is both highly conventional and unlike bur normal, already learned vocabu-
lary, the entry fee into the game is a high one, in this sense, the traditional
Asian theater "player" must pay a much higher price than those who play
most other theater games. The high cost of this theater's commitment to
intensity, however, is even more obvious and expensive in the restrictions
placed on the performers "The intangible 'dues' that one 'pays' to belong'
to any organization, are basically, his abdication of certam degrees of free-
dom to choose, to determintomore or less independeAtly when and how to
behave, etc. To belong to any organization, an individual must give up certain

s choices, that he might make about the what, the when, the how, the-how I

much, etc., of his taskor of his role-related behavior. This is his organiza-
tOnal contract."33 The unwillingness or the inability to sign such a, "con-
tract" is precisely the reason sonic artists of high literary talent have avoided
writing for the theater or failed in then attemims to do so. In forms as
traditional as those undtr consideration in Asia, the "contract" is particularly
demanding and places tremendous limitations on the performing artist. The
demands are so pervasive and clear that the theaters tend to be director-free,
each performer seeks to shape his artistic behavior by doing what has been . k

handed down to him from past generations in ways also handed down front"-1
past generations. The result is a discipline far more demanding of tinge,
concentration, and personal commitment than most theater artists of the
Occident are accustomed to (or even, perhaps, capable of)34 and a limitation
upon "degrees of freedom" many Occidental artists interpret as a lack of',
creativity. In short, theater artists,tramed in the European and mzefican
traditions would frequently refuse to pay the dues involved eve if member-
ship were offered. ..k.....-

We can better understand the motivation for paying this high price (and-......_....

rid ourselves of the nuvaken notion that traditional arts are not creative) by
considering the compensatory rewar4f- intensity. The psychological factors of
attention are such that human beings, including theater audiences, willlocus

..,

,
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more on the novel than pn the familiar provided the novel is perceived within
framework facilttates relating it to something meaningful. To what

does an audience attend in a theater 'situation where almost everything is
familiaro4as a consequence of many Previous repetitions? On the other hand,
on what does a Performer focus in a theater situation where* most of what he
performs has been so frequently repeated as to be automatic? As suggested
earlier, vivification is derived from the build-up and satisfattion of anticipa-
tions based on familiarity with the material. More significantly, however, this
theater situation Kosides an opportunity for a sharpness of focus never
possible in our modern theaters. The actor wastes no time on gaining insights
and polishing techniques.that are' part of what he has already brought to the
role many times in the past. The audience Member wastes no energies trying
to puzzle out character motivations or plot complications nor in seeking to
guess the outcome before it is resealed. The performer's focus is much less on
what to do than on doing it as Well as possible. The audience's focuS is much
less on sausfying curiosity as to what will'happen than on being saturated in
the happening of it. The concept of saturation may describe the performer's
Activity also since, obviously, his focus on "doing well" is advanced- far
beyond the level of conscious attention to technique.

SuCh a situation would seem to maximize the potential for Intense experi-
ences. Within such a situation, also, the artistic and human sensittvities and
expressive talents that necessarily- distinguish one artist from another-and the
human (as opposed to' machine) nature of the artist that necessarily distm:,-
guishes one performa6e from another,hy the ape artist-will result in subtle
changes. Within these subtleties lies the creative 'genius of the artist of the
traditional Asian theater. Because they are presented to an audience familiar
with all the,:norms from which the deviations are made, they can be tremen-
dously powerful in their impact./The implication of this for the student of
traditional Asian theater is that,he cannot possibly)ssess or even perceive tlf
variation until he has become family,r with the norms. In a purely artistic (as

"'distinguished from scholarly) sense a traditional art cannot be properly
vperienced except by those who-at least in the role of "game-player"-can
place themselves within the tradition. For this, too; a price must be paid. .

The expressed purpose' ofihis explorationrwas to demonstrate the pos-
sibility of relating theoretical communication constructs to theoretical the-
ater constructs.- Such a relationship having been made, the focus would
necessarily change' if the exploration continued bey,ond this point. The
motivation for the explorati was to persuade but, in the last analysis, it is
the reader who must det mine whether anything new was stimulated in the
way of intuitive insight's, ways of looking at 'specific practices, testable
hypotheses, or areas for further investigation. I can make ,this determination
for myself, of co rse, there may be merit in identifying efew of the elements

13O
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4 'stimulated in my Zo,Vn ,,tfinkuig, I am.moved, for example, to reject the

41, ., ,.
typical, method, of teachnig theitEr history (relatively independent of social
and f ultuTI:cimitext). I :c4isider it helpful to look-a development of the

period
.apptecia,tion of r paparticular theater as a ptocess fir seeking to share the

limitations of expertl enc4, knowledge, and attitudes that shaped the responses
. Xi iof the audiences bf that period. I find'riumerous hypotpeses that merit testing

through ,uite: d!Verie Methods. I could 'hypothesizeUs already mentioned
`that so-called "tlaters of revolt" are basically reinforcing agencies com-
mitted tO'tha already formulated value system of a subculture. I could also

,; hypothesizeto provide a quite different examplethat a successful costume
designer,has taste preferences regarding,color, line, and style closely akin to
the taste pteferencei\ of a large majority of the people among whom he is
,conSitlVsucc6ssful.',I ain'attracted by the value of investigating further the
degree to which enthu'siasts ol,traditilirill performing arts aresensittve to
variations in the performance. For'me, in other words, an exploration of the
relationship between theater andcOmmunication is stimulating and fruitful.

. My realization of this imi3els me to emphasize the need to go beyond the..,
. \ .unayoidably'rtificial meChanisms; of the exercise just concluded. The real\ \ need is for ar, t,increasin number of theater scholars to develop a sound

13. ,
1onOntation tb communication theory and for an increasing number of comb

I . O . 0
0 % munication sal-r mars to d4elop an active concern for artistic communication...
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p. X96. Admittedly the organization: enables people to perform "specialized
tasks" possibly -accentuating differences but ,thc "fit together" of thesNasks pl-ovides a
commonality of identity, goal, and values. P .

26. Relevant it this is the Japanese designation of foreigners as min (outside,people). t
27. A partial Comparison can be drawn to the experienbe of seeing 3 sell -liked film

for the second or third time; here, too, knowledge and anticipation of what is about to
' occur often colors the.reiponse to preceding scenes.

28. Note the "refinements" of 'the puppets in rapanese Bunraku.
29,This is obvious in thf battle scenes of Kabuki, the narrative and dance elements in ,

Nbh and in Indian folk theater, and the staging techniques of.Peking opera.
30. Thayer, Communication andCommunicatioh Systems, pi:1240-242..
31. The proper orientation, on this point may well be essential to an appreCiation of oq

the "agit-prop" theater'of China; few outcries, against this theater's methods of changing
" attitudes' will be heard from dtbse who do *not consider its main objective to be the

'dinging of actinides. As Thayer, ibid.,#p. 137, expresses it, "how one measures
communication effectiveness will largely determine what he attempts to Communicate
and how he goes about it."0

,32. and, p. 90.
33. lbid.ns. 97.. if

' 34. The Peking,operi ?,etor,"for example, 'typically trains intensively (the concentra-
.

don being suchothat he is nritmally equipped to enter no other walk of life when his
schooling is 'finished) for. about eight years starting at the age of eight.
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and a Problem of Unceraily
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litroduction ' vs',. . .. . . -
,It Most scholars today regardWiilhelm Wundt as the firstrxperimental psycholo-

gist. As Edwin Boring put it, "We gill him., the 'fouttcler' of experimental
psychology ... [for], he .promoted the idea of psliology as an independent

'N.,, science and ... he is the senior among.`psytholotists."," Wundt's Beitiage
zur Timor:oder Smnestvabrnehmung, published between 1858, and 142, has

'. -
some 'claim to being the beginning of 'experimental psychology." 2 ayet

1.
nearly a century earlier, a criticlue by no less a thinker titan Immanuel Kant

f,appeared which struck at the very possibility an 'experimetital psychology.
Chiefly through a comparison to physic; and heniistrp,. Kant argAid chat,
Psychology could not. claim to be a science in the strictest scrim. i\thong
other things; Kant hall,ita've dubts abdut subjecting human beings to the,

O expenmentation 'appropriate \for'scientific purposes. "Observatipn in itself,".
said Kant, "changes and distorts the condition of the 'observed subject. "3

What is striking about this statement is less its wisdom than its prescience.
It was not until 1927 that Werner Heisenberg formulated his famous, and
analogous, "principle of uncertainty" for Physics.4 It was later still that suite.

-..i
a principle gained wide recognition in psychology and in the social 'and
behavioral sciences generally, chiefly as the result of.the wock'of,,such men as
Martin Orne and Donald Campbell. Comparatively littl'e has appeared in print'

' dealing with a principle of uncertainty in speech communication experimen-
tation. The purpose of this essay, therefore. is to explore one of the major ,
problems posed by the operation of such a principle in speech communica-
tion experimentation, to suggest some solutions to it, and to eyalUate some of
the legal and ethical problems posed bythege solutions,' ,-

1. 3
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, Problems Posed by a Principle of Uncertainty .

Immanuel Kant's concern about the distortion of experimental subjects by
the very act of observation, did not extend to the nonbehavioral sciencesAs

.Werner Heisenberg was later to show, however, the nature 'of the universe
may make it impossible to avoid this distortion regardless of the nature of the
observed: In his well-known example, Heisenberg postulated a hypothetical

.--microscope so pverful as to enable an electron to 4; seen. He then proposed
a situation in which a physicist tries to determine the position and velocity of
a moving electron with this device. In Order for the physicist now to
illuminate the electron, he must use gammi`radiation,since an electron is
smaller than the wave length either of regular light or of X rays. It is at just
this points Heisenberg noted, that a serious problem arises. In harmony with
the photoelectric effect, one would predict that a lighi wave, and therefore
certainly a higher-frequency gamma ray, would deflect a moving electron;
Remy, the act of observing its position alters the velocity of the electron.
Heisenberg-was able to show that another effect also applied. As one mea-
sures its velocity more accurately, the electron's position becomes more
unttain.5' It, appears, therefore, that regardless of the. retnements of ',his
observational techniques, man, may be confronted with an irreducible amount
of uncerminty.in4is universe. , -

The problem-of uncertainty in the social and behavioral sciences, althOugh r
different from that in Heisenberg's world of subatomic pheifbmena,6 is
acthe: There arc, first, no measuring instruments so refined as the electron
microscope, and, second, human behavior is supply not as predictable as
physical'behavior. "It has long been recognized,'; writes Martin Orne,'"that
certain-differences will exist between the types of experiments-conducted in
the physical sciences and those in the behavioral sciences4ecause the former
investigates a universe of inanimate objects and forces, whereas the latter
deals with animate, often thinking, conscious subjects."' Experimentation
with human subjects, to be sure, has grown extraordinarily in thig cehtury,
and this growth is closely correlated with the development .of refined statis-
mai methOds, experimental designs, and measuring instruments. Even with
human subjects, it

ais
,now possible to handle cogently large amounts of

complex data andto control maity variables which might otherwise influence
the variables under study. UnfOrtun'ately, it,is at just the juncture where a
reasonable degree of control has been achieved by the experimenter that
there emerges the eyen "more formidable and perhaps ultimately insolvable

-problem of uncertainty suggested by Kant. In the very attempt to exercise
control over irrelevant variables, the experimenter may chahe hes subjects'
behaviof m important, but unkrIown,ways

fl
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As Orne notes, it is quite improper to assume that any ddµ n is "a pass
sive responder to stimuli."8 Indeed, "one of the basic eirarac 'sties of
the human being is that he will ascribe purpose .and meaning even the
absence of purpose and meaning."9 Orne also points to the rather high st s

enjoyed by experimentation in the eyes of most potential subjects an
reasons that, in an experimental situation, a human subject may well see "it
as his task to ascertain the true purpose of the experiment and respond in a
manner which will support the hypotheses being tested."1° Reactivity effects
Is the usual designation for such inductions. It should be emphasized, of'-
course, that they need not only have the purpose of supporting the experi-
menter's hypotheses but Of denying tliem as well. Clearly, neither purpose is
desirable, but to

reactivity
matters worse hehavioral scientists have such little

knidcrstanding of reactivity 'effects that they are as yet unable to relate eiiher

. purpose to specific circumstances except in quite limited instances.
Reactivity effects are but one of a number of variables which contribute to

experimental invalidity and, hence, to uncertain outcomes. One group ach

variables is most likely to affect the Internal. validity of an expert t.
Internal validity has Co do with whether or not the experimenter's treatments
had any -effect on his subjects. Variables such as fatigue on the part of a 0

subject, unreliability 'on the part of a judge in an evaluative task, and learning
by a subject which may transfer .fiom one testing situation to another are

_.......____examples of sources of internal invalidity. Reactivity effects belong to a
-St cond group of variables which is most likely to affect the external validity
or generalizability of an experiment. Other such variables are sampling effects

- '4nd the levels of confidence attained in statistical tests. ii
O

.

One type of reactivity effect stems from the role-selechOn kind of be-
halior'2 which. Orne believes typifies most research situations. He relates the
followin using example of such behavior. "A number of casual acquaint-
ances aver asked whether they would do the experimenter a fav*or, on their
acquiescen , they were asked to perform five push-ups. Their response
tended to c amazement, incredulity and the question 'Why ?' Another similar
group of individuals were asked whether they would take part in an experi-
nient of brief duration. When they 'agreed to do so, they too were asked to
perform five push -ups. Their typical response-was 'Where?' "13 Aware that
rs a participant in a scientific study and, perhaps further, that a respected
wstaution, a university say, has provided facilities and funds to support the
research, a subject may actively seek t4 give the experimenter "what he is
looking for:" The problem, of course; is. that the subject has' usually been

given so little information about the nature of the study in an effort to
prevent his induction of its purposes that even .his best guess has only,
chance probability of being correct.' If the 'experimenter has deliberately
deceived his subjects, then.their, guesses are even less likely to be correct.

, 4 1
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Even if these.suo were correct, it would be undesirable for the subject to
alter hisbehavior to ease" the ekperimenter. If the subject does4-thil, the
fiOings Of the -experim Aran only be generaliziii, to other such experi-
mental situations. Perhaps, o e other hand, the'stitiject chooses to guess
the expeEijnentefs intent with a vie-- ;Ward wieckingthe4tudy. Obviously,
experimenters can Only rarefy know in whit ser of these behaviors their
subject are indulging.

A fevfireais ago, the writer administered two forms of a semantic differ-
ential id r groupof international students from Central and South America.
The two forms were the same except that, the firstone was in Spanish and the
second was ins English. During the administration of the second form, several
of tfie students asked if they were expected to give responses whichwere the
sameas they gave on the first form. They were assured that their responses on
the two forms need not bear any relationship to eaqi other. In conversation
after the testing saston, however, the students' remarks made it apparent that
they had not fully believed these as:suranees.41he similarity ber.Veen the two
forms and their previous experiences with testing made it difficult to believe
biherwise. As Orne says, "it becomes apiempirical issue to study under what
circumstances, in what kind of experimental Contexts, and with what kind of
subject populations, demand characteristics becore significaht.m deterznining.
the behavior of subjects in experimental situations.4

Another reactivity effect is a type of regression stemming from the effects
of measurement on the variable under scrutiny. These effects are perhaps best
illustrated in a met-hodologicar study by William Brooks.',; kn comparing the
_effects of two different-experimental designs for measuring attitudes, Brooks
found that, in the ope utilizing a pretest, followed -.by a pergiasivesPeech
treatment, then by a posttest, attitude shict'of any kind"Appeared to be
inhibited. In the design nwhiCh did not utilize i pretest, an.attiAide shift in
favor of the poMtion advocated in thoi treatment speech occurred which was
significant beyond the :01 le;e1-of confidence. This kipd of regression'effect
is one of the oldest, apd best-documented sources of uncertainty in die
researchiter4ttire.'t -I .

In speech eommtfnication:situations, it may be possibJe to explain pretest
.offects on attitudes 4.s a commitment. phenomenon When a subject marks an
'attitude scale prior to hearing a-speech dealing with that attitude, he coinmits
himself and thus makes any shift of attitude less likely than it might
otherwise hive been.'7 Whatever tt4 explanation, however, somvuncertainty
must remain. There might be experimental trealent variables, for example,
which also inhibit attitude chOge, and the effects of these would be con-
founded with the regression effects. In addition, the pretest variable might
interact in some situations with the rolerselection variable to foster attitude
change As recent issues of the professional journals in speech communication

t
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indicate, however, the use of pretests has by no means entied. An examination
of volumes,353.nd 36 of Speech Mo.nographi, far example, reveals that all of
the elCven research studies dealing with ittitude change utilized a pretest.

A Gnal,,although by no means the only' other, reactivity effect results from
1),c response set The writer's most frequent experiences with this phenome-
kist invorve the occasional subject who always marks the center position on a
semantic differential scale or who patterns his markings by -systematically
alternating between the two most extreme positions." Another, and fortu-
nately rarer, "subject" is the student who patterns his responses in some
fashion on a multiple choice examination." To one who has encountered
such responSe sets, however, little emphasis needs to be placed on the
problem of uncertainty which they pose.ln even the most obvious instances,
there is a small trace of doubt left as the experimenter discards the suspect
data.

-Solutions to the Problem of Reactivity Effects

While research proceeds, as it should, on the nature and significance of
reactivity effects and other sources -of both internal and external invalidity,
there is, in the meantime, ani urgent need for avoiding or minimizing the
uncertainty which is assocqted with these variables. The most promising
techniques yet advanced for accomplishing these purposes appear to be
so-called unobtrusive otnonreactive measures. The use of measures which are
made without a subject's awareness makes it much more feasible to conduct
the remainder of ah experiment unobtrusively, although it is no guarantee of
the latter. All of these measures, then, eliminate the subject's awareness that-
he is being tested and minimize his awareness of anything at all unusual at
work. For those readers who are fans of the mystery noveLespecially of the
Sherlock Holme3 variety, several aamples of unobtrusive "measurement"
will come immediately to mind. Webb and his colleagues relate the following
instance:

The singular Sherlock Holmes had been reunited with his old friends Dr.
Watson ... and both walked to Watson's newly acquired office. The
practice was located in a -auplex of two physician's suites, both of
which has [sic] been for sale. No doubt sucking on his calabash,
Ilqlmes summarily told Watson thet he had mad a wise choice in
purchasing the practice that he did, rather than the one on the other
side of the duplex. The data? The steps Were more worn on Watson's
side than on his competitor's.2°

Holmes was using a physical trace, in particular an indication of erosion, on
which to base his compliment.21 Other physical traces might indicate actre-
Zion, as in the familiar case of the accumulation of trivia in a home the longer
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a family occupies it. In speech communication expenmentation, one might
count the number of signs, placards, and the like which are !eft on the ground
after political speeches in order to estimate the size of the audiences or
perhaps the aggressiveness of the different events' organizers. One might also
survey the television repair shops in a community to determine which tuning
strips, in the receivers being repaired, show the greatest amount,of wear as an
index of network viewirig preferences.

It is obvious, though, that such measures as these are by no means
unequivocal or fully adequate. More people at a political rally might keep
'their signs if a march is scheduled following the speech than if a speaker is
whistle- stopping, and factors such as the age of a, receiver and tke quality of
the contacts obviously influence tuning-stnp wear. Moreover, physical traces
are rather gross indicators even of the phenomena for which they are
appropriate It is very difficult, for example, to imagine a discriminating
physical trace measure of attitude. Although physical traces are certainly
unobtrusive or nanreactive, they are fortunately not necessarily more so than
some other measures As Webb and his colleagues note, "physical-evidence
data are off the main track for most psy chological and sociological re-
search:"22

A second ty pe of unobtrusive measure is the use of ar'chives.23 Historians
and spee0 critics, of courk, use archives as sources of data. The analysis of
speeches themselves is a use of archives, Experimenters may utilize such
public'recoAs as census reports, birth notices, voting return's,. employment
statistics, consumer price indexes, and so on as means of classification-or
sampling In studies of_ radio listening, televison viewing, and advertising
effectiveness, there is a particularly widespread use of such demographic
Archival evidence may also be the measure of effectiveness for expenmentaT
treatments The voting records of a precinct in which a persuasive speaking
campaign was conducted might be compared, for example, to a similar one in
which .4 house-to-house doorbell-ringing campaign was pursued. With such a
measufe as voting records would afford, it should be quite easy to keep
experimental treatments disguised. The use of archival, as well as of physical
trace data, might have the desirable additional effect of removing speech
communication expenmenianon from the relatively confining environs of the
university classroom. Again, however, archives do not yield wholly unequivo-
cal or adequate data, even though they eliminate reactivity effects-Although
less so than physical traces, they are also off the main track for most social
and behavioral research. -

Two other types of unobtrusive measures, simple observation and con-
trived observation, appear to be the most appropriate techniques for the
needs of social and behavioral rescarch.24: A speech clinician may obtain a
record of a child's phoneme substitutions simply by asking the child to tell
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about his most exciting experience. The writer has analyzed the classroom

.speeehet and group discussions of unkerSity students in an effort to deter-.,.
mine whether or not the two different situations affect the frequency and the
type of,hesitations which occur in thcm.25 In these examples, the measures
themselves afe quite different. In the one case, the measure isa42,12,cineme
inventory, while in the other it is a tabulation of nonfluencies. The avenue of
measurement, simple observation, is the same in both however. In-the first
example, thhobservermuit be careful to.disguise the fact 'a4t a record of
some sort is ling .rnadein order to insure that the measure is nonreactive.
This may be accomplished with i small hand counter,'by placing the child out
of the line-of vision of the observet's pencil and paper notations, and so On.
In the second case, the use of a tape recorder to,facilitate the observation ,

. _
. was, in a serise, obtrisive, but the satdehts Were accustomed both to 'oral

performances and to being tape recorded.
,..- ' Simple observation is somewhat more likely to produce reactivity effects

than either physical trace 'or archival methods. More attention, therefore,
mustbe given to insuring its unobtnisiveness. This is rather a modest pnce to
pay for a substantial increase'in the validity and the adequacy of measure-
ment over the previously discussed techniques. In view, of the rather extensive,
controversy over the apparent disparity between attitude change apd behavior
change and the speech communication experimenter's nearly exclusive con-
cern with the former, perhaps the wider use of simple observation would
serve also to corregl a certain scholarly myopia.

Perhaps the most extreme type of unobtrusive measure is contrived obser-
vation. It exemplifies the most rigorous attempt to guard against reactivity
stemming from measurement. The element which distinguishes contrived
observation from simple observation is the use of hidden measuring instru-.
Merits The most notorious examples of such instrumentation arc perhaps the
"bugging" of a diplomat's hotel suite with concealed microphones, telephone
wiretapping, and the "candid camera" of television prograr fame. The writer
recently directed a doctoral dissertation which illustrates the use of contrived
observation in a speech communication experiment.26 The experimenter was
interested in the degree to which university student public speakers exhibit
linguistic nonimmediacy2 7 when speaking extemporaneously before three
kinds of audiences The independent variables oy education status and speaker
awareness of audience composition were used in selecting an audience of all
peers, one of peers arid superiors with no warning to the speakers that the
latte ould be present, and one of peers and supenors with prior warning. A
vid otape recorder was concealed from the speakers' and the audiences' view,
and each experimental treatment was recorded in full. Later, typescripts of
each speech were ahalyzed by the experimenter for several kinds of linguistic
nonimmediacy. The hidden instrumentation made it possikle for the entire
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experiment to be conductecNithout the knowledge of either the speakers or
their -audiences. It also freed the experimenter from the duress, as in some
types of simple observation, of keeping his notes or recording surreptitiously
thioughout the experiment.

Contrived observation is likely to call more upon an experimenter's in-
genuity an financial resources than most of the other nonreactive measures.
Further ore, it may often require the cooperation of confederates, each of
whom' is a potential "leak" of information which is crucial to keeping the
experiment unobtrusive. In the experiment on linguistic nonimmediacy, con-
federates were required to operate the videotape recorder. Contrived observa-
tion does, hough, seem to. have the greatest potential for overcoming the
effects of reactivity and for avoiding the problems of equivocal and inade-
quate data. '"As .the experimenter's activity increases," say Webb and his
colleagues, ,tiowever,$ "and he achieves the gains of finer measurement and
cpntrol, the price, paid is the increased risk bf beincaught,'.'28 and that is
certainly a riska not lightly to be taken.

speech communication experimentation, especially, but also in social
and behavioral research generally, the use of unobtrusive ,measures is in its
infancy. This is partially. because of a lack of widespread awareness of the
problems of reactivity but perhaps more so because of the state of the art in
the development of such measures. At this point there simply;are no very
good unobtrusive measures of such crucial variables as personality, attitude,
source credibility, and the like available. With some of the unobtrusive
measures which are available, such as the counts of nonfluencies mentioned
earlier, some question remains about the temporal reliability of the observer's
judgment among other things. With counts of signs and placards left at the
site of a political rally, one might well question the validity of the measure.
Aware of all of the problems such as these, the most prolific advocates of
nonreactive research, stress the need to use several measures for each variable:
"Once a proposition has been confirmed by two or more independent
measurement processes, the uncertainty of its interpretation is greatly re-
duced. The most persuasive evidence comes through a triangulation of mea-
surement processes."29 Even where the experimenter feels that his only
recourse is to use a reactive measure, he can often supplement it with one or
more nonreactive ones. It may'happen that the measures, agree. Where they
do not, the differences will be virtually as important as each individual
finding, even where it is impossible to discery the causes of the differences.

(

Legal and Ethical Problems of Unobtrusive Measures

Some of the legal and ethical problems associated with nonreactive research
in the social and behavioral sciences are as importan for the experimenter as
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the strategic problems discussed above, however. For the nonexperimenter,
these problems nay well be of paramotnt importance. There has long been 1
tradition in speect} communication of ethical sensibility, and one would
expect this tradition to be as relevant to method as it is to theory. Recog-
nizing such an expectation, Webb and his colleagues write. "Some readers will
find none of the [unobtrusive) methods objectionable, others may find
virtually all of them open to ,question.... We do not feel able at this point

' to prepare 'a compelling ethical resolution of these complex issues. Nonethe-
less, we recognize the need of such a resolution... ."3° Probably few speech
communication experimenters would endorse research methods which are
supported by a questionable ethic, even to reduce an abhorrent uncertainty.

Although it is most often only tacitly admitted by experimentersrrocial,
and behavioral research of all kinds comes close to'infringing upon a subject's
right to privacy as it seeks to minimize uncertainty. With anything Itss than
full disclosure of the nature and purpose of his research, the experimenter
may obtain information which even a voluntary subject would not otherwise
provide Edward Shils believes that even the wost apparently harmless social
and behavioral research technique, the interview, probably often violates a

subject's riglt to privacy. Even though few interviews could be conducted
without an agreement with the interviewee, seldom do researchers disclose
the intent of their study except in the vaguest of tetras. Sometimes, inter-
viewers "deliberately falsify their roles . , . and tell less than the whole truth
or something quite Other than the truth in order to avoid arousing resistance
to the disclosure of the information sought."3' It is rather unlikely that,these
techniqUds do any palpable Harm to an interviewee. Moreover most people
would not be very sensitive to the ethical issues which they raise. For Shils,
however, individual self-determination is hindered by such tactics; and this
makes them quite unacceptable in most cases. "The mere existence of
consent," he argues, "does not exempt the social scientist from the moral
obligations of respect for another's privacy."32 From a pragmatic viewpoint,
the use of such deception as this may also create, if indeed has not already

.

created, another soacenf uncertainty. Orne writes:
, v ..

1

This problem [of tole-selection]. is implicitly recognized in the large
number of psychological studies which attempt to conceal the true
purpose of the experiment froth the subject in the hope of thereby
obtaining more reliable data. This maneuver on the part of psycholo-
gists is so widely known in the college population that even if a
psychologist is honest with the subject, more often than not he will be
distrusted. As one subject pithily put it, "Psychologists always lie!"
This bit of paranoia has some support in reality 33

Unobtrusive measures, to be sure, help to eliminate this kind of reactivity
effect, but they may not obviate Sluts's argument against deception, which
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the subject's remark above underscores. Although they are invaluable in
solving prOblems of uncertainty, unobtrusive measures may only aggravate
the )110 lem of deception. Some of them, especially contrived observation,
may also raise the ominous specter of an omniscient Big Brother. In order tek
evaluate the contribution of unobtnisive measures to these problems, one"
must begin with an examination of the basis of the right to privacy in a
democratic society.

It was Vance Packard who, in 1964, brought to the attention of the
general public many of 'the problems of diminishing privacy in the United
States.34 Although its evidence was largely anecdotal, .his book was a con-
vincing 'testament that ours is a naked society or is rapidly becoming one. To
give greater import to this observation. Packard noted tho American Civil
Liberties Union's statement that " 'a haninark of totalitarian societies is that
the people are apprehensive of being overheard or spied upon.' "35 Constitu-
tionally, an American's right to privacy is guaranteed in the Bill of Rights,
principally by the Fourth and, to a lesser extent, 'by the Fifth. Amendment.
The Fourth Amendment gives protection "against unreasonable searches and

seizures." The Fifth Amendtment exempts a person from' being "compelled in
any criminal case to be a witness against himself" and from being !`depnved
of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.", Unfortunately,
these amendments have never been so liberally interpreted as to be especially

' relevant to the more subtle aspects of privacy. They have brought about the
se'arcli warrant and have limited the use of such means of gathering evidence
as wiretapping The Supreme Court, however, has frequently favored the right
of the public to protection from criminals rather than the individual's right to
privacy when questionable means of gathering evidence have been at issue
before it. "From a libertarian's viewpoint," says Packard, "the Supreme
Court's record here kas been discouraging."36 This is a curious phenomenon,
indeed, in view of the Court's decisions in some oth.er areas, notably in cases
involving the taking of confessions and the admissibility of evidence.

With a rather equivocal position on the use of such electronic means as the
wiretap and the hidden microphone, one cannot reasonably expect Supreme
Court decisions to furnish principles with which to judge the experimenter's
use of unobtrusive measures. To make matters worse, there is also no
unequivocal statutory ,basis for such a judgment. Packard remarks that "in
general the legal checks are in a state of lamentable confusion, vagueness, or
neglect" and that "one judge has described the state of the law of privacy, for
example, as 'still that of a haystack in a hurricane.' "37 If there are principles
for judging nonreactive research methods, thin they will most probably be
found in the ethical values of society.

In a totalitarian society, of course, it would be pointless to discuss
infringements of privacy, even though nonreactive rsearch.methods know no
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societal boundaries. It may also be that,"even among free societies, cultural
/differences would call for minor modifications, or qualifications, of a set of

principles for judging research methods. In general, though, the ethical values
of a democratic society should suffice for the present analysis, and Edward
Shils is one of the most libertarian advocates of their use in judging any
research method. Shili writes that "the ethical values affected by contempo-
rary social research are vague and difficult to formulate precisely," but "they,
refer Mainly to human dignity, the autonomy of individual judgment and
action, and the maintenance of privaey."38 He reasons that "the respect for
privacy rests on the appreciation of Wiliam dignity, with its high evaluation of
individual self-determination., free from the bonds of prejudice, passion, and
superstition."39 As stated earlier, Shils sees ntost deception as an interference
with an individual's self-determination. "Most social scientists," write. Webb
and his colleagues, "would find this position too extreme.... Nevertheless,
Shils' position specifies some of the dangers to the citizen and social science
of an unconscionable invasion of privacy."40 Whether 'Shils's viewpoint
would be widely endorsed or not may be a quite relevant question. Since it is
such an extreme view, however, a discussion of the ethics of unobtrusive
measurement based on it may be instructive.

In actuality, Shils's position is not so categorical as it appears on first
glance. He recognizes that "the respect for human dignity and indi*ality
shares an historical comradeship with the freedom of scientific inquiry,!\which
is equally precious to modern liberalism."4" Shils also writes' that "Where
principles are in conflict, only the exercise of reasonable judgment, following
reflective consideration of the issues is in order.';42 When he later argues that
"the interviewer is obliged to explain to his interviewee not only his own
personal goal, e.g., to complete a thesis, but also the cognitive intention,"
then, Shils is promulgating "a guiding principle" rather than "a specific
stipulation."43 His view,is really quite similar to the one expressed by Alan
Westin "Americau,society,wants both statistical data and privacy. Ever sipce
the Constitusion was written, our efforts to secure both order and liberty
have been successful when we have found ways to grant authority to Govern-
ment but to control it with the standards, operating procedures and review
,mechariisms that protect individual rights."44 The AmeriCan Psychological
Association's position on the use of deception is also not essentially different
from Shils's view. By this association's standards, "the psychologist is justi-
fied in withholding information from or giving misinformation to research
subjects only when an his judgment this is clearly required by his research
problem."" Deception, thereforeis not irredeemably wrong even by Shils's
standards.

Unobtrusive measures. of course, obviate the need for the sort of decep-
tion under discussion by eliminating the subject's awareness that he is
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participating in an experime t. The very elimination of this, awicireness, how-
ever, contains in it an ele ent of deception or violation of privacy. In thi,s
regard; it may be helpful eep. in mind-the customary distinction between
a individual's public_ life and his private one. Certainly, it cannot be consid-
ered a significant invasion of privacy to record the passage of one's auto-
mobile along a city'street or to. count, each decide, the number of people
who are living in his home. Similarly, it *should not be considered .an
infringement of ones right to privacy to videotape _record his public ad-
dresses. It seems rathet, unlikely that such practices as these would prevent

'either "autonomy of individual judgment and action" or "individual self-
determination" any more So than does everyday social intercourse. As a social
being, one could hardly avoid being noticed by his fellows. Shils also recog-
nizes that "observation which takes place in public in settings in which the
participants conventionally or knowingly accept the responsibility for the
public character of their actions and expressions ... is different from observa-
tion which seeks to enter the private sphere unknown to the a'ctor."46

The records, even of a person's public actions, however, shbuld, not be
treated in such" a way as to lead to infringements of the right to privacy. The
photographer, in most cases, must obtain a model release if he intends to
publish 'an. identifiable photograph of someone. Similarly, it is and should
undoubtedly continue :to be a, convdntion that the data obtained in an
experiment must be conveyed .a.nonymously to the academic community.or
to the public, except unusual circumstances. The American Psychological
Association's code of ethics requires that 'the identity of research ybjects
must notbe revealed without explicit permission."'" As Westin remarks, "we
must recognize that the individual's right to limit the circulation of personal
information about himself is a vital part of his,right to Privacy."48

Some techniques of unobtrusive measurement cltirly make it easy to
observe an individual's private life, and social scientists are- aware that they can
go too far in intruding on privacy. Webb and his colleagues write that-
"Recording deliberations in a jury room or hididg uncler beds to record pillow
talk are techniques which have led to moral revulsion on the part of large
numbers of professionals."49 In speech communication research it would not
be especially difficult to devise an experiment utilizing an unobtrusive 'net-
work of wiretaps. If unobtrusive instruments are utilized, they may not long6-
remati secret and the potential effects on the public are serious. Wheiher in i .
jury room or in a laboratory, public knowledge ()Psych unobtrusive in4,asions

f 1,c..)ri>rixy is likely to provoke iuspicion and modify behavior. Yet partici-
pants in deliberations must be able to discuss cases openly and vote according
to their consciences.

The results of experimentation are normally reported in one form or
-another. If the reports modify the future behavior of persons in such
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.Situation as thoSeun'de'r study, then the findings may be empty aild ethically
questionabic. At theleait, they are uncertain. If experimenter's fail unmistiV-
ably,-,to oppose unobtrusive observation of private life,.they run the very real
risks of tarnishig,their re rations and' f making empty and unethical gener0i-
zations from ihei'r findings. Itrnay be necessary in extreme cases to use
unobtrusive measures and to.,infringe upon privacy, for ewmple, tq plibtect
the 'public from' criminals.-But it is doubtful that important research activities
wouldAbe curtailed or hampered,by such opposition to unobtrusive measures.

In the absence Of legal standards, .thb experimenter's own ethical sensi-
bility" is society's only safeguard against the misuse of unobtrusive measures.
Perhaps this is the most desirable state of affairs: Few laws, after all, could
prevent the activities of a 'determined and unscrupulous investigator. Oliver
Wendell fiplin,cs, moreover, wrote that "general propositions do not decide
concrete cases" and 'that "decisions will depend'oh a judgment or intuition
More subtle than any articulate major premise."6° It would be sad, indeed, to
be forced into the 'admission that experimenters who could use such sophisti-
cated strategic tools as 'unobtrusive measures could not be judicious.in that

usionConcl

4 In 1908, Edward, Bradford Titchener wrote, "Kant told us, ... that psychol-
--

ogy.could' never rise to the rank of an experimental science, becau-mittsse psycho-,
I8gical observation interferes with its own object."s1 This interference, as has
be seen, introduces into the experimental situation an element.of uncer-
tainty. Except in limited instances, the effects of interference are unpredict-

. able. While men such as Martin Ornc are conducting research with the goal of
'explaining these, effects, others are arguing that unobtrusive measurement,
which is done 'without a subject's awareness, will solve the 'problem of
uncertainty caused by reactivity effects by avoiding its cause. Nonreactive
research, however, raises a question of ethics While there appear to be no
Constitutional or statutory restrictions which, would preclude such research,
the possibility that a subject's privacy might be invaded could make it a
questionable practice. If the use of unobtrusive measures is Lonfined to public
behavior and if, furthel, the data obtained from it is kept anonymous or
identified only with the subject's permission, thon it does not seem to be
necessary that "nonreactive research infringe upon an individual's right to
privac'y . Although they serve the lofty aims of sciente and arc aided by public
confidence in the institutions which-they typically represent, social and

__tbehaviotal researched' would do well not to select their methodologies for
's strategi reasons only. Should they do so, they may find that their future

choices will be restricted, not by society's ethical standards, but by the law. If
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the seienti's"talues 'lam not thought to measure up to the values of the
community : .. it is probable that'... judges will, themselves, seek to devise
the necessary standards to give effect to the commtinity's values."sz
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Relative Ease in Comprehending

Yes/No Questions

JOSEPH A. DEVITO.

Occupying a uhique and import in the study of speech communi-
cation is the psychology of languageNttecentdevelopments in linguistics and
psychology have provided new and significiat insight into language and
language behavior, reflected most dearly in t changes in the research
questions being asked'and in tht research methodol es emplOyed to answer
them.

One of the most fiuitful areas of research within this genital field is tat
concerned with differential responses to sentences of varying syntetic, true

' ture. 'Studies exploring thwelative ease of comprehending active as oppo
to passive sentences,2 the7Pfects of gramthatical transformations on recall3
and speed of understanding,4 and the influence of 'syntactic structure on
!earnings, characterize this area of psycholinguistic investigation,6 called by
some researchers, experimental psycholinguistics.2

Miller and McNeill in their review of psy4tolinguistics puts the issue
clearly: '13sycholinguistic studies of how we undtrstand complicated sen-
tences obiiously ¶order on some of the'most important praEtical problems of
communication and education.... It is no virtue of these experiments that
their results arenot more immediately useful; future studies will almost
certainly be mdre concerned with practical applicationi."8

The present study follows this general strategy, that is, utilizes-syntactic
structure as the independent variable, but centers on questions, a class of
sentences that has been the focus of little empirical research. That which has
been done has been concerned with children's developmental pattern's in the
course of language acquisition.9 More specifically, the concern here is with
the relative ease of understanding questions of different transformations.
Before reporting the experiment, however, some general properties of ques-
tions need 5o be considered.
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Some Properties of Questions

Owen Thomas, working within a generative grammar frathework, classifies
questions into five. basic types depending upon the linguistic unit being
questioned I° For example, given the sentence, "The young debater argued
logically," five general kinds of questions may be gene-rated, ear of which
queries a different element in the sentence:

(1) Who argued logically? (Nominal element questioned)
(2) What did the young debater do? (Verb)
.(3) How did the young debat5r argue) (Adverb)
(4) What kind of debater argued logically.? (Adjectii/e)
(5) Did the young debater.argUe logically? (Sentence)
The present study focuses on -questions similar to type (5), that is,.

questions that query the entire sentence.4Such questions are generally re-
ferred t'o as yes/no questions, since they call fo; a yes or a no answer.

in thii sal* nine ways of asking a yes/no question are investigated. One
set-of questions used in the present study is presented in Table 1. In addition
to these nine possibilities other structures are permissible in English. For
example, questions (5) and (7) may be made,eMphatic by the addition of the
morpheme do "The circle does follow the square, doesn't it?" and "The
circle does follow the square?" In 'home situations the question "The circle
the 'square follows?" would also be considered grammatical." These nine
question types, then, are not exhaustive but rather are representative of the
varied ways of asking yes/no questions and, at the same time, seem to be the
.most common in English.

On the right of Table 1, the structural properties of these questions
'relevant to the hypotheses tested in this study ate included. Special note,

TABLE

Structural Properties

Active 'Affirmative Nontag Neutral
Transformation Types Passive Negative Tag Loaded

1.i Does the circle follow the square) 'Active Affirmative Nontag' Neutral
2. Doesn't the circle follol the square? Active Negative Non tag Loaded
3. Isn't the square followed by the circle? Passive Negative Nontag Loaded
4. Is the square followed by the circle? Passive Affirmative Nontag Neutral
5. 'Mt emele follows the square, doesn't it? Active Affirmative Tag Loaded
6' The circle docsn'aollow the square, does it? Active Negative Tag Loaded
7. The circle follows the square? Active Affirmative Nontag Neutral
8. The 'square is followed by the circle, Isn't it? PaSS)V0 Affirmative Tag Loaded
9. The square isn't followed by the circle, 'sit? Passive Negative Tag Loaded
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-
should, be made concerning the classification of affirmative _and negative
questions, the nature of tags, and the basis for the distinctions between
neutral and loaded questions.

A question was considered negative only if it contained the negative
marker in the main clause. Thus, although questions (5) and (8) contain the
negative mbrpheme n't they were riot considered negative since their main
clauie was affirmative. This procedure follows the generalh accepted linguis-
fic classifications and is part\cularly appropriate here sirice the negative or
affirmative nature of the tag is, as explained below and in the Results and
Discussion section, easily predictable.

Tag questions are those that contain, in addition to the principal clause, an
added phrase that repeats the question in different form. These phrases are
literally tagged to the main part of the question. The affirmative or negative
nature of the tag is almost always predictable on the basis,of the main verb.
When the main verb is affirmative the tag is negative and when the main verb
is negative the tag is affirmative. Though rare, a tag question may be
affirmative in bbth the main clause and the tag, for example, the baiting kind
of question, "The circle follows the square, does it?" Questions including
negatives in both the main clause and the tag, however, are not permissible in
English. The question, "The circle doesn't follow the square, doesn't it?" for
example, is ungrammatical. Thus, in tag quesilons vith an affirmative in the
main clause the negative in the tag is highly, though not totally, redundant. In
tag questions with a negative in the ain 'clause the affirmativte in the tag is
totally redundant.

By 41 loaded question is meant a question that specifies the answer the
questibner wants to receive or expects, Questions containing an affirmative in
the main clause and a negative tag (Questions 5 and 8) and those containing a
negative in the main clause and no tag (Questions 2--and 3) expect a yes
answer Questions containing a negative in the main clause and'an affirmative
tag (Questions 6and 9) expect a no answer. Questions containing an affirma-
tive in the main clause and no tag (Questions 1 and 6) are neutral, that is, are
not loaded in the, direction of either yes or no. Questions of type (7)
constitute the one 'case pears to cause some problems in determining
the expected answer. Oft "echo" questions, Owen-Thomas says that
they have "a rising inflection as ifIlte p son speaking were incredulous."12
This observation, however, seems to de` With certain
intonation patterns (for example, 2 the circle follows the*4,square4 1' or 2the
circle3-4 follows the square 3-4 1') incredulity seems signaled, as Thomas
observes, and here a no answer seems expected.° However, with other
intonation patterns (for example, 2 the circle follows the 3 square3-+) neither
yes nOrnv seems expected. Questions of type (7) were recorded with the
latter intonation contour and henceforth will be considered as neutral.

1.5 C
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Because these several transformations vary in their structural properties
and because they set up different expectations in the mind of the listener,
differential cognitive processing and behavioral responses to these questions
should be anticipated. In order to determine whether these vaned transfo,ima-
dons actually do lead to different responses the following experiment was

Experimental Investigation

Methods and Procedures
..1

Twelve statements of the form "The circle follows the square" were corn -
"posed and each transformed into nine different types of yes/no questions,
illUstrated in Table 1. Four of these statements included references to two
figures (for example, "The circle follows the square?"), and four included
references to four figures (for example, "The 'circle and thesquare follow the
triangle and the star?"). Six of the statements utilivird the verb "follow" and
six utilized the verb "precede." These particular verbs were chosen because
they permit the sentences to be transformed into the nine yes/no questions
investigated. Sentences containing the verb to be such as "The circle is to the
right of the square" and sentences of the form "The circle comes before the
square" cannot be transforined in the same ways as sentences with the verbs
"follow" and "precede."

In all, then, there were 108 questions; each of the nine transformation
types was represented twelve times. The questions were randomized and
recorded on tape.

° Next, 108 diagrams were composed. Each diagram contained the figures
referred to in the taped questions and were arranged accordingly. Thus, if the
first question was "The Circle and the triangle are not followed by the square,
are they?" then the first diagram would contain a circle, a triangle, and a
square. Half

an
thea grams were arranged so that the career answer would be.i_di

yes and hal were arranged so that the correct answer would be no. The order
of questions to be correctly answered yes and those to be correctly answered
no was randomized. These 108 diagrams were placed in a looseleaf notebook
to permit easy turning of pages.

The test questions were recorded at 3 3/4 speed and played to the subjects
at 7 1/2.14 This was done to insure a relatively difficult task. Had the
questions been played at normal speed relatively few if any errors would have
occurred.

Each 'of the twenty subjects (faculty members and advanced under-
graduate and graduate students) was tested individually. The pertinent in-
structions were as follows:
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On this tape_ there are 108 questions which are to be answered with a
simple yes or no. Iio not say right or wrong or I don't know or
anything but yes or no. In, this test 1pooklet there are 108 pages of
diagrams all of which are numbered. The test questions all refer to the
relative placement of the diagranis on these pages. As the tape piayS
please answer each question and keep turning the pages to keep up with
the questions. I will record your responses. If you wish to omit
answering a question just say nothing. 1 will follow your answers and
record them on this answer sheet. This tape was recorded at 3 3/4 speed
but will be played at 7 1/2. Thus, the questions will be asked very
rapidly. Do you have any questions?

Hypotheses

Four directional hypotheses were formulated. It was predicted that the
number ofi errors (taken as the measure Of difficulty) would be greater for (1)
passive (Questions 3, 4, 8, and 9) than for active (1, 2, 5, and 6) questions;
(.2) negative (2, 3, 6, and 9) than for affirmative (1, 4, 5, and 8) questions; (3)
loaded (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9) than for neutral (1, 4, and 7) questions;-and-(4).
tag (5, 6, 8, and 9) than for nontag (1, 2, 3, and 4) questions. Because itwas
desirable to have the questions differing on only one variable, questions of
type (7) were only included in the analysis of neutral versus loaded questions.

Justification for these hypotheses comes from linguistic 'theory as well as
from previous experimental findings. That passive questions will be more
difficult (and hence would involve more errors) than active questions seems ,
logical since passives are linguistically the more complex structures. The
surface structure (roughly, the graphic or phonetic representation) of passive
sentences is more removed. from their deep structure (roughly, the abstract
representation which conveys the meaning) than is true for active sen-
tences. is If, as linguistic theory holds; sentences are understood on the basis
of their deep structure, then it is reasonable to expect that sentences whose
surface structure more closely resembles their deep structure will be easier to
process than those sentences whose surface structure is more removed from
their deep structure. Previous experimental findings on the relative ease of
comprehending active as opposed to passive sentences have shown that
passives are in fact more difficult to understarid.16 It seems reasonable,
therefore, to\ expect that the same relationship will hold for questions as well:

Negatilie questiOns should be more difficult than affirmativeones becauset ....the negative involve an added transformation which the listener must p`rocess
in -order to 'understand the question)' The negative questions present the
listener with one additional bit of linguistic information that must be taken
into account in understanding or decoding the-questions. Previous experi- ,

cult`mental findings demonstrating that negative information is more diff cult to
understand than positive would also lead to the direction predicted her .18

i58
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Loaded questions should be more difficit to understand than those which
are phrased in a neutral manner.. In ang'wering questions of ,the type used in
this study it''is necessary, with loaded Ipiestions, first to divorce oneself front
the expected answer and then tip determine if the quesiion is to be answered
yes or no. There is probably a psychological/ set to give the answer the
questioner expects since this seems to be.the ,fiabitual pattern in answering
questions throughout life. Here, however, this psychological set H.s tcr-be
broken down vhich w,oulchicad to added difficulty in sentence procesSing.
, 'Tag questions would involve greater diffulry than nontag questions since

they, like negatives, involve an added bit of information that must be
processed by the listener., Also, however,.tag questions are all loaded ques-
tions and consequently would involve, in addition,.the difficulty, peculiar to
loaded questions.

Additional evidence for these hypotheses may be derived from the devel-:
opmental pattern ob/sfrved in children. If we assume that the child acquires
the more simple str4aires first and only later those which are 'linguistically
more complex, we have, in one sense, an index of complexity based simply
on the temporal pattem of language acquisition. The ecidencewhich has been
accumulated on this topic, although far from complete, would support the
hypotheses formulated hece.19

Rest is and Discussion

, The results pertaining to these four 11;N/theses are presented in Table 2. As
can e seen all four hypotheses were confirmed at statistically significant
levels. (1) Passive questions are more difficult understand than active
ones (p < .001). This result, as already tmplier IsAnsistent with previous
research findings about statementsAlthougrno frequency- data are available
on these nine question transformatitos it seems reasonable to suppose -that
the passive forms are the less common. Questions are statements addressed,
directly to the listener, they are, in the classification of Rudolf Flescle
."personal sentences. "21 Because thiy are-direct, the indirect passive form
seems tappropriatc and perhaps for this reason is seldom used. The implica-
tion here is that ininsformation types which occur frequently are easier to
process than those which occur less frequently.

The princiOal reason for the greater difficulty of passive questions, how-
cscr, -seems due to the differences in the surface and deep structures of these
differing transformations. Some psycholinguistic theorists have argued that
sentences are understood un the basis of their deep structure and that when 4
decoding a sentence the ,listener reduces the sentence td a basic form'
(roughly, a simple, active, affirmative, declarative sentence) with a notation
pertaintng to the transformatTons.22 Thus, the passive question would be
reduced to "the Urdu follows the square" plus the notation that the sentence,
is a question and a passive. Understanding the active sentence requires the

.
.t.
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TABLE 2
Comparisons of Errors for Different Transformations

Transformation Type Mean to p

Passives (3, 4, 8, 9) 21.65
Actives (1, 2, 5, 6) 13.65

5.51 <.001

Negatives (2, 3, 6, 9)
Affirmatives (1, 4, 5, 8)

Loaded (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9)
Neutral (1, 4, 7)

18.65
16.40

4.556
3.61b

Tags (5, 6, 8, 9) 19.00
Nontags (1, 2, 3, 4) 16.20

2.33 <.025

400 <.001

4.03 < _001

aOne-tailed t-test for correlated means. d.f. = 19
bSince the number of questions in each category

was not equal, the mean number of errors per question
rather than per class of questions was computed here.

same basic processing except that the passive transformation is not involved
and this simplifies its decoding. Put differently, understanding passive ques-
tions involves more information that must be proc6sed tlAn is the case in
understanding active questioni.. As already observed, active statements and
questions have surface and deep structures which are more similar than are
the surface and deep structures of passive statements and questions. Con-
sequently, in decoding, it is necessary to process more information in order to
derive the deep gtructure (from.which the meaning is obtained) from passive
than frbm active statements.

Negative questions are more difficult to understand than affirmatives
(r< .025). As already noted negative questions were considered such if they
contained a negative in their main clause. That the negative in the tag does
not pose any great decoding problems seems clear from the results and also
from an information theory .analysis of these transformation types. Specifi-
cally, in questions that are affirmative in the main clause and contain a tag
the negative marker in the tag is almost totally redundant and hence easily
predictable. That is, if the main clause is affirmative the tag is almost always
negative. If the main clause is negative the tag must be affirmative (see
que4tions 6 and 9 in Table 1). Because of this redundancy the negative or
affirmative nature of the tag probably adds little to the information that must
be taken into account in order to process the question.

The same general argument applied to passive versus active questions seems
capable of explaining the greater difficulty _for negatives as opposed to
affirmatives. If the deep structure of the sentence is in the affirmative, then in
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order to process a negative sentence the decoder must take into account More
information than he would in the case of an affirmative sentence. That is, in
decoding the negative question he must derive its deep structure which is
affirmative and also retain the notation that the question is negative.

(3) Loaded questions are more difficult to understand than neutral ques-
tions (p < .001). This result is perhaps easiest to appreciate intuitively.
Loaded questidns present the decoderZwith,a double task. As with neutral
questions the sentence must be processed but the added task, in loaded
questions, is to divorce oneself from the expected answer.

To the question "Does the circle follow the square?" the answer would be
simply yes or no. However, a simple yes or no seems intuitively unsatisfying
for loaded questions. Thus, to the question "The circle doesn't follow, the
square, does it?" the answer yes, it does or no, it does not seems more natural
since it provides an answer not only to the basic question (by yes or no) but
also to the expected answer (by it does or it does not). The added informa-

' tion tkat must be taken into account presents increased difficulty in answer-
intsuch questions.

(4) Tag questions are more difficult to understand than nontag questions
(p < 001). Although the affirmative or negative nature of the tag does not
Seem_ significant, the presence or absence of the tag does influence ease of
understanding.

Again, the degree of similarity of the deep and surface structure of tag
versus nontag questions seems to provide a reasonable explanation for the
greater difficulty of tag questions. If the *deep structure Of sentences re-
sembles the simple, active, affirmative, declarative form, then the tag ques-
tions have to be broken down into component sentences in the decoding
process which naturally leads to greater difficulty. For example, in the
question "The circW doesn't follow the square, does, it?" the structural_

analysis would have to be something' like "The circle doesn't follow the
square" and "The circle does follow the square." This second sentence would
then have to be transformed for the form "does it" to be derived. A deletion
transformation (follow the square 0), substitution transformsation (the
circle it), and permutation transformation (it does does it) would be
necessary to derive the surface structure form, does it. Put differently, tag
questions contain mote than one sentence and consequently they involve
more information that must be processed than questions containing only one
basic sentence.

Also, since all tag questions are loaded questions they involve the added
problems peculiar to these latter transformation types.

If loaded-tag questions are more difficult than neutral-nontag questions, as
these results demonstrate, then it should also follow that loaded-nontag

.i.
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questions would'be less difficult than loaded-tag questions. This hypothesis is
confirmed afthe .005 level (t = 2.96).

Summary and Conclusions

In this study the relative ease of comprehending yes/no questions of nine
transformation types wat investigated. Comparisons were made on the basis
of active versus passive, affirmative versus negative, neutral versus loaded, and
nontag versus. tag questions. Each of the four hypotheses formulated was
confirmed at statistically significant levels. Active, affirmative, neutral, and
nontag questions proved easier to understand than their passime, negative,
loaded, and tag counterparts.

The results of this study as well as those of numerous others clearly
support the distinctions and the forMulations currently being _argued by
generative grammarians. Each bf the directions hypothesized in this study, for
example, was derived solely on the basis of linguistic theory. A few decades
ago linguistic theory said very little about speakers and listeners; linguists
were then content to treat language as a purely abstract system removed from
any considerations of behavioral correlates. The influence of generative gram-
mar has resulted in significant and healthy changes in emphasis, culminating
perhaps in Noam Chomsky's recent characterization of linguistics as a branch
of cognitive psychology.23

It should be emphasized, however, that these res6Its, while supporting the
distinctions made in generative grimar, do not support or refute the theory
of mind or cognition which many generative grammarians have defended.24
Nor do they refute or support the simplest behavioristic view such as
proposed by B. F. Skinner or the mediatiolial behaviorism of Charles E.
Osgood with which most generative grammarians find themselves at odds.
Conceivably these results could be explained solely on the basis of,the relative
frequency of occurrence of these different transformations; those questions
that proved easiest may well be the most frequent in speech. A simple S-R
theory could then explain the results.

Furthermore, the results of such studies contribute substantially toward al
theory of stylistics, especially when viewed from a prescriptive point of view.
Stylistic prescriptions are by their very nature receiver - oriented. That is, they
function tcrg-uide the speaker/writer to create messages which will have the.
desired effects upon listeners/readers. The findings reported here and those of
the numerous studies conducted in this general area, should be direct inputs
into any prescriptive stylistic theory.

Operating within the constraints imposed by language structure as well as
those imposed by content considerations, the communicator has various

1 6 (4,1:0P44.
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degrees of freedom, that is, chokes, for example, in tale words and sentence
structures selected..25 If these choices, which are the essence of style, are to
producedesired 'effects, they must be gu,ided by a theory of stylisticswhich
has as part of its data results, from psycholinguistic experiments in sentencie
processing.

Advice on stylistic matters has, for the most part, been based on the
insights of rhetoricians and the practice of successful or effective speakers.
Although these sources of advice should always be considered, the results
from controlled experiments cannot be ignored but rather should be given
priority. More generally: if a theory of rhetoric or speech communication
seeks to describe and ultimately ,explain and predict relationships between

'-klanguage and behavior, then it is precisely controlled experiments, derived
from a sound theory of language structure, which are best going to, provide
the information needed for, formulating such principles.
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The Interaction of Refutation Type,
Involvement, and Authoritatiyiriess

VERNON E. CRONEN .

.
«

The 'Speech communication field has long- manifested an interest in the
processes of decision-Taking through public debate. This enduring interest
has not, however, found frequent expression in the behavior0 study of thos'e
variables that are unique to public debate." The purpose of this study is to

vestigate one kind of choice that a speaker may make when refuting. a prior
`-spe er's argument. The choice_studied.here is whether to-devote a given

amoun f time to counter argument or CO fallacy exposure, The significance
\ of this ch -`e; of course, must be understoOd in light of other crucial

variables in the hetorical situation. Listeners make judgments about the
authoritativeness o ch debater and they bring to the situation their prior
judgments about the sub'ect. Listeners may find the subject iriatter important
or trivial. They may agree or disagree with the position taken .by either
speaker_ Thus, the variableS iefitational method, authoritativeness, prior
attitudeire and involvement are among the most obvious constituepts of
rhetorical situations in which"opposing communicators .f2ce a common Audi -
ence. These variables provide a useful starting place for-behavioral research.

.This study is designed' to answer two general questions: (I) For purposes
of efutation, is fallacy exposure or counter 'argument the more desirable
choi ? (2) Under _what specific conditions of speaker authoritativeness,
audit involvement, and prior audience attitudes is fallacy exposure or
counter ment more effective? It must be stressed that these question re
not posed ith reference to tournament debate. The concern here is fo
'public debate here an audience hears contrary or contradictory messages.

'

Theoretical Bases

To date there as been tl behavioral research relevant to the choice of fallacy
exposure or Minter ar ent, Thus, it is necessary to provide a general
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theoretical structure that can serve to generate specific hypotheses and
research questions.

Before considering the specific variables manipulated in this study, let us.
:pokit three assumptions descriptive of human listeners. First, listeners' beliefs
aret pact' iti'sets and are hierarchically arranged.' The notion of pat-
temed4Sts of beliefs is common to summation and balance theones.2 The
central idea is that attitude toward a superordinate concept is a function of
those subordinate beliefs that the individual holds about it. Quite simply,
attitude toward "Indians" is determined by one's beliefs about Indiaiis and
the valences of those beliefs. The notion of hierarchically arranged sets of
beliefs is also a common conception in theories of attitude.), The assumption
of hierarchical arrangement assigns major importance to the position of
beliefs within the hierarchy. Daniel Katz says "the centrality of an attitude
refers to its role as part of a value system which is closely related to the
individual's self concept." Some beliefs and their associated valences are
simply; more important than others. As Sherif and Cantril point out, an.
individual is reluctant to change beliefs centrally positioned ih his cognitive
hierarchy because they bear more closely upon his self-concepi.5

The second assumption IS the existence of a general tendency toward
cognitive consistency: The statement does not imply that man is totally
rational; it simply recognizes a human need` to "make sense" out of 'one's
environment.6 No man has a perfectly consistent cognitive system and
indMeivals differ in their need for cognitive consistency.1 The consistency
that people seek includes two tendencies according io research conducted by
William McGuire. There is both a, tendency; for "a person's beliefs (expecta-
tiohs) on related iss s to bein accord Ninth each other in the,pattern required
by the rules of forma logic," and a tendency for a person's'bcliefs on a gt471' , .

issuc to be in accord th hjS desires about it.8 The need for consistency is
felated to the hierarchica conception of cognitions. Sherif and Cantril say "it
is the intensity with which n attitude is held, the degree ofego-involvement
it has for the individual, th t in large part determines the consistency of
opinion."9 The more involvin the beliefs, the greater the need far consis-
tency among them. 4°

Tie third assumption is that li eners may defend against inconsistwy
without re-evaluating concepts. The rm "re-evaluation" indicates the, b -
havior by which an individual changes th valence of a iven coact to make
it consistent with his associated beliefs. f, however, the concept under
"assault" from contrary information is an in olvineone, t en one defense

,against having to re-evaluate the concept is to co sciously or unconsciously
misp' eivc the discrepant information, a &fens' behavior *et -docu-
mente the literature.") Another defense is "cognitiv solation." McGuire-
says that o type of rcsponsc to discrepant information "the fcognitive,
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isolation of these opinions from one anothtr by logic-tight compartmentaliza-
tion.F'ci This behavior does' not really eliminate inconsistency but rather
provides a. reordez.i,pg of cognitions so that discrepant cognitions do not
conflict with an tnvolvmg attitude.

To Proceed to a consideration of the specific independent variables
manipulated in this study, r utation4 is, in the broadest sense, the objection a
communicator raises to a con usioripresented in another communication. In
this study the primary focus is the comparison of two types of refutatidn:
fallacy exposure and ,counter' argdment. Fallacy exposure is refutation in
which a communicator explains that a unit of proof fails.' .test of
formal validity. CoItnter argument is reftitation in which a com icator
adduces a new body of proof to reach a conclusion contrary or contradictory
to tit; position fie wishes to negate. The importancettfthis distinction can be
illuminated by referenct to our assumptions about listeners.

Counter arguments allow a communicator to change attitudes about a
concept by addrng news beliefs to the listener's set Qf beliefs. Let us suppose
that a hypdthetical listener has two negative beliefs about the .concept
"Nixon." In counter argument a communicator might prr7ide many posi-
tively valenced beliefs about the concept:If a sufficient number of positive
beliefs are added to the listener's cognitive set, then the listener's,attitude
must shift in a positive direction in order to maintairf cognitive consis-
tency." Thus, through counter argument one might shift attitude from
positive to negative if a sufficient number of new beliefs can be added to the
listener's cognitive set.

From a "logical" point of view the'potential of fallacy exposure seems
more limited. While fallacy exposure provides reason for rejecting a behtf
learned in a prior communication, it provides no logical basis for adopting a
strong attitude contrary to the refuted position.'

Essentially, to show that a given belief about a concept was developed
illogically is to attempt to remove- that belief from the listener's cognitive sex.
Fallacy osure thui removes beliefs from a set and seems not to have
potential for oving attitude beyond neutral to a contrary position. woad.

This "logichl :limitation on the impact of fallacy exposure may, however,
be offset by other considerations. Fallacy exposure can Make it difficult for
the listener to employ "cognitive isolation" as a defense. ThedSsumption of
cognitive organization into patterned sets does coot imply that any specific
belief elements are in communication, but iti.olues i ply, says Rokeach, that
the potential for communication exists) McGuiAPOund that by making
inconsistent beliefs falient within a short time interval he could sensitize
subjects to their compaftmentalized inconsistencies and produce change in
the direction of attitudina1consistency.14 An additional argument for the
superiority of fallacy cxpospre over counter argument is that the latter is
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dependent upon the proper interpretation of dissonant information and is
thus more susceptible- to "cognitive distortion." Fallacy exposure is based o'n
rilaking salient cognitions that are already present in the auditor's cognitive
system.
711

In public debate it is necessary to.'oconsider the initial attitude of the
audience toward the topic, and the degree of involvement the audience has
with Lt. Th-ere is reason to expect that initial attitude and involvement will
interact' -with" the choice of refutation type, As noted earlier, increased
involveme'nt causes a heightened need for consistency. When a speaker takes a
stand consistent with prevailing audience attitudes on an involving topic he
might be well advised to use fallacy exposure if he can, because it has the
effect of idiminatnig, not merely counter balancing, dissonant information. If
our perception of sources is a function of the rewards they provide, then
behavior that eliminates inconsistent information on an involving topic may
be a rewarding behavior that improves perception of the speaker's authorita-
tiveness. It must be Cautioned, however, that a flood of new attitude-

consistent' beliefs induced by counter argument might reduc'e the discrepant
beliefs to seeming insignificance, thereby providing the same reward in the
form of reducing inconsistency. The superiority of fallacy exposure_ when
taking the popular side of an involving issue thus rests on highly tentative
speculation.

Prior research on speaker authoritativeness makes possible somewhat more
confident predictions about the probable effects of this variable. Much
research supports the conclusion that a' highly authoritative speaker is more
successful than a less authoritative speaker in efforts to establish new con-
clusions!' McCroskey stresses the importance of authoritativeness for the
establishment of new beliefs in the listener's cognitive set. He says "for the
very low ethos source, evidence would serve no persuasive purpose. The
audience would reject perfectly valid evidence because of the person pre-
senting it."16 Thus, in general, speakers low in authoritativeness who seek to
change auditors' attitudes toward some concept should probably choose
fallacy, exposure, and highly authoritative speakers should probably choose
counter argument.

The choice of refutation strategy should also affect the relative authorita-
tiveness of debaters The inability to reason soundly should reflect adversely,
on ratings of speaker authoritativeness. As McBurney andWrage-p
matter, "no one wishes to be informed or advised by an incompetent."'7 In
public debate the employment of fallacy exposure may have a dual effect.
First, it may demonstrate the reasoning ability of the speaker who employs it,
thus increasing his bwn authoritativeness. Second, it may discredit the reason-
ing ability of the speaker under attack, thus decreasing his authoritativeness.
Hence, the use of fallacy exposure by a speaker perceived low in authorita-
tiveness should reduce the disparity in perceived authoritativeness between
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himself and another 'speaker. Since ,authoritativeness is important for the
establishment of new beliefs, authoritativeness and refutation type may
interact during a message to increase of diminish a speaker's ability to
establish new beliefs.

In this study refutation type, audience attitudes and involvement, and
speaker authoritativeness function as independent variables. Their main and
interactive effects are measured on two dependent variables. The first is
attitude toward a conclusion. Here we are concerned with the effect of the
independent variables on attitude toward a specific fallacious conclusion
drawn by the first of two speakeilt. The second dependent variable is the
relative authoritativeness of two speakers. Here our concern is with how the
choice of refutation type (a) assists an unauthorixative speaker in diminishing
the perceived difference between his authoritativeness and that of his op-

4,ponent, and (b) allows a highly authoritative speaker to establish or increase
the difference between his authoritativeness and that of his opponent. '

Research Questions and Predictions

The assumptions offered about the cognitive systems of listeners and the
discussion of the independent variables in light of those assumptions allow us
to generate the following research questions and hypotheses.

1. Main effects. Because no substantial theoretical reasons can be offered
for preferring the logical to the psychological basis of piiCliction, no specific
hypotheses as to the main effect of refutation 'type on attitude can be
offered. Hence, the following general research question about the.main effect
of refutation type: Is fallacy exposure or counter argument generally the
more desirable choice as measured by attitude toward the specific conclusion
in dispute? Because fallacy exposure implied both"sound reasoning ability of
the speaker employing it and defects in the reasoning ability of the speaker
against whom it is used, the following prediction is made. Fallacy exposure is
significantly superior to counter argument as means of enhancing the relative
position of the responding speaker with respect to perceived authoritativeness,

2. Two-way interactions. Fallacy exposure seems less dependent on the
authoritativeness of the speaker presenting it. Thus, fallacy exposure should
be useful for assisting an unauthoritative speaker to overcome the perceived

ence between his authoritativeness and that of his opponent and for
attacking a conclusion. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect an interaction
between authoritativeness and refutation type. The following predictions are
advanced:

(a) Theo choice of fallacy expoiure over counter argument will be especially
significant for enhancing the relative position of the responding speaker with
respect to perceived authoritativeness "When the initial speaker is high in
authoritativeness and the ,responding speaker is low in authoritativeness.

1_ 0
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(b) When a speaker low in authoritativeness responds to a speaker who is
high in authoritativeness, the responding speaker will evoke an attitudes---,
significantly more favorable to his po'sition on'tbe co;iiiusion,,being debated if
he uses fallacy exposure instead of counter argument.

Because of the highly tentative nature of our theoretical treatment of the
involvement variable Ro specific hypotheses are advanced. Instead, we pose
two general research ,questioni-:

(a) Will fallacy exposure or counter argument be the preferable alternative
for enhancing the relative authoritativeness of the responding speaker when
the responding speaker takes the popular side of an involving issue?

(b) Will fallacy exposure'or counter argument be the preferable alternative
for changing attitude when the responding speaker takes the popular side of
an involving issue?

Validating the Independent Variables

A number of procedures were required prior to the conduct of the main
experiment in order to operationalize and control the dependent variables.

Validating the Refutation Variable

To operationalize the conditions of fallacy exposure and counter argument a
short message was prepared in support of each experimental proposition.
Each message led to a conclusion_ supporting the proposition and each
contained a logical fallacy in a deductive argument. Two forms of refutattonal
messaOs Were prepared Or each of the messages containing fallacies. In one
form, the proposition and the argument's conclusion were debitd and a

single argument was presented reaching a conclusion opposite that reached in
theeffrst message The fallacy exposure counter message contained three
elements (1)("A denial of the proposition and the conclusion of the fallacy,
(2) an expla a io the fallacy, and (3) a simplified example of theype of
fallacy committed. A pan of four faculty members judged the messages,for
equivalence.

In order to know-whether th act of exposing fallacies made a difference,
it, was necessary to know whet the fallacies contained in the initial

r-------messages required exposure. To deter tins the fallacious messagmkere
--..

pretested No subject in the prete'st found th24allaciei in any messy
(N=31). \

, -

Validating the Authoritativeness Variable

The la acious messages and refutative responses used in this study were
presented speakers possessing different degrees of initial authoritativeness.
Three conditions Thf i.3,thoritativeness were validated. (1) First speaker high in
authoritativeness, responding_speake .1so high m authoritativeness. (2) First
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TABLE 1
Authoritativeness Pilot Study

HIGH AUTHORITATIVENESS
"Mr. Miller" X = 32.60 N = 30

HIGH AUTHORITATIVENESS
"Mr. Drummond" = 34.41 N = 31

LOW AUTHORITATIVENESS
"Mr. Seymore" ' 3C=16.77 N = 27

Miller, Drummond, 'and Seymorc are fictitious names
used in the pretest and main experiment to identify the
speakers.

161

speaker high in authoritativeness, responding speaker low in authoritativeness.
(3) First speaker low in authoritativeness, responding speaker high in authori-
tativeness.

Establishing speakers representing these conditions of initial authoritative-
ness necessitated another pretest. In this pretest initial authoritativeness was
established by manipulating a recorded chat an's introduction and the
speaker's delivery.18 The study established two hi and one low authori-
tativeness speakers. Both high condition speakers differed from the low
beyond the .0005 level of confidence.

.........
Validating the Involvement-Attitude Va ble
The messages presented to subjects also had to based on propositions that
evoked different initial audience attitudes and ,..ience involvement. Proposi-
tions were sought that could represent thr c nfigurations of involvement
and initial attitude: (1) propositions toward which attitude was favorable and
which were involving, (2) propositions toward which attitude was unfavorable---and which were involving, (3) propositions toward which attitude was neutral
and which were not involving. A pilot study using forty-one underkraduate
subjects yielded two propositions for each of these three conditions. The
Fulton ego-involtrement scalest9 and Liken scales were the dependent mea-
sures. One tailed t-tests were ermloyed. The high involvement proposition
differed significantly from low involvement (1:r< .005). Favorable proposi-
tions differed significantly from unfavorable(P< .005).

Main Experimental Procedures

The subjects for the main experiment were 736 lower division students
enrolled in courses offered by \ihe departments of speech, theatre, and
agriculture at the University of Illinois. Classes studying argumentation and
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debate were not used. Whole classes were randomly assigned to the eighteen
cells of the main design. Subjects were told that the audio tape recordings
they were to hear were cuttings from a full tape of a debate held before a
campus group.

Subjects indicated their reactions to the speakers and their messages on
two measuring instruments. Authoritativeness was measured by McCroskey's
authoritativeness scales.2° To conveniently analyze the relative position of
the two speakers each subject's ratings of the first speaker were summed as
were his ratings of the responding speakers. A spread score was assigned to
reflect the difference between ratings of the two speakers. A simple seven-
place strongly -agTc'e- o-stro4ly-disagree scale was used to assess attitude. The
scale was used only to a ss attitude toward the specific fallacious conclusion
reached.2'

The study involved a 2X W3X2 design. The last factor of "2" represents
the topic variable and indicates that two topics exit to test each condition.
Sipce the topic variable exists in every condition it is a fully nested vanable.
The design is unbalanced because there is an unequal number of subjects in
each condition. Subjects- in each_ cell' were exposed to only one set of
experimental conditions. For example, classes in a given cell might hear only
the "regulated women's hours" topic, and only highly authoritative first
speaker answered by the fallacy. exposure speech of an unauthoritative
speaker.

This desigik, was also employed because it afforded the investigation of a
number of three-way interaction predictions. The theoretical bases of.the
three-way predictions and results, however, are considerations beyond the
scope of this essay.

4

Results

The results of this study are presented from, the perspective of the responding
*ger who had the option to select the type of refutation.

The responding speaker's goal with respect to the dependent variable
attitude is always to lower auditor's ratings of the previous speaker's con-
clusion. For example, a mean attitude score of 2.00 would indicate greater
success for the responding speaker than would a mean attitude score of 5.00.
The former score indicates that the speaker was more successful in attacking
the conclusion of his opponent.

biscussion of results on the dependent variable authoritativeness is also
presented frum the perspective of the responding speaker. Results for authori-
tativeness indicate the relative authoritativeness of the responding speaker

his opponent. If the responding speaker is initially low in authonta-
tiveness, his/goal is to.reduce the perceived difference between his own and
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his opponent's authoritativeness. If a speaker is initially high in authoritative-
ness, his goal is to create or to increase the perceived difference between his
own and his opponent's authoritativeness. For example, a mean authoritative-
ness rating of -6.00 would indicate that the responding speaker was perceived.
to be lower than his opponent in authoritativeness. A mean score of +1.00
would indicate that the responding speaker was perceived to be somewhat
higher than his opponent in authoritativeness. .a

Appropnate null-hypotheses were formulated and tested for significance at
the .05 level. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the values obtained by analysis of,
variance for the two dependent variables. For convenience, mean differences
are reported in separate tables appropriate to the discussion of specific
hypotheses.

The first general research question posed was: Is fallacy exposure or
counter argument generally the more desirable .choice as measured by attitude
toward the specific conclusion in.dispute? The non§ignificant F ratio for the
main effect of refutation (A) shown in Table "2 indicates that there are
insufficient grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis. Thus, the data provided
by this study give us,no reason to believe fallacy exposure to bs generally
more effective than counter argument for attacking a specific conclusion.

The first research hypothesis put forward in the study was. Fallacy
exposure is significantly superior to counter argument as a means of en-
hancing the relative position of the responding speaker with respect to

TABLE 2
Analysis of Variance for Dependent Van le Attitude

Source df SS MS Filatio Prob.

A (Refutation Type) 1 0.446 0.446. 0.002 0.96134
B (Authoritativeness) 2 0.538 0.269 14.164 0'00000
C (Involvement attitude) 2 0.398 0.199 104.704 0.00000
D (Topic) 1 0.166 0.1§6 8.740 0.00.322
AX B 2 0.297 0.148 7.8 -14' 6.00044
A X C 2 0.249 0.124 0.656 Zi.51940
A X D 1 0.723 0.723 3.806 0.05146
B X C 4 0.429 0.107 0.565 0.68819
B X D .P 2 0.173 0.867 0.457 0.63356
C X D 2 0.263 0.131 69.237 0.00000
AX BXC 4 0.626 0.157 0.825 0.50968
AX BXD 2 0.117 0.585 3.082 0.04648
AXCXD 2 0 253 0.127 6:666 0.00136
BXCXD 4 0.448 0.112 .5.906 0.00011
AX,BXCXD 4 . 0.174 0436 2.297 0.05767
E (Subjects) 704 0.134 0.190

rf
1. I f".2C
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TABLE 3
Analysis of V tance for Dependent Variable Authoritativeness

Source df SS MS F Ratio

A (Refutation type) 1 0.801 0.801 12.512
B (Authoritativeness) 2 0.230 '0.115 179.977
C (Involvement-attitude) 2 0.652 0.326 5.093
D (Topic) 1 0.444i 0.444 0.694
A X B 2 0.109\ 0.544 8.504
AX C 2 0.514' 0.257 4.014
AX D 1 0.892 0.892 13.93'5
B C 4 0.874 0.218 3.414
BX D 2 0.476 0.238 3.718

2 0.254 0.127 19.835
B XC 4 0.260 0.649 4.014

AXBXD 2 0.177 0.886 1.3$5
AX CX D 2 0.186 0.930 0.145
B X C X 4 10.191 0.478 7.476
AX BXCXD 4 0.740 0.185 2.890
E (Subjects) 704 0,450 0.640

Prob.

0.00043
0.00000
0.00637
0.40508
0.00022
0.018
0.
0.

Si,
I I : 90

0.02477
0.00000
0.39911
0.25102
0.86473
0.00001
0.02163

. , I*
perceived authoritativeness. The significant F-ratio for the main effect of
refutation type on the responding speaker's authoritativeness provides sup-
port for the research hypothesis, (counter argument: x = +0.260; fallacy
exposure- i = +2.495, p < .0004). Thus the null - hypothesis was rejected.

The second research hypothesis was. The choice of fallacy exposure over
.counter argument will be especially- significant for enhancing the relative
position of the responding speaker with respect to perceived authoritativeness
when tht initial speaker is high in authoritativeness' and the responding
speakerilow in authoritativeness. The data provide strong support for reject-
ing the null-hypothesis in favor of this research hypothesis (f = 8.50, p<
0002) To clarify the )Mature of the interaction between refutation pe and
initial authoritativeness on the..dependent yariablc of relative au/ oritative-
ness, we will examine it graphically. Table 4 shows that in the confrontation
of two speakers both high in initial authoritativeness (H vs H) the use of
fallacy exposure produced a mean difference of +2.194. That is, the re-
sponding speaker was perceived to be slightly higher in authoritativeness than
his opponent. When using counter argument the two speakers were perceived
to be almost identical in authoritativeness (x = +0.407). ,

When a speaker high in initial authoritativeness was answered by a speaker
low in initial authoritativeness (II vs L) the impact of refutation type was far
more significant. As shown in the graph when the responding speaker used
fallacy exposure the mean difference in perceived authotitativeness was only
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TABLE 4
- Authoritativeness Ratings: A X B

GROUP MEANS,

H vs. H H vs. L L vs. H

Fallacy exposure +2.194c 2.648a +8,304b
Counter argument +0.407c 8.320b +8575b

Groups with different superscripts differ beydnd .05. assessed with
Tukey's HSD test.

+ 10

+ 5

6

g 5

-10

'INTERACTION GRAPH

Fallacy exposure
Counter argument

H vs. H /1 vs. 1. L vs. H

2.648 When the respondent low in initial authoritativeness used counter
argument against a highly` uthoritative opponent the mean difference be-
tween them was 8.320. For the high authoritativeness speaker the choice of
refutation type had no impact when responding to a low authoritativeness,
speaker (L vs El).

The third research hypothesis waS also supported. When a speaker low in
authoritativeness responds to a speaker who is high in authoritativeness, the
responding speaker will evoke,attitudes significantly more favorable to his
position if he uses fallacy expOsure instead of counter argumtknt. The signifi-
cant F ratio for the A x B interaction (p < .0004) provides sufficient grounds
for rejecting the null-hypothesis. Again, the choice of refutation type is most
important when a speaker low in initial authoritativeness answers a speaker of
initially high authoritativeness ( 'Ii vs Lt! Speakers of low authoritativeness
were thus more successful in atitacking a specific conclusion with fallacy
exposure.

The data suggest an answer to one of the two research stions about the
interaction of refutation and involvement. Fallacy ex ure was superior for
increasink relative authoritativeness when the re riding speaker took the
popiilar side of an involving issue (1 -P). The IfOice had no impact wher_i_the-

.
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TABLE 5
Attitude Ratings: A X B

GROUP MEANS'

Hvs.H H vs. L Lvs.H

Fallacy exposure
Counter argunient

3.888b
3.522b

3.918b
4.4001

3.555b
3.299b

'Groups with different superscripts diffh beyond .05, assessed with
Tukey's HSD test.

INTERACTION GRAPH

5

4

o
3 '-o

Fallacy exposure
2 Counter grgumetit

Hvs. H H vs. L Lvs.H

responding speaker had the unpopular side of an involving issue (I-UP),. or
when the responding speaker' advocated a position on an issue toward which
the It dience was neutral ano: uninvolved (UI-Nett). The significant F:ratio
for the A X C interaction justifies rejection of the null-hypothesis (F = 4.01,
p < .01). The data thus support the tentative speculation offered e
on involving issues the speaker provides the an istener with greater
reward by using fallacy exposure bec this method eliminates dissonant
beliefs while counter arguments I e the listener with dissonant belieis in his
cognitive set. The effect was .nly suspected to be present on involving issues
since increased involvement entails increased need for consistency.

The nonsignificant F ratio for the interaction of refutation and involve-
menr (A X C) on the dependent variable attitude means that the data provide
no justification for believing fallacy exposure or counter argument to be the
preferable choice for' changing attitude when the responding speaker takes the
popular side of an involving issue.

One highly disturbing result is the existence of significant.pain and
interactive .effects for the nested variable "topic." This means that some
uncontrolled variable in one or more messages had a significa effect. An
examination of mean scores showed that .the topics did not di er systemati-

c
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TABLE 6
Authoritativeness Ratings: A X C

GROUP MEANS

Inv.-Unpop. Inv.-Pop. Uninv.-Neutral
-04

Counter argument +0.432b +0.186b +0.141b
Fallacy exposure +a282b +4.933a +1.422b

Groups with different superscripts differ beyond .05, assessed with
Tukey's HSD test.

INTERACTION GRAPH

(:). -(:)

Fallacy exposure ,

Counter argument

I-.UP IP UT-Neut.'

rally. That is, it cannot be concluded that some of the topics genetally
worked as predicted and other topics generally did not. Beeee the topics do
not differ systematically, it. is also possible that a different topic variable
interacted in each condition. It must be conchided that a-fuller understanding
of °the interaction of the independent variagles in this study will only be
possible in light of the influencc.of other message variables,

Three-way interactions were not significant except for those involving
The nested variable.

Discussion

The purpose of this s by was to investigate certain behavioral dimensions of
public debate.' These onclusions are especially important when we consider
their impact in th context 'ef .an entire public debate. Three of the con-,
clusions indicate at the method of refutation used to answer a neceding
speaker has im want baring on the relative authoritativeness of the two
communicate These ree Conclusions were:

_(I) Fa cy expo re, ratlier than-counter argument, is the generally more
effecti type o refutation for enhancing the position of a responding

6
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speaker with respect to his relatiec authocitatieeness. Ilowev.Z!r, as noted, this

... 0."Des not liceld in alliconditio'ns, , ', '' ,,
1.' (2)Jt ie,speciallz. important .tvhen`a,speaktr low'm euthortumeness te-'.'

'q sponds Ed' aspeakr who ish iglf in authoritativeness, that the responding speaker ,
4 should use fallacy exposure to decrease the perceiied difference between his
, 'authoritativeness and that of hiss-opponent. : . 0

(3) 14111a.cy exposure is pi=eforableto counterAlrgurnerf; fpi enhancing ?he
A relatieauthoiritativeness of the reiporlding speaker when the responding:

Sp
. c:

issue,eaker takes,the'popular sideof an involving'
3y, ..,

Fallacy exposure, unlike counter argument, is not ,dependent on .the
accepiance and.prope,:r perception of new- dita,conecrning,the proposition.
the acceptability of data is dep'endent,on perceptions of the communicator.
Thus, a speaker may improve his refasiee authoritativeness by psing fallacy., -
exposie early' ill the messagp thereby enh'ancing his ability to utilize counter.

' arguments d; a lar'r nwr. This is especially important for.speakersy&ceived '
__-

(ow in authoritativeness becsuse" of their delivery and prior rep riots. The
r

aultormativelss developed through 4:41iacy exposure has speeial impact for
situations in which the slaeakeerrikesile popular sidcOf an involving issue ss
shown by conclusion there: In' suc..tt situations the responding speaker cap

' 'enhante, adthoritativeness,througq hr
>

Ialla< exposure, and thus enhance his
ahilii5' to develop counter argurnerip.

The fourth conclusion of this study indicates that Mccrtain conditions -the _. ...t ,, Choice of refutation type may affect the'atiitude toward a conclusi4. Thet `,.fourth conclusion may.be srated'as follows
.

4"''(4) When.
'IN

a speaker low authoritativeness responds to a speaker who is-
,1,high in authoriiaiiveness., are responding speaker-should choose' fallacy.

exposVre'rinstead ,of count y, al-gumeni tomore effeetiv4y attack. the'coh- ,
, clusihne\slispurc: , . ,

.'"Papageblgis.:and !,/IcGuiti".: found that the resistance to ubsequent dis-, . 4,,

crepani inc...sges was increased by exposing listeners to a p or refutation
even when the,subsequent mtrssagt ,contained shone of the argon nts refuted

22,',,.in She first message 22 `'This evidence suggests that some refu tat real tech-
....

piques "magi prodeAca- NI° effect. That 45, auditors draw the rIithe isible
,, conclusion that a given positi9n weak in*ertain rcs ects may also be ak in 1

.other respects. If fiapagcortiis and 1VteGuire's results are ven relevant to
variables contained in tins study, there'is additional reason fu speaker w
is` low In authoritativencss to expose a fallacy early in his plcesej
order to call int() questio-n the validity of his opponent's other argum. ,,,,er in the-dehate.. ..

/ .: .I Tins study offers indirect evidence of the value of those general asstanip-.
-hobs Upon which it was, based. ASSuitytiogs,Luikcrning cognitive acts an
hicrarchy,,.. cognitive cciiinstency needs, find defenses against Inc-,z,
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together generated useful predictions and questions when applied to a new
area of research.

. , .. ,Recommendations..- . ... . \Otfitously, a .gredt deal of additional research is needed to understand the
bFhavioral effects of 'techniques of refutanbn. The following recommenda-
tions might prove fruitful.. . ... , .

1 .A. desc'tiptive study shojld be condieted to isolate variables that cause
the significant AXI3kxD interae on. It is possible thatthe key is not in the
construction of the messages but i the personal goal; that auditors associate

iwieti different topics. le, for cxamp a listener's goal is to find useful and
novel arguments to use on, his peers ie listener writ not be impressed or

.rewarded by hearing the exposure of a fallacious argunient he does not..

-*antitipate The iriiportance ,of listener goals,has implications beyond the 4. .;
. . '-

'''' Istu p okargu me n t a ti cin and Should be pursued.. .

,,2. The halo effect of refutation. should be tested with, var ikl es of : it
refutation and liffering levels of involvement and atqloritativetices.."
impurtant to know if specific means of refutat roducc a halo effect and
under what condition's. McGuire's research did iot difterentiateamong types
of `refu ration,' involvement levels, pi- le4ls of ec authOritativenes. y .

3. Farally,..tt would be interesting to know if the impact of falla4
exposure is generated by rear understanding of fallacies., kis postible that
influence is generated by the speaker's use of a vocabularra_ssociated with
formal logic and-the listener's desire to appear sophisticased in the use of
reason`Thts question could be seildied'experimentally by, composing logically
sound messages and pseudo-exposure messages that employ termintiogy

ssociated with format logic.. .
, .
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Influence of Two Impromptu
Public-Spe aicing Tasks

on the Heart Rates of Young Adults-
_

THEODORE CLEVENGER, JI;77**

In agreement with other theCr'Srts,, Donald C.13ryant and Karl R. Wallace
-identify nervousness, worry, and tension as normal accompaniments of public
speaking.VAlritil recently, how jiver, very little has beenknown about the
pattern of arousal within the individual speakirxptrienc. Primitive tech-
nology made- it impossible to answer objectively such questions as: is arousal
highest before, during-, or after the speech? Can we identifyNspecific points in
the unfolding speech experience where anxiety for most speakers is especially
high or low? do arousal mechanisins (such Is anticipation ariodaptation)

'revealed in other_ anxiety-pi-ovoking tasks also apply to the speaking experi,
ence? Is there a...general pattern, oroes each speaker respond'differently? Do
some speakers fail to show"any arousal at all? .

With the advent of microminiaturized electronic circuitr in the 1960s, it
became' possible to maraf,acture very`small, lightweight telemetry systems for
unobtrusively measuring physiolOgical changes in freelymoving subjects.
Using such a .system, Clevenger, Motley, and Carlile studied heart rates in a"
groui) of students delivering prepared.speeckes.rie)r the end of asernester of
training. -in public speaking. 2 ,Theil result§ were 'striking. every speaker `°
showed substantial increments in heartrate, even thougbpeaking to a small,
familiar audience aftet considerable trliningandlexpetience. Moreover, al- -
though students showed much individual variation in absolute heait-rate
4eliels, almost all of them evidericeil the samb general Ra tsem.of arousal
through thtsIxaking experience. This pattern was characterized. by:tialr,
stages: (1) anticipatory actipation, defined.a§ a,n incremernin heart rate as thd
ime.for speaking apprOactred, 2)**c"onfr'onration reaction, defined as a fVrther
Tard surge in heart rate very shortly aftemfacing-the audience,(3) adapta-
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non, defined as a gradual decrement in heart rate during the speech so that
arousal at the end w'as lov.irer than at the beginning, and, (4) release, defined as
a. further drop in heart rate very shortly after the end of the speech. The
composite five-second average heart rate for all subject's is presented in Figure
1.
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\
-This first experiment left unanswered a number qt questions that might

occur tolyot,11 the' anxiety theOrist and the speech teacher, among which arc

the following ',11.),,,Would ilie same pattern. of hCart rate changes characterize
other speaking tasks carried out in a different setting? .(2) Would the absolute
heart rates be different fur subjects operating under difkrentmotivational
setS'5` lip the weriment that we report b'ere. students made an impromptu
vecch rather than a prepared one, they spokes to a very small audience in a
highly informal setitng, 'half of ,theyn knew that they' Were to receive class

trades based on the speech pdrtormance, while the Other half knew that they
. .

would not be graded. '.°
e 4.
Su bj&ts .A

.. . .
rubI $

'Sjects for :this stqdy were twenty-four young adult males carolled in an
updergraduatt. psychology °Fora) communication course at the Florida State

" 1.8'
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,

'. .
Liniver§ity All Were sophomores or juniors, all were between.nineteen and
twenty-one yearS of age, all had taken at least one performance course in
speech in either high school or' college, and all had previously made, public
speeches outside the classroom. In an extensive self-evaltAtion questionnaire
completed at the beginning of the ,tenn, two months prior to this experiment,

',none prthese sublects identified "stage fright'"Ilasa serious impediment to
.. their speaking in public, and none,reported a tendency to avoid public

ispeaking for an reason. All were in good health and had no known history of
cardioyascular disordvr. `

.
,

Experknental Procedures

The subjeets weredividefl at rando.ri; into four groups of six subjects each.
§ruderits 4n the fli'-'sr,a,nd. third groups were given assignment sheets describing
the impromptu Speech task, concludin 'th notice that the quality of the.

'`....speech would be evaluatedarlettie assig ° rade averaged with. the student's
other work in ''''determinir!g the 'term gra ik, the course. The second and

. fArth"groups received thes-ameassignment sheet, except they were told that
the purpose Of the assignment Wias"to obtain a,,vmple.of each saident's,verbal
behavior, which. he would subsequently transcnbe and' analyze. it was ex-
pected that this difficrence in instructions woutdread.to a higher motivational
level for the students Who were to be,graded. Groups 1 and 2 spoke on the
first day; groups 3 acid 4 on the second. .

The setting for the experiment was quite informal. Ina 12' X' 14' room
with items of ecluipmen't untelated to the experiment arranged bn.benches
along two_ of the walls, the subject spoke from beflind a table facing the
instructor and fouksiother students. the five listeners were seated in infor-.
malty arranged desk chairs facing the speaker.

Each student kn;w the order of speaking and his ptace in 'it. As his name
-.was callc:d, 14.moved toward the table from behind which he would talk. En

route, the anstibetor announced orally two questions from which the speaker-
arose one as the ttipic for his speech. When he reached, the tabldband-,. ,

confronted the audience, he was to 'begin speaking immediately:Most sub-,I.
°' jects allowed. a silence of two or three ,seconds to elapse before actually

starting to talk. Sneaking time ranged from a low of 2 minutes to, a high of 2
1 Minutes with-a median speaking time of abeur 2 minutes 10 seconds. .

s i
,

ci __ ,.

Apparatus ,
----------.

Electrical activity from the heart was piked up by small 'contacAt.elelctrtacles
, -, held in placi on the'snrface of the chest by adhesi'c washers, beads from \

thtse electrodes were plugged intb a miniaiurcSM transmitter, also affixed to .
A the subject's body. by adhesive. 13cifig small (3,2.X 25'X 16 mil ) and light in . .

.// ik '.- . i

. .
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weight (18 grams), the transmitter was Inv's' nder clothing and stayed in
place without discomfort to the subject.

Information, from the transmitter was telemetered to an .FM receiver lo-
cated Jess than 20' distant in an adjacent room. Received heart signals were
passed to a .Physiograph "Si;c" via shielded cable. The physiograph unit
housed a timing pulse generator, an amplifier, aheart -rate indicator, and a
strip chart recorder, which produced a graphic record of the time intervals
between heart beats. Heart rates were read visually from these strip charts,

sing a specially constructed calibration rule.
Subjects reported that the apparatus was unobtrusive, caused no discomfort,

did not impede their movements in any way, anSin their concentration upon
the impending speech performance was forgotten soon after being attached.

Measurements

Each subject's record was divided-into consecutive 5-second Intel-341s using
the beginni nd the end of the speech as reference port i. Twenty-
one 5-secon

/
tervals for each speaker form the basis ,9f,this report. 15

seconds ending 3 minutes before the beginning of the,.siSeech (period I), 45
seconds beginning 15 seconds prior to the start of,the speech and ending 30

9 seconds after the beginning of the speech(piiiods II, III, and 30
seconds beginning 15 seconds before the .. 'end of tlte speech and ending 15
seconds after the end of the spceeti (periods IV and V), and' 15 seconds
beginning 3 minutes after th$,efi'd of the speech (period VI). The reader may
find this selection easier,terVisualize by referring to figure 1.

For each 5-second.ifiimal the mean heart rate was calculated by averaging
\sY

the fastest singlebeat and the'slowest single beat. The graphs of average mean
heart sate are:;bised on these geometric means. ,

To telftdr anticipatory activation, confrontation reaction, adaptation and
release, comparisons were made between 15 second averages based on inter-
vals as described below. Each 15-se'cOnd amaze was obtained by taking the
arithmetic average of the' mean heart rates for three successive 5?-second geb
intervals. . 43.`

Atesults

A glance at Figure t shows.glat the pattern of hcart rate change in Got the
graded and the ungraded was remary.bI9 similar. Before proceeding tb
differences between the two groupsr let us first examine the common pattern.
In spite of the ,different speaking conditions, !do the subjects of this experi-
ment show the same heart rate patterns as the subjects ol our earlier study?

If we *cite the 15. seconds ending 3 Minutes before the start of the
speech .(period we rind some evidence oficarly anticipatory activation. Per

ay
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FIGURE 2
. Average Mean Heart Rates

During Critical Intervals, for Two Groups of ImprornA/peakers '

the ungraded speech group the mean heart rate during this interval was 86.2
beats per minute, for the grades group, it was 93.5 bpm. Both of these heart
rates' are well above restinglnoimal for ypting adults (about 65-75 bpm).
Thus, although we-have no individual baseline data against which to compare
these pre-speech heart rates, it seems reasonably safe to conclude that three
minutes before the beginning of the speech' these subjects were, on the
average, experiencing some anticipatory activation. -

As the moment' of speaking approached,this effect became markedly
accentuated. In the 15 seconds just prior to the start of the speech (period
II),,peart rates rose to an average of 93.5 in the ungraded group and,111$in
the 'graded group. These increases in activation just .prior .t the start °tithe );,
speech evidence significant xtticipatory activation.

Fokall subjects, activation reached its peak shoal}, after facing the audience
and beginning to speak. For the first 15 seconds, of the speech 4ocriod III),
hcalot rate in the ungraded group rose to an average of 109.2, and for the.
graded group to 129.2 bpm. Peak hart rate rose to a momentary high in both
groups some 25 seconds into the speech (during period III-A), with; the' ungraded gro4..,rising to a mean of 126.5 beats per minute and the graded,:
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group to a remarkable high of 140,5 bpm. These further increments in heart
rate, occurjing on top of a notable anticipatory activation in both groups,
constitute evidence of a strong confrontation reaction in both the graded and
the.ungraded groups.

If we next compare mean heart rates during the first 15 seconds of the
speech (period III) with comparable figures for the last 15 seconds (penod
IV), we find clear indications of adaptation. The ungraded group dropped to
94.6 bpm at the end of the speech, and 'the graded group dropped to' 105.3
bpm. Thus,- during the 2 minutes of ,the impromptu:, speech, heet rat

1adapted substantially in both groups. )
Post-speech relaxation is revelled first the immediate release enome-

6 non that can be seen when we compare eart rates during the t 15 seconds
. of the speech (period IV) with those due he next 15 se lids, immediately

after the end of the speech (period V). Ungraded s dropped top.'
average of 88.4 bpm, and graded subjects dropped

Once begun, this relaxation trend continued or some me. Three minutes
after the, end of/the speech (peiiod VO,,,Clie aye ge heart rate for the
ungraded grow 'fi-ad dropped to 81.8, for,the graded group it had dropped to
86.4,bpm roviding evidence for furtheirelease of tension well after the end
of t peech performatice. Since these figures remain well above- resting,.

rmal, some measure of residual` tension probably persisted for at least
several minUtes longer. .

Certainly the data in Figure 2 seemto provide ample evidence for the
occurrence of anticipatory activation, confrontation reaction', adaptation, and
release for -both of these groups of subjects in response to impromptu
speaking, but are the ,iifferences in heart rate from period to period signifi-
cant) Employing a,fype I Mixed Analysis of Variance design, the differences
among periods I, II, III, IV, V* and VI produced an F. valise of 65.752 which,
with 5 and 110 degrees of freedom, is significant well beyond the .001

,.,.. , ,,probability,,probability level, Moreover, when each of the successive changes was tested
..,

far significance, all five produced t values significant at or beyond the .01
Vvel. . .

Granted that the differences on the whole were significant, to what extent
did individual subjects experience the pattern of anticipatory activation,
confrontation reaction, adaptation and release? .A. sub) --t was held to expert-
ente anticipatory' activation if his heart rate was highe in Period II than in-
Period I, to experiences confrontation reaction if his heart rate was hjgher in
Period III than in Ieriod II, to experience adaptation if his heart rate was
lower in Period IV than in Period III*A., and to experience release if his heart
rate was lower in Period,y than m_Period IV.

.
Using tb;cse definitions twenty of the subjects experienced anuctpapry

activation. (Of the four -who did not show anticipatory activation, two
*

3,
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TABLE 1
Analysis-of Variance

df SS MS

177+

Between Subj. 23 26106
B 1 4830 4830 4.995

error (b) 22 21271 966.9

Within Subj. 120. 29992 3708.4
A 5 18542 1049 65.752

. AB 5 5245 56.4 1.860
error (W) 110 6205

A

sljowed no change and two showed -a small drop in heart rate just prior to the
speech;) Twenty-two subjects showed confrontation reaction. (Of the two
who did not, one 4.howed no change and the other showed a slight drop in
heart rate during the first fifteen seconds after beginning to speak.) Twenty-
orx subjects underwent"adaptation. (Of the three who did.not, one showed
no change and two showed a slight increase in heart rate at the end of the
speech.) Twenty-tivo subjects showed evidence of rekase.. (Both of the
remaining two showed evidence of slight heart rate increment immediately
after the end of the speech.) In short, the overwhelming majority of individ-
ual subjects showed evidence of each of-the four critical changes in heart rate.
Using the sign test, all period-to-period comparisons for indKidual subjects
were significant at the .001 probability level.4

Of the eleven individual discrepancies from the predicted pattern, only
two occurred in the graded speech group. All of the remaining discrepancies
occurred in the ungraded group. The commonest discrepancy pattern, which
occurred in three ungraded subjects, was failure to show either anticipatory
activation or adaptation. These subjects did, however, show confrontation
reaction and release. Their heart-rate pattern, therefore, resembled a plateau
which rose immediately as they began to speak, remained high through the
speech, and dropped immediately as-their perfirmance ended.

Thus far, the have not taken special note of differences,between the graded
end the ungraded speakers, yet the graphs in Figure 2 suggest that heart rates
for the group who expected to be graded on their performance were higher
on the average than heart rates foTs-ubjects who expected not to be graded. In
fact, the analysis of variance yielded an F-value of 4.995 for the difference
between the two groups. With land 22 degrees of freedom this difference is
;Ignificant A the .1:1 probability level-. The grade speakers were significantly
more arouseil,

.
Granted that the gradel /lid the ungraded groups differ in their average!
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levels of activation, the two charts tend to run 'parallel to one another,
throughout the speaking experience, as onegroup increases the other tends to

. increase, where one declines the other tends to do likewise. Any substantial
departure from such parallelism would be reflected in the interaction term of

the analysis of variance. As Table 1 shows, the interaction F of 1.860 (df = 5,
110) falls short of significance, confirming that the ,patterns tof heart rate
increase and decrease at the critical points during the speech performance do
not differ significantly between graded and ungraded speakers.

Conclusions

The data in this experiment show that anticipatory activation, confronta-
tion reaction, adaptation, and release are not confined to the prepared
classroom speech-, in the experiment reported here we have seen that this
activation pattern characterizes the informal impromptu speech as well.
On the average, the pattern is the same whether the student expects to
be graded or not, although for students not subject to evaluation pressure,
the average level of activation is significantly lower and individual deviations
from one or more of the characteristic critical changes are more frequent.

When we compare the heart rates of anise impromptu speakers with those
of prepared speakers in the earlier study, we see some interesting differences
of detail.

To facilitate the comparison, Figure 3 shows the results of the first
_experiment (Figure 1) superimposed on the results of the second (Figure 2).

t can be seen that anticipatory activation and confrontation reaction for the
subjects of the first experiment, making a grade.d, prepared speech to twenty-
five or so peers, would fall just about midway between the graded and the
ungraded groups of this experiment, if Periods II through III-A were shifted
15 or 20 seconds to the right. Until shortly before the speech, activation for
the subjects in Experiment 1 ran roughly halfway between the two groups of
Extieriment°2, however, beginning about 15 seconds before the speech, the
subjects of Experiment 1 experienced more rapid increases in heart rate than
either group in Experinient 2, achieving peak activation during the first 5 or
10 seconds of the speech, after which a slow adaptation process began. '
Subjects in Experiment 2, however, continued to increase heart rates for an
additional 20 seconds, with the graded group eventually achieving a very high
peak activation 20 seconds later.

Examining the results for Periods IV and.3/, it appears Mat,hy,;heend of
the speech, activation for the, Experiment 1 subjects is about equal to that our f
the. graded group in Experiment 2, and well above that for the ungraded
group. When we, remember that subjects in Experiment 2 spoke to a very
small audience in a highly informal setting, it seems reaslable to conclude

.0 0 scs,
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During Critical Intervals: for Three Groups of Speakers

I 3a I

that impromptu speaking was inherently more stressful for these students
than making a prepared speech.

Although it is always risky to combine results from different experiments,
it is tempting to speculate that: (1) immediately prior to the speech, the
impromptu speaking task elicits higher levels of -anticipatory activation than
the prepared speech but (2) confrontation reaction is more pronounced for
the impromptu' speech; (3) impromptu speaking is, all things considered,
more stressful to the student than making4,prepared "speech, but (4),the
stressfulness of tire impromptu task maybe offset to some degree by staging
the speech in an informal, very-srnalliau'dience <setting; (5) a graded speech

/performance
things conliderest, more stressful than an ungraded one,

and moreover, (6) the effects orgrade pressure coupled with an impromptu
assignment are sufficient to more than offset whatever reduction in arousal is

tgained by staging the speech in an informal setting before a very small
/Audience of known peers.'-
/ these speculations are confirmed-by further- research,-they have

twit implications not Only for teachers of public speaking, but for all Who are
concerned with the study or control of performance anxiety.

100
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John Foster Dulles: A New Rhetoric
Justifies an.Old Policy

WAYNE BROCKRIEDE

In the spring of 1952 John Roster Dulles, the-than who had been slaked to
become Thomas Dewey's secretary of state in 1944 and 1948, selected a
presidential. candidate to support, and forthUlated two foreign policy Pro-
posals. In 'Max, after talking with General Dwight D. Eisenhower in Pans, he
decided to support Ike's candidacy, although he would not announce that
support until the weekend before the convention. The two proposals, also in
May, appeared in Life magazine under the title "A Policy of Boldness"' and
argued that American foreign policy should move from containthent to
liberation-and from counterforce to instant retaliation.

Since 1947 the pnrriary goal of the Truman adrvinistration had been to
contain communism by the application of counterf6rce wherever nec
The containment policy had been applied on three notable occasions. null-.
tary aid. to Greece and Turkey to`prevent the development of communist
governments in those countries, a massive airlift of supplies into West Berlin
when the coVridor te.that city had,been closed by thecommtinists, and, at
greater cost of lives and money, United States leadership of a United Nations
police action to preajake communist takeover in South Korea. But even
before the shpotingliat made the conflict in Korea a hot wir, the struggle in
Europe had taken A the nomenclature o war. Undergirding the containment
policy.. was an anticommunist ideology that identified communism as the
enemy. As troubles throughout *the world cpntinued in the late forties and
early fifties; a heightened fear of a worldwide monolithic contrnunist con-
spiracy was accompanied by a rhetorical escalation but by no change in
policy.

In the Life article, in, the foreign policy plank of'the Republican party
platform"ind in speeches Dulles and Eisenhower made during the campaign,
the Republicans challenged direly the appropriateness of the, goal, of con-

. .
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tasnmept and contended that the goal should be to liberate the "captive
nations" of Eastern Europe and Asia.

Less than two years later, this time as secretary of state, John Foster
Dulles, in a speech on January 12, 1,9.54, before the council on foreign
relations in New York City, restated his second proposal by announcing that
the administration ha'd decided to place less reliance on local defense to meet
communist _aggression and to depend more on a capacity to "retaliate in-
stantly by means and at places of our choosing,"2 that is, to depend more on
strategic nucicar weapons.

Both statements were presented as majgr new policy changes. One ogen-
sibly changed the dominant goal from containment ro liberation. The other
ostensibly changed the dommant.strategy from cautious countcrforcc to
massive retaliation. An examination of the discourses that argued for and
against these proposals will suggest tIsat.liberation and massive retaliation
functioned not as new policies but as th'etorical justification for old policies.3

I

The article in Life and conversations with the tw leading candidates, General
Eisenhower and Senator Robert Taft, earned John FoStet Dulles the assign -,

ment of writing the foreign policy plank of the Republican platform. Dulles
featured the concept. of isberatiOn in the following statement which was

--accepted by"'the Repubikcanonvention:
/ .

We shall again make liberty into a beacon light of hope that Will
penetrate thc dark places. That program will give The Voice of America
a. real function It will rpark the end of the negative, futile and immoral
policy of "containment" which abandons countless human b7rigs to a
despotism and Godless terrorism whichin turn enables the,rules
to forge the captives into a weapon for our destruction....

The policies we espouse will tcvive the contagious liberating in-
liteences which are inherent in freedom. They will inevitably set lip
strains and stresses within the captive world which will make the rulers
impotent to continue in their monstrous ways and 14r1, the beginning%
of their end.

Our nation will 'become again the dynamic, moral and spiritual force
which was the despair of despots and the hope of the oppre9sed.4.

Dulles "had caught hold of the imlolance in the. administration's policy of
containment and its anticommunist ideological Justification. The cautious,
dcfensne langvage of the former was badly outstripped by tile demands of
the lattc.r. If the symbols of World War 11 were remembeied`and sounded in

- the making of the Truman doctrine in 1947, then the heady rherOric oflcarry. hg the war to the enemy",would have to find Jts 1952 counterpart.
But planlo- in political party platforms are not witrCly read, If libCration

C
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by declaring, "I shall go to Korea." Although he, never explained what he
, would do other than totgo there, and although both Truman and Stevenson

asked repeatedly for an xplanation,.tlik simple, undeveloped statement gave
the Eisenhower earnFiRa mighty 'impetus. The extent to which liberation

. hails declined in importance- is suggested when Eisenhower, tin a speech on
Novevnberl, made whatle caIlcd a "`brief summary bftheiledges that.1 have

a made during this campaigri.'kabCrition was not among them.23
fhelast enunciation of the liberat doctrine me'dunng the erly

weeks of thie new'. Eisenhower administra on. frOthis State -of', the Union pp

message on FeBruary 2, 1953. President Eis hoover c led for a repudiation"
Yalt4 9lgreeinpt.24 The new secreta of are, JoiK Foster*Pulles,

Ittel earlier 'called once, more for liberating the -captive nation's. In a Seat
Foreign RelatiOns Committee heaping on January 15 he had asserted that

, "these people who are enslave,d ate people who deserve to be free," and he
o has reiterated ltis belief that iiberation could be brought abo,ut pe"Icefully.25

1r at were e' consequehees cethe calls for 'liberation? The aggp.ssive
anticlQmmunist Proposals and, justifications probably helpedrhe new 4,19inis-
tration get and hold popular approval and congressiorlaksupport. Althoith no
one°clzims that liberationwas a decisive factor in the 3952 campaign, Dulles's
projection of a "bold.new polic y" may have created for, the Am'enEan public
"'til' image himself as a staunch apd dynamic figh lei. against corn-

,

muhism"26 and of the doctrine of liberation as,"a new, forceful, aggressive
fqreign pork}': X27 bulles's,biographer, John R. Beal, contends ttlat Dulles
mad; a deliberate. effort To gain and nfamtainkbpular support, that he held
the theory 'hat "foreign policy, no matter 1<ioiu wise and sound, cduld not
suceitd hi a demoratic-rcpublit unless the mass of people understood it and
suppOrted it."28 Furthetmore, Dulles from the very beginning of his tenure

4s secretary of,s-tote entoyed electIlent relations with Congreis,29 and the
liberation proposal was-surely popular with many congressmen.

RV many Amcricans and" their reptesentatives the doctrine of liberation
was altogether compatible with an anticommunist 'Ideology which in the

t 1950s''haeemerged as the (eating criterion by which to determine and judge .`.
.foreign policy' The strong talk about libaration was so appealing because it .0

a .. i ,, helped fulfill, an appetite created by cold-iiacrrhetoric. Stalemate seemed,, he
most ilopefu.1 outcome of containitent, arid stalemate was' not what:the
.

a. /ideology of total' victory over co?nmunien promiced. Ani6ricans needed7i/
e 4.-

ti symbol that would renew their faith in the abilit-4 of this coOritq to make .
1.,,' ', .

..,

ideals 4cendtnt. . '. 1'
- 6 , -. . .,>

* . But the rhetoric of liberation did no4 alter poJicy. Although ii'selihofet-
- ,,,and Dulles talkeeliberation, they pursued coritainment.30 T ey, made ,a--..passing,' gestuEe in tile direction of reptViating the Yalu greement,3. sand,

43ulles `would at least m a perTunctow way, A k the bureaucrvy lindee.hid.* r 1 . , .
Or
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tainment."'° Certainlyti

daionall Amencans of East
e broad support t e Democratic

nal northeastern states. A-policy of
urate with the sentiment fired 'by the talk

domination. If these voters felt fear and
n1 replacing the fascism that had engulfed their

t of liberation was apt to be appealing to them."
General Eisenhower's rnessage_tot the American Lion addressed these voters

"liberationof ethnic Americans fro
the Republican leaders were nut unawar
European descent composed altich of
party could depend on in the ind
containment was scarcely comme
of struggling against commu
horror of 'a new totalitarian
homelands, then thetho

Democratic

directly.
Third, wherea,? containment connoted a policy aimed at dealing in a

fliolitical way vth an oppostig state, liberation connoted a pronouncement
aimed at faling in a rherorical 'way with an opposing ideology. Dulles's
authorOip of the foreign policy -plank in thy Republican platform pits the
"dyiiinic, moral and spiritual force" of freedom against the "despotism'and

less terrorism" of communism. The anticommunist ideology President
Marry S. Truman had. unleashed to develop' support for the proposal t'o send
military aid to) Greece and Turkey in 1947 had burgeoned into a religious
crusade for freedom._,Edmund Stillman and William Pfaff stress the religious
motif in their analysis of the change in mood. "Our early postwar policy had
been ptunarily political limited and pragmatic, our evangelism influenced
but did not lead our actions. After Korea our outraged moral sense ruled, and
we were, no longer, content to Contain ,this evil, it had to be extirpated.
Calvinists that as a nation we are, we sav5 depravity manifest in the world, and
'we, the elect, had to -combat it."12 Those--4ters who saw anticommunism
within religious contexts would predictably support enthusiastically ,the idea

American policy must aim at liberating captive -peoples, and would
approve of a party and a candidate who represented a bold and dynamic force
against a Godle4s ideOlogy. :

The 'Democrats ,tried to county!' the appeal. Speeches against ;liberation
were made by candidate Adlai Stevenson and by Secretary of State Dean
Acheson. The leading opponent, though, was. President harry S. Truman,
whose first intiliberation speech, presented on SeptembFr 2 in Parkersburg,

`54
West Virginia, initiated the three.leading arguments Democrats were to
advhce during the campaign:

..
Maybe the, cpublicans don't realize this, but the people who are on

the spot in Europ'e know very well that talk of liberation under present
circumstances is war talk. That is why these Republican statements
have causecl -so much concern among our friends in Europe. After all,
our Allies there have signed up with us for combi d defense oft

4..
frecdom. They have not signed up.to Join in a crusade fo war.

Allies will underNow I am perfectly convincedand I hope our -

7 k)
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standthat the Republicans do not intend by what they say to pledge
this country to. ; frightful atomic war in .order to roll back the Iron

187

Curtain by force.
Yet, if they don't want war, why do they tell us they have some new

and positive proposal to help the people behind the Iron Curtain? If
they don't mean war, wkat is it they do mean? Do they mean insurrec-
tion by the satellite peoples? . --

Nothing could be worse than to raise false hopes of this in Eastern
Europe. Nothing could be worse than to incite uprisings that On only
end' by giving a new, crop of victims' to the Soviet gxecutioners. All
Europeans know quite well th'at insurrection in ttie Soviet borderland
these days could only be successful w.i\h armed support from the out-
side world. . ..

If the Republicans don't mean to give that armed supportand .1 feel
sure they don't-,-then they art trying to deceive their fellow-citizens at
home and playing cruel, gutter politics with the lives of Countless good
men.and women behind the Iron Curtain.

If the Republicans don't mean war or insurrection, what do they
mean? Well, 1'14 tell you. They arc trying to get votes and they don't
cafe how they get them."

No one put Truman's concluding argum'en't that liberation was a political
ploy quite so bligitly or so repeated during the campaign as did the
President. Adlai Stevenson, on Novembei-l-in Chicago, though, called the ,_ --,

..1 "1-Liberation prkosal -irresponsible politics" to raise the hopes "of thole Of us
with families and close friend behind the edges of the Iron Curtain."14 No one,

...of course, could prove that the primary motiveof Eisenhbwerand Dulles's call
for liberation was to secure votes. And one may wonder if Americans would
find novel or take seriously a charge that an opponent was playing politics.

A second argument, that liberation frightened European allies, was demon
strated by reports of concern. coming from European capitals. liarord Callen-
der reported from Pis that liberation "amazed and alarmed' Europeans."
The Manchester Guardian said that the Eisenhower who spoke to the Ameri-
can Eegion was not the.,"prudrt general' the British used to know but"Eir..--,,\
Ike the crusader against the C9mmunist,dragon."16'Again, Adlai Stev rison
reinforced Truman's criticism that a crusade for liberation would frighten

'' West Europe when, in a speech in Brooklyn, October 31, he claimed th t the
proposal had damaged the general personally and, more important, d ,
damaged Europ s "funded capital of confidepce in Americanestability and
judgment whit we have so carefully built up in the postwar yeat's."" But .
liberating people for freedom from communism doubtless must have seemed
more persuasive to many voters than retaining British or French approbation.

From the point of view ofrational evaluation of policy consequence's, the
third argument was the most fundamental. It took the form of a dilemma:
Either liberation would increase the risk of war, or it would prove ineffe ual.

to
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aggressive( an image that interacted favorably with the anticommunist ideol-
ogy of this country. Such an image was reinforced by Vice President Richard

. M. Nixon, who, in answer to Dulles's critics, exclaimed, "Isn't it wonderful
that finally we have a Secretary of State who isn't taken i.ti by the com-
munists, who stands up to t hem."4? . .. .

Second, the ?aggressiveness had a mpre ir(rmediate goal..The Irldochinese
insurgents,t with the support of the Chinese communists, were at the point of
ousting the French. Louis Gerson asserts that the Chinese would not "miss his
meaning" In the speech of January 12, that they would know that Dulles had
thfeatened them "with massive retaliation."'"

. # ..# Third, a greatet reliance on strategic weapons and It stress on conven-
tional weapons would, asDulles contended, he less expen ive. The govern-
ment could hardly justify reducing the effort to develop milear weapons-
even for such 'a prize as balancing the budgei. But the policy of massive
retaliation could permit less cost for conventional preparedness. As Hans j..
Morgenthau indicated, this speech of 3,500 words contained no fewer than
fifteen references to the advantage of economy.'" What the administration(
probably considered the cost 'criterion is suggested by President Eisenhower's
nhounceinent nine days after Dines's speech that military spending had

been cutby $4 billion; , .-
The argument for economy was consistent with what the public had come

to assOciate with Republican administrations. If a policy of liberationwas--
congruent with' the Ideology of anticommunism, then the greater effort it
implied placed a concomitant burden on the administration-meeting the
'tension f mailed by the governmental spending. Although calls for extraordi- _
nary sacrifice are common, Dulles and Eisenhower suggested another solution
in 1954. Since the Cold War had become.so much a matter of threats, making..

the biggest threat possible se med quite natural.
The day after Dulles spo. e President Eisenhower told newsmen thathe did

not need to "elucidate"' what Dulles had said.46 After that, the speechi appers to have been'on its way oward being forgotten. 'Chat no immediate
criticism of the speech or policy was heard may be attributed in part_to
American familiarity with the language of the Cold War. The speech in which
the policy is articulated is filled with references to aggression, both direct and
implied Nothing had become more cOrdmonplace 141 the context of deterring
aggression than the threat of retaliquon. Americans had long since becotne
used to calling such bellicose language the stuff of peaceful intentions, as
Dulles had done in the last paragraph of his speech.

Louis Gerson comments on the favorable timing of the Dulles speech when
it was presented anti explains also why severe criticism ultimately,developed.
After the speech, Gerson ))oints out,, "a series of sensational events drama-
tized the phrase 'massive retaliation.' ".These events included ''some hair-.. A 'r

A
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by declaring, "I shall go to Korea." Although he, never explained what he
. would do other th'an togq, there, and although both Truman and Stevenson

__ *asked repeatedly for an explanatignethk 'simple, undecelopedstatement gave
the Eisenhower cartivignlringhty 'impetus. The extent to which liberation

. hadodechned in importance .is suggested ;then Ecsenhowei, (In a speech on
Nov4mber,l, made what Ile called a "brief summary Of.the Pledges that.I have

c made during this campaign."Lifierition was not among them.23 '.

The last enunciation of the liberat' doctrine m dunng the early
weeks of the new Eisenhower administra
messag. on FeBruary 2, 1953, Pres'ident Eisc

.the Yalta 9lgreemsnt.24 The new secretar

on. Inalthis
hower c

of

State -of, the Union
led for a repudiation"

ate, Joliit FosterDullcs,
had cater 'called once. more for liberating the captive nations. In a Seats
Foreign RelatiOns Committee heasing on January 15 he had asserted that
"these people who are enslaced are people who deserve to be free," and he

° !la? reiterated Iris belitf that liberation could be brought abo.ut pClcefully2c
,' /at tere the' consequehees 9ethe calls forliberation? The agg.ssive

antic mmunist proposals and justifications probably helped, the new 41,i3inis-
. tratioiliei and hold popular approval and congressionakoupport.Althotrgh no

one °clzims that liberation was a decisive factor in the 1,952 campaign, Dulles's
.projection of "bold.necc policy" may have created for the American public

'"thee' image of himself al -a staunch 4,nd dynamic fighter against corn-
,

muivism"26 and of the doctrine of liberation as,"a new, forceful, aggressive
fqreign bulles'sblographer, John R. Beal, contends that Dulles
madc a deliberate. &fort to gain and nVaintatn,ffopular support, that he held 41
the theory that "foreign policy, no matter ,iiocc. wise and sound, could not
succeed In a demoiratic-republic, unless the mass of people understood it and
supported it "28 Furthetmore, Dulles from the very beginning of his tenure

c.ls secretary of. state enjoyed exctIlent relations with CongresS,29 and the
liberation proposal was'surely popular with many congressnen.

1,4 many Americans andtheir reptesentatices the doctrine of liberation
w as altogeolaer compatible with an anticommunist ldeblogy Which in the
1950s had emerged as 'he leacing criterion by which to determine and judge
fpreign polic,' The strong talk about liberation cvas,so appealing beCause
helped fulfil t in appetite created by acold-ccalurheioric. Stalemate seemed the
most hopeful outCome of contanitent, and stalemate was not .

' ideology of total victory oer cohmunis?n promised. Americans needed{ z ,
o symbol that would renew their faith in the abilitof this cotiiitiT to titakt its

ideals a',,s'cendInt.

. But the rhetoric of liberntiondid no atter policy. Although Kisenhocitr-
;.,and 13,ulles talked liberation, they pursued containment." fey made a

31passing,gestuv in the directivn cif reptpating the YaltiAgreement, and ,
;pulles klwould. at least in a pel:functocy way, Alt the bureaucracy undciohim

o * * . ,
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Graebner sums up well that demonstration "In admitting at the moment of
greatest urgency that Hungary 's independence was not required by the
seeunty interests ot the United States, Amer officials rendered the
concept of liberation a mockery."33.

After the Hungarian revolt was quelled, the efulness of calls for libera-
tion kA as over. The gruss disparity etwe&i rheto cal pronouncements and
actual policy had been exposed. Lotris L. Gerson describes ,the final resting-
place of the campaign for liberation:.

The, denoueEnent to hber.atfon came after: thcleath of Dulles when
Congress on July 17, 1959, passed the so-called Captive Nations Resolu-
tion, asking the President to designate the third week in July as Captive
Nations Week and "to issue a similar proclamation each year until such
time as freedom and independence shall have been achieved for all the

/captive
nations of the world:: This resRluticin ... was added to the long/ list of other national proclamations d8ignating days, weeks, of months

to honor veterans, mothers, crippled childrenehletes,aild Just about
anything.34

The doctrine of 'liberation, which had never become , shad also lost its
appeal as a rhetorical justification for containment.

I
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to sec what could be done to liberate the satellites by psychological.de-
vices'32 But nothing happened. The futility was demonstrated dramatically
by the absence of AMencan action during the Hungarian revolt. Norman A.

K

II

On January 12, 1954, John Foster Dulles presented what high government
sources termed :`the most im rtant speech that Mr. Wiles has ever made orr,
is ever likely to maks."35 I the speech the secretary of state enunciated
what he said was a "new policy decision" by, the NatiOnal Security Council'
and why was to, become knownipopularly- as the policy orsmassive retalia-
non."

But the proposal was not born in 1954. On May 5, 1952, in a speech to
the French National mai Science Institute in Paris, John Foster Dulles

.0e.

had argued the nee for fighting the-enemy at "times and placei of our own
choosing "36 Dulles developed the argument also the same month in his
article in Life magazine. He stated: ' ..

.,

,ObviouslA, we\ cannot build a 20,000-mile Maginot Line or match
the Red arryies, man for man, gun for gun, and tank for tank at any
particular time or place their general staff selects. To attempt that
would min real strength nowhere and bankruptcy everywhere.

t There is one colution.and only one. that is for the free world to
develop the will and organize the >neans to retaliate instantly against

v i
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.open aggression by
.

Red armies, so that, if it occurred.anywhere;""an
could and would strike back where it burlay means of our
chNosing." .. ;.--

"..,,The initial draft. of a national de cplank in the Republican platform
had included the doctrine 9f et iation. C. L. Sulzberger reported that
"General Eiscnhowe ted violently w this. He instructed John Foster

1 ,
Dulles . . . Veinention of retaliation stricken fry. n the projec ted plat-
forat"3 But the idea appeared in at least two' Republican oampaign

cches. In his AUgii,,st 25 speech to the Ainciican*Ilgion, Geneial Eisen-
hower "spoke of hiunting the kremlin with nightmares_of PurliShm cn' t _that
could be visited by the 'retaliatory readuxess of powerful, America
forces."39 On October 4 Dulles, at Rochester,,New York, placed retaliation
in the service of SeykrrCncc with the'se'wordi,, "Are we planni to crer a

. ,
military establishment ab ate any moment, to fIght successfully y Sir, by
sea and by land, in Asia, i rica and Europe, in, he Arctieand iii the tropics?

'not to fight wars, but to prevent wars.. e best* way to prevent armed
If so, we are bound to b economically' rxiin'il..'.. Our primary objective is,

aggression is topossess the power tostrike at the licY-t bf.aggression.
But these tarty statements4hat the United States must .develop a capacity

for instant and massive retaliation, made iftirsiarily by a preSickntial candi-
'ate's foreign p'oliey advisotaii,i not generate:as much excitement tit- contro-
yersy as did the later prOno,r icemenfs of a -policy decision by a saretary of
state, On January 12, 1954, after a4nef introdActio.n in which Dulles
recognized the merit of marly .emergency decisions the Democrats had made,
he continued. .# ,

. .
. i E:niciienc5; meaSures-however good for the emergencydo nit neces-4

.

sarily Make. good permanent policies, Emergency policies ate claistly...
kick they are superficial and' they imply that the enemy has the
initiative. They cannot be depended upon to serve our long-time inter-
ests . . (Dulles discusses the importance of long-range policy and
relates it to national 4ecurity.1 .,

We need allies and we need collective security. And our purpose is to
have them, but to have them on a basis which is more effective and on a
basis which is less costly. How do we do this? The way to do this it to
place more reliance upon community deterrent power, and less depen- ,
dencc upon local defensive power. . .

This is accepted practice so far as ourolocal communities are con- ,

cerned. We keep locks on the doors of our,fiomes,-but we do not have
armed guards in every home. We rely principally on a community
security ystem so well equipp,ySd to catch anepunish any who break in

iand step that, in fact, would -be aggressors are generally deten-c, ..That
is the modern Way of get "lig maximum protection at bearable co t. .

What e Eisenho Administration seeks is a §imilar international'

#
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security syStein We wart for ourselves and for others a maximum
deterrent at bearable cost.

Local defense will always be important. But there is no local defense
which alone will contain the mighty land power dray Communist
world. Defense Inuit be reinforced by the further deterrent of
- massive retaliatory power.

A potential aggressor must know that he cannot always prescribe the
battle conditions that suit him. otherwise, for example, a potential

`44gre1sor who is glutted with manpower might be/tempted to attack in
confidence that resistance would be confined tcf manpower. lie might
be tempted to att'ack in places where his superiVy was decisive.

The way to deter aggression is for the fr/Oommunity to be willing
and able to, respond vigorously' at places ;and with means of its own
choosing.//

Now, go long as our basic Co s in these respects were unclear,---
our 'military leaders could .. .e selective in building our military

# power. If the enemy co p ck his time and his place and his method
of warlarean4 i ur policy- was to remain the .traditional one of
meeting a: ''lion by direct and local oppositionthen we had to be
read ,igitt in the Arctic and tropics, in Asia, i the Near East

in*Europe, by sea, b nd and by air, by old wea ons and by new
weapons'

The total cost of o r security efforts, at home and abroad, was over
ssmoo,000,oga per annum, and involved, (or 1953, a projected bud-
getary de 'crrof $9,000,0,00,000, and for 1954 a projected deficit of

/$11 ,000000.
This was on top of taxes comparable to wartime taxes and the dollar

was depreciating in its effective value. And our allies were similarly
weighed down. This could not be continued for long Without grave
budgetary/economic and social consequences.

But lot fort military planning could be changed the President and his
advisers,' represented by. the 1National Security Council, had to take
soRie 13:isic policy decisions. This has been done.

Anti the basic decision Was as I indicated to depend primarily upon a
great capacity to retaliate instantly- by means and at places of our .
choosing. And now the Department of Defense and the Joint Ctiefs of
Staff can shape our military establishmcnt'to fit what is o'policy
instead of having to try to be ready to-meet the enemy's manyurhoices.
Attd that permits of a selection of military means instead of a multiph- .

cation of means. And as 'a result it is nowyossible to get, and to share,
more security at less cost.

c how this concept has been practically applied to
foreign policy. .. /Dulles applies the concept to Korea, to Indochina,
tq_Okina a o NATOwith special attention to West Germany, and to
'fore n tance programs. Ile concludes by voicing the belief that the

di resources af- freedom are irresistible and will ultimately4
[MIR, 1

t are the appeals of this speech? First, it continues the Dulles cam-

PYg to project himself and his conduct offpreign affairs as postuve, aak/

:4 J
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aggressive( an image that interacted favorably with the anticommunist ideol-
ogy of this country. Such an image was reinforced by Vice President Richard.

. M Nixon, who, in answer to. Dulles's critics, exclaimed, "Isn't it wonderful
that finally we have a Secretary of State who isn't taken in by the com-
munists, who stands up to4them."4? - ,

,,Second, the /aggressiveness had a mpre immediate goal...The Ittdochinese
insurgents,twith the support of the Chinese communists, were at the point of
ousting the French. Louis Gerson asserts that the Chinese would not "miss bis
meaning" In the speech of January 12, that they woul know that Dulles had
threatened them "with massive retaliation."'"

Third, a greater reliance on stFategic weapons and . IL stress on conven-
tional' weapons would, asDulles contended, he less expensive. The govern-

, ment could hardly justify reducing the effort to develop nuclear weapons.
even for such 1a prize as balancing the budgei, But the policy of massive
retaliation could permit less cost for conventional preparedness. As (fans J...
Morgenthau indicated, this speech of 3,500 words contained no fewer than
fifteen references to the advantage of economy." 4fhat the administr"ationi
probably considered the cost icriterion is suggested by, President Eisenhower's
nhounceinent nine days after Dull es's,speech that military spending had

been cut'Jiy S4 billion1(5 , ...

The argument for economy was consistent with what the public hacicome
to assdciate with Republican administrations. If a policy of liberation was-
congruent with' the ideology of anticommunism, then the greater effort it
implied placed a concomitant burden on the administrationmeeting the

"tension rntailed by the governmental spending. Although calls for extraordi- _..:'i--
nary sacrifice are common, Dulles and Eisenhower suggested another solution
in 1954. Since the Cold War had become.so much a matter of threats, making
the biggest threat possible seimed quite natural. * .

The day after Dulles spote President Eisenhower told newsmen that did
not need to "elucidate." what Dulles had said." After that, the speech
appeSts to have been'on its way oward beirig forgotten. That TIO immediatee

criticism of the speech or policy was heard may be attributed in part,to
American familiarity with the language of the Cold War. The speech in which
the policy is articulated is filled with references to aggression, both direct and
implied Nothing had become more cOrrfmonplace itythe context of deterring
aggression than the threat of retalia,tion. Americans had long since becotne
used to calling such bellicose language the stuff of peaceful intentions, as
Dulles had done in the last paragraph of his speech.

Louis Gerson comments on the favorable timing of the Dulles speech when
it was presented and explains also why severe criticism ultimatelyfdeveloped.
After the speech, Gerson ))oints out, "a series of sensational events drama-

'tized the phrase 'massive retaliation.' ".These events *included r'some hair-.
n
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staising revelations of thermonuclear explosions
States at Eniwetok th Naember, The

lateethis fact wIA'thc United areson Marcb

A -

_earned out by tttc United
world had scaciely assitni-
1, 1954, dcla4atcd a hug'eP

hydrogen bomb, tt des iveness of which far excecdc e expectationi
o fists r iaddovclopcd it. . Wfien all'. this inf un'becarne

crc was/a grcat to-do, a flood of pol tcs,i4T tstr

The two le/a/ding polemicists included one.0_ tic cri c, Adlai 59tevensorv,;
and one repiCs'entative of the A.lbes,A,trSie'r Pearson, anada's sceretar
state for ternal affairs and later, in 1957, winner a Nobel peace prize
Stevens° criticized the polity because it had not en formulated hrtmg
biparti n,machinery. Indeed, although Dulles atm uted the dcc on t4the
Natto al Security Council, the speech which pr flounced it, 5ord-ttg to

Lou J. Halle, h'ad been written entirely by D Iles, and "a rently With
on on even 'the members of his t cdiatc pro ssional staff in
t e State Department did not know about t until it, as delivered and
ublished."48 Stevenand others criticized the polic

cyp'nomy. ChCster Bowles, former ambaSsad to In
/administrationthid started "with a budget dec ion
/'foreign potty to Bowles coritcnded that

es ... ar alt to be found in a budgetary bar
But the two most searching crt,tiques w

Pearson, ,Alai Stinson mas

American choice of action had been Inn
in a speech to the Southeastern D

. 'Florida, Stevenson contended that

as constituting false
, complained that the

nd attempted to fit our
oad, patient, positn",e poli-

in

e developed by Stevenson and
ye retaliation primaril because

ed by the policy: On March 6, 1954,
ocratic Conference in -Miami Beach,

there has beeq ... little publ curiosity about such a genuine concern
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Korea, where -atom bombs were useless and we,were only saved by
h9roic exertion to re -crew conventional ground forces.

,But, you say, we did n t use the bomb againt Russian and Chinese
targets for fear of enlar in the war. Exactly, and if we should now use
them in retaliation that way it would certainly mean World War III and
attimic.s-counter-retillation. Fpr"the Russians have massive powers of
retaliation with atomic weapons just ag we do, and our cities ate also

..sustceptible to destruction....
Instead of greater freedom of choice, does this decision to rely

piimatily on atomic weapons really narrow our choice as to the means
and the places of retaliation? Are we leaving ourselves the grim choice
of iriactjen or a thermonuclear hblocaust? Are we, 'Indeed, inviting
Moscota and Pciping\to nibble us to death? -

This is the real d_angez. This is the real problem. Will we turn.brush
fires and,locaLliostilities into major conflicts? ...50

Ste 'ens`brrs primary argument, that massive retaliation, narrowed United
States choice A inaction or thermonuclear holoCaust, was also voiced by
others. For eiampte, the Thailand embassy asked the United SiStes "whether
the new policy meant that if the Communist Chinese invaded 'Vietnam, or
Thailand the United States would not offer help with ground forces but
instead woulcr,bomb Peiping or Mos5ow.'51 Chester Bowles feared the Allies
would reject the new policy: "We may be willing to accept the all:or-nothing
risk of*a.(iiird world war which the policy of atontc retaliation entails. But

''our war-weary European allies, only a fewrrhundred miles frorri Soviet bases,
would suffer even more grievously than wi frim atomic counter-attack.
'Suspicion that our new.policy incurs unnecessary risks of a third world war
may further dampen their enthusiasm for the essential task of European
clefens."52

Th4 jai/int of view of > uropean Allies was well expressed by Mr. Loiter
Pearson, who raised a number of questions in a speech to the National Press

l'elub in Washington, D.C. These questions were especially forceful because "it
was unusual for a diplomat to criticize anothlr nation's policies in that

. ration's capital."53 In that speech Mr. Pearson stated:
0

the k ©y words in this sentence, as I gee it, are "instantly," "means,"
and "our:: ... From our point of view it is important that the "our" in
the sentence I have quoted, means those who have agreed together,
particularly in NATO, to work together and by collective action to
prevent war or, if that should fail, to win it. Indeed, in an earlier part of

b his speech; Mr. Dulles himself gave that interpretation, when he said:
"The way to deter aggressidn is for the free community to be willing
and able to respond vigorously at plays and with means of its own
choosing." -

But what effect will that havejaaa.alhe other words "instantly" and
"means"?

20u
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Collective action means collective consultation, but that must be
ll ' recionciled with the necessity for swift and effective action. Thirecon-

ciliation is not easy, .within a single govervient. It is even less easy
between governments.54 .

. .
...

The luiplicit. dilemma is hard to answer. Either the retaliation would be
instant and Allies (end Conetss) could not be:insulted, or retaliation would
follow consultation (but not instantly).

The administration, andsespecially Dulles himself, tried to answer these
charges. Presiderit Eisenhower reaffirmed the a4 ministration's -emmItmertt.to

\a bipartisan approach to foreign policyalthough he not explain why---.Democrats had iiol been consulted in formul g the policy of massive
retaliation. Dulles qxplained that he has of meant to imply that instant
retaliation would be aut'omatic but at the United4States needed the "ca-

n" and that "the key to the success of thispicity- for instantaneous retalla
cipolicy was to keep a pots

Unite States might t
clear what mi
responsC. Dull:
witlalhe Allied Ratio
..-"",although he did not then s

al enemy guessing about the kind .of.action the
in any partwular case"55 although he did not make

keep an enemy from miscalculating the United States
sured allies that "there would certainly be consultation"

"in most of the cases that I cart conceive of" 56
ow retaliation could be instant. At his press

conference on Marpl 16 Dulles re ed copy of an article., -"policy for
Seeurgy and Peace," which o appear in the April, 1954, Issue of Foreign.
Afpirs The a modified and moderated the speech of January 12.
Hans .rgenthau summarized the process of modifying the policy through
response to cripcism. " arson has questioned it, AdIal Stevenson has
criticized it, 'Vice Pr ident Nixon ended it, Sir John Slessor hgs
amplified it, Secretary Wilson has ,minimized it, Admiral Radford and his
colleagues have set out to "explain" It and ended by explaining it away,
President Eisenhower has stated that the new doctrine is not a new doctrine
at all, Secretary Dulles has reaffirmed its qewness in a somewhat more modest
form."s8 ro.

The most pronounced immediate result of the proposal of massive retalia-
tion and the debate that followed it,was confusion. James Rekon Claimed

/ that even "the Republicans 'themselves are bound to 'agree that, as of this
moment, the statements of the President, the Vice President, the Secretary of
State and the Secretary,: of Defense do notfgivea clear picture of what the
policy is."59 But the historical critic is likely to concur with the judgment of
Louis, J. Ilalle that "the United States cannot be said to have ever had a
policy of 'massive 1-etaliation,' any more than It ever had a policy of libera-
tion' as opposed to the policy of 'containment.' "6°

Liberation had been.proposed during the 1952 canipaigy and in the early
weeks of the Eisenhower administration as the leading goal of United Sates
foreign policy... In 1954 Johrt Foste't- Dulles announced that the new strategic

" "u
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method of foreign policy was "to retaliate,instantl45y mean's and at places oil
our choosing." A curious incongruity existed between the'goal of liberation
and the method of instant retaliation, for that method cannot achieve that
goal,. 'An interesting implication of the rhetoric of massive retaligign is that,
although is .thotoAhly consistent with an anticommunist ideology, the
only policy geal it could possibly Suppqrf is the one Dulles had.opposed/ ,containment. ,' r.

Perhaps the-rhetoric of massive retaliation provided a rationale for redis-
tributing and reducing military expenditures, for entering into additional
alliances and commitments sp.t1;at "definite lines tc:ould) be drawn to make ''

_clear in advance to 'the enemy that his 'aggression would tngg'er a massive.`
response by the United States"61 afthough presumably D4Iles alSowanted
to keep the enemy guessing, ancl,,Ab-o-Cie all, for assuring the Anferican,people
and its Congress that .their ideology was protecteeds' and prompted by a

dynamic secretary of state wo "isn't taken in by the Communists." . ...
But the rhetorical fervor

e

supporting anticommunism did not become'
policy. Massive retaliation, like liberation,4remained largely at ' "the level of

.,

..symbolic treaty or verbalizing, they were revealed.as hollow by 'the French
debacle at Dien Bien Phu in 1954, the Hungarian tev#Iition in 1956, and the ,

Iraqi revolution of 1958, in none of which the United States intervened."62 -

III

propo-
sals liberation ,a4 mas we retaliation. The conclusions appear suppOrted

01,\This analysis of D -s's rhetoric is based cltialy on two priesiary propo-

also, howevcr:ty such other slogans as."unleashing Chiang Kai-shek," "posh
tive loyalty ',"ragonizing.reapprarsal," "immoral neutralism," And "the brink
of war," each. 9f MA% represents language bolder than any subsequent
action. What-can one conclude about the rhetoric of John Foster Dulles?

First,,his evangelistic advo cy of he anticommunist ideology gave him
general popultr and Congressio al sport. Dulles had his performance as
secretary pf state exaluaked no by the wisdom of his policy but by the
enthusiagm of the rhetorical justification for the current United States ideol-'
ogy;. Dulles San, the Cold War as primarily "a moral struggle" rather than as a
power political struggle.63 Ile told the Missouri Bar. Association on Septem-
ber 26, 1952, "Whether we like it or notand I like itour people are
predominantly a moral people, who believe. that our nation has argreat
spiritual, heritage to be preserved."64 As David, S. McLellan put.it, Dulles ,
"epitomized the ideological and moral fervor of the mandate that the elec-
torate had given Eisenhower."65 By "cultivating Iii's own public image as the
strong man f anti-Communism'," Dulles could "retain the confidence and
respect of the nriican publis.':66 . s.

-
Two aspects pf John Foster Dulles's character and expecience'contributed

:'
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to his ability to function wellas the ardian of the anticommunist ideology.
Dulles as evangelist and as advocate. Th on of a minister, he was an active
churchman throughout his life. A Presbyterianhe was an elder of his church
from 1937 41959, tile chairperson of a commission for the Federal Council of
Churches of Christ in America, from 1940 to 1948, to study the bases of a

just and durable peaceyand speaker of the first assembly of the World Council
of Churches in AmstWanrkin 1948.67 He was endowed with a "sense of
predestination"68 and mission to lead the anticommunist crusade.

Another important dimension was Dulles's experience as a lawyer. The
situation in 1952 seemed to call for "an advocate's account of the existential .
circumstances by which to identify itself with righteousness and its opponent
with evil."69 Dulles was well equipped play that rope. Reputedly the most
highly paidacOrpor/tion lawyer in N frVork City,79 Dulles as secretary of
state ':lived, acted, spoke, reacted, advanced, retreated. threatened, courted,
summarized, analyzed, briefed, cross-examined, responded, ap4aled, ob-
jected, thrust, parriedlike a' lawyer."'" Secretary Dulles went about "his job
with the assurance of a skilled lawyer, able to develop all the elements of each
side of the case, to make multiple and varying readings, and to remember the

'small print when it's necessary.' His pronouncements ... are usually sur-
rounded by a.,haze of qualificaticens and protrisos, of interpretations, misinter-
pretations, and reinterprvtions."77 Dulles was the evangelistic advocate for

- anticommunism more than he was the pragmatic diplomat negotiating the
loolitical interests of his country.

Second, in. spite of his 'change -dem ding rhetoric, Dulles maintained
exi sting policies. The Dulles-Eisenhower foreign policy had an "innate con-
servatism."73 Liberation and massive retaliation were symbolic appeals that
did not change the fundamental United States foremen policy since 1947con-
tainment. Paul Seabury distinguishes between the "declaratory policy" of
Dulles as preacher and action policy.74 Mr. Dulles's actions were mainly to
continue the task of building an intricate system of alliances designed to
confront the Soviet Union with force to counter any effort to expand its
sphere aggressively. NATO was formed, before the Dulles eraz,in 1949, but
SEATO came into being in 1954, and CENTO in 1939. These were not
efforts to liberate c tive nationsnot in Europe, nor Asia, nor the Near ast.
Furthermore, in spite f militant rhetoric, Dulles was 'careful to pre erve
peace. When possible ag essive responses might have provoked war, they
were not taken. ichis attribu was noted by Nikita Khrushchev, who told bag
Flammarskjold, secretary gene of the United Nations, on the occasion of
Dulles's resignation in 1959, "Dulles invented brinkmanship, but he would
never.step over the brink."75 ,

Third, ulles harmonized the apparent conflict between an aggressive
rhet\dri,c and conservative policy, between what Chalmers M. Roberts
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termed "the two sides of the same' coin"thE elements of "recklegs brink-
manship and 9f intransigent, standpatism."76 The need for such a resolutagyi
and an image of the Dulles method is pictured by Joseph Harscli:

Mr. Dulles inherited from Mr. Acheson a public opinion whi
deinanded bold statements of defiance against the Communist world,
but which also yearned for an end to the Korean War,tand release from
the fear of a greater'atomic war.

The Secretary has marvelously served these conflicting -desires. He
has appeared to be the cruiading.knight bearing the cross of righteods-
ness on his shield, his sword upraised against the foe and his voice -
Ming for the charge. But if your glance descends from this stirring
picture, ycIabnotice that the charger he bestri es is ambling placidly in
the opposite direction."

The primary mode of juggling a cautious policy with a bold st,,,Itylnent is
linguistic ambiguity. Williani Lee Miller insightfully contrasts tire verbal
behavior of the secretary with his chief. "Piresident Eisenhower manages,
despite his trouble with language, to make his larger. meaning come through,
Mrs Dulles manages, despite his greater facility with language, to keep his
larger meaning obscure.""" Mr Dulles's initial gambit appears to have been to
express a policy statement in language which to an immediate audience of
determined :anticommunists would sound satisfyingly tough but to prag-
matists might sound guarded. When the language shifted too far, from balance
in the direck4 of ideoto 'cal enthusiasm and alarmed critics, Mr. Dulles
amended sortie of his statem nts "to meet the protests of. those who thought
he had gone too far."" In t ese ways he kept "the Senate war-wing happy

ffis public pronouncements while quietly paving the way for a settlement
with the Communist world by is actual opetations."8° The day after Dulles
had resigned as secretary of st to in 1959, James Reston characterized the
Dulles strategy as "dualistic" eston illustraied the claim by recalling that
the Dulles- 1isenhower administr tion had "proclaimed a p,olicy of 'unleashing
Chiang Kai-shek' in 1953, but qu etly negotiated an arrangement whereby the
Nationalist leader agreed,not to invade theChm se mainland without United
States support."81 Through such linguistic s rategies Mr. Dulles could pro-
d*, energetically the anticommunist ideolo and his owil image as the
personification of that ideology, while preserving the cautions policy of
containment (and peace. Dean Acheson's phrae about Republicans who
advitcatedThiberation during the 1952 campaign seems applicable to the

_ rhetoric of Dulles generally He had is "hands on the h4ri'' and lus "feet bn
the brakes."32

Fourth,. the rhetoric of Dulles ma justly be held responsible for several
instrumental effects, each of which h proved clisa6iht us to the United
States One immediate consequence w that the ideylogic nthusiasm made

209
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patient negotiation with the communists more difficult. Whatever advantages
the crusading spirit of ,liberation and massive' retaliation may have htcl in
relieving .the tensions built up rrum the failure of containment to fulfill
anticommunist aspirathins, Dulles's rhetoric could scaregly prepare the public

.to accept small 4commodations that-might lessen the absolute sway of the'
Soviet Union- overitg immediate neighbors. For if, as Hans J. Murgenthau has
observed, "the struggle between east and west is not primarily a struggleofor
power, but a crusade of good against evil, then . .. a negotiated settlement [is

4precluded] , there can b no accommodation betweer\hastile an incom-.
patible moral principles:I:3 Given the premise that the conflict is my
ideological, the conclusion follows logically "that there should be no negotia-
tions at all with the Soviets and only occasional tal,s,to let the other fellow
know where you stand, and vice versa."84.

Furthermore, when conditions change and the other fellow becomes less
intractable,' as the Soviet Union under Khrushchcv during the Iiiit1950s gave
the impression of becoming," the ideological antagonisms escalated by a
hostile rhetoric would hamstring attempts to settle or minimize differences.
In short, Dulles'sshetoric, perhaps appropriate 'for certam short-term,domes;,
tic considerations, had the unfortunate effect of turning diplomacy ''from its

I traditional tunctitan of compromise and placed [it) in the service of a world-
wide cruside for freedom.'"b

Another undesirable effect of the Dulles rhetoric was to widen the dis-
tance between the United State ,and the USSR.Siuce the Iwki' nations
negotiated and communicated so little, since both.-sides viewed their antago-
nist as not an opponent but as the enemy, they tended to e the other side as
an abstraction and to develop d4torted perceptions the intentions and
actions of the other.87 If a 'hash voice was a compensation for a soft hand,
one might argue that,Dulles did not need to souiid the cry, Many voices were
contributing to this compensation. On the other hand, the secretary of state

4'
might have hclped create a Quntearhctoric more nearly consistent with the
sorrof policy he actually pursued.

A third unfortunate result of Dillles's rhetoric is that it helped provoke the
United States into making kommarnentsdvhich, although perhaps effective
short-term maneuvers, have procd disastrous to long-term American inter-
ests. The Dulles-Eisenhower approach to rhetorical' jurification of anti-

.

communism led to "a bind of reckless proliferation of American commit-
ments far beyond the true national interest attd. actual national will to
sustain."88 One must question, for example, whether the political interests of
the United States were served bt4. the decision to move into the vacuum
created by the departure of the French from Vietnam in 1954, a decision that
unleashed a momentum that catricd it to unspeakable horror. And yet the
rhetoritally escalated antommurnst ideology of the 1950s dictated that the

s
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United States must fight communists where.'er they were involved in conflict
situationseven with means and at places f their ctoosing.

Consequently, Join; Foster Dulles cou d achieve with words what he dared
not do With deeds89 and, in the process, could satisfy manly Americans that
their secretary of state could stand up to the comm nu But the price he

.

paid' was to limit seviely, durin.glhis tenure and long after, the conduct of
pragmatic diplomacy in the national interest. Since Dulles, "fully supported
by President Eisenhower's unprcedente.1 prestige, could have pursued what-
eZist-for,elgn policies he chose without fear of a domestic opposition," one can
only agree With the judgment of Hans J. Morgenthl u that "the price was.,
unnecessarily high by fan"!
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Congress and, the School Prayer Issue:
The' Becker Crusade

CHARLES1. stiy ART

The tontroversy over religious exercises in public schools smoldered for years ,
4 before 1958 when parents of school children in New Hyd.e. Park, New York,

brought suit against the New York Board of Regents for a prayer written in
1955 and recommended for etitation each morning in the public schools of .
NeAw York. The prayer read, "Almighty* God, we acknowledge our depen-
dence upon Thee, and we beg Thy blesses upon us, our paren,q,esbr
teachers, and our country." Thee parents appealed their- c e Ttir the gu-

e'preme Court reviewed it as Engel v. Vaale on June 25, 19 l . The Court ruled
6.to 1 that tote regents"prayer violated the establishment clause of the Fir'st
Amendment to the Constinition"Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion or prohibiti*the free exercise thereof.

Reaction to the Supreme Cotirt's decision was immediate and furious/Tie
fundamentalist and 'Catholic pulpit, along with conservative secilar and
religious presses, cused the Court of outlawing God, of tiding atheistic, and
of supporting c mmunistic materialism. Nowhere Was the Court's decision
condemned Wth .more vigor than jn Congress, especially ,in"the House of
Representatives. 'George Andrews of Alabama remarked that the Supreme
Court had' "put the Negroes in the schodls.and now they've driven God
out,"2, While L. Mendel Rivers of south Carolina 'declared that the, Court had
"no 'officially stated its disbelief in the God Almighty."3 Within, twenty-
fo r hours of the Engel v. Vrtale decision, Representative Frank J. Becker of
1<lew York introduced a resolution to amend the Constitukiontoallaw_prayer
in' the public schools. The Court's action, according to Becr, was the "most
tragic* in the history of the United States."4 Fifty-four similar resolutions
were introduced before the end of the eighty-seventh Congress but theysiLed
jn committee..

Meanwhile, two other cases were in the courts: Abington v: Scliempp,,a
case concerning a Pennsylvania statute requiring Bible reading in the public

-A
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d Murray v. Cur lett, concer a Baltimore school commissioners'
°riling the recitation of ford's Prayer in the Baltimore public

s. The Supreme Court cons ered these cases together on Ju
63, and decided 8 to 1 that required Bible reading and the rec on Of the

Lord's Prayer as specified in pie statutes of Pennsylvani. land also

violated the First Amendment.s The sac)* ol prayer ontro y flared anew
--- /

and the Court's antagonists were certain 'that the J ices would not stop,-
until jhey had stricken every vestige of religion fro American life. Represer
i-atives, who had introduced only seventee prayer -resolutions Into
Eighty-eighth doingress before the June 17 decisio began an all-out
campaign to get an amendment to the House floor where they were confident

i of its passage. I
v.%/

T,he school prayer campaign provides an excellent opportunity,tb study ./ .
the,

/
Interaction of the persuasive efforts of dedicated spokesmen and the,

machinerymachinery of Congressional organization. Too often the speech historian
considers the Congressmin as a campaigner pr as a sp5aker upon the House
floor, forgotten are committees, pressure groups, hear4s, Congressional rules
and traditions, and opposing strategies and ta4tics. The purpose of this essay
is to analyze the Becker "crusade" for a school prayer amendrinent by
considering the many facetecif persuasive efforts in Congress.

the

...

Eighty- eighth CongressFirst Session

Pro-amendment forces wanted to obtain passage of an amendment ihat would
allow prayer and Bible reading at any government-sponsored activity. Their
task was not easy. Although opposition to an amendment was as yet neither
organizt.d nor vocal, the leading opponent, Emanuel Celler of New York, was
the man prayer amendment enthusiasts least wanted as oppositi n. Celler was
chairrifIn of House Judiciary Committee through which I----p-rypoied.

Constitutional amendments had to pass, and he was'ein e strItegy
available to chairmen of House committeesdelay of one of the seventy-
two prayer resolutions submitted between, -6sio Supreme 6urt decisions
had even reached the hearing stage. -"

Chairman Celler and fellow opponents of schoolprayer legislation felt that
time was on their side. Frank Becker of New York, the ftrst Congressman to
introduce amendments into the Eighty-seventh and Eighty-eighth Congresses
and the campaign's unofficial, self- appointed 'leader, had announced his
intention t(fi retire after the Eighty-eighthCongress, and no other Congress-
man seemed inclined to continue the crusade with similar zeal. Time would

also permit the creation of a vjable opposition in and out of CongreSs! If

Celler could gall long enough, the major Protestant denominations would
meet in their annual conferences, and several were likely to issue statemen'ts,

I. 6



opposing a prayer amendment. Above .all, opponents of an a endment
thonghtjhat, as time went on,,"rational" rather than "emotion arguments
would prevail.6 The caMpaigo for a praye' amendment ra dly became a
match between Emanuel Celler, and Frank Becker, both v eran and skilled. ,

`le slaltive tacticians.
Beler knew that he could counter elites str egy only by applying

.pressuze by every means at niinichisrdisposal. clay an eressure th me the
opposing strategies for theauration of e amen ment crusade. On J e 19, , \ ,
two ,dais following the second Supr e Court ruling, Becker, made his first

...

move. He announce& from the House floor his intention to file a discharge
pets' n (the only way -to byps( a House committee).7 Such a petition ;_
simply "discharge' a committee of its Tiowtrs over a given piece of legisla-
tionfin this Case Becker's House Joint.Resolution.9,

The discharge petition is not an easy route, however.8. Two hundred and
eighteen repre.seritatives, more than half of the entirAouse, must sign a
petition before jt becomes sifretve. Congressmch can sign only while tht
House is in session, and all firt.ions die with adjotimment of each Congres§
a poini not overlooked by delaying chairmen. A successful petition, can be
called up only.on the second and fourth, Mondays of each month and not at
all during the f'41 six meetings of a Congress. Thus, timing aria speed are
important. '

Natura the most' difficult aspect of the discharge petition is the teces-
sary 2 signatures. Bypassing a committee is neither popular among Con-,
gre nor culated toyin friends among:committee chairmen. Congress-

uctant to sig tecause they might want to bottle up legislation at
son e future date, beca e they feel the procedure tramples on prerogatives of
their peers, because hey might be increasingly pressured to sign petitions,
and because the suit might be poor legislation. The previous five Congresses
had had an erage of seven petitions filed, and an average of fewer than one
bill discharged and passed on to the Senate. Only two bills have ever become
law by',the' discharge method.9 The value of the petition lie; mainly in its
potential pressure.= a committee. -

.Aware of the reluctance of Congressmen to sign discharge petitiopt,
Becker wiselx prefaced Lys announced intention by saying that never/,ixi

sixteen years as a skate and national legislator had he introduced, sr; e or
voted for a discharge petition. But because of the gravity of th powl/
legislation and its "spiritual" rather than "material" nature, it time to
break his career-long policy.10 Becker's statements seeme alculated to
maintain his credibility with Capitol Hill colleagues and to ess the need for
a,prayer amendment. Regardless of the grave nature of issue, however, he
would wait several days before officially filing t petitin to give the
Judiciary ConSPnittee additional time to act. s Beater could ,not be
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charged with undue haste, with not allowing time for committee action. The
first step in the pressure strategy had taken place.

Me4nwhile, other Congressmen were submitting a long list of Joint resoltt-
tions calling for prayer amendments. They submitted nine on June 18,.th,e
day after the second Court decision, and added twenty-two more by July 9,
when Becker rose on the House floor to announce that he had Just filed
discharge petition 3 with the House clerk." He had waited nearly three
weeks for some sign of activity in Celler's committee,,now it was time to act.
His speech, limited' by the one ininute rule, contained three brief points. that
the introduction of new court cases was making the prayer situation worse
mach day, that he had Always opposed discharge petitions until now, and that
it was most urgent for' Congressmen to sign the petition as soon as possible.'2

Becker knew that he was gambling, but it seemed wort the effort. If the
petition were successful, a schoo prayer aMendmerit cote reach the floor

A
with time to spare. If it failed t get the required signatures, the petition
might provide the needed lvt>frage to pressUre Geller to move an amendment
through the Judiciary Committe. Celler did not Want a prayer amendment,
but abqve all he did not want an amendment not prepared by his committee.
If Becker acquired Celler's enmity, so what; he was retiring a,t the end of the,
Eighty-eig th Congress. IIP .

Beck also announced in his July 9 speech th'at he wanted to meet with
the er Forty -seven repiesentatives who had submitted prayer resolutions.
T purpisse was to write a single amendment thatihey could all support.

manuel Celler was about to face a united more determined opposition.
In succeeding weeks Becker repeated she same one minute speech several

times. He cited the increasing dinger io religion in America, gave reasons why
it was proper to sign this-petition, and urged immediate action. On, July 16,
he stated, "I agree That Members will not sign petitions having to do with
things that,e,aesar' , but I feel that +len it comes to the area of Almighty -
God, no man can the excuse that hc does not sign discharge petitions:213
Afp: all, he h.. waited ,one full year for the Judiciary Committee to act.
Becker al' d his position with Almighty God,an association Congressmen
could .t easily ignore. Becker also remarked that he had sent persoral letters

each representative asking for his support and bas signature. Celler ante,/
other Congressmen were now kinder constant pressure from amendment-
supporting colleagues.

On July 25, Becker got another mini* on the floor and announced that
he had met with some fifty colleagues and that a bipartisan committee
sixthree Republicans and three Democrats, had been selected to dra u a
Joint resolution II' speech had a decided bandwagon flavor. The num of)
"signatures are moving up gradually" he assured his listeners. He urge them
to sign thepention "at the earliest possible moment" because more d mehe

2
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s were appearing in the courts.14 Becker referred to an American Civil
Liberties. Union suit against the "under God'' phrase in the Pledge of Alle-
giance, and conclided, "This is riot a matter of signing a discharge petition or
disliking to sign a discharge petition- of,i a piece of legislation that can come,
before the House at any time."

A `week later, July 31, Becker was back on the floor with his "speech."
t$, Concerning the signatures on discharge petition$, he declared, "We have

quite z number now and we are getting more every day."'s He atones%
according to Hotse'rules,.kqew the exact number of signatures, and he was,
not going to reveal' the number until it was imnressive. Becker'.closed by
placing into the Congresstanal Records an article from the Catholic ,Free Press
that strongly urged Congresimen to the lc rit4on and citizensto Write
their Congressmen. Conservative. telipous and secular presses and other
grow s were beginning to 'encourage a mail Campaign that eventl.tally became

9f the bigcst in the h'story of Congress.
The montNkAagus was good and bad for both sides in the controversy. '

Senate hearings on nine hoot prayer bills ended on August 2,-Tand the Senate
committee took'po further action.16 Although Becher had hoped for action
"in that other body," he knew that all pressure anti attention Would now
focuson the Howe Judiciary Committee and its chairman, Emanuel Celler.
Celler was injdoubtedly plaitsed with the lack of Senate action, but G could
hardlyctTIEZiin\e the increased pressures. On Atigust 19 Becker announced
from th. floor thlat "then hers [of signatures] are increasing every
week."" Again, he did not say, how ny legislators hadsigned the petition,
but repeated his justification, for filing the 'scharge petiticm..`4,1 am afraid the
only' way we can do It [get an amendment] is by way of Ate discharge
petition which I dislike, but which course I feel I must take because I cannot
sit idly by and wait year after, year after year for legislation through the
r 'tar process tp._ correct this tragic decision by the Stipreme Court:"
Becker s co-nstabt plea Was for fellow Congressmen c.9 join his holy crusade-4
others we doing so every day: Celler remained silent. nLelsae:._.h

Early inSeptenibe: e bipartisan committee comple,ed its work on a
school prayer ametnirmaiand e kr...1141e honor of sub)nting it first as
House Joint Resolution 693. qe-7"--iii.;K:71-%atlitc. ongressmen submitted the
resolution under different numbersoli"'ike same flay, ttnjbet. 10, 1963.r
The res614-ti read:

SECTION 1. No lug in this' ConstitutiOn sha eAcemed to pro-
hibit the offering, reading from, or listening to pr trs ,o *blical
scriptures, if paititipation therein is on a voluntary sis, in
governmental,or public school, institution,,or,place.

SECTICIN 2. Nothing 'in this Constitutia'shall be deem,ed
hibit making rektrnce to belief in, reliance upon, cihnvokin
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God or a Supreme Being in any governmental or public document,
proceeding, activity, ceremony, school, institution, or place, or upon
any coinage, currency, or obligation of the United States.

SECTION 3., Nothitirin this article shall constituter establishment'
of religion.

SECTION 4. This article shall be inoperative unle§s it shall have C
been ratified as. an amendMent to the Constitution by the legislatures of
three-fourths of the several States within seven years from the date of
its submission to the States b ongress."

Later in the day Becker stated in the...I-louse that he had filed the new
amendment and was placing it in the Congressional li-eliod so all Representa-
tives would have a copy. "All members can now sign the discharg petition
knowing just what the amendment will do," he remarked.'9 I the weeks
that followed, twenty -eight other Congressmen submitted the c mittee-
prepared resolution. There is no record of how many signed the disc arge
Otition, however. .

A. week after submitting House Joint.Resolution 693, Becker deliked his!
usuarspeech, but stressed more than ever that the discharge petition was ,"the
only way you ag going to get a chalice to act on thisr2° He spoke of new
legall'suits against military` chaplains and the "underl'God" phrase in the

ge°of Allegiance,aoci assured his audience that the Supreme Court would
outlaw both practices if it got the chance. The joint resolution, once it
reached the floor and was passed, would end all threat of court action, he
said. Becker was trying to frighten Cella with the discharge petition and to
frighten fellbw Congressmen with the spectre of imminent Court actions, but

t neither party showed much sign of fright. This speech seemed to reveal a sign
of desperation, for Becker's campaign fecra- charge petition was not
producing the results he intimated.

On November 20 Becker addressed the House againhis final effort in the
first session of the Eighty-eighth Congress. He announced that, during the
past week, there had been a "tremendous increase in the rate of signa-

7 \ttities."21 For the first time he divulged the number of signatures on the
p .14% discharge petition-108, or not quite half enough:

Becker's chief tactic durinva foul -month ,period was the bandwagon,
claiming that "signatures are moving up gradually," that he was "getting more
every day,' and that "the numbers are increasing every week.r Now, after a
" tremendous increase.in the rate," he had only 108 signatureshardly a
landslide. his barldWagon evidently gained passengers rather slowly, thus
provoking serious questions about his strategy. When employing the band-
wagon tacticclunrig-1- controversy, do potential allies,,defor because they

' assume that adequate support is being 'gained? And what' happen's.wh'efr a
bandwagon does not materialize sufficiert\tly and both fltAnds and foes dis-

.
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cover this facts Does the persuader's credibility suffer? Perhaps Becker d
have gained more signature6 by openly admitting that the campaign was Fiing
very slowly and by presenting stronger eviden.ce of the danger of new, more
sweeping court decisions. . .

In l\is final appeal of 1963, Becker also commented on the massive
volumes of mail reaching Congressional offices, the greatest in the careers of
many representatives. The important fact, according to Becker, was that
individual Americans were waging the mail campaign for his prayer amend- I

ment. To accentuate this point, he placed into the record a letter and petition
from an eighty-seven-year-old.wOman who had walked through her neighbor
hood to obtain 250 signatures.22

..
,

Duriiii this first session Eighty-eighth Congress, Becker had thZ!Fr-
oughly established his leadership-of the p crusade. He spoke on the issue
from the House floor nearly as often as all other presentatives combined,
and he managed to organizt a bipartisan group that produced n amendment
acceptable to'_the majority of the Sikpreme Court's opposition. though
fifty -eight Congressmen submitted the new amendment under different n
bens and their i.cy..arnes, the proposal became known nationally as the
"Becker Amendment. 'Becker had built up enough public and congressional . ,

1 \ -,pressiires' on his rfluctan; holleams to assure..Some action in the second \
sessions The question remained, however` would his ptesssure strategy work ..iX._.
time to\ get an amendment through both chambers before ad)ourninent,irt -the- - ,

a N,fall of 1964P So far the majority of Congressmen war esitting Becker's
major iactics association with God and threat o more court decisions.---Emanuel Cs11&maintained hi strategyisrs-ilent delay and s 111-15d: a'.---

.---

ighty-eight gressSecond Session ..e_______-----

The second ses of the Eighty-eigth Congress convened on January 7,
1964--Chairman Celler had successfu delayed action in the judiciary
Committee for a year An a half, but press res in ifid-out.of Congress were
slowly building to the point Sher he and hi ommittee woUld4lave tO take . -
some action. Thousands of letters and preiction ere coming in frpm every,,
state, and sonic nationally organized groups ike prole America were be-
coming active in Becker's crusacb. A. Project America rovided pn letters
and postcards so that all a "voter had.to do was n and m,ail..
postcard read "Dear Congressman, I, as one of your v 'rig cchistituents, -.___
respectfully request you to sign discharge petition No. 3 for the Becker
Amendment to fetwn the Bible to our schools. Please let me know whether
or not you have:1,igricd the petition: Thank wil." Congressmen could not
long' resist this kind of pressure, especially since 1964 was an tle,ction year.
they began to warp Celler that if he did not act on_sra et legislation, they

'--, '''v-, '-,,
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would be forced to sign the discharge petition On February-19, the 'louse
Ropublican Policy Committee added to Celler's problems by passing a
non requesting Celler to bold hearings and.to report a proposal a( the earliei-t-

' time.24 The next day:February, 20, Michael Feighan of Ohio (the ranking
member of the Judiciary Copmittee.irchind Celler) submitted House Joint
Resolution 9.3117-le-announced un the house floor that he had introduced the
amendpent, that Congreismen had been reluctant to sign the discharge
petition because they feared it 'would establish a precedent with which they

____are--not.An agreement:: and that he would be willing to chair heanngs on.the
proposed amendments. Ile trusted thatfit<rings would be held soon.25

,Becker coritinued behind-the-scerrs persuasive efforts, but not take
his campaign to the House floor until re-61.- ary 20a month and a-half into
/bb'se.ctind session Time was getting desperately short, and Becker's speech
reflected his frustration. Rumors of hearings had been circulating "for
months and month and months," he exclaimed, still there was no.axparent
action in the committe 26 "1 say to the Members of this House," -Becker

ncluded, "if you want to this subject to 'the floor of the House and
get i r to the other body, in t for-action to be taken at this session,

the sign discharge petition iNlo. 3 s the only route by which we will be
able to do it. "Sign he discharge petition now," he pleaded, 1+5 Congress-
men had already don ,

On February 25 Becker back on the floor. Discharge petittofi 3 14d
gained one more signature, and Becker cited a recent flurry Of amendments"-
twenty -one snLe the second session openedas evidence that pressures from
"back 'home were forcingjapathetic Congre<4.sm'en to join his prayer amend-

ampaign.27 Twenty months had pa' ssed since tke firstscso ons ha

udiciary Committee. Too ,little time\temained to hold
to get Senate action befo : ment o e ,Eighty-

discharge petition was t only
y jelp--aCtiOn on an ametidment.

c' er retuAerjnecrlo the floor and eitelsa letter from Emanuel
er hid responded to a series of questions posed in a February 5

ctter from Becker. The answers revealed more delay. a staff study had beer!
feted, the study was in ,the page-prqof stage; hearings would be held

before full commit e, and no Jarchad yet been set for the opening of
hearings. "I der wh t the good gentl&an means by 'very 'shortly,' since-
10 months have Becker:decia red.fa This was Becker's first direct
reference to Celler an re led 'a growing exasperation. Again he stressed
that the disehatgc-petition the only bring-this matter before aie

reached t
mince hearings
eighth Congress,
way, for hearings now w

The next

se,',' arid added a final ptea,-tl'hope those whoNtee been holding off
signing, muting for hearings, will I-plat...this, and will sign' c petition in good

-
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faith.'' Unfortunately for Becker, Congressmen are ,prone to 'wait great
. -lengths' of ime for the "proper" Congressional machinery to function.

Pressur strategies have.a, way of escalating, and Becker's were no dif-
rent First lre threatened a discharge petition, then he actually filed a

`pen , next he encouraged outside pressures, and finally hit began to refer
openly t is oppOnent, Emanuel Celler. As increasing pressures seem needed
and are applic because old ones have failed Co produce the desired results,
the op4ition o es becomes more determined than ever and potential
support can be antago zed by the heavy -handed approach. Emanuel Celler
was obviobsly; not going t budge unless the discharge petition was on the
verge of passage, a,,,nd other giessmen were obviously g induced
rapidly enough to jszin the prayer sade. I

Twoweeks later, Marc() 101 Era Becker rose to announce that 160
' Congressmen had now si neeming the ever increasing

volume ai , he remarked, "1 am sorry Membe ettingio much pail_
mplaining about it (prayer issue), on.the other hand, I hippy that

the people of. this nation are very much diiturbed. s29 There ,was o ne
way ouf of the dilemina-vgn the pertition Becker wal' constantly trying. to
increase the pressures on Congressmen and the Judiciary Committee.
-' Emanuel Celler had delayed hearings for nearly two years-long enough in

unlikely If he wetted much longer, however-she discharge petidon might 0
the Eighty-eighth' Congress to make passage of amendment highly

finable Frank Becker to bypass his committee. Thus, -on )March 19the,an- .

nou,nced at heatings before, the full Judiciary committeewOuld ccn...mence
4,1on . Z and that the c&nniittec would hear testimony froth aginterested

parties on 411 propDsed* amendments. ,'The nature and importan e of the '
. %subject recittire that the committee have the bestthInkinidt al chools of

du ideratiori of the pending resolutions," he said.
Becker had-waited [WO years fd,hearilearYd hgclpopsd tht they would.

)e on' his amendmefit alone, that a small subcommittee would conduct the''---
hea s, thariPwould hear testimon/ y from a limited number of Congress-,,...
men, an at the hearings would, last no more than two weeks-Obviously,

t,Celler itad oth .plans. On March 23 Becker angrily accused Celler of devious
dtlays; and &lied that 11Tc-starting date was two weeks later than he had
been led to expect. "t was a littre-'2rnazed," he said, tli4t Celler would
schedule the stark of such imp nt hearings ori the opening day of the NeW
York Wottd's rair.31 llernight have t ded that only an old pro could have
planned 'so 'well. One, hundred and'sixfro representati-ves had now signed .
his petition, and Becker declared that only a more votes were needed to
get an amendment before (lit flobse-lift -s' even wou ear to be a large .
"few.," Xhe disc 7 trqn was probably the only hope in 7'1-rift .. ., r
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It was too late in the Eighly-eighth Congress to hold heanngs,to get out a"
report, to hold debate, to send the result to the Senate, and'for the Senate
to act, but many pro-amendment .Gimg'ressmen stilt would not sign the

_petition.
Becker and his allies had wanted hearings so they could persuade the

Jtldiaafy Carnmitlee to write and,to submit tattle House an amendment that
would allow prayer and Bible reading at any governmentally sponsored

. This goal wsas virtually impossible to achieve in the spring of 1964.
The controv as nearly two years old, and the thirty-five rn&nber
commjnee the iimmediat nee to be persuadedwas seriously, divided
over the prayer- issue. Nine cgmmttt had sponsored resolutions for
amending the Constitution, six of them eventual y testified at the hearings.32
The actions of chairman Cellerami....itarp cross-ex ia.ination of witnesses by
such committeemen as James C. Cormanof , .Jacob H. Gilbert of-....,
New York', Roland&Libon'ati of Illinois, and George F7-Se eof Arizona
showed the strong oppositiatiOn the committee. Witnesses also 'faced a

. _ _ _--
problem comma many Congressional activitiesfailure of committee
.me to attend _the hearings. During the first six days when most Con;
gress n testi ied, an average of only twenty of the thirty-five members were
present:. In a mon, pro-amendment witnesses faced ode of thelouse's best
qu'alified committees. All but one committeemen were lawyers, and, only four
were freshmen in Congress. These fa'ciors coupled with the sclieduled tesfi-
mohy of numerous pro-Supreme Court constitutional experts, clergy men, and
educators meant that`Congtessional witnesses would have to establish argu-
ments able to withstand strong counter persuasion. Added to these problem's

as the antagonism 'caused. by the as yet unsuccessful .campaign for a
di arge petition and efforts to bring public and Congressional. pressures
upon Celled and thJudiciary.Committee.

\ .
T best strategy under the cir umstances might have heen the following.

...
__r....u.....9) I mit the number of wiiiiess , Congressional' tnd otherwise, so the

ngsvveurd last..otgy onopro.Y. t welts, (2) select witnesseccause 9f
partiyular competencies (education, theolog}, Constitutional lavr) and'pette
kir power, (3) organize the testi,rnony to avoid needless rerktition of the same
arguments, (4) present reasons for an amendment that'could be carefully
explained and substantiated, (51.w,Aid extreme exaggeration or oversimplifi-
cation of important facets of the peay issue; and (6) reffite opposing.
arguments, especially those pre'sented by antra dmentwitnesscs. Frank
Becker's comments before and during the n s in to that he would

V....-- have preferred such a, strategy.33 -Lack of coo ran( colleagues,
including Emanuel Celler, frustrated his desires. " ,.. ____

Wier evidently extended invitations to nearly any on milii v.rat to

testify, especially Congressmen. To BeclZ4-ehlgnn, a great many.:iii-!--t.,,,...
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and organizations accepted the invitations. When the hearings ercledoti June
3a precious month and a half later-193 witnesses (102 from Congress) had

'appeared before Celler's committee and another 130 had submitted written
statements Ninety-six of die 102 Congressional witnesses opposed the Su-
preme Court's rulings and took the opportunity to present their cases to the
live audience on Capitol Hill and the watchful one back home. Other
witnesses represented groups like the Children's Bible Mission, the Committee
for the Preservation of Prayer and Bible Reading in the Public Schools,
Project Prayer, International Christian Youth of the United States of Ameri-
ca, and Return the Bible to' the Schools Campaign, all wanted a chance to
persuade the committee to act on prayer legislation. Becker could not end the
long parade of witnesies,oalthough he did complain on,the House floor that
-he had asked for only five witnesses and a couple of weeks of hearings. He
charged that Celler was scheduling hearings for only two or three days a week
to delay as long as possible The charge was justified since the eighteen
day-long sessions were scattered over a month and a half. teller had to be
careful not to antagonize his Congressional colleagues and, except for Becker,.
he apparenl succeeded. Ample opportunity -to testify seemed to please
pro-amendment Co ngressmen.34

When the hearings opened at 10 00 A.M. on April 22, Becker took the
stand: (Celler scheduled Congressional witnesses first) and testified for the
entire morning sessiontwo and five Minutes.35 A recurring illness
prevented him from continuing his suasive-efforts at the rnoon session.
Other Condressional witnesses anxiously took his place and appeared one
after the other until the afternoon of the third day.,Finally, B. F. Sisk of
California appeared to speak against the multitude of proposed constitutional
amendments, he was witness number sixty-six. Chairman Celler grested Sisk
with the comment. "We had a procession of Congressmen on the other side
and I wanted to say you are very much like a breath of cool air in the heat of
summer."36 This was one of Celler's rare expressions of personal feelings, and
a few days liter he and Itepresentativel-Sisk drew a sharp rebuttal from
Congressman Steven Derlounian of New York." Celler did not deviate again
from his.- strategy of sittnce until after the hearings "ended in June. The

sSit

anti-Court assault Continued for another three days. and swelve. witnesses
(including another two hours with Becker) bg Lusa second defender of the
Court's decisions appeared, the first non- Congressional wandr--

The great rush of Congressmen to the hearings ended on the sixth day with
the store 86 (84 CongresSmen, 1 clergyman, and 1 governorGeorge Wallace)
against the prayer rulings -ant1-6--(1 Congressman, 4 clergymen, and 1 law
professor) for the rulings. Testimdny at the next twelve sessions differed
markedly. Fifty-four of 101 witnesses (five of twelve Congressmen and
forty-nine of eighty-four law professors, clergymen, educators, and pressure

o;
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216 Rhetoric and Communication

group spokesmen) defended the Supreme Court's prayer decisions. This
apparent evolution at the hearings had several implications for Becker's
crusade. First, it suggested that the tide had begun to turn against amending
the Constitution, a point Celler was to, make once the, hearings ended.
Second, Congressional testimony stood in sharp contrast to that of other
witnesses. And third, anti-amendment witnesses tended to have the last word
at the hearings.

The scheduling of witnesses, Congressmen, first, and in random order,

seniority and influence might be bracketed between colleives with little 9f
denied, Becker any chance to organize his forces. A Congressman with

either. One Congressman [night deliver a, forty-five mil :1We statement and
answer questions for alP hour, while the next might deliver a two mi,nute
statement and answer no questions. Major reasons why Congress should
overturn the Court's actions were repeated again and again with little new
being added: Occasionally a witness would apologize for presenting the same.
arguments as. his colleagues, but he would continue to do so. The major-

, arguments and frequency of occurrence were as follows:

1. The Court's rulings were contrary to 69 (of 96 witnesses)
American heritage and traditions.

2. The Court's rulings would lead to re- 64
moval of all vestiges of,Teligion
from American nfficialror govern-,
(rental activities.

3. The Court's rulings were.contrary to 63

the desires of the vast majority
of Americans.

4. The Court had outlawed "voluntary" 55

prayers and Bible readings.
5. The Court's interpretation of the #54

First Amendment was too narrow
and wrong.

6. The Court's rulings were tampering 46
with religion when it was most need-
ed in American life.

7. The Court's rulings had caused confu- 32

sion and religious disstnsiort.

Not only' dia Congressional witnesses recite the same points with monot-
onous repetition, but they generally failed to support and to explain them
adequately. For instance, Congressmen continued to cite Harvard's Law
School Dean, Erwin N. Griswold, as a supporter of a prayer amendment even
after he had sent a letter to Emanuel Celler saying that he had opposed the
prayer decisions but was "against any amendments to the Bill of Rights."38

45
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Witnesses would greatly exaggerate one point and then oversimplify the next..
For example, several Congressmen charged that the Supreme Court had
establisteel atheismas the state church and that children could not mention
God. in a school building." The highly complex issue of the "\yoluntary"
nature of religious exercises got the reverse treatment. Whereas f5e Supreme
Court had contended that religious practices in the schoolroom might subject
the smaV child to unjustiCied psy chological and social pressures, Congressmen
retorted that they had attended public schools where prayers and Bible
reading were part of the morning ritual and had faced no dilemma."
Therefore, no problem existed when the religious exercises were voluntary

- because Id could simply remain silent if he opposed the ritual.
Few ngressionar witnesses attempted to refute arguments 'against

amending the Constitution. Frank Becker's effort during his first appearance
before the ,comNittee was perhaps the best. He conducted a point-by-point

,rebuttal of an article by Shad Polier, chairman of the Governing Council of
the American Jewish Congress.'" Since the majority of Congressmen testified
before anti-amendment witnesses appeared before the Committee, oppor-
tunities to refute specific witnesses were scarce. However, mare Congressmen
could have followed Becker's example and answered'opposition statenceWts
that had appeared in the,press. A few of the later Congressional witnesses-did
refute earlier tesumo4y. For example, James C. Fulton of. Pennsylvania, a
Presby terian, reacted to the statements of leading spol...fsr11-ne for the 'United
l'resby terian Church. "You see, churches are institutions," Fulton said. "In
some churches there has gotten to be the feeling that their's is the only
institution, and they are the only way that any person can have an approach
to God."' More Cpngressmen should have devoted part of their testimony
to refutation.

Hearings at this stage in the prayer controversy fitted perfectly into
Emanuel seller's strategy of delay. Valuable weeks slipped by with adjourn-
ment drawing nearer, and the very existence of hearings blunted Becker's
charge that the Judiciary Committee was not acting on prayer resolutions. In
addition, few Cbngressmen were likely to sign the discharge petition until the
helrings ended and then only after waiting to see if the committee would file
a report and send a resolution to the floor. '4.

The hearings drew to a close on June 3, and the futile viait for Celler to
file a report began. Frank Becker waited two weeks befo,re taking his
campaign back to the ilduse floor on June 15. After working nearly two
years to-get hesi-ings on prayer amendmeKs, now there was no report from
the committee, he declared.43 The discharge petition needs only fiftyr-two
signatures, Becker pleaded, and "time is'Junv3 out on this session." Only
five Congressmen had signed the petition since eZeller announced hearings on
March 19.

2 2
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Becker rettiined to the floot, on J.une-14 ange by%rharks; attributed lo
Celler, chat the tide of Napiriichttivas tutnilig agar St amen -ng the o ns titu-
non Just the oppNisite vi4at' happening, BeNer,excyr)ted. Ce,les haclinanaged

to rush .the eiyil rights billkhtoughslt's com(ruttee, "wily would he not do the
saline for p?ayer, for,God74',Becker asked:44 :The discharge. petition was the
only wa'y to,getan'amendment to the floor for a vote. On luly 1 he placed
into the record a statement\by the apen Bible Standard Churches that
strongly favored a own' amendinent. According to Becker, this .was ade-
quatioevidenee that the tide was still in Iiifavor." Neatly a month later,
July 29, he said it was "quite evident now to everyone that the chairman of
the Coirtinittee. on the judiciary does not intend and will not bring ins,..a.
resolUtron.;' "We need lesl,thar; ,50 signatures rieok in o 051 to bring this to
the 218 , required," Becker pleaded.'" bascharge',ilentior had picked up
very few signatures since the `earings ended in Juhe.,The.bandwagon had
stalled., .

. . .

BAlcer Wast.probably correct' an ,hislaim that the'tide of public opinion
had not turlied°4hat was happenIng,in late hiring and early, sinrimer, 1964,
was increased vocilizatihn of oppo4,ition v 'No's, aphenomenon that seemed to
indicate a schange ii point -of -view. The heAings'enfted with the rfrajority of
noncongressiohal witnesses agar f amending the,4constitution. A few days
later 2221of the natiO:n's I ing constitutional layyers, including fifty-five 4

b law school deans, sighed a petition against any prayer amendmenT.47 Mean-
while religious grcdps like the Baptits, Lutherans, Presbyterians, and the

'National CounciNfthUrches made their opposition public. 'Ile witnesses at
the hearings, consfitutional lawyev, and religabs leaders were not changing
their views 'tut only making them known.. Celler's hoped for "viable opposi- ittinn" was becoming a reality, the tide of persuasive efforts, had, evident!?
changed. .. . " ,

.r.-'' The greitest blow to Becke'r's crusade game in June when the Supreme:
Court ended its term by refusinkto rule 011 baccalaur'eate services, religious
tests for teachers, re4ious programs, religious census, and showing of, rell-
gios films in public shools, as well as the "In God We Trust" Inscription on gr .*

- .coin's 'and' the "under God" phrase in the Pledge'of Allegiance." Gone was - .
,,--'-- Becker's major argument that the Supreme Court ivould outlaw all religious .

practiceS- dllaiot--stopped'b an..arnendn},ent. I Mediate action on pray&
legklation no longer seemed s nceeslary. s

. . .

- 'During the lohg haute' ov d prayer amendment, Emanuel Celler 'had
-remained virtually silent, both and t of Congress. The only time li,e ha
volotaray_naentiimed the issue in e !those was en March 19, 064, w n

.he,announcedthe sched4ip of earir...24 But in.garly August huemarkecr in t).....y.. :A.+, - - . -- .... (an Associated Press releage that 6ngressio" nal m4iI had reversed andWas. how
running strongly against amending the First Amendinent, and added.*There

4
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'is not the slightest doubt, now, that Congress will 'never approve this artrend-
meni The people have had a chance to learn what really is involved here and
in the light of mature reflection and sobr judgment they have 'made it clear
they do not want the first amendment tampered with."49

Becker rose on the House floor on August 11, press clipping in hand, and
delivered the strongest rebuttal and challenge of his entire campaign.s° "Mr.
Speaker, I woulcf:like to dispel some very unjustifiable claims made by the
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee," he began. After citing two
passages from the press release, Becker issued several challenges:

First. My amendment does not in any way change or alter the first
amendment. The Supreme Court did that.
Second I challenge the gentleman frdm New York, to bring an amend-
ment to the floor of the House. If it is his coniention that Congress will
never approve it, then he shoed have no concern about bringing It to the
floor for debate and vote. ;

F

I know he is afraid' to do this, and it is a tragedy that one man in the
Congress can so block the will of the American people.

f further challenge the gentleman's statement that mail is sunning
heavily against an amendment to permit prayer and Bible reading in
public schools. I have made a personal check with many Members of
the House, and the results of many questionnaires sent out by Members
indicate clearly that the American people are overwhelmingly in favdr
of such an amendment. The answers on Members' questionnaires run
between 75 and 95 percent in the affirmative.

I am inserting this newspaper article following my remarks, and I say to
the chairman of the House Committee on the judiciary that I am
perfectly willing to have this matter come before the House and go to
the people through their various State legislatures toizletermine the will
of the American people.

I challenge the gentleman from New York to do the same.

Beaker ended his challenge by placing the Associated Press release Into
the Congiessionc,d Record.

Emanuel Celler: as might be expected, did not acknowledge Becker's
challenges Perhaps Becker should have challenged Celler earlier in the cam -
paign and qirected, stronger attacks against Congressionil opposition to a
school prayer amendment. However, both tactics could have antagonized
potential supporters and even strengthened the opposition.

The 1964 Presidential and Congressional campaigns were getting underway
and adjournment was near. Celler could remain silent and allow time to,
out. Becker's August n speech, the strongest of the campaign, climaxe his °
crusade for school prayer. N ither he no any other Congressnyvi addressed
himself to the pra issue again untilOctober 3 thc.day t -eighth .

Congress adjourq ast spdich 'as a Congressman~ ci a firstafered
'"
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results of letters he had sent to Roman tholic bishops in the United States
and then delivered his epilogue. espon comes to an end without the
Congress taking any action on 2-1), onstitutional amendment house Joint

`Itesolution 693. I regret this mo than I can put in words, and while I will
not return to Congress next ear, I shall not. cease in my efforts to restore a
173-year right'tb th rican people."51

Cdnclusion

Frank Becker led th ongressional campaign for a 4hool prayer endment
with considertibl finesse. He did succeed in uniting pro -amc ent forces
and helped t rouse massive public support for prayer legisl n. Why, then,
didhe-fa o secure a prayer amendment?

M. y 'factors probably accounted for the defeat. So Congressmen were
ti(e highly.volatile con ersy, others hesitated

of Rights, and still oth saw the discharge of a '
ndment a, 'a dangerous precede t. us, enough Congressm*

used to sign the -discharge petition, and B er's bandwagon stalled at 178
signaturesfor short of the 218 needed. *.

,Opposing rategies may also have be significant in Becker's defeat. The
user of a pressure strategy in Congres ust operate from a power position or
at least be able to promise future port or opposition. FrankBecker held
no important power position, w e his leading opponent, Emanuel Celler,
was chairman of the Judiciary mmittee, a recognized power in the House
of Representatives, and ha rved in Congress longer than Beck&. In addi-
tion, Becker had announc his retirement plans and thus could not promise
support or opposition. eller intended to be around for several more years
and could promise or, reaten both opposition and support.

Once committee to the pressu ?e strategy, Becker had no choice but to
escalate the ty pe and degree of pressure when desired. results did not materi-
alize. Threats from constituents, pressure groups, and fellow Congressmen
might have alienated potential supporters and made the.opposition more
determined to resist. Also, each time Becker spo e on the issuemainly to ,ti

keep the Issue alive and to add pressure on his co Ilpueshe ran the chalice
.if saying something that might antagonize a possible ally,. Perhaps Becker.--... assumed that if all else failed, massive public opinion Would force_the House
to act. No doubt many Congressmendid testify at the hearings and did sign
the discharge petition because of pressure(from back home. However, the-
majority of Con ertwalted_for Jailiciary Committee action the proper
channel egislation. -/' /

,manuelCellep's strategy pf silent delay generallyy=oided th pitfalls of
_Beekeri-pressure strate 'in-action does have the...pottial for antagonizing

,--K,/
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\
. , 0 . 4. ...,,,,. i , .' Congressierrial colleagues, but Ce ller skillfully, avoided delaying too long. 12s_____---

Cdminittee did act? but very slowly. lle.provided the opposition with ade- '
. !ciliate opportunity to testify en' behalf of an amendment, thereby pleasing die.

isopposition except Becker) and delaying beyond the point of possible legisla-
tive action The decay strategy!, also provided enougli time for the eventual

,.
:, . ...,

undtrmining of, Becker's Nri a j or' tactics. 'Xhe Supreme Court' refusal in the ti
spring o4 1964 tohearseveral new "religious practicesl,' cases struck heavily `at ..
Becker's fear tactic. l'or monthg he l ad predicted new Court decisions aArnst
religion in gOver.nment, 'then his predictions were proven wrong just when his '.

campaign desperately-needed new`liftt and suppqrt: if the Court had outlawed
.T ..just one more religious practice, Becker might have won. Opposition to a

prayer amendment by s humber of religious organizations -and the majority of /
religious witnessefar the hearing§Undoubtcdly weakened the align.mcnt of kris

crusade with Almighty God,Again, this happened late in thecampaign when,,,,.
Becket, desperately needed support.

_,-------
Clearly the critic of Congressional rhetoric must realize thavar.tjaits all of

the available means of persuasion cannot overcome opposition bolstered by
CongressiOnal structure, rules, and traditions. The critic must also realize /that
a single speech is likely to be only a small:part of the effort to create a piece
of legislation. Persuasive fforts in Congress of necessity involve committees,
committee chairm , pressure:groups, hearmgs, rules and regulations, public-
opinion, an eechts frotWtrrrfloor. . ,

. /
. 0'0,6

1 For a review of this de' mon see Philip 8, Kurland, "The School Pr yer Cases,;' The
Wall between Church and State, ed. Dallid 11. Oaks (Chicago University of Chicago
Press, 1963), pp. 141-150, 153-158. -
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3. Ibid., June 27, 1962, p. 20.
4. Ibid.
5. Kurland, "School Prayer Cases," pp. 150-152;1.58-172
6, Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, May 1, 1964, p. 884, contains a discus-

sion of the delaying tactic and what anti-amendment Congressmen hoped it would
accomplish.

7. Congressional Record, 88th Congress, 1st Session, 1963, p. 11180..
8. Congres;ional Quarterly Weekly Report, December 6, 1963, p. 2129, discusses the
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9. Ibid., p 2130, discusses the history of discharge petitions and why CdngreAmcn
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OERMANN G. STELZNER

;

, ,

"With, such a'man in office the myth of t4 nation would `again. be engaged,
pik '*4.nd the fact that he was Catholic would shiver a first existential vibration of

consciousness into the mind of the White Protestant." NormanMailer's,
forecast illuminated an essential element in John F. Kennedy's contest for the
pi'esidency agiNoVember, 1960; approached.

ffit

Dien straightforward, commentators sensed the shiver. shortly before
eleci tibn day, 1260, George Gallup polled the citizenry and the data reflected

. .

the tensions within the electorate over the religious issue. Gallup could not
easily determine the "full impact" of the issue,,concluding that it "would not.
be felt" much efbre November:7, 1960. citizens, Gallup observed, were
struggling. Some "Pr e4tants now in tlie Kennedy camp" were "in conflict, '
and similarly "C4tholi . now supporting Mr.- Nixon"ivere doingiso "with

Aisome misgivings.12 La er, with the, fact of Kennedy's assassmation.in 1963
casting dark s'had'ows x)ri the lan'dscapeof thr collective Ansci6ce., William
G. Carlerort analyzed thelpoliticarissues of the ii960s .and judged th'at''only
the religious ... [issue} will loom Virg; in-history."'

Looking back,'Was the meaning of the essential element,recognized? Was it
made manifest and-tangible, for the American citizens? A touchstone for these
questions is Kennedy's address beforethe. Greater Houston Ministerial Asso-
ciation on September 12, 1960, two months before electio'n day. Law trace
H. Fuchs concluded that "no President has ever made as 'important a speech
on church-state matters" as did Ken4edY in HgAston.4Theodore Sorensen, a
Keimedy advisor' and sneech writer,., is deported to have, said Qf the
immediate 6 casion. can win,or ix)se the election right there in Houstoil
ore 9s3V,4nning or losing for 5orensen referred to the immediate
conrost for the side* between John P. Kensnedy, the Democratic notn,i-"i
nee,.and Riehr . Nixon, the Repuhlicarh,But partisan politics paleofn the

,.,
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hindsight of thtimract, of a speech and eleetion, The observations of
Mailer and Gallup and the Judgments Of Carfeton, Fuchs; and Sorensen
suggest that Kennedy's Catholicism forced the electorate to struggle with
itself as it sought to give meanings and values to Kennedy's candidacy and to
the larger question of the tension between religion and politics in the life of
the'cuuniry. Kennedy 's Houston ministerial address was a politiCal statement
for support of his candidacy for the presidency, but It was also,.an important...
rhetorical act that helped to shape and give meaning to future churcli-state
relation' s. which had been set-in mjition historically by them Ong Of z-new...

nation and partially worked out between 1620 and 1960, from the P ritans
at Plymouth to the confrontation at Houston. to

as. There. is'no reason 'to develop here 'the centrality of the religious issue in
/..

the presidential campaign of 1960.6 Both_ Kennedy and Nixon felt its pres-
ence, both sought. to avoid exacerbating it.4.Xennedy often said that the
emphasis placed un his tatholicism l'eventell him from doing justice to far

. more compelling issues.? In his introduction to the Houston ministers, he
indicated that war, hunger, ignorance, and despair tracended the religious

,
issue "VVIle the so-called.re ligiuus issue is necess4rily and properly the chief
topic here tnnight7f4vant to emphasi,ze from the outset that I believe that ws
have far more cntical 'Issuesin the 19C election.... Thc real issues ... are
not religious issuesfor war 'Ind hunger and ignorance and despair know no
religious issue."8 i'")

. Kennedy's acknowledgement that the "kligious Issue" was "necessarily..
and properly the chief topic" was his formal'recOgintion of its importance
to his Immediate listeners. In terming the issue "so-called," Kennedy indi:

I

cated his personal view that the matter was muckless.,cenfrai and germane to .

the body politic and that citizens-116'st define and order ioes and chstinguisb
r.: betweeri the. essential and the nonessential. Ills evaluation suggests a subtle

rhetorical question Ifpeoplecoulia not grapple successfUlly 'with religious
., differencts, howevez portant they wed, could they hope to cope with*the

seNial issues affectin the'the ciallective body politic? The tensed' polarities,
in

.

"chief" veisus "so-called;" imply that the inability to see clearly p much like
e ,

blind faith and neither is a redeeming virtue for political and religious leaders
,

or citizens. ,
,

Kennedy's introduction centered_ on the immediate- issue Aid audience.
BLit tile Reveiend Mr. Herbert Menza, vice-president and program chairman of
the Greater Houston Ministerial Association ankintroducer of Kennedy to
the congregation, sought in his remarks to provide a historical orientation to
the topic and to establish a climate anti context for Kennedy's address. "The

k program," he said, "had been motivated by the religious issues in the
' .campaign issues, that,are, not mo4ern."e Noting tliat "extremists on both

sides" have "tended to domlilate the debate," the Reverend Mr, Menza'

4
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offered a different approach. "The problem is to place it in perspective and
to determine where the candidate stands,in relation to that perspective."? t

Mr. Menza's recognition of "issues that are not modern" not only antici-
pated some of Kennedy 's,,specific historical allusions, but also recalls that the
matter of church-state relationships has roots in American history and litera-,
cure, especially in the election, day sermons preached in the colonies and
particularly those in Massachusetts where the tradition began in 1614 and,
continued until 1884. Preached by, ministers chosen by eivifrauthcirisies,
election day ,sermons were treatises'on the nature of the gOverpor and the
governed and,of the ielationshiv of church and state, they were 4por4mitiesx
"to announce the means of keeping the New England way pure,and func- ,.

-tional,"1° and they ''helped to shape the traditions of the Inaugural, Fou'i:th
of July orations, and State of the Union messages."" Although. Kennedy s

/t
immediate concern is political, his b'asic theme is similar o those,foun*in

any electidi day sermons. In Housto'h, howler, there was an ironic reversal .

of the secular anj ecclesiastical roles. . ' e 0

taedy's'appearance before thee Houston Ministerial Association vas the ,
restilt f circumstances over vbic'h he had no control. In July; 1960, both
Kennedy and Nixon received invitationsro appear.'` -Nixon acceptd but, a
later conflict in scheduling fortld him to cancel. Kennedy did not respofid
immediatC-ly to the invitation, he and his advisors b,elieved that the religious

.., . , ,ue s ould be handled frankly, but to prevent backlash they *lined to ,
deve it late in the c paign. ..Iloweve , vents in oo rapidly. On September 7, 1960, the National. ,
Conference of Citiz ns for Religious Freedom, a grew of 1p tpinisters and,
laymen led by the Reverend Dr. Norman Vincent Peale "of New York and the
Reverend Dr. Harold John ,,Ockenga of Boston, mett'in Washington. The
conference, called "The Peale GrOup" after its nationally known chairman,
asserted that a Catholic President would be influenced by his church: "It is
inconceivable th it 4 Roman Catholic President would not be under,extreme

pure the hierarchy of his church to accede to its policies with respect
to foreign relatiatirin matters,:including representation to the Valicari.."11

.)
" ,, 4The conference. further concluded that the religious issue wals.not created by:

the candidates/ The "nature of the Roman Catholic Church" 'treated it
s`Finally that there is the 'religiouslissue in the present political campaign is

. . --

state.

......

Catlioltc Church which is; ilia "reaPsense,'both a churth and a temporal
not the fault of any- e,,,,didate. It is created by the nature of the Roman

,,i4 ,
- ` / -----_ . , ,

4 .
Because the "pres,tige of the Rtverend Norman Vincent Peale had .! .'

givenaespectable leadership to ancient fear And prejudice, KeNedy.de-4)..
cided with "considerable reluctance:1'6 to accept "the invitation extended by , ,

the Houstdirldinisterial Aisociation. If we take, him of his word:his rsiuc- .
t d

. . . .
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tance is not easily explained: August 25, 1960, Keinr;edy had received a
report from the Simulatics Corpora o that on the religious issue "the net
worst tins been done.'117--He would "not further from forthright and

tent attention to the religious issue, and cou ain."111 Perhaps Ken-
nedy-'s- hesitation re,sulted from his feeling that "The,Peale Group" had forced

..him to meet the issue earlier than he had planned. wally, had Kennedy
been able to postpone-ImaJor Bent a4out his religion a ndidacy,
the timing would hate placed histatetnent nearer to election day, 19
semiceremonial day, and would frave linksd it even more diyectly to the>
raditional and archetypal colonial election daysermon.
_ In acce the invitation 'Kennedy also accepted a format proposed by

the Reverend Menza. -Kennedy would speak to the religious issue and then
answer questions put by the assembled ministers.19 The immediate audience
was considerably enlarged when it was announced' that twenty Texas tele-it
vision stations would carry the speech live.

Thus, shortly befOre 9 00 P.M. on the evening of September 12, 1960,
John F Kennedy Seated himself between the co-chairmen of the occasioh and
awaited the, intrcSduction that would present shim to an audience of nearly
,1000 ministel=s, the majority of whom were both politically and theologically

'opposed to him The Reverend Mr. George Beck, a co-chairman, welcomed
the audience and admonished "restraint, respect, and good condUct.."20
When asked \shy such an admonition was necessary, he responded briskly, "I
was just afraid."21 The co-chairmen also obseryed Kennedy's tensions. The
candidate said little to them and was very, very nervous."22 Listeners, too,
seemed on edge. The Reverend John W. Turnbull was present and offered
explanations for the "peculiar atmosphere" of the evening:

The p culiar atmosphere of the gathering Ois probably due irt much
, larger, part to the ambivalence and embarrassment that every sensitive

Protestant minister present must have felt somewhere in his being.
Several times Septor Kennedy expressed his gratitude for the oppor-
tu'riity to discuss his convictions with us, gnd his gratitude gave every
evidence of being genuine. But most of us were not so sure that we
ought to be grateful'. for the occasion. Too many uncomf§rtable

ukhts assailed'us. The meeting had all the earmarks of an inquTsition,
-and We always thought we were against inquisitions.23 1

Whatev-er the motivations", the "existential vibration of consciousness" that
Mailer.belieted would engage the nation if Kennedy _became President seem,:
to hatefibech present Jr1 I touston. "Plainly hosulciround," thought 1 tme.2
A "sullen crowcf"25 ,of "glaring ministers,426 others observed. Kennedy was
aware of the tensions.' Before he went to meet his aucliehce, he asked his press-
secretary, Pierre Salinger, "What's the mood of the ministers?" Salinger
replied, "They're tired of being called bigots."27
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KeIn dy's occasional irritation at lie need to explaip his-Catholaeilm and
e ministe ',frustrktions at the charge%of bigotry are but twoepecific

of the generalized feelings of large numbers of citizens during the
preiidential campaign of 194. After his appearance in Houston, Kennedy
himself "seemed much surer of the course the campaign would'talte,"28 and
within a' few days of his address the Reverend Mr. Peale resigned fibril the
National Conferehce of Citizens for Religious Freedom:Further, except for.
extremist groups, the religious question was no longer a respectable public
issue. There was, then, a shift in the saliency of the issue, althoUgh
indicated the shift could not be correlated with4the "way the electorate would
actually vote.

All participants in the rhetorical situation at Houston placed themselves in
Jeopardy.Keiinedy, obviously, had'to show that his Catholicism would not
preverit him from ministering to the secular state and that his religion should
not be a' deterrent to initiation into the highest office of the 'nation. The
audience, publicly assembled, risked a test of theirlIong-standing requirements
for initiation. To the extent that Kennedy succeeded,The would not only
improve his chances of winning the office, but he would also provide to some
listeners a certain measure of comfort and of shared ideation. For the nation,

?le productive climax to the archetypal situation of fnitiation,,wOuld be an
awakening, awareness, and increased perception by all citizens of the meaning
of the fundamentals of American government. Thus one possible outcome of
jeopardy might be the purification of secular ideals and areordOng of the
criteria for initiation The self-transcendent character orthe symbolic
i raningfof the presidency and be government would no longer be distorted.

Although Kennedy's Houston addiess is political, it has'marks of a Protes-
tant sermon ajaptedto- his needs. Kennedy's text is the oath of the pre
dency, but he does not announce-it until he is ready to 'conclude,%, ajor
reversal of standard sermon form, but a necessary one because it wias the text
that was, intensely contended. 'Because Kennedy coutd not explicate an
unannounced text, he off'ers definitions of himself and his religion and the
relationship of both to the presidency. All of his early order'ing and sorting of
details iS directly related , to his text and will ultimately be joined to it.
Kennedy offers a two, -part doctrine and an application of doctrine to the
secular state. Woven into this"structure are other resources known to the '
immediate audien,c'e. The relationship between Kennedy's address and, a
formal sermon is not a point -to -point correspondence. However, the simil
larities are sufficient and clear enough To be provocative td the Protestant
audience largely opposed to the secular aspirations of the Catholic speaker,

Although Kennedy told his tibtiston audience that he did "riot intend.to
apolOgize" for his religious and political views, it is dear that he understood
well the need to separate the primary from the secondiry facts of his. 7.
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candidacy. To 'order a proper relationship and a hieraichy_ of values, he
explicates. am hot," he slated, "the Catholic candidate for4Piesident. I am
the Democratic Party's dilate for President who happens to be a Catho-
lic." The verg " ppens," suggesting circumstance and appearing in a depen-
dent clauseorders a relationship. An earlier statement also sorts and orders
private acid publiC relationships. "So it is apparently necessary for me to state
once againnot what kind of Church I believe in, for that should be
IrnpOitant only to me, but what kind' of America believe in." Kennedy
happened to be a Catholic speaking to a finite group of ministers who
similhrly happened to be Protestants. The assembled congregation became a
vessel the feelings of the larger national audience about church-state
relationships. Kennedy's explication asks if tle..secondary circumstantial facts
alnnot.be set aside in the communal efkrt to find relationships nearer to the
fundamental ideals of American government.

xerined-y-rs effort to make both himse.lf and his position 'consistent with
secular ideals is supported by two major parts of his address. his doctrine of
the secular state and his application of doctrine to the practical affairs of the
secular citizenry. His basic design, then, is a Common ritualistic form well-
knoWn to Protestant ministers who preach Sunday sermons and to parish-
ioners who attend them. The applicanoti to secular issues of a structure heard
each Sunday by church-going Protestants is a rhetorical choice for exCircising-
doubts about the purity of Kennedy's vision of what the nation should be, To
the extent that Kennedy enters into a union with form, he reflects commit-
ment. To the extent that the form of a sermon invites, and even ,immerses,
the worshipper into the text? the form becomes a fundamental dynamic in
the search for meaning and Understanding. The truth of anything is known
only So far as we enter into union with it.

If &I:mine-and appliation of ctrine is familiar as structure, Kennedy
strengthened the form by additiOnaLies rces known to listeners, especially
the ministerial audience. Creeds are familiar to church-goers and the imme-
diate audience knew the Athanasian and Nicene Creeds, both of which are
oral ecumenical creeds29 and therefore,riot analytic but formulaic. Although
the AthanasianCreed has "a remarkable grandeur and sublimay,"3° its
liturgical, use "has been largely confined. to the Roman and Anglican corn-
munions,"31 partially because it contains. somber and dogmatic dainnatory
clauses -that stress th'e "fierce repudiation of deviationist theology."3,2 It
proclaims the binding necessity of unwavering belief in the Catholic faith in
its entirety to achieve eternal salvation, and because such a doctrine is too
narrow for the modern mind, the Zreel is "used in the West only on
occasions."33 The concludingSection of sfie creed illustrates well its severe,
damnatory tone "This is the Catholic Faith. which except a man believe
faithfully (truly and firjnly), he cannpt be saved."' Had Kennedy's address

i
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reflected. the thought and tone of the Athanasiarr Creed, iois probable that

..the worst fears of the Houston ntnistrY would have bEen confirmed.
A reading'Of .Kentiedy/

i
s Houston address reveals-the thought, diction, and- . .

tone of the Nicene, not the Athanasian, Creed. Despite some differences in
interpren of fundamental concepts, the major Christian faiths subscribe
to the Itc'ene Cieed. Because objections to Kerinedy's initiation into the
office of presidency often centered on the degree to which he was an
ecumenical candidate, it remains now to observe the doctrine-application
structure of a sermon and selected featuresof the Nicene Creed interacting
within Kennedy's address. The interaction contributes to the ordering of
Kennedy's hierarchy of secular values, the ordering must be consistent with
that of his listeners if his initiation is to become possible.

Kennedy's doctrine is enunciated in two inextricably interrelated parts.
The first division of the doctrine is addressed to the metaphysical ends of the
secular state: "what kind of America I believe in." The ethos of the secular
state is posited: 'I b_ elieve in an America where the separation of church and
state is absolute...." "I believe in an Ameriet that is officially neither
Catholic, protestant nor Jewish. ..." "I believe in an America where religious
intolerance will someday end...."

The second division of Kennedy's , doctrine centers on means, on the
leadership of the secular state, the means derive from and are consistent with
the ends. "I believe in a President whoge views on religion'are his own private
affair... " 4I would not look with favor upon a President working to subvert
the First mendment's guarantees of religious liberty.. .." "I want a Chief
Executive o e public acts are responsible to all and obligated to none. ..."1)40

Listene familiar witfl the Nicene Creed would find suggestive similarities
in Kennedy' doctrine. Viewsii this way, Kennedy's statements are congenial

# to and cbngruenCivith thE larger value System of the immediate audience. For
example, the Nice.ne Creed begins: "I believe in one cod the Father Al-
mighty, Maker of heaven and earth, And of all things visible and invisible." 35
Unlike the Athanaslin Creed, the Nische is inclusive; not exclusive; it'pro-
motes oneness, not divisiieness. In the secular state, Kennedy insists that "no
public official ... requests or accepts instructions" from any "ecclesiistical
source," mentiosiing specifically the Pope and the National Council of

," Churches. Speaking of :himself, he states: "I do riot speak for my. church on
2 `1 public mattersancl ,tlie church does not speak fOr me.'2

The creed continues. "And in one Lord Jesus Christ ..." who "was
' crucified also 'for us under Pontius Pilate!..." A central concern of Ken-

: nedy's doe inc and application is the,.unity of the secular state; the well-
being of citizens could not be realized in an acrimonious climate. Kennedy's

..,, concern-is illuminated at least mildly with the overtones of crucifixion: "This
' year it may bea 'ttholic against whom the tinge. of 'suspicion is pointed....

2 3 9
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Today, I may be the victimbut tomorrow it may be youuntil the whole
fabnc of our harmonious societ} is ripped apart at a time of great national
peril." Speaking to the future, he hoped for a community where Catholics,
Protestants and Jews, both the lay and the pastoral level, will refrain from
those attitudes of disdain and division which have so often marred their
works in the past."

The creed concludes "And I believe in the Holy Ghost, The Lord, and
Giver of Life, Who proceedeth from the Father and the Son; Who with
the Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified." If the

.teachings and the spirit of the Father and the Son are heeded, then, sug-
gestsgests Kennedy, "religious intolerance will someday end" and the Ameri-
can ideal of brotherhood" will come to pass. Despite the many partitions in
the secular state, it can become one in substance.

The suggestive similarities between Kennedy's doctrine and the Nicene
Creed are only. one sign that his appearance before the Houston Ministerial
AssOciation was a test of his secular orthodoxy. Another sign is the domi-
nance of the first person singular "I." The absence in this address of the third
person plural "we," the common sign of political and Communal identifica-
tion, is a clear indicator of the divisiveness between the speaker and his
audience. Kenned} could not enter into discursive argument, he had to affirm
his resolve. And his "1" statements had to be interpreted as public and
communal statements, not as private or personal remarks. In short, his "I"
professions must enter him into the state's witness. When a Christian recites
the Nicene *Creed he does not announce pridte opinions or speak merely as
an individual. He joins with the "People of God, adding his voice to the
Church's unending praise of him who brought them out Of bondage."36
Kennedy's "I believe, I believe, I believe" statements function to join him
with the people and enter him into the prevailing ethos of the secular state.
Kennedy's personal statements assert and solicit acceptance. Not 661 he is
accepted and initiation consummated is "we" warranted.

Having established his doctrine, Kennedy could have immediately devel-
oped the application of the doctrine to the secular state. But he delayed the
'application and introduced a compact and unembelli,hed aside, centering on
his and his brother Joe's military service during World War II. Though they
were Catholics, their loyalty was not then questioned any More than was the
loyalty "for which our foreta,thers did die" in the national effort to secure
the freedoms chenshed by, citizens. These examples are not descriptions of
the manifest evils of intolerance. Rather they illustrate that in the past men
of different religious affiliations had united to confront dangers to the secular
state. Citing the absence of religious tests in the military history of the
nation, Kennedy closed the aside with an adroit illustration from the history
of Texas, referring to "the shrine I visited todaythe Alamo," and reciting a
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litany of betoes and commoners who died, Bowie, Crockett, Fuentes, McCaf-
ferty, Bailey, Bedi Ilio, andCarey. Because "thdte was no religious test there"
no one knew "whether they were Catholics or not." But several Irish and
Spanish surnames suggest that some might well have been.31 Kennedy's
choice of "shrine" suggests that he felt at one with the Texans. He apparently
did notil}jnk that the connotations of the noun would apply to him and his
religion.

The personal aside, spatially a "setting aside" consistent with early efforts
to sort and order relationships, raises a question of means and ends, for in the
examples the religious emotion is strongly appealed to in the guise of
oppositidn to it. The appearand the moral implications of it are muted by the
personal context and the span ionship in w ey are embedded.
But the aside, functions to nderscore and to turn a disc ntage into an
asset. Kennedy wisely place. an -asid his direct appeal which ru s counter

his.cloctrine and application.
Kennedy, the "I," Was central to the doctrine of the address. However,

statements of belief can easily be interpreted as professions of faith rather
than as confessions of faith. Kennedy's application of doctrine functions to
support the doctrine-as a confession. Although a doctrine can stand indepen-
dent of an application, the circumstances of the rhetorical environment in
Houston forced the application in which are manifested signs of Kennedy's
constancy to the secular faith. "I ask you tonight ... to judge me on the basis
of fourteen years Si the Congress" introduces the application. He referi to
political de4isions he made on the matter of an ambassador to the Vatican
Snd on public support of parochial schools: He reaches abroad to consider the
record of church-state relattons iii "such nat ns as France and Ireland," and
be affirms that if elected lid will decide .sti..c issues as "birth control, divorce,
censorship, (and], gambling" according tote "nat4onal inter;st."

A public confession of faith, whether religious or secular, is a serious
statement of intention, as Kennedy and his immediate and removed audiences
knew. Although he did "not concede any conflict to be remotely possible,"
Kennedy, like other mortal men, recognized the perpetual struggle between
the word and the deed and offered to. "resign the office" if he could not
resolve the tests he expected to experience. The offer extends the application
too far. Because citizens expect a President-elemto serve his term, the offer is
awkward and ought not to be taken seriously. However, because Kennedy has
publicly stated his authoritatiVe and,. binding doctrine which is intended to
enter him into a union through initiation with his listeners, the offer suggests
a commitment in depth. He will not violate the national interest in order to
avoid violating his conscience.

The unusual circumstances of Kennedy's Houston address account for
some of the notable differences betweecit and 'other political statements

24i
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made during the cam fin for the presidency. Other speeches often contain
citations of liter and historical figures as well as biblical estimony.
Except for one specific instance to be noted - shortly, the Houston address
lacks di testimony. Kennedy mentions, but does not 9uote,.the nstitu-
tion e Bill of Rights, and the Virginia statute of religious freedom. e was

e to avoid direct testimony which might cause an audience trained and
practiced in explication, to observe closely the meanings he gave to the
language. From a contest in proper translation, he had little to gain. The
observation applies most especially to biblical quotations. If he had chosen to
use such testimony, he would have had to choose-the Douay translation of his
chukfch or some version that would seem like obvious catering to Protestant
opinion. Perhaps he also a%oidetl direct testimony because h anticipate"
some of the interrogators in the question period following the actress. Three
of the seven ministers who put questions cited documents and sought re-

ses to the citations. One minister cited lengthy quotations from The
glut ,olic Encyclopedia, the Osservatore Romano, and a statement by.Pope .

John XXIII from the St Louis Review.39 In these instances Kennedy
responded to the questions but refused to be drawn into'discbssions of the
meanings of the texts. r

Expansive and elaborate historical and literary testimony dots not illumi-
nate the doctrine or-the application. Instead Kennedy chose tomake short
statements about specific situations. His balanced 'ncithecr-nor statements
established the doctrine as the universal. For example: "No Cathtlif prelate
would tell the president ( should he be a Catholic) how to act and no

'..Pro4stant Minister W'etti Id 'tell his parishionerStor whom to vote's refers to'an
ideal, even as it embodies and Ibalances.the hypothetical argument of some
pep-sons opposed to hinr awinit the actual practices of some Protestant
churchmen, speCifically "The Peale Group." Referring to public officials,
Kennedy indicates that they should not requestor Itccept>oetructions" from
"the Pope" or "the National Council of ChurChes."*Further, the office of the,

'President must not be "humbled by making it the instrument of any religious
group, nor tarnished by arbitrarily withholding it, its occupancy, from tlre
members of any religious .grourt." If it is necessary to "condemn" transgres-
sions from doctrine, "condemn with equal fervor those nations which deny
their Presidency to Protestants and those which deny it to Catholics."
Doctrine transcends particulars. The repetitive pattern of counter-balanced
neither-nor statements applies with equal force to all citizens of the secular
state AN can agree that the doctrine of the secular state should be pure. But
impurities in the application are not the fault of any group in the community.

The absence of literary and historical testimony gives the address the
spare, lean, and understated quality of grace under pressure. Its absence also
centers attention upon the personal statements of the "I" and leaves the

2 r,-
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single instance of t11011hy without competition; thereby intensifying its
importance Preparing tti'contlude his application and.the address, Kennedy
indicated that if he won the election he would fulfill "the oath of the
Presidency" whCch was "practically identical," as even the ecumenical Atha-
nasian and Nicene Creeds are ultimately practically identical, with the oath
that J'1 have taken for fourteen years in the Congress.." Kennedy's, doctrine .
and application justified the choice of the pr sidential oath as his text antr4,
his climax. Although the oath serves as t'h text for,bis address, precisely
beca'ti&e it was so bitterly contended, he I delayed his statementsof it.
However in' citing' the oath, Ite risked being considered profane and blase
phemous by listeners unsympathetic to him because of his religion TN,act,
would one of lese majesty. Yet in the presence of those who claimed the
sec lar presidentiMoA unto themseles, he did what some felt he could not
do r ought not be allowed to do. Rather than concluding by sirrnfly, stating
that his doctrine and application mack him worthyof initiation into the office,
Keiviedy went further. Fie spoke the oath and the sounds of oaths tend to
sociillize. Kennedy could not have done more to blunt the sting of the WASP
and to show that insofar as fhe religious issue was concerned, he was capable
of ministering to the secular state.

His doctrine and application concluded, Kennedy was prepared to thrust
himself into a higher order of secular relationships. The "I" and the oath
become one. He ,could "without reservation ... quote" the oash; and
"quote" is the apt verb because until elected he could not confess to the
oath. I "solemnIy swear that 1 will faithfully execute the Office of President
of the United States and will to the best of my ability preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution, so help me God." The secular oath, Kennedy's text,
supported by the formal structure of a sermon and sustained and intensified
by a subdued analogical relationship with elements of the Nicene Creed, is the
chief purificatory language in the address. Purification is a prerequisite to
initiation and initiation is a prerequisite to a test of the fundamental ideals of
the secular.'octrine through John F Kennedy, Catholic, Democrat) citizen,
President. .

Kennedy obviously went to Houston, Texas, on September 12, 1960, to
seek political support for his candidacy for the presidency. Yet his appear-
ance had larger meanings that provoked the-in-We-Es Mailer anticipated only if.,
Kennedy were elected. Kennedy openly tested the reality of the religious base ,1
and strain in American democracy by affirming that his doctrine and applica-
tion were consistent wifh the criteria for initiation. His subsequent election to
th'e presidency in November, 1960, was a reaffirmation and, as with the best
reaffirmations, a freshening,Pand an enlarging and extending of the meaning
of a relationship In this case the relationship was of church and state, of the
life of an individual in relation to church, to state, and to others.
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The Search for the 1972 Democratic Nomination:
A Metaphorical Pe'rective

JANE BLANKENSHIP

"Naming," Kenneth Burke argues, is an "interpretive act" and thus a guide to
act in one way or another toward the thing named.' This is so in part because
of the "magical decree" which is "implicit n all ranguage."2 "If you size up a
situation in the name of regimentation," as Burke points out, "you decree it
an 'essence other than if you size it up in the name of planned economy."3
Thus the "command" that one act one way rather than another is "implicit in
the name."4

For Burke, Words are "acts upon a. scene" which in part arise from that
scene and which ,in turn shape that sc'ene.5 In many respects the presidential
election scene in 1972 was no different from any other. There were sleeper
issues and gut issues, some of which were defused while others never caught
fire, some of which were scrapped and On which some candidates waffled,
white-washed, and soft-pedaled.

Candidates were still drumming up support, beating ihe daylights out of
oppoAnts,swallowing bitter pills, making pilgrimages, putting up straws in
the Ivind, leavinv

5 doors open, creating sparks, sending up trial balloons,
I

swinging :into' high gear, wooing the voters: tossing hats into -the ring, and
jumping.on bandwagons. ts

A \The press continued to fuel speculation, bombard the candidates with
questions, andclaim to be made whipping boys.

,

Audiences 'still flocked to hear .candidates, voted in beauty$cOntests, gave
candidates enough money to be called fat lc ats, or only enouh to be called
skinny cats. They observed, meteoric declines, `tong shots, 'Iarrie ,ducks, and ,

-changes of Heart. ''

Others haVe pried a fuller political lexicon pf past elections; much' of'
which is clearly irk today .4 This essay exirnines tre metaphors Usedaliout
and by the .candichlts In' the% print media for ,the democratic 'yieskdenti4,1--

,
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Set
nomination from January 1,1,971, to *August '5, 1972. The analysis is liase,f)
primarily,. on-,eight dilly ,new-spipers and four weeklies,' The metaphors,
grouped in twelve categories, were selected because. they were, in a loose

. quantttaxive sense, the,,rnest ITervAsive.- Category one reflects the kinds ..of
Jnetaphors'used the most times; category twelve, the least.8.

These tivelve categories-of metaphors provide a set of "common4,topies"
usesl liy., reporters to describe the 1972 nomination process. The examples

- nod under carp category, illustrate the ;'special topics" whiCh varied with
the candidate, reporter, situation, or some other eletnent in the search for the
nomination. t

,.

A ,.By examining the; way the press talked about. a significant part of the
political process,Thc:iCle'ction of a presidential nominee, 'we may be reminded
that,whire we arc usine-kanguage, it is using ifs. Thus the Nvay yve talk about_a ..),

.. politial campalgri may, in the efid, be not merely descriptive but "ptescrir-
tive" as.wel1.9'

'4 . . ,

_
General Violence

,
-

Politics "is 'a brass-knuckles business,'.james,Reston pointedly eminded us
at 1972. By far thelatiest number Of verbal and nominal Metaphors could be
.placed _under-the category of gene'ral violence, even when-those speCifically

ontact sports'are 4 y
49._ -week

forms. Candidates "assaulted': and were assaulted,
"tussled," "flayed," "slapped," "jostled"'

to "nail" each other.
takOn a few swipes at front runner

"jabbed" at Humphrty.,and
an economic policy that

plained of McGov-
hknee they get

referrinitoWsir an
The violence took ma

Yaita eked" and were attac
each of

By 'early

Muskie....." He
Muskie do their ,vot
would "wallop the weak
ern campaigners: "They pre
they poke you in the snoot."

The candidates hammered away
his neo-populist style hammered away
away" at his absence from a meeting of, the Manchester, New Hampshire,
Democratic committee. In nationally teieVied debates with McGovern, re:
viewers saw "Humphrey hammering away at ... the issues of jobs an/1 na-
tional security...."

Everyone "blasted" everyone else. Muskie "blasted" Wallace for "prac-
ticing 'the politics of exclusion.' ". A Humphrey aide forecast that Nixon
would ;,'}'*Mow_' McGovern "rigist out of the water " And, David Broder
pointed out "The Democr4ts could not bear to wait for Miami Beach to
blow their convention and their party skyllugh."

. They "needled." and t
71, McGovern had "alre

it" hard at the POW is
o cut N.A.T.O., and offer

." One "top union official'
h nonviolence . .. but the fir

t each other ()fat the issues. Wallace "in
t busing." Muskie's rivals "hammered
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TliLcandidates cut and got cut. McCarthy "knifed into the Democratic
leadership that fought him in 1968...." The AFL-CIO treasurer-secretary,
"privately warned'that labor would 'cut Muskie to ribbons*' ... .7 Humphrey
accused McGovern of .,"cutting, into the very fiber and musele of our defekise
Tstablishment.

The effects of such violence
,
were clear. The 1972 campaign, was a

"bloody"' and "suicichil' campaign. By mid-1971 many old guard Democrats
"made clear they [preferred) Muskie. But after being bloodied by the party's
left so often, they tubtted) their,ability to influence [the) wild-and-wooly
[New York] qemocratic`primary." SO they worked to "prevent another
bhsk1-bath...."

Just befok the primaries started we were down "to the candidates whdee
i. cp.

strategy [was') either to prove themselves hi the early 13rimanes or to stand
asidewhile the Others bleed themselves in state after state...." "The sudden
collapse of the Muskie bandwagon," according to Evans and Novak, threat-
ened 'uncontrolled bloodletting...." . , '

Some' Democrats became increasinglyConcerned over the possibility of
"Convention Floor Blood." The Democrats; William S. White ,observed,
"don't at all mind coming sver the tube as hand-to-hand combatants, inliving
cctlor." He predicted.thet the. t.O.P. convs" otion would be "pretty weak tea

'14 as against the gladiatorial 'entertainments offered by the Democrats."
With the California credentials decision the "explosion" some "feared and

peedicted, was triggered prematurely ...at the Sheraton park Hotel, and they
were ... clearing up the blood and debris from Capitol Hill' to Cali-
fornia...." After the convention there was some relief that it had taken
place "without the predicted spilling of rivers of blood across millions of
color TV screens. There Was blood enough,'but well short of the massive
public carnage many had foreseen."

Two candidates used particularly violent language. George allace irtii=,:
ised. "I'm Gonna Shake Their Eyeteeth Out." He talked ab ut "sending a
few shock waves" by winning some primaries. To the question "How do you,
think you'll be treated in Miami?.," he:replied. "I might get to Miami Beach
and they thiow me through the rooftop."

John Lindsay's language was also especially, violent. When Governor
Rockefeller "expressed approval of the sanitation men's terms," Lindsay
"accuse) im of giving,in to 'extortionist demands.' " He bitterly complained
that his "c mmtinity of,New York and 'every community is ravaged by
.inflation.....' He said his "city was 'raped' 'by the state legislature in the
annual budget battle. ...".

Lindsay also was pircerved. in violent terms. Some predicted that he would
"run like gangbusters" ih the urban and big delegte states and that his
appearance on the primaiy scene would send "tremors through the camp of

C.
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every presid0 hopeful Illsoencounters were described violently. Lindsay
and Rocke were seen "stabbing at each other ... with the vindiCtiveness
of back-alley brawlers." At a Queens, New York, $50-a-plate dinner, Kennedy
r5portedly-"wielded his Political mace.and ordered Lindsay disinvited."'

Muskie, on the other hand,: was often described as one who "conspicu-
,c5tisli licks the power to hurt, the muscle to assert against competitors.4
"Some politicians have an instinct for the jugular," explained one delegate,
"but Muskie has'an instinct for the capjllaries.v

Alniost everybody .wanted to "get back" at somebody or something.
Shirley Chisholm wanted to "punch hiStbry in the facb." An Ohio macbinist
supported McGovern kecause "I* wants to kick, them in the tail, top:" A

4 ^Philadelphia precinct Worker explained "People really don't like Wallace, but
they want to give the Establishment a kick in the pants."

TO<void "civil war" and fratricidal violence, ta variety of tactics were
dreamed up but by April, 1972, "the Democratic fratricide (increased[ in
intensity and the bodies of the slain [piled) higher."

I a
Auch was made of the Democrats' "deathwish." By May, James Reston

saw the Democrats "in a suicidal mood. broke, di&ided and ... getting a little
nasty,. . " Wallace's campaieli manager saw the platform adopted in Miami
Beach as a "suicide note for November." Despite these dire predations,
Arthur Kroek pointed to 'a "lesson" of history. "The Democratic Party,. is
teetering again on that high, well-known wir;dowledge, threatening to corn-

. , Tit suicide...This posture is a cherished tradition of the oldest national
politica. I organization in the United States, and sometimes it bas jumped as

advertised. , The lesson of political history .. is that it cariquadriennially
jump mapparent death in the summer and emerge miraculously resurrected
in the Fall."

In 1972, the candidates did yiolence to each other and to the issues. The
kinds of viotence were varied and the violence was pervasive. The violent were
perceived affirmatively, those candidates who "lacked the poweNto hurt,",
negatively. The general public and convention delegates alike 'identified
mainly with those who wanted, to kick some generalized "them" in the tail.

Warfare

The primaries were fou t on a variety of "battlegrounds)' Some claimed
thas the "real" battleground was- the silburbs, but several famous battlefields
were recalled as well. James Perry of the Obset'ver wrote in June, 1971. "1 do
suspect that the Wallace movement crested in 1968, much as.the Confederacy
crested at Cemetery Ridge. It is worth remembering,though, that there was a
lot4of Ifloridy business after Gettysburg." As TV. zoomed in for a "beach:
head" at Miami, 'Walter Cronkhite likeriefl Working the,convention to a

. .
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famous World War II battle " 'We're not going ti4.be able to get the guns on
shore,: the general said before landing in North Africa..' . 'We're going to

',have to-take the gasbah with cold steel.' "
Not all the warriors used the same tactics. Harold Hughes, for a brief time

a contender himself% said_that Muskie was "more a conciliator and compro-..
miser than a charge- of- the;light- brigade type. .". John *Lindsay joined the
Democratic party because he was unwilling to undertake "a 'kamikaze mis-
sion' " in the ineieasingly conservative Republican patty. Gary Hart,
"AcGaern's campatgn Manager, believed Mayor Richard Daley would, help
agaI'nse Nixon because "Daley's not a bomber...."

All the gene.rals had their troops. Reminded that as a declared candidate
shS would 'automatically' be placed on -the ballot in some states, Chisholm
said, might shoot my foot soldiers into some of these states...." Among
McGovern's assets were "the kids" who were "his shock troops, his envelope-.
sniffers. .

The:press talked of battalions, phalanxes, and juggernauts. Describing a
"grassroot's fair" for McGovern, the Post included ill. supporters "about two
battalions of tiny tots...." Humphrey had ,a "phalanx" of labor lqaders
"ready to do battle...." However, there was talkthat Humphrey would- be
an early casualty. of." tlioNiuskie 'juggernaut.' '

Blitzes and bombardments proved to be handy tools of war. In Ohio,
McGovern waged a "massive, last-minute, radio-television blitz...." McGov-
ern's "call to share the wealth" proved to be a "soft bombshell." One shot in

. the "barrage" ofikimphrey accusations plainly'lhit" McGovern, For, accord-
ing to Joseph K.r3rt "The McGovern program is way out and not only on
welfare."

Many of the candidates foresaw a lone battle, "from the late spring
primaries to a battle on the floor" of the Democratic National Convention. In
ci,.yonology the war drama went like -s As early as July, 1971, Mayor Sam
VC:illy directed "the heavy artillery in his r e 'fat Iviuskie and, at the same
'time, conducted "guerrilla warfare on Senator Henry Jackson. , .." A "top
aide" in the Muskie camp voiced puljlic concern "that individual candidates
from either wing might 'one-shot 'us' fatally in the early primaries. In
Arizona, Evans and Novak predicted that Muskie's strength would be thinljr
spread while his opponents would concentrate in small areas and "'bullet -
vote' for the delegate- candidates pledged to them." Rdbert Haldeman's
charge "that President Nixon's Vietnam critics arc 'consciously' aiding the
enemy set off a. fusillade of cdunterfire fro4 high ranking Democrats...
By April, 1972, Jackson aimed "his guns directly at McGovern" i4i a "frontal
assault on a prime plank in McGovern's candidacy."

In Virginia, McGovern backers "captured" a big bloc of delegates from
Fairfax County. They setup a Texas "ambush" and went on a "foray" to the
governor's conference in Ifouston. .

2 3 0
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Before and at Miami Beach the usual "male dominated convention [came]
4nder fire. ." Most of those attending were at their first political conven-
tion and stayed, like good troops, pretty much under control. But by
Thursday of the convention they finally "broke loo.e" like a "boot-cainp
Marine on 'his first weekend pass.' There were, of course, after-the-
convention letdowns, aptl1/44escnbed by one reporter as "the Glums car
August."

The "beaten generals" who had tried to stop McGovern appeared, briefly
at least, to be "politically shell-shocked." Tom Braden accurately predicted
that many who lost would "turn out . tribe good soldiers." There was even
a kind of "sentimental balm" for some of the losers. As Holmes Alexander
pointed out "Two fallen warriors, George Wallace and Hubert Humphrey,
are more dear to the hearts of their countrymen than when they were riding
high."

Much of the violence in 1972 was patently warlike. The candidate-generals
marshaled their troops in concerted attacks not only on each other but on
their onlooker-constituents as well. Few, for example, were spared the propa-
ganda barrages of the electronic media or direct mail..

Sports/Games

Picking presidential nominees, observed Jack Waugh, "is one of the great
American spectator sports." The Dern6crats, ?or example, engaged in a wide
variety of games "tinker toys," "a painful game of musical chairs," "a jigsaw
puzzle," '.'marbles," and "darts." B,iit riiostly they went to the horse races,.
play ed football,''boxed, played baseball *nd cards, and participated in track
events They also "gambled" a lot at'dice, roulette, high stakes poker, and
craps.

In_June, 1971, a Monitor survey suggested "the real possibility, of a
Democratic 'horse race' before the final selection is made...." A variety of
name politicians endorsed Edmund Mu.skie's candidacy early, saying. "Fortu-
nately for us, Muskie happens, to be the best horse to ride in most states.
After the Wisconsin primary, however, "Muskie's fourth-place show- .
ing raised no* doubts that the tiring Maine entry can ge the distance." .

When John Litidsay entered the race, the Akron 111:acon Journal com-
mented "With the track already crowded with candidates, the reaction was
'who needs Linsay'' Some called him the "faircsr dark horse.of..4them.
but others were more skeptical. One.jonrnalist gunned prophetically "John.
V. Lipdsay has finally decided to change hearses in midstream,"

The "stalking-.horse" notion started early and hung on Nicholas von
Hoffman poked fun at its overuse. "McGovern is a stalking-horse for Ken.:
nedy and Fred Harris is a stalking-horse- for McGovern, and Muskie is a'-
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stalking-horse for Humphrey, who is probably. a stalking -horse for Bayh...."
With the 'starters ... at the Gate, ". journalists took 'a look at "how the
Winter book might rate candidates...."

Second only to horse racing was football. Godfrey. Sperling, for example,
foresaw the campaign for the Democratic nomination through the eyes of
President Nixon "Muskiei has the ball and is already approaching the goal
line The Muskie forces have been movingforward steadily' and, clearly, haye
the momentum Now coat the big test fir the other team (McGovern,
Lindsay, Humphrey, Jackson, et al.). As Muskie gets closer to the goal will
they be able to holdas did Stanford against Michigan and Miami against
Baltitriore in key defensive stands that, urned those recent ballgames
ar'ouncP" The "game plan" proved to he easier to implement on paper than in
action and Ohio's Governor Gilligan grew upset with Muskie's campaign, he
complained "He's in the position of a quarterback in football. If you can't
get a running game established, then, it's harder to pass, and the whole thing
comes apart." .

Vice-President Agnew, himself fond of sports .e.icted Larry
O'Brien as testing candidates for "the quartet-back slot in a trip
offense." Agnew continued "George McGovern wanted to pitch out to a
trailing backbut couldn't find anyone trailing him.... Georg; Wallace
found he had reported to the wrong team. Coach Larry O'Brien won't even
talk to him or show him the play book. Vance Hartke thought about using a
quarterback sneak But unfortunately, Jack Anderson was out of town." On
another occasion, Agnew compared Hubert Humphrey to a quarterback who'
"operates out of a 'moving pocket' in his policy statements on major issues."

If the gXme went badly enough Tom Braden speculated that Edward
Kennedy might be called off the bench:

.. the Democratic Party is not moving the ball. Quarterback Edmund
Muskie is losing ground. McGovern, Lindsay, Jackson have not done as
welt as he. The crowd is yelling for Kennedy, who has been on the
bench for two years .with an injury once -consitlered serious. The
question is .whether or not he is fit to play.' Perhaps that is the way
it will endwith Kennedy brightly pointing out weaknesses from the
sidelines, while somebody else tries to move the ball.

But the political history, of theiast few 'Ileeks suggests that the time
may come when the pressUre is irresistible, when a party about to lose
an election looks down its bench, and- says, so to speak, "Injured or
not, let's put in the'first team."

The "first team" appeared to be necessary, because the Democrats "seemed
baffled by the broken-field running of the last threey,ears (by the Nixon
administration and were) reduced to sputtering about used cars...." The
Democrats, however, continued to ask "would you buy a used.sar from this

. >c,
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&Dicing also occupied the attention of many reporters. As early as New
Hampshire, the contenders were described in "fighting" terms. For example,
the candidates "like fighters aiming for points before the final bell in the last
round (swung] at all kinds of targets...." In-Florida, a "third-spot finish for
Muskie behind Wallace and Humphrey . .. wouldn't come close to a knock-
out blow against Muskie." But it would raise this question. If "Ed Muskie
can't deliver a knockout blow against Humphrey in Florida, can he take
President Nixon in November?" Wisconsin was "round four" for George
McGovern. His near tie in Ohio "was a body blow to Humphrey's clatm of
industrial support." In California, many journalists conceded that: "The 1972
presidential primaries are ending like the final round of an evenly matched
prize-fighttwo men, toe to toe, slugging it out." After California, McGovern
climbed "away from the last of the prelims toward the title."

There was also time-forribaseball. The Wisconsin primary was like "the
Fourth of July is to major league baseballthe first chance to reckon how the
pennant race is shaping up " Later, at the convention, the Old Guard turned
to baseball to describe their feelings. One commented, for example. "I feel
like Warren Spahn must feel in Cleveland. Spahn must feel he can still pitch,
and I do too, but nobody is calling me to do anything."

Wallace's first two major Michigan appearances were termed "'double-
header' triumphs... " McCarthy sat "out in left field, threatening to enter
the ballgame And Ohioan Howard Metzenbaum apologized for endorsing
McGovern at''a Humphrey speaking engagement by saying. was off base
and I'm prepared to admit it."

On the track, McGovern and Htimphrey looked "like milers who are
running close together at the midpoint of their race, with neither giving an
indication of who will spurt to victory and who will falter in the stretch." All
in all, the Democratic presidential primaries and caucuses seemed a puzzling
decathlon' "Like the decathlon where one fellow may be better at the broad
jump and another at discus-throwing, the variousness of the states gives every
primary candidate at least a chance to display his talents best. But who
would have thought that an all-rounder like Ed Muskie would have such
trouble clearing so many hurdles?"

In explaining "Why. I'm for Muskie," Harold Hughes observed: "The
contest for the nomination and for the presidency is a distance run, not a
k0-yard dash. . . I am convinced that he has the staying Power to mairitain
the pace." But by mid-April even "Boston marathoners" got weary: "Ed
Muskie at this stage of the race is like one of those marathoners who
torture-toed through Coolidge Corner yesterday. The grimace of pain and
shortness of breath seemed just moments away from the dry heaves at
Kenmore Square and whoever said running was fun?"

In addition to sports, some of the candidates also found tinle for cards.
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Edmund Muskie's "image of Yankee integrity" was his "strong suit." "All I
have is my intellect," Shirley Chisholm commented, "but that gives me some
trump cards. ."GeOrge Wallace, the "wild card" in the primaries, found
school busing to be his "trump card." George McGovern's "ace- in the hole"
was "the youth vote."

The Democrats also seemed preoccupied with gambling. Even in Decem-
ber, 1971, some were guessing that Muskie's toughest foe in California would
probably be Hubert Humphrey, "still the favorite of the state's high-rolling
contributors." Wallace was promised, a "fair shake of the dice" at the
convention Humphrey likened Nixon's policy on spending money overseas to
an "international crap game."

In March, Muskie said, as he autographed a sample ballot in New Hamp-
shire, "Now that's a big lottery ticket." All along, journalists were claiming
that "One of the handicaps of the favorite .. . is that a lot of people put bets
on him In California the "stakes" were high and the game was "winner-
take-all At Democratic headquarters the "old hands .-.. [tiedged] their
bets" on whether 50 percent of the delegates would, as the rules dictated, be
women.

In 1972 the candidates engaged in a wide variety of sports and games,
most of which were gladiatorial in natpre. Spectators clearly outnumbeied
participants in the arena. Thos'who sat on the sidelines could view the
gladiatorial fray with the full enjoy ment of one who is both vicaripusly
"bloodied" and yet left basically unscarred by the whole business. They both
knew the "plays" and egged the candidates on, yet they were, Ssomewhat
'superior creatures who knew better than to actually play the game.

Natural Phenomena

"Voting tides," William Stringer suggested, "can be as unpredictable as wat,
tropical storm Agnes." Muskie was perhaps must aware of the truth of
Stringer's obFilation about the "ebb and flow of candidates." A Los Angeles
reporter crisply put it "I don't think Muskie can win anymore.... The tide
is turned " When this became abundantly clear, the Monitor editorialized.
"The tides of political fortune, always fickle, often work their meanest truth
against those who deserve them least."

Announcements for a presidential try were described in ternts of water. By
October, 1971, Chisholm spoke of "testing the,water." Some pled "openly
with the Mayor [Lindsayl to jump feet first into the ... Presidential 01:13,31."

There were "oceaDs of speculation". about a Lindsay candidacy and some
Muskie supporters also wanted an earlier announcement but Muskie still
stopped "at thewater's edge."

Root, drownings, and sinlangs were often predicted and often material-
,.
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ized The Observer predicted that the media would "cover John Lindsay like
he was the Johnstown Flood Charles Snider, Wallace's campaign manager,
believed that the Democratic platform "weighted the Party down with 100
tons of cement in ocean-deep water." But perhaps the most picturesque of
such images involved, not the ocean, but a bay. "The nation's press does have
an eastward tilt, and allot' us are going to tumble into Jamaica Bay, like it or
not. I advise everyone. Grab hold of anything that's nailed down, pull on
your bee preser ver, and together well all sing Nearer 41y God to Thee."

In the year 197 2 fires were "rekindled," "fueled,)", and "heated up." At
least one candidate was accused of "shouting fire" in a 'crowded political
theater, the constituents of anothor were seen as willing to "commit arson"
for their candidate, and one called his previous presidential bid a "rain*
fire."

Some c idates were able to ignite "sparks", others Were luckless in that
ale None of the four candidates appearing in Wisconsin by mid-May,
19 1, Bayh, Hughes, Muskie, and McGovern, "set Wisconsin Democrats on
fir ith astir' The Lindsay 'candidacy was seen by some-as having
potential sparkle "What he' says isn't much different from what Senator
George,McGovern or Senator Birch Bay h or Senator Fred Harris, or even Ed
Muskie, arc saying. But somehos*. (Lindsay) can create sparks in crowds
which they leaye nodding." There was "an opportunity fir sum-cone to catch
fire in Florida' and really Trine the voters. ." Lindsay, however, proved
"fireless in Florida" and Max Lerner observed. "Even before his candidacy
had taken- fire, it struck many as a burned-out case."

Some saw McGovern as an who "throws off no spallCs." He was "a
virtuous man but .. . no lighter o prairie fires. ..."Ale delivered "the popu-
list message with less fire but ibably a great deaImorc substance [than
Wallace) " Kennedy, however, said of McGlavern's campaign that it "ha;
'caught it's old fire and is on 'a definite upward course. A spark has been
ignited, the flame is spreading and it's going to sweep across the country.' "

The candidates, fireless or not operated on a scene in which the "fires of
inflation threatented) to rage out of control." And conservatives in both
-parties wondered, as did Henry Jackson, whether President Nixonwas "using
the 'smoke screen-of summitry to cover up' de facto acceptance" of growing
Soviet influence in the Middle East and elsewhere.

Storms, gal or predicted, constantly loomed on the horizon When Wal-
lace "casually" let the New York Times know he would run in Florida, he
"stole some thunder" from Muskie's formal declaration of candidacy on the
same day Wallafe's decision to enter the Florida primary, in particular, threw
"a cloud over the campaign of Senator Jackson...." Nor were Jackson and
Muskie to be the only storm watchers. "The storm signals (Wallace's strength
in Florida) have not been lost on the other Democratic candidates." But long
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before Miami, it was clear that three "great political imponderables"the
eighteen-year-old vote, the independent vote, and taxesplus the China-

' Russia diplomacy would "cloud the vision of all forecasters... ."
In addition to weather forecasts there were also alerts for "erosions,"

"avalanches," "earthquakes," and "icebergs." But despite this array of natu-
ral disasters, some "greening" did occur. Early in 1971, George McGovern
took care to dig the "grass roots" and to prune the "money-tree." There was,
as Tom Braden pointed out, "a dispute among money-tree experts about
whether the tree shakes as vigorously for one man as it does for another. The
hardhats among them think it all depends upon careful selection of the
seedlings and constant pruning thereafter." The April, 1972, "flowering" of
George McGovern was credited by James Kilpatrick, "in significant part to
old-fashioned organization, to a methodical tilling of the soil."

The 1972 search for the nomination appeared, thus, to the media, a
"natural" thing: However, that aspect of nature most seen was the violent
side. Floods;drownings, brush fires, and avalanches seemed to be the lot of
candidates, issues, and constituencies alike. The two candidates most often
perceived as natural phenomena were George Wallace and George McGovern,
both proclaimed "populist candidates." Both were perceived as disruptive
natural forces, but McGovern was also perceived as one who "blossoms" and
"flowers." The press sometimes seemed to have co-opted the McGovern
campaign button metaphor, "I am a Grassroot."

Animals

By far the animal used most to describe the Democratic candidates was the
ever Present horse. lHubert Humphrey, the old warhorse, John Lindsay, the
pale dark horse, and the like. Because most of the horse metaphors refer to
,horse racing, they were discussed under sports/games.

The verbal metaphors were for the most part prosaic. Muskie "crawled
home" in the Florida primary. Lindsay "flushed out" other candidates and
",unleashed" his Deputy; Mayor Richard Aurelio on the campaign trail. Wal-
lace "twisted tails." And, Humphrey, like the others, "corraled" votes and
was "shepherded" from place to place. In 1972 the Democrats "weaseled
around," "stalked," alternately "snarled" or "purred," and "flocked''' or
"stampeded" toward various of the candidates. If the verbal metaphors were
commonplace, not so some of the nominal metaphors. Reminding us that

- most of the contenders were from the Senate and that only a few such as
Wilbur Mills came forth from the House, one political commentator offered
an explanation. fin contrast tq the proud and glamorous stags that stalk the
aisles of the Senate, the House of Representatives is populated mostly by
prosaic and homespun men." And Mills himself provided one of the few
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references to the aniiii-ak of antiquity when the secretary of the treasury
discussed administration economic policy before the House Veiy's and Means
Committee. He accused John Connally of "bringing into the committee room
a Trojan Horse."

The description of George Wallace and Wallace's description of the politi-
cal scene provided some interesting examples, for example, Wit lace of his
chief opponents, Humphrey and McGovern. "EVerytimeNI trot out a li'l old
bone of an issue, these big boys grab it and tin) off." Florida proved rich
Wallace country, metaphorically, as well afs n vote tally, for example, the
headline proclaiming, "In Florida, W ce Is the Big Gator." We were
reminded also that "Florida loves ong men and beautiful womert4 it
weren't for the offshore shark o has a beautiful lady of his ownk tThe
Jackson entry would look u eatable here."

Of the candidates, my Jackson was the most persistent user bid
imagery, for example, when speaking of defense expendidoo..; -..served.
"The ostriches say, 'lees bury our heads in the sand an. our rear ends
exposed.' . 1111, I say we must stand for a efense posturyto protect
(Air liberty " In a variation on t e theme, he compared the blind ostrickto
the keen-sighted owl "'Ostriches and owls,' hoots Scoop. We are enters
age of ostriches and owls.,The ostriches bury their heads in and and
refuse to recognize the implications of what they're saying. The- owls keep
their eyes open, always remembering what they do today will have repercus-
sions tomorrow.' " To this metaphorical aviary, he, added yet another bird:
"If You leave the offensive weapons out [of disarinament agreements] ,

you've let the fox in the chicken coop...."
Not only candidates but constituents were also perceived by the press in

birdlike metaphors. Birch Bayb's/supporlers existed in "little nests ... in key
states' and "assorted gaggles 91 curious tourists" hovered around the Ken-
nedy compound. As convention time neared, One reporter suggested thit
readers not forget "a whole covey of Democrats out there in the hustings-....
who (will] flock to the convention clutching a half or quarter or less of a
single vote."

Senator Edward Kennedy talked of and was talked about in terms of
"lemmmglike" behavior. In describing the record of the Nixon administra-
tion, ,Kennedy observed "It isn't just the bad results. It's the way they've
gone about themthe lemminglike ptirsuit of clearly falling policies, the rosy
picture painted of every bp.d development...." While the senator saw a
Itmminglike tendency in the -Nixon,administration, one political observer
accused Kennedy supporters of the same tendency. "Lemmings have their
Pell-mell stampede to the sea, penguins their wobbling and single-minded
return to the" rookery, salmon their upstream odyssey home to spawn. With
political ani als, the cycle is a more sobkand calculated affair. a qiiadren-
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mal flocking to presidential politics. And now
more sharply etched than in Ca
Kennedy."

Domestic animals were also to have their ray in th r ess. Deferring, the
full it vision of the party charter was "a b eing tossed to George
Meany.. " Muskie was declared as " ea as a houndstooth," Humphrey
vowed to be do "hang-dogger," , a victim of credentials fight challenges,
Mayor Richard Daley, w t, "according to one associate, like a pu'py
curled up in a corn ter a licking.' "

James ,Ilo was, perhaps, the bluntesj about Democratic chances in
Novemb ,declaring that only Kennedy could defeat Nixon. "I don't think
th ', -,her mutts have a chance." Not all were that optimistic about Ken-

y's chances "Though Americans admire underdogs, perhaps they distin-
guish between breeds It may be that politicians who stubbornly fight even
foolish wars againft the country's alleged enemies win elections. Those who
become underdogs because of their indiscretions do not win elections. it
makes a kind 'of sense, even if you don't like it."

Bovines were not to be outdone. Edmund Muskic folksily reminded his
potential contributors. "The way to keep a cow fresh is to milk her early and
often." The backers, we are told"laughed as if it didn't hurt." At the
Democratic convention, we were reminded that "old bulls never quit until the
young bulls run them out. The old bulls are dead, but don't forgewhat, the
young bulls eventually become old bulls too." / --

Not only were candzidates a constituents .described in animal-like meta-
phors, but issues as well. C urge Wallace insisted that issues ought to be
presented simply, vowing at he would "put the hay down where the goats
can get it " McGovern' ocioeconom. ic poli'cies were his "albatross." And, for
all the ,"presidenti polititians, the Vietnam war issue is something like
chasing a grease boar at the country fair. It's hard to get hold of and no
sensible man ould want to get within miles of it, but:once he gets in the
arena he sn't have much choice but to go after it."

In 2, then, the Democrats£ displayed a heritable "zoo of creatures" to
the ountry Animal metaphors so proliferated that not only were "animals"
mg viewed, but they were being viewed by other animals who "flocked" or

"stampeded" to sec them. Small wonder then that the "food for thought"
both viewer and' viewed tossed back and forth was "bones." Perhaps on such
an animal farm it was not to be unexpected that that near mythical creature,
'"the" tortoise, would emerge with the nomination.

r"-

Vehicles

Ships of several varieties sailed the 1972 Democratic was. At a midsummer
meeting, the AFL-CIO executive council expressed distrust of Lindsay as "a

2J
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showboat'- Kennedy described the visit-of the American ping pang team to
China as an "icebreaker plowing through a frozen spa" Opening up "a new
passage to improved relations...." o

Sai !craft, however, were most visible. InMay, 1971, Humphrey declared,
"I've got the sails up and I'm testing the water." He did, indeed, "set sail." li
Little Rock, Arkansas, McGovern refused "to trim his sails on school busing
or defense cuts...." And Dan Walker offered this mare general advice:
"Anyone who thinks ... McGovern plans to trim his sails ... is in for a
disappointment."

The political seas were strewn with sinking and abandoned ships. When the
Michigan Democratic party left him off the guest list for a dinner, George
Wallace-held another, better attended dinner at the same time. "The snub," as
one columnist put it, "pi.oved somewhat like renting a deck chair on the
Mantle" Early in the campaign "hapless survivors of ill-starred candidacies,
already sunk or sinking, were being gladly welcomed aboard other cam-
paigns." There was "only a momentary pause" for "the quietly disappearing
hulks of the doomed candidaciesthe Harold Hughes, Fred Harrises and Birch
Bayhs ." After the Massachusetts primary, "Establishment Massachusetts's
politicians, for a time fighting among themselves to board the Muskie band-
wagon all but abandoned ship... %" By June, Humphrey "had to lay off
somekof his staff and scavenge for $200,000 to stay afloat till the
convention."

With the party in disarray, some thOught of Kennedy as the "only port in
the political hurricane now besetting the Democratic Party." Another re- r..
porter found Kennedy "restless in safe harbor" and thought he might declare

V his candidacy And, when the nomination went to George McGovern, a
Monitor'editbrial asked: "Was it shrewd or foolish politics for Mr. McGovern
to so downgrade the once mighty bulwarks of his party?" The internecine
feud that followed left McGovern and "his people ... trying to stabilize -ale
purists who still want to rock the boat."

Bandwagons were sometimes in fashion. From DeCember, 1971, until the
"launching" of d' McGovern bandwagon in April, 1972, much of the talk
focused on one particular wagon, that of Edmund Muskie. James Perry of the
Observer denied there ever was a Muskie bandwagon, saying it was "more a
solid old-fashioned beer wagon" delivering "on schedule."

Diesels gave way to steam engines. Contributors were "slow to board
Muskie's campaign train." There was, however, an occasional "spurt of

a steam" for Muskie. Even at it's slowest speeds, there was a "sputter in the
engine" now and then and that "rumble" continued to pToducc "disquiet in
the camps of Muskie rivals." There was some concern about George Wallace

July because he "seemed to pick up steam the nearer he got to Miami."
But it was McGovern's, "little engine, which kept puffing, 'I think I can; I
think 1 can'. . . that made it to the station.
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An uccasional, plane or rocket flashed through the air Atlantic sighed in
March that the Democratic quest for the presidency began long ago, "lost in
the criss -cross of hopefuls' planes increasing the mid-air collision rush. ..."
When Muskie announced his intention of withdrawing from the primaries, a
"Muskie man in the Senate" advised a reporter, "wc're in a holding pattern."

In 1972, the candidates rode out to do battle in a variety of crafts, most of
which were in a state of disrepair or in imminent danger of collision or
sinking. Thus, there was little certainty that any candidate had constructed a
craft capable of riding out the buffeting of the campaign. It seemed difficult
for candidates and their supporters to distinguish between reality and appear-
ances. What ,seemed to be a sleek, durable vessel turned out to be a Titanic or,
worse still, no 'craft at all. What some thought were "bandwagons" were not
and what most did riot see as a bandwagon was one. It was, however, a near
mythical craft from a children's story that emerged the most durable craft of
all, a little engine that could.

Other Persons or Types of Persons

Almost all'the candidates were compared with someone else and not always
aktmiringly so, for example, Wills suggested that Eiigene McCarthy had "be-
come another Stassen." Von Hoffman saw Birch Bayh "as a kind of WASP.
Sammy Glick. ." When Hubert Humphrey offered "What this country
needs is a nice man as President of the United Stares," Jenkins in the New
York Tunes Magazine observed. "Like Willie Loman he sets great store by
being well-liked,"

David Broder suggested that with "his pompadour carefully fluffed give

him every possible quarter-inch of extra height," Wallace "looked ust a bit
like an aging musical comedy star brought back from retirement for a revival
of 'Dames at Sea.' " ,

"Running for officeparticularly the heady excitement of the big time,
the Presidency" the Observer recorded, "is probably what [Wallace! enjoys
doing most in life, he could no more pass it up than Sky Masterson could
resist a bet on Don Juan as a pretty face." In Maryland, Walls appeared to
be the "sole vendor of vanilla ice cream, when everyone else is offering
chocolate. With the chocolate fanciers thus divided, it is obvious that the
unque vanilla vendor can hope to sell more ice cream cones than anyone else,
even if he gets under 20 percent of the total market." One headline opined,
"Wallace: Pied Pipet; of the Dissatisfied."

John Lindsay may have suffered most from comparisons. cston called
him the Lochinvar of the late night shows...." So emocrats viewed
him as ,a "carpetbagger.'' Newsweek reminded their readers: "Lindsay ...
came to City Hall a term and a half ago rather like, Henry V 'to Agincourt,
pledging at his inaugural not just to work the usual civic and fiscal wonders

2 k)
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-f lilt to. strike uk :pew light in hied eye and the sound of laughttr. in
homes.': :'. LitufsaY.,today Is far fess a hers at haqie.ttian to the national
aullience:Npas, cultivated and won as knight-ert Mt for all urban America.
Otis r deign Has ,beet, besetby crises from its very first 'day...
'challenge. of Nallachn a TV, debate'in P.i6ritla prompted one, feporter to
sugge,st that was rattly. "like g'iny Tim asking .1,:qe Frgier to step outside `so.*cattsettle,t " ' . 0

Mc4'pvernrs "WeaknesS," was likened to !`that af,.Aristides: People are
numbed by his liberal v,irtito, and are tired oe hearing him called thejlist."

wind table jipmed with seventy knights, clad it battered armctil.. he
brings the Galahad T,6 u t!' declared James Kilpatrick. At least osie repqrster
recalled McG^oy &jt's si eek campaign for dr ;1W presidential norniria)op,
sayin It see e to c`d. '" lVt cl" tin, an image of a wildly unrealistic tilt srA at

When "lo ed 'askance" at McGovern, the. Haifilids
. .

secreted closeC:0 "the McCoy enator George McGovern . Eto1.- the

U.S.Sou.t.0...11y, May Ito sudd ly "became:1:Prince Valiant" in the media.
Princely, it Kennedy who remained the romantic arid perhaps
-tragic Owe to solne, for,example, t e Glpbe was reminded of Billy Budd.

They:[McGovetra sympathizers] don't pst..plan to draft Kennedy, since.
.; he can always ollject to that.'They. plan soinething inure severe, more
,like , an "impreisinent" of the Massacluisetts senator, similar to .the
)tetruiting teliiques used by the British Navy before' the,War

gek'S eilrletly.Salls the seas of 'Cape Cod, the flotilla of the
. e for an Open Convention is hard .asterit seeking his services

for the journey to November. Like Billy Budd, ville's innocent
corefoiThian, he may be taken from hi; peas eful met t Vessel and

.placed oh the deck of a man So wir.,He may go quietly the may .
protest. Either way, he's bound to be impressed:

^ ti

D'On Oherdqrferm, re;hinded Post readers that a niimher 'of icleople, hard
scoffed whep McCovem "sat tiown`"to play,Iseeifingly hapless and hopeless
one note.' Johnny from South Dakqta applying for the biggeit job inthe,
nation... r" Also playibg on the keyboard 'metaphor perry recalled. "Every-

body laughed When poor old clodhopping George McGovern sat doWn to play,
the piano. 116151),dy's laughing-now. he playswitk the skill of a Van Cliburn."

4.
Newsweek recalled how "Democratic regulars" hadwatched kicGovern's,

'accelerating march toward the nomination as disthally; and as as.,c

'Ionic watching the advance of Attila the Hun across Europe." E'ven then
was Kennedy, not McGovern, who" was likened to the Greek heroes:. "The day
Senator Edward Kennedy, of Massachusetts got into the Democratic campaign
was:like one bf those moments in the Trojan War when things had been piing
hatll for the Greeks and then one or another of thei(heroes,",an Achilles,or

'an Ajax, buckled on his armour and entered the fray."

9
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In 1972, the candidates were often not`perceiv. edas senators and congress-
running for the presidential nomination but other types of persons

enga: in other tradesthey were Don Juans or ice cream vendors. More
Qften OA not they were larger or smaller than life, but rarely lifelike. Thus, '
the mpaign appeared to be populated chiefly by royalty of various courqya
ranksb by characters more to be disdained or pitied th nadmired. Constitu\
eras (whe they were not masquerading as animals of s ral species, domes-
tictic and wil were not citizens listening to campaigners' talks about. issues,
but, rather, bu s of ice cream easily seduced by the enticing tune of a Pied
Piper nparching thr hout the land.

. .Show B iz -

#
Vice-President Agnew agreed that the Democratic campa)g s 'an open
book." He quipped "I understand the aut cr is Clifford IrvinU e the
press may not have agreed op the authorshi of the piece,. that there wa
scenario they were sure. By May, 19x71, it seeme. ear "thals,the irrepressible
Ilumphi-ey would like to write the comeback seen lo of the 1970's." In
mid-1971, lydmund.Muskit our his "'scenario "for ont- runner" to see
if it would niove. Ali April New Republic cover story previe d at length, "A
Scenario for Kennedy," If McGovern turned out to hs a stro candidate,
speculated one reporter, that "of course, would' tear Nix,. Ktnnedy 'I am not ,

a,candidate'.scenario to pieces."
Some of the candidates performed 4th o5k verve thah others,

example, "Jan Barrymore Lindsay' gave a "Oa a peridrmance" when he-
annbunced his switch to the Derweratic 'party. Otthe saw Edward Kennedy
as the "number one sweater boy 'of polities"' who at an jeasion in Arkansas.

.6 honoring Wilbur Mills "scattered magn. olia blossoms with Rliett Butler aban-
don..,.."

As late as July some Democrats held on to "a last hopeth feverish vision
of a Last Hurrah, the sweet scenario of Ted's conscription as can ate
Kennedy`iU, followed by his conquost of the usurper ih November and hi
Coronation in January as Sovereign of the Restoration "

There were those, however, who saw the election as less head stuff. In
19-71, one reporter thought Birch Bayh would be "cast as the juvenile lead in
tite Democratic follies... Bayh dropped out of the race even b ore the
play "tried out" in the primary states but the show did, in fact, go o . "The
Follies Begin," ggrry of the Observer declared in January. The llorida
primary turned "(nit ta be the most fantastic local. w since Walt D sney
opened in Orlando ..." A later ver e "show' in Wisconsin stir red
the "odd couple," McGovern Wallace. By mi.- e complai d
thatS-e "real McGovern" still rem. ned "under the grease amt."
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...; Many viewers agreed that there 'was "nothing quite like" a Wallace rally:
calling it "vcouiltry carnival, phenomenon.. .." Tht coming of George ;...

' W'allaco seemed to be "an evehtrather like the coming of the circus in the,.
springs" William Raspberry saw the Wallace rally as a "minstrel show:' and
Godfrey Sperliog likened* to tilt "finish to a Billy Graham revival."

Shades 15T -Si _old Westsornetimes 'walked :the streets. "ShoWdowns"
occurred from% New York io California. Voters were tracked "along the
Chisholm Trail." The ,i4onitor speculated. Aindsay may cut off Muskie at, . ,.
thc gap ''', But it took .the California pfinlary ,to .recall two classic Western . t*"
rciPvies A McGovern' primary aid suggested. "California th6 gunfight at
the, 0 K. Cqrial " The Monitor went further back in film histoiy. "California 4 . 't
may lvve.FrA the crowd scene of the Republican convention, but it is aim t
slue to provide a.'"FIigh Noon' backdrop for a Democratic primary climax..
The big scene now-is the /Men Hurnphrey-George :McGo'vern ;shoot-

-, out.' . 2." . . . . .
,.

' Westerns wort not the only genre for which the press had a fondness. :
There was. of course, one conspicuous event, that .....as, at first, teeated like a, -p

... spy-454°f, the Watergate -break-in an subsequent cover -up. 'Mission Incrcdi-
ble,' first descniCed as a "caper," a""Cloalt-and-dagger" affair, remained for
some a "political soap opera" but became for otheriAa "national,tragedy ." ,..i

i The "Barnum and 13"a4ey world pf politics '72" tilted "on its wets toward ':
the party" conventions... ." Until the.12'st minn'te, l'Humptire'y scordkeepers'' ,,,,,

. .,clfallenge.d. McGovern's arithrvetic and guessed ,that "Ins. Great American
Dream Machine would* die; around the second ballot:: As the contention

' Megan, the "dratha" of the three Georgk(McGovern, Meany, Wallace) held
the-Miami "stags" Some claimed tltai the con;/ention "Ili drat stalestOf all
tags looked like the cast of 'llair '''...And, as.the convention endpd an all the .;

rivals,Itood with unit around eaelr °the? On pie: podium, the,"pc crats -,t.. ,,
gtaged a smash rock-opora 'versidn of the old. party show, 'United WeStaild, .

Divided We Fall.' .. " McGovern, the star of-that shpw, causea some labor .1
,.leaders concern "We're (labor] going to hait a real fight. ..:Skae Archie

Bunkers think McGovern is t000radical to vote for." The'qiieStiOn asked rritich
earlier. after Florida. "Was ie all Archie atinkers?," returned to haunt'rlie A

Democratstgain. . '41',
The search for the 1972 Democratic nomination turned' pi-intary season --

into the "great American road show." First one candidate and then another;
"leapt center stage" in severaf.Yersions of the scenario for winning. This '),,a1
the writers selectecrtuSt only the older more 'conventanal forms ;11 W111 ch-to . ,
write, b,ut so dipped into the newer forms such as thc rock opera. The play ,

had.arr,tpusua large east calling fora variety of $ic.tor-typesglamour boys.
juvenile leads, stalwart Rrotcctors of thc peace: aid fumkjing4itlains.,Even
with so large and varied 'a cast, show biz remained largely a speaafor

-'
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9.

, .

phenomenon, mole to be watched than participated in. The spectators could
enjoy, the vicarious excitement of a sho'ot-dut in Dodge City or the super coot
antics ofInaster spies. They could laugh at the clowns and the slightly aging
musical' comedy stars. But they did not actuallx put on the greasepaint and
thus did not feel responsible when the play proved to be a flop. '

.

4

Other Categories,
,

The first eight categories' accounted for 86 Percent of the metaphors cata-
loged in tNs study. But four other categolies need to be mentioned: court-
ship food/cookery,, religion; and health/illness. ''

The .1972 pr8idential swains wooed andiaere Wooed, courted and were
courted. Only ieporser predilection scems"tnhave determined who "wooed"
(and was wooed) and who "courted" (and was courted)." Courted or wooed,
tlfe Soth, in'the end, felt like a "bride who got left at the altar."

At least one suitor, Humphrey, was affectionately chastised by David
Broder for' his superabundance of ardor. "Htimphrey can lie faulted for his
excesses, but they are the excesses of a generous spirit, not an angry or
embittered heart. His exaggerations are like alover's liesand at 61, Hum-
phrey is till engaged in reckless love affairs with his country, and, indeed,
with all of 1 " II in all, however, the press appears to have seen little that
was glamorous or cou about the quest for the 1972 nomination. As one
columnist put it "The qttesno whether in the process of the courtship the
lovely and elusive prize gets so. rave d and mutilated that the swains will
wonder if the quest was worth it."12
' Some judged the election to be "mostly abati(who gets what share of the
money pie " The press saw celestial pie as largely bipartisan. "Pie-in-the-sky is
a.bi-yartisan confection. It's a dish that Democrats and Republican candidatest.
serve up with a flourish each presidential election year and a race between
George McGovern and Richard Nixon could become a Chef's Derby :"
t The other Democratic dishes ranged in elegance from to to hors
d'oeuvres. When GeOrge Wallace tossed the Alabama state legislature "an
impressive stew of populist legislation" it swallowe.d 'only a spoonful." The
candidates dienBt always manage to choose the appropriate fare for their
audiences. For example, one local politician "fumed" about Lindsay's appear-
ances in- Indiana: "They wanted red meat and he's dishing up fancy hors
d'oeuvres." .

Consumegi Were wa rned by a viriety of p.. le; for example, vice-
President Agnew felt the contenders for the Demo, ratic presidential nomina-
tion were only rewarding voters with " 'Leap Year ] s IlipOps' by using 'the old'
soatt-the-tich,_sharethe-wea th ploy' as a 'campaign issile." Elizabeth Jane-
way's consumer advocacy t ok an a more Lipartis "it would apptar
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that what politicians offer us is alga a product to cons\iue; plans, programs
and policies cooked up in huge stainless steel vats somewhere behind the
scene and marketed in convenient cans bearing a label 'that' declares the
contents are just what grandma used to make.... To the sellers of politics,
we, the voters,- are simply consumers and the`Ithief question becomes.how
best to tickle our taste buds." In 1972, the "wares" of the Democraticparty
clearly did not "whet" the appetites of the American public.

'The "Christian witness" of George McGovern and the political "conver-
sion" of John Lindsay ddminated the religious'metaphors, Henry Jackson's
much reprinted comment about Lindsay's switch to the Democratic party is
indicative of the tone of many. "We believe in the right of redemption. But if
yOu join the chuich on one Sunday you can't expect to be chairman of the
board of deacons the following Sunday." Jackson proved to be more pro-
phetic than the columnist who observed "the ticket could be enlivened with
the verynewest Democrat around, one still fresh and dripping from the
political baptism font, rechristened party man John Lindsay."

Lindsay, as he campaigned for the nomination, reminded one of :.an
attractive young Episcopal bishop from perhaps Old, Greenwich, who says
most of the right things and looks princely in the robes and trapping of his
-ecclesias.tical office." If John Lindsay was likened to an -Episcopal bishop,-,
George McGovern was described in more fundamentalist. terms. His "style"
seemed "more like that of a Christian witness than that of far charismatic
leader, some McGovern bemoerats sought to persuade Humphrey Demo-
crats to join them, William Buckley provided this reminder for onlookers.
" isn't sm simple as that Humphrey's emphases arc different from McGov-,

ern's. What it is, is sacrilege. McGovernism is something of a religion.... It is
off-piiitling to be asked to vote for McGovern as a religilnis exercise. It is one
thing to, seduce the Humphrey Democrat by appealing to his party loyalty or
by'his disapproval of Richard,Nixon. It is something else to try to co-opt him
into a new religious-order." .

Only Kennedy ,was persistently, sanctified. One political Aserver noted: ."Watching the summer tourists approaching Ted Kennedy in the halls of
"Congres is a little like watching pilgrims 'coming to a shrine. .

cants stand in Iiile.for picttires, autographs, or a handshake." Une wliter went.:
so far as to%rnetaphorically deify him:"`he is a man of destiny, like it or not..:
Aug he does not want it Deep down he is trapped in his own Gethsemane.
1-te would like the chalice to pass.. , ." . .

SomC came to view both the Wallace and'the McGoverncampaigns as
"erusades,".California was at one McGuveria:s "finest hour and the epiPhiny`
of 4. his larger political problem's." As with most candidates, "where his cup

runneth over, where he 5 rich beyond measure, is in a superabundance of
uusolicitekadvice." By September, 1972, it was cliiar of the old pols that ."

s

4.
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"they really weren't terribly eager to recruit the 1972 'sacrifical lamb' from
their own kind." Thus, it was ''S,t.'George" who went out to fight "the
Dragon, Richard Kixon.r

The year 1972 "brought boils to the surface w be lanced." "Front
runner's miseries" dominated much of the early press coverage but the "sick
list" extended to most of the candidates. It is perhaps'not unexpected that
the author Of In Critical Con4dit:0. n The Crisis in America's Health Care
would, in these, pi-ess accounts, make the most metaphorical use of health/
sickness: For example; SEator Kepriedy saw the I.T.T. affair as "sympto-
matte, of a disease that Infects all levels of governr;fent and all parties. He
assured the South tat the4,7 were "no loriger swallowing . , patent Yankee
medicines." And he commented on tlideTinancial community 's responses to
McGovern's defense of his socioeconomic policies in the California debates.
"If Wall Street sneeied over George McGovern in California in 1972, it
pitsitively caught pneumonia over IresidentL,Nixon's invasion of Cam-

Y.

Kennedy himself was sgen,,Ily the press in terms of health aid to an ailing
McGoyern, for eXample,-he was 'called a "crutch" for McGovern and was
certifid a i'tonic" for tlie...South Dakota senator. "Advised that he trailed in
every state except. rw.1.5,'Gmtge McGovern took a powerful tonicwith
built -in side effects The tonic is caffed Edward Kennedy. And McGovern now
has symptoms orcii ailsina.shock."

"Fractures7; accounted' for many 1972 miteries. The ACalth/illness cate-
gory is inextricably associated with the violence category, for surely candi-

. dates'and, constitucticis" alike would require lime and treatmfrit to recover
fromso much "flaying," "rattling of eyeteeth," "sandbagging," and the like.

The actors r4 `ihe-'1972 election, on occasion, indulged themselves in
certain, religious practices. But, there was, in 1972 at least, no biz like show
bizo unless it wascgtirtiriglegOlcing, orsdiagnosing illnesses. It was, for the
thetaPhor-rnakeis'at riasr, "a very good year."

-
)

Con4Iuskn

In 1971 to 1972, tktelve "common topics" appeared tb dominate the way the
press, descriI)e.itlie search far the Democratic nomination. For each of these
"common topics';. or, essential metaphors4 variety' of examples illustrate the
range,ors'?pecial toPics" within them.

T.14 Tcader'sliii of the print media sampled in this study numbered many
,of people They were exposed to shesst-partieular common topics for

a east eigfhtKri months. One can' only speculate to what extent the language
clescrib,i4 the t9 (or any) Alominition pcoFess is "prestriptive" as well as
descriptitA. Bu? and Others are correct in their suggestion that a "name"
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directs the way one acts toward the thing named, then language IS prescriptive,.
as well as descriptive. As he suggests, "qe mere act of naming an object or
situation decrees that it is to be singled out as such-and-such rather than
something-other."13 Thus,. in "its essence" language is "not neutral." For as
Burke argues "Far from aiming at suspended judgment (the speech of
people] is loaded with judgments.... Its names for objects ... give us ...
cues as to ho w we should,act toward these objects."14

There has been a serious cautionary note in this essay for, as Hermann G.
Stelzner observed, ,metaphors "may become current coin before there is
explicit recognition [ Burke would suggest even 'implicit' recognition] that an
analogy and not an identity is involved. X15 An identity may 6e presumed for
so 'wag 'that the analogy, if it is seen as an analogy, may be perceived as more
exact than originally, in fact, it was Moreover, as Marie Nichols reminds us.
"Language is not an objective tool, it's symbols are not empty but freighted
with the experience's of men who are its makers, and interpreted by men who
bring to it the feelings and experiences of their existential selves."16

If "to understand ourselves, we must study our sytnbolic behavior,"" this
examination may prod us to ask. What does the way the press (and the
candidates as reported in the press) talked about the 1972' Democratic
presidential nomination tell us about the way press' and candidates have come
to view that part of our political process? As consumers of these metaphors,
we may want to go beyond that question to another question, "What do our
interpretations of them tell us about our existential selves?" Again, Burke_
provides us with useful clues by reminding us that a symbol provides ds with
"a terminology of thoughts, actions, emotions, attitudes, for codifying_a
pattern of experience "18 Ile points to the close relation between symbol and
situation or scene. The symbol provides either an "orienting of a situation, or
an adjustment to a situation," or in good Biirkeian fashion, both.19 Thus,
symbols are linguistic encompassings of situations.

Existentially then, for the printed press, the nomination process is one in
which violence is the norm rather than the exception. "Flaying" is the
essential activity; whether the candidates direct it at each other or at the
issues. The encounters of the candidates with one another and their tactics
are, then, generally violent if not specifically warlike. Moreover the violence is

multidirectional, it is directed not only at fellow candidates, but at constituen-
cies as well, for example, audiences are treated much like a people under
siege. Small wonder that after more than a y ear of bruising battle, not only
are the candidates bloodied and impotent but their constituencies as well.
Thus there is little place for the careful, reflective consideration of issues
during the nominating process and little will or capacity for it immediately
after a campaign.

There is a gamelike nature to all of this. The "carnage" is both real and

t.
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unreal. The favorite "games" (horse racing, football, and boxing) in the
nomination process are "gladiatorial" in nature. They are, first of all, largely
spectator sports. Few players actually get bloodied (in the one, horse racing,
it is not even humans who feel the prod of the stick) and many can watch at a
safe distance. Fans not only participate vicariously in the "fray" but by
gambling on the outcome they add dimensions of excitement that applause
and lip service alone do not generate. They are one step closer to the fdy but
still largely unbloodied.

Politics also often appears to be a genre of "show biz," again more to be
watched than participated in. The cast, in 1971 to 1972, is still predomi-
nantly male. Some aspirants try out for their roles and occasionally one has
the potential at least of stepping into the starring role without "trying out"
for it.

The playbill consists more of musicals ("follies" and the, like) and situation
comedies (for example,--the "Odd Couple") than of serious fare. But, West-
erns and cloak-and-dagger "capers" occasionally are available for divertisse-
ments. When the viewer realizes that the "caper" is less the stuff Of which
James Bonds are made of and more the stuff of serious drama,Some decide
the play has run too long and move on to something else.

Scenarios prepared by campaign staffs are rewritten or discarded as the
drama is played out before audiences. And, in politics as' in show biz,
"comebacks" are often more easily dreamed of than enacted.

The near obsession for "likenesses" is clear. Since the "roles" in the
political process are either ill-defined, unconsidered, or disliked, candidates
are seen "in terms of" something else. They are seen as other peopleas
Sammy Glicks, Willie Lomans, or as Billy Budds and Prince Valiants. The
range is wide indeed, but people largely stand at either end of the continuum.
Even the "piano" is only played by a "Johnny-one-note" or Van Cliburn.
Thus, our political figures seem either smaller than life or larger than life.

Often, indeed, the political scene is inhabited not by candidates but by
animals of all varieties, more domestic ti ran wild. Moreover, it is "peopled"
not by a constituency carefully considering the issues but by "coveys" and
"flocks" who are "corraled" or "herded" into their-decisions. Thus, if one
doss not want to go to gladiatorial games or to the theater, one might well go
to the'zoothere, again, mostly to look.

All of these proceedings are viewed, not as exceptional, but as natural.
Candidacies "blossom" as readily as plants. If we are to agree with the
metaphor-makers, the McGovern and Wallace candidacies seem the most
"natural" for 1972.20 Even in this category,-"violent" imagery persists, for
example, "drought," "washouts," or "earthquakes" are the fate of many.
Still, amid allvf the "avalanches" and "floods," some "greening" persists.
7 If this is the nature of the "reality" the press has constructed under the
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label "political process," one may pause to ask whether the political process
would be greatly enriched were we to respond to it in other ways and to look
for other symbols with which to "encompass" it. Such new vocabulary might ,
reveal that we require our candidates to act like something more than rival
quarterbacks who see their task, as devising game plans and calling audibles.
And we might require of ourselves a more thoughtful and active role in the
political process.
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